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PINFACE

Th.klreport is about the male workers.who eeside in the poverty areas of

Chicago, St. Louis, and San Antonio. It is the result Of a-reseaech effort

No

, to provide more.insiThts.about the complex interrelationships and riiative

4
importance of.various soci,al.situations and individual characteristics;that

affect the eMployment and income levels f these workers.

r undertook this study al. a result of a coMbination of circumstances.

First of all, it grew out of my interesein the social ciUseS bf poverty.and .

the strategies for combating the employmen't problems-df low-income wdrkers.

It also developed because I learnedvaboUt the Census Employmeni Survey (CES)
. .

it

of sefected low-income areas, which was conducted as part of the Overall

prognm of the 1970 Census of Population 'and Housing. This special survey,

which began shortly after the completion of the 1970 census, gathered a

wealth of detai1ed socioeconomic information on individual workers living jn
'

poverty districts in 54 urban areas and seven rural areas. 'During the summer

of 1974 the microdata were gadkavailable to'the public on computer tapes,

and I. now had a splebdid opportunity to 'analyze a host of variables considered $

by many researcher-S.-as important determinants of labor-market performance.

Another attraction was the opportunity to carry out a comparative study

that.focused only on workers.residing within poverty areas. jhis' made it

possible to analyze the differences and simflarities between workers in

various poverty areas. By using the data from the poverty areas in two majoe

Midwestern cities and in one Southwestern city, I could study the impact of

race and ethnicity (Spanish origin versus non-Spanish origin). Also, byj.
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excluding metropolitan workers livtng outside the,poverty areas, I was

able to look at a more apPropriate cross section f workers for-making

longitg10.3 inferences about potential improvements in Oisaavantaged

workers' incomes.

A final factor was that recently-developed multivariate statistical

methods for computer analysis had the advantage over simplerforms of

earlier multiyariate techniques of being ablel to handle the mixture of
I

nominal, ordinal, and interVal variables'that could b obtained from the

CES computer tapes;, atso, these methods did not require-the restrictive

assumption,of linearity in the data. Moreover, two of the new kocedUresv

I had learned about appeared.to be promising for,discovering, along with

the direct, independentgffects of the predictdiss, any additional effects

following from certain combinations of predictors (interaetion effects).

Before,turning to the substance of this report, I want to express my

'apPrecia.tion to the many people who helped me to carry out the project

described. Funds for this study were granted by the Employment and Training

Administration of the 1J.S2 Department of Labor. I thank Dr. Hoviard Rosen,

Director of the Offlce of Research and Delhepment, for makihg these funds

available and Dr. Stuart H. Garfinkle, who at the time this study was

proposed served as Chief of the Demographic Research,Group, Employment and

Training AdkiniStration, for his invaluable advice al;oUt the scOpe of this

project knd the sources of data. I am.grateful,to my project .officers from

the Office of Reparch and.Development, Mrs. Nora Tucker and Ms.,Kathy.

Naughton, for their prOfessional assistance and 'prodding),

' It is difficult to adequate:1y thank Dr. E. E. Liebhafsky, Professor-

of Economics; University of Mfssouri-Columbia (UMC),. who spurred my
4

original interest in manpower problems and who provided continual

a
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encouragement and constructive criticisms from the begiuning to the end

of.this project. AdditilonallY, he gave helpful ad4ice about administrative

matters ana directed file to Many other people who proviaed valuable informa-
.

tion.and assistance.
at

I am thankful-to Dr. Bernard Lazerwitz, Pi:ofessor'of Sociology,

Bar-Ilan Uhiversity, RaiiiatuGant Israel, who was Project'Associate in the

first yedr.afthis study, for his many significarit.intellectual and

methodological contributions: I would also like to acknowledge the valuable

methodological assistance given Mr. Gary Stangler, Senior.Research Spec-

ialist in the Department of Rural Sociology, UMC. Professional praise and

thanks are due to Dr. David R. stevens, Profeisor of Economics, UMC, for

critically readihg the proposal for this pyoject, for.allowing Me to sit in

on his graduate seMiag,;op manpower economics, and for directing me to many

iiieful references on labor force pArtiaPation.
.

I am indebted to Mrs. Barbara Matthews for her excellenceand ingenuity

in writing the computer programs employed in the variou's analyses performed

on the data, and to Dr.'Warren Glimpse who administered-the computer

operations for this project.
.46

Mr. Episcopo ania Mr. John Candon at the U.S. Bureau of the Cesus ip

Washington, D.C. were most helpful in answering my questions about the

Census Employment Survey computer tapes as I began working with these data.

None of these results would have been possible without thelard work
"

of Mr. Joseph Weber, m research assistant for this project. I owe him

many thanks for his relentless efforts in carrying out the time consuming

.

and tedious tasks that were involved in constructing'the variables and

analyzing the data:

vii



Mrs. Pat Miles and her staff at the UMC Stenographic'Servioes were

responsible-for diligently typing the final draft of the text and tables..
.-

Mrs. Aida Dickherber deserves sPecial recognition for her perseryerance and

care ih the arduous job of drawing and typing the diagrams presented.in

this,repohtr-

"J_want to express my special thanks to the many pro.fessionals and

academicians knowledgeable aboutt the employment problems of low-income

workers who iirovided me 26wite background information so necessary during
. ,

,

1 '. .

the early stages of-this study.for steering my research in televant direc-
. , .

%

tions and generating hypotheses to*be tested. Many oi these people* were
k'..

. 4, . .

located in the
...

citfes lhat I studiedr-Chicago, St. Louis, and"San Antonio:
)

. .

. Mr. Gerald H. Akiy6Shi
Mr.iPaul T. Backlund

, Mr: Frank Bauer .

Ms. Joyce Bolinger
Mr. James D. Broman

Mr. Harold Antoine
Ms..Mary Canadao
Mr. Samuel Cork
Mr. John L. Drew III
Mr. William V. Fogler

Mr. James M. Brandes
; Mr! Alfredo Cervera

Dr. Antonio Furino
Mr. Ernesto Gonzalez

Chicago, Illinois'

Mr.Aavid Cohen
Mr. William Fisher
Dr. John Grede
Dr. Peyton S. Hutchinson.
Mr.:Lawrence M. Nagatomo

St. 'Louis, Missouri

W. Gordon henderson
Mr. Jerome Hudson
Mr. Arthur Kennedy
Mr. Hugh Ciston

Mr. Edwin Pruitt, Jr.

)San Antonio, Texas

Mr: Roy A. Medina
Mr. Al Notzen

.Ms. Edna Ortega

Mr. Marcelino Perez
Ms. Terry Rubio
Mr: LeRoy ping

, Mibkey Rosen.
Ms. Georgia Rusan
Mr. William Schulze
Dr. Allen Tomey

Mangruseful insights about.the emolopent problems of Spanish-American

workers came from Dr. Vernon Briggs,,Department of Economics, University of.

Texas-Austin, and from the following professionals apd academicians I talked

with in,New Mexico,:

viii 9
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. , Albuquerque, New Mexico
,.. ,.

Dr. Larry D. Adcock
Dr. Arthur Bluirienfeld

. 'Mr. Richard Lawrence
Ms. Gloria Mallory.

Dr. Patrick H. McNamara Mr. Fred Rael
Mr. Chris Montano Mr. Sotero J. Sanchez,
Mr. Vincent Montoya Mr. James Thompson
Mr. Herman Orti2

)-

.., ,
s

. . I also want to thank Dr. Ba
\

rry Bluestone and Dr. iloan Huber, for leading ,

.

me to srbme very informative'studies pertaining to my research, arld

Ur, William McKee, for the interwetations he suggested after examining the s, .

to,

findings from my study. .

Finally; I owe a special debt to my wi,fe Mtdge who, despite her own.

career commitments, greatly facilitated,the preparation of this report with
.

her editorial assistance arid provided'sustained support idmany ways.

bespite the coniderable assistanceVeceived from other parties, I am

entirely responsible for all of the judgments and/shortcomings in this

report:

University of Missouri-Columbia

July 1978

.0,

.

James. R. Pinkerton
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EXECUTIVE tUMMARY

U,S. Employment and Training Administration (ETA) *grams in job

develoPment, vocational training, basic education, subsidiied employment,

income maintenance and other services represent some of tHis country's

'major efforts to help low-income people to improve their lives. There'is

d limit, however, to societal resources for upgrading worker skills and

employOility or for helping employers provide more jobs for the disadvan-

taged. As a result, ETA policymakers continue to.seek more efficient and,--.

effective,strategies for combating the employment problems of the poor. 4

In this study,'we sought new knowledge ebout.the socioeconomic

determinants of workers' poverty and prosperity that would 'fielp

policymakers: 1) to determine which employment and training approaches.
. .

to emphasize; and 2) to design jmproved methods of delivery. To achieve

these ends, we' analyzed'the 1970 Census ETRAeni Survey (CES) data'(for

published data reports see U.S. Bureau'of the Census, 1972) on male workers.

. .

16 to 64 years old residing in the povertx areas of St.,Louis, San '

Antonio and two poverty areas in Chicago,.who were employed at least one

week in the 12 months preceding the survey whoyere not in school at any

time while not working or looking for work dur4ng that period and who were

not in the.Armed Forces%

;Our goal was to learn more.about how male poverty-area workers'

socioeconomic characteristids affect their annual incomes and their annual

hours of employment, unemployment, and labor force participation. We.
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searched for new.information about the impaat that eliminatind-racial and

social di-scrimination, improving employability, and changing economici.nstitutions would have'in the struggle to eradicate -poverty. Specifically,

we wanted to know to what extent low incomes and employm9,t levels in urban

poverty areas are the result of discrimination against workers who are

glack, of Spanish origin, ort relatively young or old. To what degree can

low income and employment levels be raised by upgrading the. education,

skillso health, and job-seeking methods of the poor? Also, are income nd

employment levels influenced by povertyrareq workers' residential origin,

locatiOn,a1 ties, and their.family relationships and responsibilities? .

Finally, how much are icome and employment affected by differences Tri

0

ghetto workers' occupational and industrial attachments? This studt

empkoyed three distinctive computerized techniques--Multiple Classffication

Analysis'(MCA), Autpmatjc Interaction Detector (AID), and THAI'N-to examine

the 1970 CES data to obtain predictive values for these relationships.

40,

Findings

\.
It is the general finding of this study that each of the major elements

that we tried to measure--discrimination, emploY'ability development, and

economic structure--plays- a.role in determining how many hours per year a

poverty-area worker will be employed-and.how much his annual income will be.

,loreover, when the ghettOworkers are seeking emfloyment, each of these

foinces has an effect on the length of time thaethey will be unemployed,.

Our specific fidings follow:

1. Workers who are black'or of Spaniai orison are more likely to reside

in an urban poverty area than are Anglo workers. Moreover, Angjo workers

who do live in urban poverty areas average higher in income than their
.

4



k,black and Spanish-origin neighbors, and the time spent unemployed is likely

lego'be shorter for a white worker than for a black worker in the same area.
.

2. -Average income and employment levels are higher for veterans than

for non-veterans in all'four poverty areas. The income 'advantages of

. veterans over non-veterans are quite sizable in the St. Louts and San

Antal-do poverty areas. However, when the.other predictor in our study

are controlled, veteran,status has little independent effect on income or

employment in any of the poverty areas. Hence, veteran status is, associated
,

wittuther predictors in our study.

3. There is some evidAce that workers from the local city or other

large cities work fewer hours than migrants to it4 poverty,. area whecome

from smaller:cities or rural areas.

4. Years of school completed%generally has a,positive association With

income. However our evidence suggests that foi older workers with onTy.an

eighth,grade education, theirkxpbrience and tenure Founteract some of the

negative impacts fewer years of schosoling have on ncome and employment

levels. Moreover, at the time'older workers gradUated from the eighth

grade educational requirements for employment were lower than they are now.

Our.results show that the impact of job training on povertY workers'

income levels is. not 'as great as the impact from educational attainment.

However, our.findings would probably show wider income differences between

workers with ana without job training if our measure of job training did not

inclUde workers in the Neighborhood youth Corps.

5. Age is one of the strongest predictors of income, employment, and

unemployment levels in each of the p erty areas studied. The correlation

of age with income and employment follows the expected curvilinear pattern,

with the lowest incbme and employment levels in the youngelt yeart and the
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next lowest in the oldest working years. Our results suggest that age-group

discrimination is a more seriout problem for poverty-area workers than are

racial and ethnic discrimination.

6. Workers who said that health problems hinder their employment

success show sizable losses in 'hours of employment and income level.

Moreover, in, three of the four poverty areas the period of unemployment for

a worker seeking a job is likely to be longer than average if he has a

health problem. Our findings reveal that t'he extent to which poor health

lowers these workers' employment and income levels remains sizable even

after taking into account the effects of all the other determinants ,

measured in the study.

7. Poverty-area workers with excessive family responsibilities as

well as .rose with minimal family associations are more likely to fall

below the average employment and income levels in their areas while workers

in stable family situations'are more likely to be above the average.

8. The appc.oximately eight out of ten poverty-area employed workers

who did not look for other work during the previous year earned considerably

more than those who did search for a new job. Hence, simply staying

4

employed full-time, full-year the worker can travel quite far along the road

out of poverty, though it is not always far enough. However, there were

also sizable differenCes in the income and employment levels Of those who

sought work, accoHing to the type of job-seeking method they used. .

9. Differences in the occupation and industry to which a,worker is

attached produce substantial differences in the income and employment

levels of poverty-area work.ls independent of their social background,,

education,and training.

.27
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Workers residing in poverty areas find that the most opportunitiet-for

full-year employment at higher wages are in government jobs. Construction
\

workers generally have the lowest employment levels, but their income

levels'remiin high!

10. Many of the relationships of thesocioeconomic variables tlpincome

and emploYment are not uniform throughout each sample. The main effects of

each predictor are not always the same or even Oresent among ail groups of

workers in an area. Each area hA some unique conditions that can best be

understood by local experts and leaders, as they have the best opportunity

to develop knowledge about how all of the relevaneforces affecting poverty

in the community interrelate to form an organic whole.

Recommendations

We offer the fo14wing specific recommendations for courses of action

to be undertaken or further emphasized by the Department of Labor and,other

government agencies to help lovAncome workers obtain better jobs and
,

break out of poverty.

1. Further emphasis should 6e given to providing students with career

eem
planning and exploiltion aC,ivities before they graduate or drop out of

schonl, integrating classroom instruction with work experience, and, designing

and developing curriculum materials that will better prepare students for

'occupational requirements. Also, efforts must be made to place yodhg,

secondary-market workers into "bridge" jobs.that provipe employment at

4

decent pay, informal and close supervision, informal per§onnel policies, a

chance_to learn a trade, and-Tinkages (information, contacts) with the_

larger, more profitable firms in the central economy which have primary

careerpobs.
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2. Further attention needs to be given to raising the employment and

income levels of the aged poor. The Senior Community Service Employment
v

Prcoram (authorized by Title IX of the Older Americans Act 0(1974 as'

amended) appears to be a good example of an appropriate type'of effort.

,The programs of.the Employment Service to provide their services to'older
k

workers oWen intensified ama individualized basis should be encouraged

4

and
-7

considerable"attention given to evaluating and iMproving the effec-
.

tiveness.of their procedure"s. More attention needs to be given to

. effective enforcement of the antidiscrimination legiilation protectihg

older workers. Also, there should be a more effective divisi.on of labor

between airect income transfers to the aging poor and counseling-training-
_

placement programs for this group. Nevertheless, many older workers who

are no longer suited for their former occupations and not retrainable for

new occupationgfor which there is a demand in private industry may still

be better off, both mentally and physically, in subsidized job programs

rather than simply retired with an adequate income supplement.
/

S! The Department of Labor's existing labor itiarket information system

'needs to be expanded to provide more information that can assist the

Employment Servise in matching currently available workers vith currently

available jobs...At the same.time, efforts are required to improve the

image of the local S ate Employment Service offices so that more poverty-

area wkers will seek their services. ,

4. Programs designed both to adapt the disadvantaged worker toithe

organization and vice-versa have emerged in some companies; the Federal

Government needs to )( se its power and resources to encourage and monitor

I o

these effor s. In primary industries more consideration needs to be

given to th pss4 bilities--du.ring a probationary period--of learning how

XXX
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temporarily0 accommodate tg the unstable work characteristics, erg., in

punctuality and regularity,'of workers from the secdndary labor market.

5. Young workers who grew up in the local area may need counseling

and job'information that is somewhat different from that received by young

migrants from small ditidS'and rural areas. Migrant from other large

cities may need still different kinds of counseling and idormation to ease ,

the transition from school tomork.

6. Gov ernment programs providing income supports and public service

employment should be designed, to keep male workersmith their failies when

employment and financial problems ariSe. Otherwse, separation may

participate further cycles of unemploymedt and money problems. Also,

innovative strategies are needed to provide stronger family ties for

workers who are too young for marriage andfor older workers who are single,

divorced, or widowed. These programs, however, need to be considered

experimental and carefully analyzed, for the relationship between income

and family structure Is affected by_other important variables:

7. Poverty workers with health problems clearly-need_special

assiStance. . Our findings underscore the importance of the Department of

Labor coordinating its counseling, training, and job placement programs

with the health services arranged through the Departmeni of Health,

Education,and Welfare. For some workers, however, effective employment

programs may be a more important determinant of good health than is medical

.care.

8. We suppdrt the position that employability development is

necessary but not sLifficient for solving employment problems in the urban

poverty areas. The,Federal Government must also help to find solutions for
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those segments of the economic system that provide less than satisfactory

, jobs and incomes for those with adequate ability and ikills.



. .Chapter

INTRODUCTION

As We begin our third century as a nation, a majority of odr oitizens

enjoys ene of the highest standards of living jn the world.. Unfortunately,

this condition i.s'not yet a reality for all Americans: Indeed, a sizable

minority lives in poverty. Using an index developed by a Federal Interagency

Committee, the Census Bureau Estimated that 11.8 percent of the U.S. popula-

\\ tion was below the poverty level i 1976.. Almost 25 million people, a

,

humber larger than the entire population 6f Canada, did not hay' sufficient

incomes to maintain a nuthtionillYadequate diet and othe .inimum livin§

conditions. Census figures a so reveal that while...the incidence of poverty

steadily add substntiallylde reased during the 1960's, thus far this trend

has not continued during the 1970's. Twice during the first seven years of

thig decade the proportien of.low-income perstons has risen before it

declined, so the net result is that currently the poverty level fs only

slightly lower thaeit was in 1969. Clearly, the'eradication of poverty

continues) to be one of the major challenges.facing our society

Of course, not all people with low-incomes suffer equally. The degree

of physical and psycho1ogi61 destroktion wrought by poverty ies

considerably among individuals. For most, however,'poverty is a heavy

burdenl much too often it contributes to poor health, broken families,

unsatisfactory care and education of children; illegal and violent activities,

mental illness, and unproductive, unfulfilled.lives.

1
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U.S. Employment and Training Administration (ETA) programs in job

development, vocational trkinin), basic education, subSidized employment,

Income maintenance and other services represent some of this country's major

efforts to help low-income people to improve their lives. There is a limit;

howeve-r,' to societal resources for upgradingworker skills'and employabintY

or for helping emplOyers provide more jobs for the disadvantaged. As a

result, ETA policymakers continue to Seek more efficient and effective

strategies for combating the employment problems'of the poor.

Choosing among alternative approaches and designing better progratils

requires additional knowledge about the causes of employment problems and

tfle impact of current efforts. The ETA alreadY has acquired consid rable

knowledge about the Many economic, sociological, psychological, political,

and physical problems that plague low-income workers. More information is

needed, however, about'the complex interrelationships and rIelative importance

of the various tocietal conditions iiI individual characteristics that main-

tain the low-income position of many workers, and the-Personal and structural

changes that move some of these wcTkers out of poverty:

In this study our goal was to learn more about how mile poverty-area

workers' socioeconomic characteristics affect iheir annual incqmes and their
4

annual hours.of employment,AneMp)oyment, and labor force participation. Wg

searched for new information about the impact that eliminating racial and

social discrimination, improving employabiljty, and changing economic insti-
.

tutfons would have in the struggle to eradicate poverty. We hoped that our

research findings would lead to recommendations helpful to policymakers:

1) in determining which employment and,training approaches to emphasize; and

2) in designing improved methods of delivery.

2
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To achieve these ends, we analyzed the 1970 Census Employment
1-

Survey (CES) data (for published data reports see U.S. Bureau of the

Census, 1972) on male workers 16 to 64years old residing in the poverty

areas of St. Louis, San Antonio, and two poverty:areas in Chicago, who were

employed at leait one week ill the' 12 months preceding the surveY who were

not in school at any time while not working or looking for work during that

period and who were not in the Armed Forces., This study employed three

disti6ttive computerized techniques--Multiple Crassification Analysis (MCA),

Automatic InWaction Detector (AID), and THAID--to examine the 1970 CES

data to obtain predictive values for hypothesized relationships and'to help

search for new ins'ights about the forces that cause inefficient utilization

of the inner-city's manpower.

The voluminous literature on poverty contains many different ideas -

about the causes, consequences, and programs for combating this probiem.

Any short summary bf this material runs the risk of arbitrariness and

oversimplification. 4evertheless, in the rest,of this chapterWe will

attempt to outline the main ideological themes underlying, the current poverty

debate as a basis for pointing out the contribution made by our own study to ,

this discourse.

The remainder.of this report consists of seven chapters.

Chapter 2, "Previous Research,".presents a summary of the results from

previous studies that provided the fobndation f

and tested in this.study.

the hypotheses formulated -

Chapter 3,, "Study Design," describes the samples, areal units, data

sources, dependent variables, independent variables (predictorA), and

analytical techniques used in this analysts.

3
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Chapter 4, "Income," begins wfth a presentaion of the hypotheses
*

specifying the expected Rattern of relationship of each inaependent variable

to the poverty-area workers'annual intome levels. Then there is_an analysi,s

to determine how well the findings fit.the patterns that were hypothesized.

Jhe chapter concludes with an interpretation of the various results,. -

Chapter 5,."Employment," tests a seI of hypotheses pertaining to the

impact of various socioeconomic characteristics on annual hours of employ-
.

ment. After evalmating the'findings, we close by offering same tentative

explanations and predictions.

alaptdr 6,, "Unemployment," examines the fnflgence of our set of

socioeconomic variables on length of klemployment among those p4erty-area

workers Who had lOoked fdr work or been on layoff from a job sometime during

the previous 12 months. Aflaber of hypotheses are presented and tested.

An evaluation oftbe results follows

. Chapter 7, "Labor Force Participation," presents the tables for all of
,

our findings on this variable, but because these results add little to the
'

information and ideas reported ih earliei . chapters they are not described
A

. and discussed. We find thaethe general effect of adding together "hod's
4

employed" and "hours unemployed" (the two components of the labor force
? I

..,'

participation variable) is simply to produce a Weaker version of the

patterns of relationshfvfound.for theemployment variable as reported in

Chapter 5.':

Chapter 8, "Summary and Policy.Recommendations," draws together the
4

most importdnt findin fromi the prevtous chapters. It closes with ours

,recommendations for courses of action to be undertakgn or further empha-..

sized by the Dep-artment of Labor and other government agencies.

4



- Culture of Poverty-Model

1

*

Many of the current efforts to ekplain the persistence of poverty in

the United States can be divided into two basic intellectual positions: .

1) deficiehcies in the personal characteristics of the poor lead to their

low status in the society; 2) the disadvantaged position of the lower
,

c.las is brought about by the higher classes preserving their advantages by

- preventing'a greater sharing of the available jobs, power, and wealth.

*
In recent year's, the irculture of poverty" model has been'a popular

justification for the tiosition that the.poor are poor through.their own

lack of ability and iajtiative. .According to this view, the aor differ

from the rest of society not only in,income, blut also in their values,
4

1;eliefs, and norms (see, for ex mole, Lewis, 1959, 1966; Moynihan, 1965; 4

W. B. Miller, 1958; and Matza, 1.966). Members of this virtually autonomous

subculture of Roverty develop personality defects and deviant habit

patterns that keep them trapped in a cycle of frequeht unemployment, low

income, and hopelessness. This lower-class sUbculture becomes self-

generating because the process of early socialization into the syspem

inhibits behavior that might lift the individual out of poverty. The

.modelumes that by the time a child reaches age six or seven his value-

attitude system and response patterh is virtually set for life, Consequently,

slum-culture children enter school with a fixed sense of resignation or

fatalism and an inability to put off satisfaction of immediate desires in

order to prepare for the future.* These social-psychological inadequacies

become linked with low educational motivation, inadequate 'planning and

training for a job, absence of personal "contacts," ineffective job-seeking

methods, and a l'ejection of the "work ethic" and work-related behavior

patterns.

4
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Thus, in contrast to the 19th Century negative stereotype of the poor,

this description doesjhotemphasize the disparaging i'dea of individual

responsibility being associated with these character weaknesseS. Instead,

it is the subculture that creates,these differences. 4

As a result o.f the work inhibitions of the poor, they are prevented

from getting and holding the good jobs that are presumed to be available

in our, affluent society. One might argue that there are never enough

adequately-paying-jobs to go Tund. But according to the culture of

poverty,model, developing a large number of new positiOhs would not be

a sufficient solution as long as the poor continue to hold their old

values. c .

Therefore, the conclusion from this thesis is that the 1oWer class

must be assimilated into working-glass or middle7class patterns of thinking

and behavior.before poverty can disappear. This cannot be done, however,

iby the individual on his own. Agencies in the larger society are required

'to resocialize the disadvantaged through Tocial work, psychiatry, and

education. In addition, vocational training is necessary to prOvide the

low-income workers with salable ski11s.

-Structural Model

Contrasted with the culture of poverty explanation is the position that

poverty results from depriving certain people access to the opportunity

structure of the larger society. (For example see Blueitbne, Murphy, and

Stevenson, 1973; D. M, Gordon, 1972; Liebow, 1967; Yan Til, 1973.)

According to this view, personality flaws and cultural differences are.noi.

the basic determinants of poverty. The poor share the conventional values
A

of American society such asi high educational and o-ccupational attainment,

6
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but as a result of situational restrictions they are unable to reach these

goals.

Thus, low-incoMe workers remain in poverty, not as a result of their

-

values, but rather because of institutional banners that prevent them from

obpining employment in the central, or core economy where high capital-labor

ratios, high'profits, favorable government policies, and relatively strong

unionization predominate. Those without status or power (often because of

racism) are kept out of these jobs because a low-skilled laboring class is

required to do the dirty, boring, irregular, low-paying jobs presently
#

structured into our economy. Social myths that the culture of poverty

causes irreparable damage to the personalities of low-income workers serve

the important function of justifying the inequalities in the economic

system.

Herbert Gans (1972) argues that in addition to filling the undesirable

jobs, the poor serve a number of other functions for affluent groups. For

example, poverty creates jobs for a number of occupaiions and professions

that serve the-poor or shield the rest of the population from them. Also,

the poor buy goods that others do not want (day-old bread, fruit, and

-

vegetables; second-hand cluthes; deteriorating automobiles; slum housing)

and thus prolong their econi4lc usefulness.

Gans recognizes that poverty also has many dysfunctions for the

prosperous classes (such as paying higher taxes to support welfare programs),

but he doubts that they outweigh the functions. Poverty persits because

the functional alternatives would require the.rich to give 91) some of their

income andpower--something they are unlikely to do--and the poor alone do

not have enough power to change the system of social stratification.

Rodman (1963) suggests that many of the disadvantaged may hold

middle-class values and at the same time develOp alternative values to fit

7



their particular conditions of economic deprivation and social dishonor.

Behavior defined as deviant from the middle-class point,of vi,ew is not

stigmatized within the lower class, for it represents practical responses

to the denial of cultural and economic resources by the structure and

processes of the larger society. In cact,,Rodman beligves that deviant and

revolutionary behavior would be more pronounced among lower-class people if

they did not continue to be partially committeed to conventional standards-.

In summary, the structuralists argue that the fault lies_not in the
),

victims, but in the system. If the poor were given the ollportuni-ty to

obtain steady employment at adequate wages, their behavior would come to
-

resemble Mat of the solid working-class.and middle-class populations.

Satisfactory employment for the low-income workerS will not become available,

however, unless the whole sOciety is radically altered and a redistribution'

of resources is accomplished. Inasmuch as the higher social classes are

unwilling to share their advantages, these changes can come about only

through succession to power by leaders of i'he poor.

Eclectic Model

Clearly, the culture of poverty and structural Models contain many

differences in view point. There are writers, however, who do not judge

these models to be in complete opposition to each other. Some formulations

incorporate certain propositions from both of these theories. Charles

Valentine (1968: 141-147) has summarized some ideas from the literature that

are, ip part, a synthesis of the culture of poverty and structbral formula-

tions. This eclectic model proposes that some of the cultural patterns of

the lower class are different while others follow the norms, and values of the

middle class or the total system. Moreover, the extent and character of

8
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those subcultural patterns that are different vary from one ethnic or

racial group to another. The poverty subculturg, like those of other

-
'subsocieties, include not only disabling elements, but also healthy positive

_

characteristics that represent creative adaptations to the conditions of

tiesevation. Historical antecedents as well as contemporary forces have

brought about the structural conditions and subcultural patterns of the

poor. These determinants vary from one ethnic, racial, or regional group to

another, but generally a number of variables are involved, often including

sope-from both the structural and culture of poverty models.

According to this eclectic model, efforts to help the poor will

"require more or less simuTtaneous, mutually reinforcing changes in three

areas,: increases in the resources.actually available to the poor;

alterations of the total social structure; and.changes in some subcultural

patterns" (Val'entine, 1968: 143).

Social scientists with an eclectic perspective have different opinions

about the relative impact on poverty'of subcultural disabilities versus-

strucitiral inequities. For example, Valentine's personal view is that

subcultural d_iects are part of the problem, but that structured inequall-

ties are the pr'incipal proolem.

One can take essentially a structural perspective and still include

individual weaknesses of the poor as part of the model. This structural

position_stresses that the larger social system directly and indireCtly

causes many other disadvantages for the poor in addition to blockage of

good job*opportunities. These.other disadvantages include situational

and individual conditions that dlso c4ould prevent workers from'obtaining
a

satisfactory employment. Examples Of such factors are insufficient formal

education and job training, poor health care, inadequate housing,

9
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inaccessibility to employment sites, inaccurate and incomplete job

information, and inability to miirate to other communities that have

better job opportunities.

Thus, while some of these disadvantages may also stem, in part,

from the social-psychological components of the culture of poverty

(different values, norms, sentiments, perceptions, beliefs, attitudes),

this is not necessarily the case. SoMe low-income workers probably have

the personality characteristics that are needed to achieve employment

success (ambitious, work-oriented, etc.), but-the social system may

genet:ate a number of sitUational Constraints and personal disabilities for

the poor.that prevent them from being able taobtain good jobs. Some of

these objective (nonsocial psychological) factors may be interrelated and
,

become part of a vicious circle in which each factor acts on the otyier in

such a way as to help preseHe the low-income worker's inferior positionkin

the sdtial structure. Efforts to break this kind of a poverty cycle would
. 1

attempt to make individual as well ,as'structural changes, but they would not

try'to "resocialize" ar change an individual's personality.

In this study the entire focus -is on objective socioeconomic-

variables. -These variqbles measure some of.the differences among pove

area workers...in their personal traitt"7 experiences, sftuations, and

behav'ior patterns, Some of theseAffferences may,have their origin in the

workers' -early sodialization experiencès, but this area of analysis is beyond

the scbpe,of our study. Thus, whilesome of our variables may be interrelated
. .

with'th6 social-psychological forces proposed by the culture of poverty

thedry, nope of our variables directly measures any of these phenomena, We

ha0 exaMined the relationship of these socioeconoMic variables not only to.

10
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the poverty-area workers' income levels, but also to their employment rates,

unemployment levels, and their total labor force participation rates.

11
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.Chapter .2

PREVIOUS RESEARCH

In this chapter we will sumparize the results from previous studies that

provided a basis for the hypotheses formulated and tested in this study. The

num!)er of speCific Wofhesized relationships included in our analyses is rather

sizable. Consequently, we will not present atomplete review of the literature

pertafning to each hypothesis, as this would produce a voluminous report. We

will, ftowever, introduce the main findings and ideas that are linked with our

'study. -

Race and Ethnloty

,"

It is well-known that black and Spanish-origin workers (who may be of any

race, but in most cases are'white) in.this country have less employment success

and lower incomes than white, Anglo workers. White male workers generally

experience higher participation in the laborforce than .nanWhite men (Bowen and
4

Finegan, 1966; Cohen, et al., 1970: 28-30). Mooney's (1967: 107-109) study of

poverty areas found higher labor force participation (LFP) rates for poor pon-
,

white males than for poor white,males; but part of the reason was that the

white poor population containe4 a larger proportion of persons ip the retire-.

ment years (65 and older). In addition, the white poor may have greater employ.-

ment disabilities than their black counterparts, because some workers in the

latter group experience unemployment solely as a result of discrimiriation..

Hill (1971, Table 3) also found higher LFP for the black poor than the white

13.
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poor. For the nonpoor; however, whites had a higher rate than bldcks.

Mexican-Amerfcan male workers in the Southwest have a lower LFP

,rate than Anglos (Grebler, et al., 1970: 20-21)and foreign-born

Mexican Americans experience still 'lower LFP levels than Mexican Americans

of native parentage (Grebler, et al., 197b: 206)% In the urban areas of

the Southwest in.1960, Mexican Americans had a slightly higher LFP rate

than nonwhites (Grebler, et al., 1970:'206).

U.S. Bureau of the Census (1975a: 12-13) figures for ihe nation reveal

th:4 the 1973 med4 income of $5,11for-black males was 60 percept of

the median income of $8,453 for white males (up from 57 percent in 1967).

The r'atio pf black to white median income was a little higher for black

males who worked year-rOund full-time. In.1973 the Median income of

$7,953 for black workers was 67 percent of the median income of $11 800

for comparable white male workers (up from 64 percent in 1967):

Spanish-origin workers' incomesalso fall far below average. For

example, in 1973 the national mediap income forail famdlies with male

heads was $12,847, but for Spanish-origin families with male heads it

was only $9,817 (U.S. Bureiu of the Census, 1975c: Table 17). The ranking

of Spanish-origin income relative to black income fluctuates according

4IP

to the areal unit.examined. The national median income figure of $9,551

for black families with male heads was $266 below ,the comparable Spanish- .

origin figure. On the other hand, the metropolitan antral city 1973
4

figures were reversed: the Spanish-origin families averaged $9,847 while the

black families averaged $10,641. Of course, these differences tn income
e-

between the.two groups may reflect, in part, differences in the proportion

of families with multiple earners.

14
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Other differences associated with being black or of Spanish-origin

are considered in conjunction with some of the varfables discussed below.

Rural versus Urban Background

Contrary to the beliefs of many public leaders and citizens, studies

indicate that American workers who migrate from/ountry 6 city generally

improve their socioeconomic standing (Blau and Duncan, 1967; Lansing and

Morgan, 1967; Price, 1969). Even the poorest"rural-to-urban migrants are

able to surpass financially the level of rurallIonmigrints of identical

age, educational level, and race (Blevins 1971).

It has been fdrund, however, that rur4/ migrants to small towns are

more successful in achievin higher iocioeconomic standing than are

. .

migrants to the large citi (Blau and Duncan, 1967; Rieger,1972). And

while even the (wrest mi rhnts to the city, make some gainsthey till

find many barriers in the ghetto that prevent satisfactory employment

(Schwarzweller, et al., 1971: )23-124).

When the occupational status of males raised on the farm is compared

with the status achieved by males with nonfarm backgrounds the statistics

reVeal that the latter grliup is more successful (Reiss, et al., 1961).

The differences in achievement levels'of the two groups appear to be

caused by differences in their educational attainments (Blau and Duncan,
f

1967:290-292; Haller, 1968; Hathaway, et al:, 1968: 150).

Featherman's (1971) research suggests that residential background

affects the socioeconomic achievements of metropolitan workers in the ,

following way. A white male with faerm or rural rearing rather than an

urban background is more likely to start out with two serious handicap .

(1) a father with a relatively low occupational status.; and (2)-a large

15



number of brothers*and/or sisters. These constraints lower the rural

male's educational attainment, which, in turn, inhibits his occupational

success. Featherman's (1971: 107) results show that "when the father's

occupational status, size of the family of, origin, and years of schooling

completed are controlled statistically, the residential variable has no

direct, net effects on successive occupational and income career achievements."

Duncan (National Manpower Conferenee, 1968: 100) argues that a 4jority

of the farm migrants (not including racial and ethnic minority populationi

and Appalachian whites) in the city actually do "better than the urban

. native, providing you consider urban natiyes who are comparatively disadvap-

taged in terms of socioeconbdic status of their families."

Ritchey's (1974) study of urban poverty and residential background

-revealed that white rural-urban migrants to central cities are living under

poverty conditions more oPten than white indigenous Urbanites. However,

poverty decreases among white rural-urban migrants as duratiOn of central

cjty residence increases. Additionally, poverty is lower among rural

iifgrants with urban experience prior to their current residence. But for

blacks, Ritchey found that rural-Urban migrants to the central city and

the.central city population of urban origin hive similar rates of poverty.

He suggests that the impact of rural origin in retarding achievement

(beyond the poverty level) is preempted by the handicap.of bein lack.

Further support for his 'interpretation is provided by the lack of

association between duration of urban residence an'd poverty for blacks.

Some. other studies, however, suggest that at least Southern rural

blacks who migrate to Northern and WestOn cities are more successful than

the blacks who were born and raised in these cities. (For ease of
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presentation the term "North" will also include the West in the rest of

the discussion on this group of studies.) 4n 1970, 32 percent of all

blacks living in the North were of Southern birth, and,in 1960 the

olajority of black adults in the North were oriyinally Southerners. Bl,ack

migrants from the South are quite likely to have come from a farm or small

'town while most Northern-born blacks have always lived in cities. Despite
4

the widely held assumption during the 1960's that a disproportionate number

of Southern migrants to the North were on welfare, several studies (after

standard demographic controls are applied and in some cases even without
,

such controls) report higher unemployment and welfare rotes for Northern-
,

born tilacks (see Tables 34 and 37 in Bowles; et al., 1973, as well as the

findings in Bacon, 1971; sters 1972;,Cutright, 1974; Long, 1974;.Long

and Heltman, 1975).

Research by Lieberson and Wilkinson (1976: 199-224) drawn from 1960

census data shows that Southern-born black males living in the North have

higher LFP rates than Northern blacks of Northern Origin, despite'the fact

that the latter men have more years of schooling and some tendency to ix

in higher-status occupations. Compared with the Southern migrants, the

Northern.men have a lower proportion,who were ever married, and if married,

fewer havtitheir wives present. For male workers, family stability is

associated with higher LFP. But even after this advantage is taken into

account, the work rates for the Southern migrants are generally higher

than those fori the Northern-boni blacks. Despite the educational and

occupational advantages enjoyed by tiOrthern-born blacks, Lieberson and

Wilkinson find that there is virtually no difference in income between

17'
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the Northerngs.and the migrants from the South. In fact, among those

.0
with relatively little education (controlling for age and occupatiov 1

differences), Southern migrants earn considerably more than.Northerners.

This type of evidence on migrant7nonmigrant differences in the North

is reflected in the 1974 Manpower ReFOrt of the President which suggests

that:

A

. . the problems of blacks in big cities are more than just the
adjustment-problems of immigrants. Rather, it appears that the
high rates of Unemployment and withdrawl from the labor force on
the part of blacks in the North arise as much from conditionsin
northern ciiies as from conditions in the rural South. The

-

solution to these problems, therefore, seems to lie in the
northern cities themselves. Manpower programs directed at these
urban dilemmas will have to grapple with the apparent "adjiistment"
Oroblems of*fionmigrants 0 well as migr nts (U.S. Office of the
Ptesident, 1974: 98).

The literature is contradictory regarding the attitudes of white rural-

bred manual workers toward working in urban industry and the resulting

consequences for thdr labor force participation rates. One position is

that rural ,people leave their homes and obtain work in the city only because

tfie technologicaf and economic changes in agrfculture have forced them off

of the farms and out of the small towns. Having,been soci4lized for a

rural environment, they find.urban factory:life restrictive, bureaucratized, .

and alienating,-with the result that they are frequently absent from work

and unemployed (Mayo, 1945). owiz

A second position hypothesizes that rural people, when given the .

opportunity, happily leave their home communities to obtain employment .

in urban industry. They feel that the gains they make in income and leisure

time tar outweigh the advAntages (e.g., work autonomY) they lose by giving

up farm employment (Schwartzweller, et al., 1971). Consequently, they 'are

18,
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willing to adapt to the discipline and other dimensions of the factory

social system,sluickly becoming reliable, committed wOrkers with low

absentee rates and unemPloyment rates, comparable in accomodation to

the levels aChieved by urban=reared employees. (Forth:1971; Whyte, 1955:

42.)

Schwarzwgller and his associates (1971) have shown that white rural-

.J

to-urban migra9O'from Appalachia are able to make,the personality and

social adjustments to an industtial worCenvironment because of the.

assistance of a supportive kin network and considerable knowledge of die

job situation they will-be facing. However, even among these migrants

of modest educational and income background there is a class structure;

aria those of higher social status are able to achieve greater, occupationai

success.
A

Education and Race

As indicated in some of the discussion on farm-nonfarm background,

eciucational attainment is often'an important kedictols Of occupational

-sitcess. Its influence, however, can be altered by various conditions...

For blacks, labor market success does not cprrgspond very closely to%

'varjations in relative educational altainments (Bergmann and Lyle, 1970;

Friedlander--cited in C.S. Office of the Presi4nt, 1971: 93;-

Taylor, 1968; Michelson:1968, 1969; Weiss, 1970). Hanoch (1967) found

that blacks universally realized lower tncome returns fromieducation

than whites and that these returns were negligible for the 9-11 years

of school category. Harrison's (1971? 1972) data skowed low or insigni-

ficant income returns from education for blacks outside of as well as in-
,

0.1.
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the.ghetto, while ghetto and nonghetto whites, tn contrast, realized

significint returns to educational investment. Increases in educational

attainment bring lower inCome gains for Mexican Americans in the Southwest

than for AnglIrs, and the income differential tends to widen as educational)

attainment increases (Grebler, et al., 1970:. 19-20). However, Mexican-

American Male workers have higher earnings than blacks, When controlling

for educational 'attainment. In other words, the same amOunt of.schooling

has paid.off better for Mexican Americans than for blacics.

Bowen and Finegan (1966) discovered a positive relation between years

of school ind,labor force particil;htion for both'whites and nonwhites,'but

the level was lower for nonwhites ,1,2.an for whites. In a stu6 by Hill

(1971) both white and nonwhite nonpoor males (family heads, 25-54 years

old who worked at least one week during tile previous year) exhibited a

positive relationship between educational attainment and LFP, For poor

males, however, it was a,different situation. The whites showed a positi

relationship between years of, schooling arid LFP up to grade-8 only. Aft

this 3evel, LFP decreased. For the black poor, years of schoolibg did

not have a significant effect on lhbor force participation at all.

// Blau and Duncan's (1967: 210) 'analysis indicated that educational

attainment led to greater upward mobility for white males than fOr black

males (except college-educated blacks).

Education and the Dual Labor Market

The existence of a dual labor market which stratifiesiworkers filo

primary and secondary jobs is an important reason why greater attainment

,does not always lead to ,higher income. In contrast to ary jobs,

20
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secondary jobs are those in which practically no skill is required. They

are not a part of a structured system of upward mobflity. They provide low

pay, may be part-year 'and/or part-time, non7union, and have few, if any; *

fringe benefits. (For a summary and discu5sion of dual labor market theory

see Gordon, 1972: Chapter 4; also see Bluestone, et al., 1973; Chapter 2.) .

Gordon (1971: Chapters 3 and 5) found that increases in educational attain-

ment'provide little or no increases in income to,secondary workers throughout .

*44

their car'eers. Foryorkers in these jobs, education "mAes little
4

difference, either in their.' manifest productivities or in their (negligible)

chances for promotion (Gordon, 1972: 117)." A detai;ed description of thee

dynamics of the secondary labor market with respect to black wqrkers is

presented by Liebow (1967).

Education and Personality

Some writers believe fhat those o do better in school, and therefore

end up with more years of schooling may fare better in the labor market, not

primarily as a result of their educational achievement but because they have

the personalities most suitable to certain kinds of jobs in large organiza-,)

tions .(Berg3 1969; Gintis, ;1969 and 1971; Gordon, 1972: 121). Gordon (1972:

121) suggests that "since.ic is presumably much more difficult to change

personaiity structures than to change reiding scores, one cannOt very blithely
_

assume th'at increasiA the educational achieveMents of the poor will

automatically increase their incomes. (See the study by Purcell and

Cavanagh, 1972, for a description of the social adjustment problems

experienced by black employees in primary jobs).

Education and Age

It is well known that older men and youths supply liss labor than prime-

age workers (Cohen et al., 1970: 28-31). Research on the relationship of
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education to age shows that youths who graduate from high school participate

more than nohgraduates even with controls on age (Cohen,,et al., 1970: 147).

Prime-age males (25-54 years) with higher educational achievement are more

likely to be gmployed than those with a,lower educational level, but there is

npt,a great deal of difference between those in educational categories 9-11

years of school on up the scale (Bowen and Finegan, 1966). Finding that

well-educated workers are less likely to reduce their labor force participa-

tion with age., Cohen and his colleagues (1970: 1451 suggest that the well-

educated are lesS likely to have outdated skills, be unable to meet the

physicai requirements of their work, or have a desire to quit their 'type of

work role.

MDTA-Institutional Training

An institutional training program was initiated by the Manpower

Development Training Act of 1962 to assist workers who had been displaced'

by technological .change. In time, however, it was altered to includa those

who were disadvantaged and Nho would be able to benefit from training

(Twentieth Century Fund, 1971: 116-117). Becalse we have postulated

hypotheses about the effectiveness of job training programs onoforkers who

were interviewed in 1970-71, our discUssion about the effectiveness of job-

training programs r:efers particularly to the years preceding the Census.

mployment Survey.

During the 1960's the MDTA training program was able to help some

groups more than others. For example, institutional training generally led

to higher labor force participation and income levels for whites than for

nonwhites (Gurin, 1970: Table 51; Levitan and Mangum, 1967: Part 2; Mangum,

1968: 937104).
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Sometimes those who had higher income levels before becoming

unemployed and being retrained experienced a decrease in income immediately

after training because they stard at the bottom of the ladder in the new

job (Mangum, 1968: 102),

Some have argued that MDTA institutional training had no direct effect

on raising wages (Main, 1968), occupational status (Doeringer, et al.,

1969; Harrison, 1972), or labor force participation (Thurow, 1968). For

example, there is evidence,that participants in the programs were a

select group--the cream of the unemployed--and therefore were more likely

to.show success anyway (Somers, 1968). Solie (1968: 225) saw the main

benefit of training as facilitating a rapid return to gainful employment

rather than upgrading the employment level. In other words, its main

function was as a screening device. (See Hammermesh, 1971; Page, 1964

Solie, 1968; Somers, 1968; and Mangum, 1967 for serious.questions raised

about the relevance,of early studies that seemed to show in cost-benefit

terms that training was successful. See Sewell, 1967; Ribich; 1968;

Mills, 1968; and Goldfarb, 1969 for methodological questions about the

usefulness of cost-benefit analysis for these purposes. See Wachtel,

1971; and Harrison, 1972 for political factors which may have caused

some of the ineffectiveness of institutional training programs in raising

incomes.)

Doeringer and his associates (1969) found in their study of some

programs in Boston that training was most successful when the'program

was tied directly to a particular job upon graduation.

23
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General experience and specific on-the-job-training (OJT) are viewed

by some writers as important for raising a worker'emarginal productivity

(Becker, 1964; Mincer, 1962, 1971; Reder, 1969; Rosen, 1971; and Thurow,

1969), and increased productivity, theoretically, should help to raise

a workers employability and income. Mangum (1968:.96-97) found "that

disadvantaged workers (black and white) who received MDTA on-the-job

traiqng had higher labor force participation rates,than those disadvantagpd

workers
\\

whout OJT.. They also showed higher LFP rates than those who had

MDTA institutional training (Mangum, 1968: 96-97).

Doeringer and Piore (1971: 200) argue that OJT is more effective

than institutional training because OJT gives tile worker a direct link

to a job. The structure of the internal labor market makes it difficult

for workers outside the enterprise to gain direct access to many jobs

utilizing skills they have been trained to perforp (Doeringer and Piore,

1971: 200). Unfortunately, it has been difficUlt to ge.more advantageous
,..;

OJT and work experience for disadvantaged workers '(Cohn, 1971; Freedman,

.
1969; and Shelley, 1970). Separate promotion ladders for whites and non-

whites is often the case (Alexander, 1970: 25). And OJT does not ihcrease

the productivity nor the income of a disadvantaged worker if he continues

to work Wthe secondary labor market (Gordon, 1971 and,1972: 123-124).

In December, 1973, the MDTA was superceded by the Comprehensive

Employment and Training Act (CETA) which is an effort to decentralize

manpower program resources and operations to State and local prime

sponsors. CETA is based on the premise that.State and local Prime

sponsors can respond more effectively.than the National Government to

f: 4
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the needs of individuali and communitiei within their jurisdictions..

Currently, however, the Federal responsibility for assisting in these

efforts has not diminished. 'For*example, title III of CETA makes pro-

vision for the Department of Labor to provide additional manpower services

for certain disadvantaged groups that are in particular need of these

services, including Indians, migrants, yobth, offenders,'persons of

:limited. English-speaking ability, older workers, and others (U.S. Office

of thri. President, 1975: 84-87).

During 1974 the shifting of fitle I program responsibilities from the

National level to State and local governments had not generated any dramatic

changes in the "mix" of manpower services from that existing under previous

legislation. Early enrollment trends indicated that substantial prOportions

of title I participants had entered institutional training and work-

_experience programs, rather than OJT or public service emplOyment (U.S.

Office of the President, 1975: 80=81).

Job Corps

The Jobs Corps program was initiated by the Economic Opportunity Act

of 1964, but now it is operated directly,by the Department of Labor under .

tETA's title IV (U.S. Office of the President, 1975: 987100). This is a job

!training and basic.education program that focuses on young people who

are.very poor, unemployed or underemployed, and poorly educated. A

majority of the enrollees come from broken homes, and have lived in sub-
, ,

standard housing. In 1971 Levitan and Taggart (Twentieth Century Fund,

1971: 118) wrote:

Follow-up,studiei suggest that gains in earnings of former
enrollees (white and black) were slight in comparison with a
control group and that thr incidence of unemployment among the
b1ackt was not noticeably affected by the Job Corps experience.
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In 1974 the Department of Labor figures show that 94 percent of all

Job Corps terminees available for placement received jobs or other types
,

of placements (e.g., returned to regular schoolwork, qualified for other

training programs, or entered into the Armed Forces) (U.S. Office of the

President, 1975: 99). Because the Job Corps goals include noneconomic

l

outcomes (e.g., responsible habits of health and nutrition, educational

achievement, social attitudes, and self-confidence), the program cannpt be

judged simply in respect to the terminees' short-run gains in earnings. The

so.

noneconomic effects of the program on Job Corps enrollees are now being

, evaluated for the Department of Labor by a private research firm (U.S. Office

of the President, 1975: 100).

Neighborhood Youth Corps

Like Job Corps, the Neighborhood Youth Corps.(NYC) program was initiated

under the Economi.c Opportunity Act of 1964 but is now administered by the

Department of Labor. This program provides work for sixteen and seventeen
\

year old dropouts or youth without jobs for the sumMer who comes from poor

families. These jobs generally have been in the public or nonprofit sector,

,

menial and unattractive, at low wages, with few opportunities for advance-

ment, and With little basic education provided to improve the employability

of the participants (Twentieth Century Fund, 1971: 119-123). There is

little evidence that these NYC programs contribUte significantly..to
,

increasing the employabilrity of the participants. This is not_surprising,

however, since the main goal of this program has been "to keep Youths off

the street until opitrtunities or responsibilities increase with age"
,

. ,

(Twentieth Century Fund, 1971: 123). It is not likely, therefore, that

this program wuld lead to higher income or labor force participation for
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participants over n nparticipante. In the.long run,,however, will they

have gained positiv work habits and job experience references that might

help them?

.Age

I

As males move fhrough the life-cycle their i.ncome and employment

levels reflect the transition into the world of Work and then later into

retirement. National figures show that young males (16 to 19 years) have

the lowest incomes (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1975a: Table 53). Incomes
0

rise steadily during young adulthood (20 to 34 years) and reach their

peak during the middle years (35 to 54 years). Over the next ten years

incomes be9in to decline, but for men who are still year-round, full-time

workers the decrease is not very great. Then, of course, the figures for

age 65 and older show a sharp drop as most men 6 this category are retired.

Employment levels among older male workers are higher than 'among'

younger males, but they are still lower than among, prime-age men (see

Van Til, 1973: Chapters 3, 5, and 6). Also, long-term unemployment is more

connon among'older men (U.S.:Office of 'the President, 1970: 238, Table A-20).

The responsibility oflipporting a family would appear to provide an .

incentive'for higher labor force participation. (According to Orshansky's

(1969) study, each member added to a family increased a family's poverty,

threshold by about $500:) Indeed, labor force participation is higher for

married than nonmarried Males (Bowen and Finegan, 1966: 573-575; Cohen,

et al., 1970: 144). The average total-income for married males With

wife present, is higher than the average for males not living with any

efts.
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relatives (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1975a: Table 52). This difference,

however, is influenced Iv differences in age composition (sipgle males.are

more likely to be young or old than in the prime working'years). In 1970,

in 54 percent of the b1aEk husband-wife.families and 38 percent of the

white husband-Wife families working wives .alsq contributed to their famlly

incomes (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1975a: 5, 7).

GoOdwin (1972: 115-116), found that outer-city black families who had

made it out of the ghetto, often were able te,do so only because of the

joint income of husband and wife:

The husbands, with only a tenth grade education on the average,
are morking at jobs that are not much different frail' those of

men . . . still in the ghetto. The outer-city blacks, however,
despite having a.high level of insecurity common to poor blacks,
have stayed on their jobs. And most important, they have stayed

married to women Who on the average have an eleventh grade
educationland bring in almost 30 percent of the family income
(Goodwin, 1972:,116).

.According to Hill's (1971: 386) findings there is a positive

relationship betweip educational level of the wife and the labor force

participation of white male family heap (poff and nonpoor), but no signi-

ficant mlationship for black faTily. heads. Since the evidence is that a
A

wife increases fer labor market activity with increases in educational

attainment (Cohen, et al., 1970: 77-81), Hill suggests that for white ,

families the husband's and wife's labor market activity are complementary.

For blacks, on the other hand, Hill believes that education of the wife does

not affect the head's supply of labor, in part, because the black husband's

and wife's labor market activity are substituteS-(i.e., the more the wife

works the less the husband works, and vice versa).

Cohen and associates (1970: 143) found that the contribution' to

0
family income by other family members or from sources other than the

s

worker's wages or salary (which they refer to as FILOW) exerts a negative
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effect on the labor force participation of adult meh; however, the effect

was greater f9r single "th

7

for married men. (Of course, the cause-

effect relationship coul 4 also be in the opposite direction: when LFP

for an adult male worker decreases, other .'family members increase their .

LFP.) They also discovered that high FILOW reduced hOurs supplied' by

youths, with young.blacks decreasing their Articipation more than young

whites did as FILOW moved from the'low to middle categories. They report

that "this finding is consistent with the relative income hypothesis in

that the middle-income black may feel richer than a middle.income white

'because of the higher relative position attained within his community.

Most earlier studies did not find a negative income effect on youth

participation because of the lack of proper controls on other variables"
k,
(Cohen, et al., 1970: 143-144).

For the nonpoor, Hill (1971: 383-387) found that family size is related

to labor force partfcipation in a positive direction and linear relation-

lship. Family size seemed to be a more important explanatory variable fo

black than for white nonpoor heads. According to Hill, this difference

may result because whites have more Assets and capital income to substitute
tr,

for additional labor force participation, For poor family head (both

white and black) labor force participation'Increasid at a decreasing rate

as the number of dependents increased. !fills' coefficients indicate that

an additional dependent in a poor family leads to a larger increase in the

poor head's labor force participation than it does for the nonpoor. Here

again, the difference may be an indication that tne poor have no capital

income and few assets to uie il place of 1.4or inCome.
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Mexican'Americans have more children per family than Anglos and nonwhites,

with the result that they have a lower income per person than nonwhites, even

though nonwhite family heads often hive lower earnings than Mexican Americans

. (Grebler, et al., WO: 15-17, 19-20).

Job-Seeking Methods %

It appears that some disadvantages are not a product per se of one's

background or skills, but,4instead, result from haying inadequate information

(McCall, 1970) and using ineffective job-seeking methods. A'study by

:Sheppard an& Belitsky (1966) suggests that unemployed blue-collar workers who

ask friends and relatives as their principal job-seeking method are most

successful at finding a new job. (See Schwartzweiler, et al:, 1971, for a

description of this process with respect to rural-to-urba., wigrants from

Appalachia.) Unions ranked'second in effectiveness, but the number using them

to obtain jobs was small. The State EMployment ServiCe and direct application

to the company follgred in ranking, but they were far'less effective than

using friends and relatives. Checking newspapers as a principle job-seeking

method was found to be least effective of the Major job-seeking techniques.

Blacks used friends and relatives- more than whites did in the Sheppard

C7

and Belitsky study. Bfacks also usea' welfare and similar organizations mbre

frequently than did whites.

Some argue, however, that black unemployment does not result at all from

ilack of information'about jobs. Instead, a realistic appraisal of the

paucity of actual opportunities effectively limits the search of a majority

of blacks (GOrdon, 1972; Kidder, 1968).
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Doeringer and his associates (1969) concluded from their Boston study

that the nefghborhood job information and referral centers were providing

the disadvantaged with information they were already getting through

"informal" channels, and therefore were not improving the employment

prospects of those jn the ghetto.
Nst.

Health

Obviously) poor health is more likely to lower a worker's employment

and income level than is good ealth. ushkin (1962: 130) suggests that

while there are many interrelations between the'two, good health care,

just like a good education, can be viewed as an investment, and that v.

.414

often the income return on investment in health is mistakenly.attributed

to educatTonal attainment- Iii11 (197.1: 383) provides some evidence for

the hypothesq that the inability to finance adequate health care is likely

<1%1
to cause.the poor to lose more time from work for reasons of ill health

than'tne nonpoor. For both white and nonwhite male workers, health problems

had a negative effect on the labor force participation of those in the

poor category, while for nonpoor workers, health problems were not a.

significant independent determinant of labor force participation.

9,SaLiati2LI

The common assumption that white-collar workers earn more anii are

unemployed less than blue-collar and service workers is generally supported

by the national statistics, but there is one major exception.. U.S. Bureau of

the Census (1975a: Table 59 and 69) figures for male workers show, as

0 expected, that professionals and managers receive the,highest incomes,

but next in ranking are craftsmen and kindred workers. Next are sales and

clerical workers followed by operatives, service workers, and 'nonfarm
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laborerp. Farmers and farm laborers have the lowest levels.

A similar picture appears for unemplojtment rates of experienced workers

in the various occupational categories. According to Current Population

Survey.figures for 1970 (U.S. Office of.the President, 1975: 235, TableA-21)',

professionals and managers-had the lowest rates and farmers and farm

laborers came next. Craftsmen and kindred workers had slightly lower rates

than sales and clerical workers. Service workers followed next, and

operatives and nonfarm laborers had the highest percentage unemployed.

Industry

We have already discussed how the problem of poverty relates to the

imperfect labor inarket in our society. Differences in wage rates are

not simply due to differences in the skills and competencies of the work

force and the ir.formation availabie.to job-seekers. Some of the differences

in earnings result from differences among industries in their ability to

pay adequate wages. Ara result 0; institutional barriers to mobility,

certain workers are forced to remain in.the low-wage industries primarily

because of their race, sex, class, or age rather than because of their

skills, work attitudes, arid other human capital factors.

Using data from the 1957 Survey of Economic Opportunity, Bluestone,

Murphy, and Stevenson (1973: 192-1930 Table A-14) present the following

national rankings of industries according to the percentages of low-wage

white and black workers within each industry:
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White Males

Rank Industry Percent of
Industry
Low-Wage

1

2

Communication
Mining

/
4 6

- 7.7

3 Public Administration 12.9

4 Manufacturing Durables 14.1

5
.

Utilities and Sanitary 14.3

6 Transportation 15.4

7 Finance, Ins'urance and ,

Real Estate

16.1*

8 Construction 18.7

9 Manufacturing Non-Durables 21.1

10 Wholesale Trade 21.3

11 Business and Repair Service 26.8

.12 Professional and.Related 27.6

13 Retail Trade 40.6

14 Personal Service . 44.3

15 Entertainment and Recreation 4 ' 50.0

16 Agriculture, FoNstry, and 80.7

Fisheries .

All Industries 21.2

.

Black Males

Rank Industry Percent of
Industry
Low-Wage

1 'Public Administratidn 18.5

2 Manufacturing Durables , 32.7

,3 Conimunication 33.3

4 Transportation 34.2

5 Utilities Sand Sanitiry 51.0

6 Construction 52.0

7 Manufacturing Non-Durables 50.0

8 Professional and Related 58.6

9 Business and Repair Service 61.4

10 Finance, Insurance,"and 65.9

Real Estate
Wholesale Trade 67.2

2

11

Retail Trade 73.3

3 Entertainment and Recreation 77.8

14 Personal Service 82.0

15 Mining 88.9

16 Agriculture, Forestry and 100.0

Fisheries

All Industries 51.3
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According to the Employment and Training Report of the President 1976

(U.S. Office of the PrWdent, 1976: 296, Table C-3) the national gross

annual average weekly earnings of production Or nonsupervisory workers

(male and female) on private payrolls by industry division were as follows

in 1970:

Rank Industry Weekly Earnings

1 Contract Construction $195
2 Mining 164
3 Transportation and Public Utilities 156
4 Manufacturing Durable Goods 143
5 Manufacturing Non-Durable Goods 120
6 Finance, Insurance, Real Estate A13
7 Services

9476
8 Wholesale and Retail Trade

otal Private 119

The unemployment rates for experienced wage and salary workers (male

and female) in the major industrial groups according to Current Population

Survey figures for 1970 (U.S. Office of the President, 1975: 236, Table A-22)

rank as follows:

1
q Rank Industa - Unemployment RateCI-

1 Construction 9.7
, 2 Agriculture 7.5' ,

3 Manufacturing Durable Goods 5.7
4 Manufacturing Non-Durable Goods 5.4
5 Wholesale and Retail Trade 5.3
6 Service Industries , c--\._ 4.7
7 Transportation and Public Utilities 3.2
8 Mining 3.1
9 Finance, Insurance, Real Estate 2.8

10 Government 2.2

Total 4.8
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Chapter 3

STUDY DESIGN

In 1974 the nation's metropolitan areas contained 68 percent of the

total popuWion and 60 percent of the poverty population (U.S. Bureau

of the Census, 1976: Table 8). The majority (57 percent) of the metro

residents were living in suburban areas, bpt the majority (60 percent)

of the metropolitan poor were living in the cerOxa1 cities (U.S. Bureau

of the Census, 1976: Table 8). Low-income residentg can be fouikt- -

throughout the central cities, but some sections of the ,cities house

disproportionate numbers of the disadvantaged. These urban "poverty

areas" or "low-income areas" are defined by the Census Bureau as census

tracts in which 20 percent or more of the population was below the

poverty level in 1969 (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1975b: 155-156).

Nationally, the poverty rate in the central-cities' low-income areas

(32 percent) was over three times that in the rest of the central-cities'

areas (about 9 percent) in 1973 (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1975b:

Table 9). .

The residential segregation of blacks and their higt-, rate of

poverty are major factors in the formation of low-income districts in

1

centr0 cities. The 1973 national figures for central cities :how

that almost one out of three blacks is poor whereas less than one out

of ten whites ts. in this category (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1975b:

Table 9). About three-fourths of the low-income blacks are concentrated
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in the poverty areas; while less than one-third of the low-income whites

live in these areas. In addition, almost half of the blacks who are not

'Poor also 'reside in the poverty-area tracts. This contrasts sharply with

the white pattern which shows only one in ten nonpoor city residents

located in the poverty neighborhoods. As a "esult of these differences,

blacks make up 57 .percent'of the po*verty-area population even though

:they are only 22 percent of the total central-city population.

While the aggregated figures show that the majority of poverty-area

residents are blaa, the data for individual cities indicate cases where

other groups are more prominent in the low-incbme areas. For example, in

the San Antonio poverty area the Spanish-origin people are the greater

part of the population. Like the black population, a disproportionate

number of the Spanish-origin people Are residentially segregated and in

poverty. In 1974 about 23 percent (2.6unillion persons) of the Spanish-

origin population in the United States was below the poverty level, while

the rate ior the total white population was about 9 percent.(U.S. Bureau

cif the Census, 1976: 1).

In addition to blacks And whites, members of other racial groups

(American Indians, Chinese, etc.) reside in some of the poverty areas.

Sometimes these groups are highly concentrated in a city's poverty area,

but usually their numbers are relatively small in comparison with the

white or black populations. In 1974 persons in the "other" racial

category were less than 2 percent of the 12.9 million people living in

central-city poverty areasacross the nation (U.S. Bureau of the Census,

1976: Table 9).
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By choosing to study male workers residing in central-city

poverty areas, we were able to draw upon a rich source of socioeconomic

data--the Census Employment Survey (see U.S. Bureau of the Census,

1972). Conducted during the last half of 190 and the first few months

of 1971, this survey of poverty areas in over 50 central Cities (and

also 7 rural areas) gathered.extensive information on such subjects as

employment, unemployment, income, training for work, job=seeking

methods, job tenure, residential mobility, and heaJth problems. By

selecting the poverty areas in two major Midwest cities (Chicago and

St. Louis) and in one Southwestertcity (San Antonio) for our study,

we obtained sizable samples of black% Spanish-origin, and Anglo

workers.

By sampling all malemorkers residing within the selected poverty

areas we included not only low-income workers, but also those with
A

more satisfactory incomes% Yet, by excluding metropolitan workers

living outside the poverty areas, we eliminated most of those'in the

higher income brackets (above $11,000 in 1969): We believe 610 this

sampling procedure providel us with a representative cross-section of

workers for making longitudinal inferences about the potential

improvement in income for those workers in our study who were below

the poverty line. o'

Analysis of the poverty areas also provides.information about

ecological districts of special interest to'those who work to maintain

the viability of our central cities. Findings from this study about

the socioeconomic dimensions of so-called .slum" areas should help.
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city leaders in their efforts to preserve and renew these neighborhoods.

Samples arid Areal Units

As already indicated, our samples consist of male workers, 16 to 64

years old, residing in the.poverty areas of Chicago, St. puis, and San

Antoriio. Moreover we.have selOsicted only those workers who were employed

at least one week in 12 months precldirig the survey. In Our 'analysis we

have excluded fiom our sample those workers who were in school or the Armed

FOrces at any,\time while looking for work or not working during the prior

12 months. Persons who were members of the Armed Forces at the time of.

the Census Employment Survey (CES), were not interviewed (they were,

however, interviewed in,the 1970 Census of Population). "Also, the CES

counted unmarried students tiving away from home as members of their'

parents' household (while in the 1970 Census of Population they were

. counted as members of the household or dormitory in which they were

residing).

Because the income figures from the 1970 Census of Population were

not to be available until 1972, they could not be used to determine

the poverty areas for the CES, the data source for this.study. Therefore,

the areal boundaries uSed by the Census Bureau to report more recent'

information about poverty-area populations, which we Oresented at the

beginning of this chapter, are not completely identical .to the poyerty-
.

area boundaries used in the CES.
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ThiCES poverty areas were defined from information generated by

the CensUs Bureau's ongoing research program to delineate 4reas with

large numbers of poor people. This work was an extension of the Bureau's

previous selection of poverty areas based on 1960 cerlius data for the

101 Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SMSA's) with a 1960

population of g50,000 or more persons. These praviously delineated

areas were altered on the basis of recent data acquired by the Bureau's

staff about such factors at welfare,programs, juvenile delinquency,

illegitimate births, and housing conditions. After making these pre-

liminary designations of the CES poverty areas, the Bureau sent their

findings tO local experts (such as the local person responsible for

defining a city's cenius tracts, or-to a city's planning commission) for

review. The recommendati6ns received were further scrutinized by the

Bureau's staff according to a set of guidelines designed to assure some

uniformity across the country. Therefore,-the final definitions of the

areas selected for the CES "represent a synthesis of previous area

designations, 1960 Census and other more recent socio-oconomic data,

and the views of local knowledgeable agencies" (U.S. Bureau of the

Census, 1971, PHC (3)-50: VII; also see, Winard, 1970 and 1971).

The various poverty area designations by tne Bureau of the Census

have been defined in termi of census tracts. For the Census Employment

SurveYs in St. Louis and San Antonio, a single area consisting of all

of the census tracts meeting the appropriate criteria was selected for

each city. As seen in the maps, each of these two poverty areas is

composed of a set of contiguous tracts: Also, ndte that in San lntonio
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ST. LOUIS, MO.

Census Employment Survey Area

MAP 2
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Sholg Census Employment Survey Area
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there are some non-poverty tracts almost completely surrounded by poverty0

tracts.

For the Chicago CES, two sets of tracts were designated as poverty

areas. As shown in the Chicago maps, Area I includes the poverty tracts

on.the north and west sides of the city and Area 1r-covers the poverty

tracts on the south side. The Area I set of tracts is divided into two

separate groups of contiguous tracts. (Local residents refer to)the

area encompassed by the smaller group of poverty tracts at the top of

the map as the "Uptown" area.) A1soboth' Areal I ano'd Area II completely

A surround some non-poverty neighborhoods.

The Census Employment Surveys began shortly after completion of the

1970 decennial census operations iri each city. Most of the members of,

the CES data collection staff (area supervisors, crew leaders, and

interviewers) had held similar positions in the 1970 census andytherefore

. had soue data-gathering experience. As shown'below, there were some

differences, particularly between Chicago and the other cities, in the

interview periods for the CES:

Date Date .

Interviewing Began Interviewing Completed

Chicago I October 5, 1970 February 19, 1971

Chicago II October 5, 1970 February 19, 1971

St. Louis August 17, 1970 November 25,1970

San Antonio August 3, 1970 October 29, 1970
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Statistics from the CES are published in separate Census Bureau

reports for each poverty area. Entitled "Employment Profiles of Selected

Low-Income Areas," these reports present estimates of the total populations

in the various categories covered rather than the sample figures. However,

information abqut the sampling procedures is included in the introductions

to these reports.

The CES sampling,design.for each povefty area in our study was a
a

systematic sample. (For a description on how a systematic sampling

design modifies the simple random sampling idea see Weiss, 1968: 237-238.)

According to the U.S. Bureau of the Census (1972, PHC-16: App-7):

The sample for the Census Employment SUrvey (CES) was
selected from a list of addresses and special places constructed
prior to the 1970 Census. A systematic sample of addresses was
chosen for this survey prior to the start of the 1970 census
with the restriction that households scheduled to receive a long
form in the census were not eligible for selection in CES.
After the census, there was an additional sampling operation to
account for addresses and persons added during the census
enumeration.

For persons in housing units, the sampling unit was the
housing unit with all of the occupants age 16 and over; for
persons in group quarters, it was the person. . . . In either
case, the CES interviewer was given the addresses of specific units

'to interview.

For the St. Louis poverty area the U.S. Bureau of the Census (1972, PHC

(3)-27: X-XI) reports that a total of 3,766 addresses was assigned, and

2,754 of these were occupied at the time of interview. The remainder

were either vacant or turned out to be addresses without housing units.

They were able to obtain interviews from all but 3.6 percent of the

occupied households. When the Bureau compared the CES data with the

1970 census statistics for this area, they discovered that the coverage
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for males was 10 percent below the census enumeration and for females

it was 6 percent below. Coverage for black males age 25 to 44 years

was less complete than for the rest of the sample; the U.S. Bureau of the

Census (1972, PHC (3)-27: X). estimates that only 84 percent of those

counted in the 1970 Census of Population were included in the CES.

According to the published CES report, a total of 4,979 household

members 16 years of age or older were living in the interviewed households,

an&Work History Booklets were completed for 4,855 of these people.

However, by the time we obtained the CES computer tapes from the Census

Bureau, these figures had changed. Additional corrections and adjustments

by the Bureau had increased.the total sample size on Qur CES tape to

5,056 persons (consisting of 2,099 males and 2,957 females).

The CES estimate for the total population 16 years of age or older

residing in the St. Louis poverty area At the time of interview is,

194,882. The estimates for the black, white, and "other" color groups

in the area show the follt;wing (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1972, PHC

(3)-27: XI):

Race/Origin CharacteriFtics of CES Poverty Area: St. Louis, Mo.

Race Number
Percent of
CES Area

Total Persons 194,882 100.0

Total black 132,483 68.0

Total white 61,775 31.7

Total other 624 .3
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To obtain a sample for the Sanfintonio poverty area the U.S. Bureau of

the Census (1971, PHC (3)-50: X) assigned a total of 3,674 addresses

of which 3,175 were occupied at the time of the interview. The number

of refusals and "not-at-homes" wa-less than in the St. Louis poverty

area as interviews were obtained from all but 2.6 percent of the occupied

households. However, in comparison with the 1970 census, coVerage of

persons within households by the CES was less complete. The CES included

an estimated 93 percent of the males and 98 percent of the females counted

in the censu"S'. According to the piiblished CES report, there were 6,739

household members 16 years of age or older living in the interviewed

households, and Work History Booklets were completed for 6,564 of these

people. However, on the CES computer tape that we received from the

Census Bureau, the count for the total sample had been changed to 6,760

(2,921 males and 3,839 females).

The CES estimate for the total population 16 years of age or older

living in the census tracts that,make'up the San Antonio poverty area

is 181,318. The estimates for all racial'and Spanish-origin groups in

the area is shown below (U.S. Bureau of the Census,,1971, PHC (3)-50: XI):

Race/Origin Characteristics of CES Poverty Area: San Antonio, Tex.

Race or Origin *ober
Percent of

CES Area

Total Persons 181,318 100.0 A

Total black 23,466 12.9

Total white 157,475 86.8

Spanish 132,302 73.0

U.S. born with Spanish spoken at home 58,951 32.5

Mexican origin 71,676 39.5

Cuban and other Spanish origin 1,676 . .9

Other white 25,173 13.9

Total other 377 .2
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In Chicago Area I a total of 3,894 addresses was assigned and 3,056

were occupied at the time of the survey (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1972,

PHC (3)-17: X-XI). Interviews were carried out in all but 4.3 percent of

the occupied households. The CES coverage of persons within householdS was

9 percent below the 1970 Census of Population level for males and 7 percent, .

below the 1970 census level for females. It is estimated that.onlY 83

percent of the black males enumerated in the 1970 census were included in the

CES. There were 5,539 household members 16 years of age or older living 4n

the interviewed households and Work History Booklets were completed for
4

5,434 of these people. However, on our CES computer tape for Chicago Area I

the total 'sample contains 5,317,persons (2,468 males and 2,849 females).

The CES estimate fi3r the total population 16 years of age or older in

the Chicago Area I poverty area is 323,422. An estimate of all racial and'

Spanish-origin groups fn the erea shows the following (U.S. Bureau of the

Census, 1972, PHC (3)-17: XI): -

Race/Origin Characteristrcs of CES Poverty Area: Chicago, Ill., Area I

Race or Origin Number

(--;Percent nf

CES Area

Total Persons

Total black

3239422

149,233

100.0

46.1

Total white 162,998 50.4

Spanish 51,616 ' 16.0

U.S. born with Spanish spoken at home 3,264 1.0

Mexican origin 20,571 6.4

Puerto Rican origin and other Spanish arigin 27,781 8.6

Other white . 111,3$2 34.4

Votal other 11,191 "3.5
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A total of 1,760 addresses was assigned'in Chicago Area II and,3,058

were occupied at the time of interetw,(U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1972, PHC

(3)-18: X). Coverage was a little better than in Chicago Area I as interviews

were obtained from all but 3.6 percent of the occupied households. However,

relative to the 1970 Census of Population coverage of persons in households,

the CES 'enumeration in Chicago II was less succesSful than the Chicago I CES

count. The CES missed an estimated 14 percent of the males and 9 percent

of the females enumerated in the population census. The number of household

members 16 years of age or Older living in the interviewed households was

5,971, and Work History Booklets were completed for 5,604 of these people.

On our CES computer tape for 'Chicago II, however, the dumber in the total

sample had been changed to 5,452 persons (2,294 males and 3,158 females).

For the Chicago Area II poverty area the CES estimate of the total popu-

lation 16 years of age or older is 265,753. Separate estimates by racial and

Spanish-origin group& for the area are as follows (U.S. Bureau of the Census,
_---

1972, PHC (3)8: XI):

Race/Origin Characteristics of CES Poverty Area: Chicago, Ill., krea II

Race or Origin Number
Percent of

CES Area,

Total Persons 265,753 100.0

Total black 230,627 86.8

Total White 30,802 11.6

Spanish S,010 1.1

U.S. born with Spanish spoken at home 342 .1

Mexican origin 1,685 .6

Cuban add other Spanish origin 983 .4

Other white 27,792 10.5

Total other 4,324 1.6
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Dependent Variables

This study is a search for knowledge that will help to combat the

employment problems of the poor. Thus, our dependent variables measure not

only the individual worker's income, but also his employment, unemployment,

and labor force particiation levels.

The dependent variable "income" measures the respond9it's total

annual income from all sources. The figure is the sum total of the

respondent's answers in the CES to questions about money received

during the past 12months from: wages or salary (tips, commissions);

net income from own busioess (farm); workmen's compensation; unemployment

compensation; social security; other pensions su'ch as Veterans, private

employer, Government, etc.; welfare or public assistance (e.g., aid to

dependent children, old age assistance, aid to the disabled, foster

child care); rents; including that from roomers and boarders; interest

or dividends; and u.,y sources other than those already mentioned.

The exact income figures were provided by the CES tapes. The only

adjustment we made with these data pertained to the cases with higher

incomes. With the statistical procedures we have used, the few extreme

cases in our sample would have distorted our findings. Therefore, after

evaluating the income frequency distributions fOr each study area, we

decided that any case with over $11,000 total income would be recorded

in the MCA and AID analyses as having only $11,000. Our limits of time

and resources did not allow us to study separately the various components

that make ,up the total income figure. We recognize, however:that the

forces that affect income levels differ for different sources of income.

Thus, we view our analysis of total income levels as a general Approach
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that should be supplemented with similar studies controlling on type of

income.

The"employment" dependent variable is defined as the estimated

number of hours that the worker was employed during the 12 months pre-

ceding the date his househOd was covered in the CES. The "unemployment"

variable is defined as the estimated number of hours that the worker

was looking fo'r work or on layoff from a job. The "labor force partici-

pation" variable is defined as the estimated number of hours that,the worker

spent both employed and unemployed during the 12 months preceding the

date of interview.

The employment variable is constructed from the information supplied,'

by the following questions in the CES: (1) In the past 12 months how many

weeks did you work either full-time or part-time (not counting work around

the house)? (2) When you were working in the past 12 months, did you

usuallY work full-time or part-time?

The number of' full-time and part-time workers in each sample (includiog

those in school or the Armed. Forces when not working or looking for work)

during the past 12 months is as follows:

St. Louis

Full-Time Part-Time Total

.

NOmber 1,332 142 1,474
Percent 90.4 9.6 100.0

San Antonio
Number 1,994 265 2,259
Percent 88.3 11.7 100.0

Chicago L ,

. Number 1,672 122 1,794
Percent 93.2 6.8 100.0

Chicago II
Number 1,452 111 1,563
Percent '92.9 7.1 100.0
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The unemployment dependent variable is constructed from a question that

follows questions 1 and 2 above: How many of the remaining weeks (52 minus

the answer to question 1) were you looking for work or on layoff from a job?

Our study of the unemployment variable examines the socioeConomic factors

that led to more versus les's unemployment. In order to have a workable

research design, we , ive included in the samples for the unemploymentanalyses

only those workers whc experienced some unemployment dgring the previous 12

months.

The number of part-time and full-time male workers in our sample of

those with soffe unemployment during the previous year is shown below:

San Antonio

Part-Time
Workers

Full-Time
Workers

Total
Unemployment

Number Percent Number Percent Number (=100)

All unemployed 91 21.8, 326 78.2 417

Unemployed and not in
school or Armed Forces
during past 12 months

45 15.4 248 84.6 293

St. Louis

All unemployed 38 13.1 252 86.9 290

Unemployed and not in
school or Armed Forces
during past 12 months

21 9.1 212 90.9 233

Chi,cago I

All unemployed 34 10.5 289 89.5 '323

Unemployed and not in
school or Armed Forces
during past 12 months

22 8.1 250 91.9 272

Chicago II

All unemployed 36 .15.0 204 85.0 240

Unemployed and not in
school or Armed Forces
during past 12 months

14 7.3 1,78 92.7 192
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The labor force participation (LFP) dependent variable is constructed

from the total number of weeks each worker was.employed and unemployed

,

during the.prior 12 months.

The "employment" and "LFP" dependent variables are measures of the

decision and ability of each worker to spend more versus less time in the

labor force (employed or seeking employment), jiven the prior decision to

participate in the labor force and the ability to complete at least one

week of employment during the previous year. We realize that what causes

the decision and ab'ility to participate in the labor force at all is

ahoher important question, particularly in regard to inner-city residents.

Searching for the answer to this question, however, would have required
,

a separate stud3).

The number of weeks of employment, unemployment, and LFP experienced

by each worker was multiplied by an estimate of the number of hours per

week that the individual participated. In the CES the following categories
\

were used to code the number of weeks each respondent worked in the past

12 months:

(1) None (4) 27-39 weeks (7) 50-52 weeks

(2) 1-13 weeks (5) 40-47 weeks

(3) 14-26 weeks (6) 48-49 weeks

With no further inforMation available on the distribution of workers

by weeks worked within these categories, we simply took the median number

of weeks within each grouping as the average number of weeks worked. Thus,

our averages (rounded to whole weeks) for the above categories became:

(1) None

(2) 7 weeks

(3) 20 weeks

(4) 33 weeks

(5) 43 weeks

(6) 48 weeks
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To convert the number of weeks employed to the average number of hours

../Ach part-time or full-time worker was employed, we multiplied average

weeks worked per worker by our estimate of the average number of hours

worked per week. _While the CES data do nOt provide figures on hours workell

per year, they do include answers to the question "How many hours did. . .

work last week at all jobs?" Since the results from this question for

males 16 to 64 years old who worked at least one week during the past

0 .

,year in each low-income area showed that a large majority of the full-time

male workers who were employed at all that week worked 40 hours, we used

this figure as bur estimate.

The part-time male workers employed that week exhibited a wide range

of hours worked so we used the mean figureS (rounded to the nearest hour)

for our-estimates. The figures for each area are as follows:

)

Part-Time Workers
Study Area Before rounding Rounded

,

St. Louis (25.6) 26

San Antonio (2/.6) 28

Chicago 1

Chicago II

(?4.4)

(27.6)

24

28

/
.

Thus, for each worker the appropriate "average hours worked iR the

last week" figure was multiplied by the number of weeks he worked in the

past 12 months to obtain his "number of hours of work per year" figure.

A similar procedure weS, used to estiMate the number of hours of

unemployment in the last 12months per worker. In the CES the following

categories were used to code the number of weeks each respondent was

,
looking for work or on layoff from a job:
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(1) None (4) 11-14 weeks

(2) 1-4 weeks (5) 15-26 weeks

(3) 5-10 weeks (6) 27-39 weeks

(7) 40-49 weeks

(Respondents who worked 50-52 weeks in the past year were not asked this

question.)

We took the median number of weeks within each category as the average

number of weeks unemployed (rounded to whole weeks). Thereforg, our

averages for the above categories became:

(1) None

(2) 2 weeks

(3) 7 weeks

(4) 12 weeks

(5) 20 weeks

(6) 33 weeks

(7) 45 weeks

To estimate the hours unemployed in the pa t year, we assumed that a

worker was unemployed per week according to the average number of hours

he usually worked when employed. Therefore, we used the same "average

hours employed in past week" figuees as were used for the :lemployed"

dependent variable and multiplied by the appropriate figure (part-time

or full-time) for each worker times the number of weeks he was unemployed.

With this procedure the part-time worker is assigned a lower-rate (fewer

hours) of unemployment than is the full-time worker for each week that he

has looked for work or been laid-off. The assumption behind this pro-

cedure is that full-time workers experience a greater loss of work time

from unemployment than do part-time workers. We do not reafly know,

however, whether or not the part-time worker would actually prefer full-

time employment, but simply cannot get it.
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Nevertheless, using lower unemployment rates for part-time workers

than for full-time workers seems appropriate when these f'igures are

combined with the efflployment figures in order to calculate the LFP rates.

This way, the full-time worker's participation in the labor force is given

more weight than is the part-time worker's participation, in terms of

unemployment as well as employment.

The measurement of part-time and full-time worker's unemployment when

analyzing unemployment alone rather than as part of LFP is a dOferent,

situation. As a form of participation in the labor force, unemployment is

contrasted with nonparticipation in the laboriforce. In our analysis of

unemployment as a separate variable, however, unemployment is considered in

relation to employment. In other words, from this perspective unemployment

is a negative condition because it represents nonparticipation in employment.

From this viewpoint, the part-time worker probably should not be considered

less unemployed than the full-time worker when both have been seeking work

for the same number of weeks.

For the unemployment study we have dichotomized the unemployment

figures into "workers unemployment 400 hours or less" and "more than 400

hours." This procedure has ,.he indirect effect of dividing most workers,

.whether part-time or full-time, according to weeks unemployed. There are,

however, a,few part-time workers in the "400 hours or less" category who

would be in the "more than 400 hours" category if they were.full-time

workers (seven in San Antonio, three in St. Louis, two in Chicago I, and

two in Chicago II). In other words, these part-time workers were unemployed

as many weeks as some full-time workers who are in the "more than 400

hours",category.
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Independent Variables

The independent variables derived from the CES data for this study form

two basic groups. One group includes variables that focus directly on labor

force characteristics, while the other group is composed of variables that

measure more personal factors. The personal variables can be further divided

into those that are primarily current statuses or situations versus those

more antecedent or long-term in character. Specifically, the independent

variables are:

Personal Variables

Antecedent:

Race

Ethnicity (Spanish & non-Spanish origin)
Where lived at age 16
Education

Job Training
Veteran Status

Current:

Age

Marital Status
Relation to Head of Household
Family Size
Household Size
Years Lived at Present Address

Labor Force Variables

Job-Seeking Method (to obtain current or most recent job if looked in the
previous 12 months)

Health Problem (prevents either holding a job, finding a better job,
looking for a job, or wanting a job)

Age Problem (because employers think worker is too young or too old, the
worker is either not holding a job, not finding a better job, not
looking, or not wanting a job)

.

Lack of Skill, Experience, or Education (prevents either holding a job,
finding a better job, looking for a job, or wanting a job)

Occupation (current job or, if unemployed, last job held)
Industry (in which'currently employed or, if unemployed, where last

worked)

Class of Worker (private, government, self-employed for current or last
job)

1
It is obvious already that we have included a mixture of nomi al (e.g.,

race) and interval (e.g., age) predictors. And some of the pred.1ctors

(e.g., occupation) could be considered ordinal variables.

9 I
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More detailed descriptions of the independent variables are presented

below:

Personal Variables - Antecedent

Race. The sample is divided into three groups on the basis of race:

white, Negro, and "other races." The last category includes any other

race except white and Negro. Household members were classified into

racial groups from the CES enumerator's observation. In this report the

now popular term "black" is used sometimes instead of Negro.

Ethnicity. This variable divides the sample into the categories

"Spanish origin" and "non-Spanish origin." We have defined the respondent

as Spanish origin if he was born in Mexico or Puerto Rico, or either of
1

his parents was born in Mexico or Puerto ki-Eo, or if Spanish was often

spoken by his parents in his home when he was a child. Non-Spanish origin

is the residual category.

Where Lived at Age 16. Some indications of residential origin and

migration patterns are provided by this variable. In addition to "this

city" there are six other categories of residential location at age 16:

(1) In this city

(2) In a suburb near a large city

(3) In a large city (over 250,000 population)

_ (4) In a medjum size city (50,000-250,000 population)

(5) In a small city or town (Cinder 50,000 population)

(6) In open country, but not on a farm

(7) On a farm
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Years of School Completed (Education). The Census Bureau derived

this variable from the combination of answers to cluestions concerning

the highest grade of school attended by the worker and whether or not

that grade was finished. According to the Bureau:

The questions on educational attainment apply only to
progress in "regular" schools. Such schools include graded
public, private, and-parochial elementary and high schools
(both junior and senior high), colleges, uhiversities, and
professional schools, whether day schools or night schools.
Thus, regular schooling is that which may advance a person
toward an elementary school certificate or a high school
diploma, or a college, university, or professional degree.
Schooling in other than regular schools was counted only if
the credits obtained were regarded as transferable to a
school in the regular school system (U.S. Bureau of the
Census, 1972, PHC (3)-27; Appendix A: App 2-3).

We divided the workers in our samPle into five educational categories:

(1) 7 years of school or less

(2) ? years of school

(3) 9 to 11 years of school

(4) 12 years of school

(5) More than 12 years of school

Job Training. This variable measures responses to questions

asking whether or not the worker completed at least one of the following

types of job-training programs:

(1) Job-training program in high school, trade school, or junior I

college (examples: vocational, business, or technical)

(2) Job-training course in the Armed Forces (excluding basic training)

(3) An apprenticeship program

(4) Any other training program (examplesi UpWard Bound, Job Corps,
or Neighborhood Youth Corps)

I 1 )

*-, 1
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If the worker had completed one or more of these programs he was

classified as a "yes," if he had completed none he was classified as

a "no." In other words, we have not classified worker's any further

on the basis of specific types of job training or number of programs

completed. However, each of the four categories in this variable deserves

separate study in future analyses of the CES data.

Veteran Status. The designation veteran is limited to workers who

have been on active duty in the U.S. Armed Forces. This includes men

who have been on active duty status for several months in the reserve

branch of any of the service organizations.

Personal Variables - Current

Age. This is the age of the person at the time that the household

was enumerated. The respondents age 16 to 64 years old are divided .into

seven categories:

(7) 60 to 64 years

Marital Status. This \lassification refers to the worker's marital

status at the time of enumeration according to one of four categories.

The categories are defined as follows: (1) "married - spouse present"

refers to a worker whose wife lives in the same household; (2) "married -

spouse absent" refers to a worker whose spouse is not presently a

member of the household; (3) "divorced or widowed" refers to a worker

whose spouse is not a household member because of divorce or death; and

(4) "never married" refers to a worker who has never married or whose

only marriage has been annulled.

(1) 16 to 19 years (4) 35 to 44 years

(2) 20 to 24 years (5) 45 to 54 years

(3) 25 to 34 years (6) 55 to 59 years
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Relationship to Head of Household (Relation to Head). A household

consists of all of the people who occmpy a housing unit. A house, an

apartment, a group of rooms, or a single room is defined by the Census

Bureau as a housing unit:

"when it is occupied or intended for occUpancy as separate
living quarters; that is, when the occupants do not live and
eat with anY other persons in the Structure and there is
either (1) direct access from the outside or through a common
hall; or (2) a kitchen or complete working facilities for the
exclusive use of the occupants.

A household includes the related famfly members and all
the unrelated persons, if any, such as lodgers, foster children,
wards, or.employers who share the housing unit. A person
living alone in a housing unit or a group of unrelated persons
sharing a housing unit as partners is also counted as a,house-
hold" (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1972, PHC (3)-27, Appendix A:
App 1).

In this study, the five categories defining relationship to head of

household are:

1. Head with other relations in household

2. Head with no relations in household

3. Non-relative of head' with own relations in household

4. Non-relative of head with no relations in household

5. Otner relative of head

Number of Family Members (Family Size). According to the CES

definition, the tenm."family" rEfers to:

"A group of two or more persons related by blood, marriage,
or adoption and reSiding together; all such persons are
considered as members of the same family. Thus, if the son
of the head of the household and the son's wife are in the
household, they are treAed as part of tne head's family.
On the other hand, a lodge t. and his wife not rtikited to the

head of the household or an unrelated servant and his wife
are considered a separate family, and not a part of the house-
hold head's family" (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1972, PHC (3)-
27, Appendix A: App-1).
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Persons 16 years old and over (other than inmates of iristitutions) who

are not living with any relatives are referred to as "Unrelated Individuals" in

the published reports of the CES. In our report, however, the worker who is

an unrelated individua) is coded aS having one family member. In larger

family sizes the respondent continues to be included in the total count of

family members. Thus a worker living with one other family member is

defined as having a family size of two, and so on. Family sizes 'from one

through six members are coded separately. Workers in families of seven or
y_

'more are grouped together in the highest category.

Number of Persons in Household (Household Size). A More inclusive

definition than "family sire," "household size" measures the total number

of persons occupying the worker's housing unit. The CES tapes provide only
,

three categories for this variable: "one," "two," and "three or more

persons in household.'

Years Lived at Present Address (Years at Present Address). As another

measure of migration patterns, this variable refers to the latest period

of continuous residence and includes tho5e persons who have never moved.

Vacations and other temporary visits are not considered a break in continuity

according to the CES definition. We divided this variable into five

categories: (1) one year if less; (2) 2 to 5 years; (3) 6 to 10 34ars;

(4) 11 to 20 years; (5) 21 or more years.

Labor Force Variables

Job-Seeking'Method. This variable indicates which way of looking
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for woric got the worker his present or most recent jbb: 'However, it does not
.

reveal the jpb-seeking method Used to get,the 14brker's present or:jast iob."

if he, had not sough't work within the.past 12 months. Nor does it indicate the

method used by the worer who had been looking for a new job during the Avious

year, but 11.4d riotiound one. the categdries of response provide& on the CES

tape at:e4

:1) Checked with State EmployMent,Service
e

Applied directly to employer

3) Asked friends or relatives`

4) Checked newspapers'

g) Registereewith union

ro

'6) 'Checked with a private employment agency (one supported by fees)

7) Checked with organizations such a.commthiity action groups, Urban

League
'

and welfare agencies

4 8) All 'other methods
4

,9) Did not look:

The method "go to special.streets or pTac Where employers come to pick

up w6rkers" was asked in the CES, but according to We' information on our

tapes, no one in.our sample had this answer. Data for the specific job-i'eeking
.:414

t
method variable that me used in our study are not shown in the Census Bureab's

(--

kublished reports. However, figures for,the "special streets or places" /
,

category are shown in the published VoluMes in respoese to the questIon on the

"principal job-seeking method,ued in the last 12 months." Because the "go to

special streets" category vas coded,"zero': we wondered if workers in that
1

category had.been mixed in with the "no anper" respondents who show up a's--

,

"blank" on the tape. HOwever, the*Census Bureau staff member we talked with
A

/
ole
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said that if there are no zero answers op our CES tapes we Should aSsume that'

no one was in the "special streets or.places" categorY.

We constructed theee Ciariables from CES questions tnat'asked workers what

they thought were employment barriers for them. In order to obtain information

about each,barrier -fOr a sizeable portion of the sample, we'Combined,responses

from questions that differed because they related to the varied employment

situations currently expertenCed by the workers. This procedure resulted in

.the following variables: 0

Health is a problem Other in.hoTding.a job, finding a-better_LL_Dot

looking, or not wantin6:a job (Health Problem). The.respondent's inswer was

coded either "yes" or "no."

The woipker is either not holding,a Job, not ftnding a,better job, not

looking, or not wanting a job because eflOoyers think he is too young or too'

r

old (Age Problem). Again, the worker's response to this' question was'coded

either "yes" or "no." This questidn was nct asked-Of workers within the-25

f to 49 years age group. '

The worker is either not holding a job, not findin better jOb, not'

looking, or not wanting a job because he lacks skill, experience, or education'

(tack 'of Skill, Experience. or Educatio):. These answers were c ded "yes" or

o
I.

The questions these variables ate construCted from do not determine if

this bbarrier is the only reason, the main reason, or a secondary reason for

. the worker's employment.problem. If applicable, 'respondents Could answer "yes"

to more than one of thesetarriers:

Occupation, Current dr Last Job. 'The categbries for occupation are based'
tz,

on the classification system used in the 1970 decennial census. Reference to

re
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4
current job is the job the worker held duying the kast week. If two jobs were

. held then the job reporndWak the one at which the person worked the greater

number of hours. For,,aperson. who was unemployed at the time Of- the survey', the
t

last job' that he held'w'as' reported. Trie occupational categories used* in this

study are:

1) Professional, technical, and kindred workers

2) Managers and administrators (except farm)

3) Sales workers

' 4) Clerical and-kindred workers

5) Craftsmen, fiemen and kinded workeri

6) .0peratives (except transport)

7). Transport eqUipigent opef,atives

Labors.(exciptfn)

9) gervice workersgixcelit private household)

.10) Private household:warkePs

11) All farm workerS 44
R

12) Workers not classifiable (i.e occupation not reported)

The above categories werd ysed.in. the MCA computer analysis. Because tf

title small number of cases in Category 16-(private'household workers), it was

.
combined with category 9 (serfice Icrkers)in the AID.computer analysis ta

0

avoid misinterpretation of the results. For the THAID Computer analysis, the

'number df ochpational ca e ories had ,tobe lowered.from -twelve to ten in
. .

order to meet the program's restri ctions. (The MCA, 'AID and THAID computer,

-

programs are discussed in detaiA ln the last section of this,chapter,1

,,,,Conequently, we combined category 6 (operatives, except transport) and

category 7 (transpoft equipment operatives) into one categcry. Also ctegories

99 68
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9 (service workers)and category 10 (0r4vate household wohkers)..were combined .

,.

. . ,
. ,

MU one category. The MCA.computer analysis of unemployMenf also used the' %
It. .

.- ..
0 .

?Mailer set of occupational categories,. . . .

. .. .4 .

Industry,,Current or Last Job. The categorie"s for industriare based on

the classification system used in the 1970 decennial census. The definitions_

\A
ii .

<
of current jbla arml last job are.the same as those applied to die "occupation"

.

variable. The industry_categorieS used in the studY are:

, 1) AgriCuliure, foreStry,"and fisheries

2) Mining

I**

3) Coristruction

44) Manufacturing-durable goods

5). Manufacturing-nohdurable goods

6) Transportation, communication, and other public'uti.lities

7) WholesaTe and retail trade -

4 4

8) Finance, insurance, and real estate...)

9) Business and repair services

10) Personal services

: 4
11) EntertainMent and rpereation services

12) Professional and related services

13) Public adminiStration

14) Workers not clnsifiable indusfry not reported)

/
As lelith the "occupation" variable, the *above categories.were used4in the

l'ICA computer analyses, but not in the AID computer analyses. In the AID runse

category 2 (mining) was combined with category 1 (agriculture, etc,) because. ,5

4

of the small numbers in the mining'ilidustry. Because the THAID computer

program, which is used in the analysis of unemployment patte"ns, is limited to ,

%
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ten categpries per variable, eight of Ihe industry'categories were combin0 as.

follows

1) 'Ctegories 1 (agriculure, forestry, and fisheries ) an,d.

2 (mining) were combined'
, , .

2) ategories 4 (manufactuiiing-durable goods) and

5 (manufacturing-nondurable goods) were combined ,

A P4C:

Categories.8 (finance, fn'surance,tand'rearestate) and .

12 (professionaf and related serviCes) were combined
, 4

4) Citegorfes 10 (personal serliices) and

.

\ *

11 (entertainment and recreation services) were combined

:The smaller qet of industry categories also waS used in_the MCA study of

unemployment. .

4).

Class of Worker, Current or Last Job. Th4 variable divides the workers

-;
into the.following categories.;

1) EmplO(lee ofl'private company; business, or individual for wages:

salary.
,
or commission

2) .Government employee (Federal, State, or County)

3) 'Self-employed in own business, proiessionaT prattice, or farm

4) Working without pay,in fazilly business or farm

- The definittons of current and last job are the same as those used for the

"oCcupation" and "industry" variables;

Analytical Techniques

Most Statistical studies of poverty problems have concentrated on only

two-or three-variable efationships at a time, even when a Jarge number of 4q,
variaSlei have been inclu ed in the total study. Because there are.so many

4 70
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possible personal and situationil determinants of poverty; often varying

simultaneously and in subtly:interconneCted Ways, ;ocial scientists geoerally

have iiiade..theoretical and staftstical.controls on a' number of them in order to

,
make the reseaech progess.mgre manageable. The inforTtion from these studies

adds up to a,series of 'two..or three-variable statements such as "the higher .

the education the higher the income; or "blacks earn less than whitesor
. .

"there is a positive relatIonshlbetween eigudatiph and income for whites, 66t.
4

for blacks there is no relationship, except for those with,a college education."

While this approach has provided many important advances in our knowledge ,

about poverty, it has not told us much about the extent to which these socio-
.

economic variables are related into an organic whole: _How do all of the objec-

tive situational and personal conditions together become organized within the

rolet of the individual workers'so that some workers stag in a low-income .

positiolwhile pthers move out of poverty?' '"

The last decade has seen the development of new multivariate statisticaY

models that are more suitgble for.analyzing complex "social processes. One

apprOach that is ow making valuable..dontributions to the sociological liter\

ature on status attainment and labor force,participation is the "path analysis"

technique (buncan, 1966). This procedure is a pattern of interpretation that

makes explicit #le ratibnale of onventional regression analysis as applied

'recursively to generate a system f equations. Through pictorial represen-

tation and integration of all causal relationships,in the model one proposei,

the total logic of the analysiS.'is made quite clear, and it is free from any.

hidden assumptions..

With the path analytic technique one can incorporate antecedent and

intervening variables into causal models and consider the impact of indirect
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as.well as direct effects in the variable relatitmships. However, this approach

assumes that the data are additive--that de average score on a dependent

oariibig for a set of individuals is predictable by adding together the effeCts

,

of several pred,ctors. The effect of each predictor'on the dependent liarible

is seen as pervasiye and indepehdent of the levelsof any other predictor.

In the real world, however, social characteristics and conditions often

do-not have an addftive impaCt on a worker's intome. Any single, chiacteristic

.of a worker can potentially mean any number of things, depending on how it

interacts with other factors. For example, ow much a worker earns may depend,'

in par4.upon his educational level. But the relative influence of a particular

level of education day de ehd, in turn: on a likriety of other factors such as

-the workerls age, race, and the type of industry,in whicti'he works.

Another complication is that some variables may be`substitutes forkane,

inother. as.influences on workers' incomes. Thus, one worker may obtain,a iigh

. .

income Tevel because he achieved a college degree, whle another worker without

c-

1

a college education may still reach a
.

high income leve because he received

on-the-job training.

For these kinds of social patteens.the assumptions of an interaction

model are more appropriate than thoge.of an.additive model. An interacti6n,
model assumes that along with the direct, dependent effectrof the predictors

s A

there are additional effects following f om
s

certain combination s. of predictors.

Consequentl.9, the main effects of a predictor may not be the:same or.even

present in,all parts of.the sample. Moreoverl,the interattion effectS pay be

quite 'complex and exhibit different patterns among various subgroups in the

sample.

t

A
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In this study we first analyzed our data within an,additIve frame of refer-

ence, We then reanalyzed the data using an interaction model. On the basis of

. .

new informatibn generatdd by the interaction analysis, sofie revisions were made

.

in the.generalizations that had beenderived from the additive analysis.
* y e A

. The Multiple Classification Analysis (MCA) computer,program (Andrews,

Morgan, and Sollquist, 1967)as used to determine the relative importance of

our independent sariables within the -gontext of an additive model. MCA can
A

lie considered the equivalent of a multiple regression program using dummy

variables.. Unlike simple forms (2,\.o.ther multivariate techniques, this method

can handle predictors, with no better than nominal measurement And' interrefa-
,

tiOnships of any form (linear, curvilinear, etc.) between a predictor and the
,e

. dependent variable. However, the'dependent yariable used in the MCA program

should form an interval scale. Andrews, Morgan, and Sonquist (1967:17) wrtte

tha:

To use the program for analyzing a dependent variable having
ordinal'properties, one would have to be willing to asslime it

approximated,an underlying scale. The program may also be used
0
on a 2-point nominal scale (e.g.,'0=no, 1=yes). In effect, one

is.using a "propbrtion" scale in the sense that a mean of.65 for
a group would indicate "65 percent yes" and the output statistics
are equivalent to a two-group discriminant' function analysii.

Our income; employment, and labor"force participation dependent variables

form interval scales. .However,'our, unemployment dependent variable was set up

in binary form ("Workers unemployed 400 hours or less" versuse"workers unem-
,

ployed more than 400 hours") so the two-point scale MCA procedure was used

6 for analyzing this measure.

The MCA statistics show how each predictor relates to the dependent

variable, both before and after adjusting for the effects of the other predic-

* tors in our study. ,kn addition, Vie MCA program computes p multiple
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.

correlation coeffictent, which indicates the magnitude
.
of the relationshlp

.

.between pe dependent variable and all predictors considered togcther.
.

.

.Two computer programs were used to search for interaction patterns. For

.

our anajysis of the income, employmeht, and labor force participation variables
,- %

.,.,-. ." A '1
we used trie Automatic Interaction Detector (AID) program (Sonquist, Baker, and

Moigan, 1971; also see Sonquist, 1970; Sonquist and Morgan, 1964). To analyze

.
our unempjoymerit,dependent variable we used the,THAID computer program (Morgan

e N

4
arid MesN.nger,.1973)

N

The AJD and tHAIO programs, like the MCA program, ha4e.the advantage of

-.being able to handle the Mixture of nominal, ordinal, and interval variables

that we have inCluded in our analysis, and they do not require the restpctiVe

assumptiontof linearitrin the data.- Along,with these 'advantages, the AID

and THAID programs, unlike VI MCA program, also do not require that the data

meet the additfvitY'assumption.
* .

The AID.statistical proCedure can be broadly described as a repeated one-
. ,

way analsis of variance components. The basic purpose of the technique is to

0 .

subd.ivide the sample, through a series of binary spqits', "into a mutually
It e

exclusive set of subgroups that maximize one's ability'to predict the values

. of the dependent variable. As Sonquist, Baker, and Mdllan (1971 :2)- write: .

The general°princi61e ofthe program iS a; apblication of

a prestated, if complex, strategy simulafing the procedures

of a good researcher in searching,fongthe predictors that
increase his power to aCcount for.the variance of the dependent

variable. Thus, the basic principle of least squares is followed

and the focus is on power in-reducing error, i.e., on importance

V rather than on significance. In place of restrictive assumptions,

reliance is on a prearranged procedure which starts with the

most stable and dependable finding (division of the data set on

that predictor which reduces the vaniance of the dependent most)

and works, down to less and less dependable and powerful findings

on smaller and smaller subgyoups.

::41)
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The process of analyskcari be described in the form of a series of

decision rules and 'instructionsl Initially the sample under stUdy.is Viewed

tKas a single group. ConsiOering all feasible divisions of the group on the

basis of each independent variable included (but not combinations of

variables), the computer must fiyst decide 6at single division of the parent

.4.
' group pto two subgroups will reduce the.predictive error amaximum amount.

Once this answer is generated by the colputer, it has to make a second

decision: which of the.two groups it now ha's has the largest remaining

predictive error (error sum of square):, and therefore should be investigated

next for possible fdriher subdivision. This process continues on until one

or more of three basic criteria*are met. The three criteria and the specific

standards used in our study,are:

1) The marginal (added) re.duction \in error/i4 a splii occurs cs less
than 0.6 percent of the original variance around the mean,

2) A tentative splitincludes'a groUO that woUld have fewer than 25
cases.. I

1) Thetotarnumber of splits has already reached 30. This means that
there pre already that many final groups plus one, and twice that
many g'rbups altogether (60) that have been generated by the
splitting process.

Thus, with the AID Oocedure Jne.is able to d-iscover not only ,those

determinants.of importance to the sample as a_whole, but also those variables

that have an impact on only certain subgroups within'the larger simple.

Because our samples of workers who experienced Some unemployment during,

the previouslear are relatively small,'we 'decided tO use the THAID computer

program (Morgan and Messenger, 1973) instead of AID to analyze theunemployment

dependent variable. A.samplv size of at least 1000 cases is preferable for

0

either an AID or THAID analysis, but THAID appears to be more appropriate when ,
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smaller samples are used with a binary..dependent variable. yhen.comparing

the applicability of THAID versus AID (and other programs) for analyzing

dichotomous dependent variables, Morgan and Messenger (1973:5) argue that

"THAID is mOre robust in'giving results less Sensielve to sampling effecV in,

all instances and particulatly when the dichotomy is extremely unimodal, i.e.,

distributed 2/301/3, or more unevenly." (For our unemployment detOdent

variable tlie most uneven gichotony among our samples is a split of 62.5 percent

versus 37.5 perceilt.)

The THAID program was developed.with the idea of generalizing the AID

procedure to noininal dependent variables. Even though THAID is deiigned for

nominally scaled dependent variables, it can also be used with a dichotomized

ordinal variable such aS our unemployment measOre. iHAID, like AID, calculates

sequential binary splits on the given categorical predictors, Predktors are

selected that when split into two groups will maximize the difference ih the

distributio6 orthe dependent variable between those two groups.

The version of the THAID program that we have run uses the Delta,criterion

to replace the exOtIned sum of squares criterion used in AID. Thus, the

extent to which our predictors are able"to divide the poverty-area workers into

the high and low unemployment categories is gtven by the Delta stat4tic (See -

Morgan and Messenger, 1973:15-22). Delta is analogous to the.Chi-SqUare

statistic, but it is not squared and it is constrained to vary between zero

and unity. Predictors with large Deltas are best able to differentiate the

sample on the distribution of the dependent variable Catepries.

107
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Chapter 4

INCOME

To be "poor" is to have little or no income. WhiTe thts is not the only

definition of poverty, it is the most basic, common standard that we use in

our soojety for judging whether or not'a person is. poor. Therefore: we chose

to begin our presentation of the findings from this study with an examinatio'n

of the variations in poverty-area workers'jncome levels.

In the first stage of our study we used the Multiple Classification Analy-

sis (MCA) computer program to measure the pattern and strength of the relation-

ship between each socioeconomic predictor and income level, both before and

after controlling Stalistically for the effects of.the other predictors. This

procedure is stmilar,to traditional regression analysis and it assumes that

the data are additive..,

For this analysis we formulated a set of hypotheses specifying the expec-
,

ted pattern of relationship of each independent variable to the poverty-area

workers' annual income levels. The ideas for the hypotheses tested in the MCA

analysis came primari.ly from findings in previous studtes. For some of our

predictors, such as age, the existing evidence about the patterrpof relation-
,

ship with income Was fairly clear and consistent, and there was rig reason to

hypothesize any different pattern. For other predictors, however, such as

where lived at age 16, it was not very easy to hypothesize'a relationship on .

the basis of earlier studies. This was because the results either were con::

tradjctory or they were riot closely related' to our study's cdncepts and'con-.

text'. In eachof these cases we simply made a discretionary choice about
r

which pattern of relationship to hypothesize. The complete set of hypotheses
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for 'the 19 predictors is presented in Table 1.

In the second stage of our study of variations in workers' incomes we

tleanalyzed the same data using the Automatic Interaction Detector (AID) compu-
.

ter program to search for patterns of relationship not revealed by the MCA pro-

gram. This analysis was essentially an exploratory procedure; we did not

attempt to predict beforehand what patterns of interaction would appear. We

will discuss this stage 'of the study after presenting the MCA findings.

Table 2 illustrates the detailed results produced by the MCA. The grand

mean of $5,438 shown in the table heading is the average income figure for all

workers 16 to 64 years old (who were not in school or the Armed Forces when

not working during the preceding 12 months) in the.St. Louis poverty area sam-

ple. (We made $11,000 the highest income code in order to truncate the few

extreme cases at the upper end of the distribution). The table may be further

explained by referring to the data on the_relationship between race and annual

income level. The first column shows the unadjUS-te-d-deyiations (in dollars)

from the grand mean for the three racial categorils. Whites incomes average

$493 above the gra* mean, while blacks' incomes average $245 below the mean.

Since the grand mean is $5,438, these deviations indicate that the mean income

for white workers is $5,931 and for black workers $5,193. The last column

shows that only five cases fall in the "other" racial category, so the devia-

tion of $758 above the grand for this group may not be a valid statistic.

The unadjusted scores make no allowance for the intercorrelations between

the predictors. For example, the below-average income level of the black

workers might partly result from blacks being overrepresented in the lower

educational groups. The second column presents the adjusted deviations from

the grand mean for each variable after statistically holding constant the

influence of the 18 other variables in the analysis. That is to say, an
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Table 1. Hypothesized Relationships of Socioeconoltic Variables with
Annual Income

Independent Variables
Hypothesized Relationships

with Income Level

Personal VariablesAntecedent

Rice Higher incomes for white worf4s
than for bleck workers

. Ethnicity Higher incomes foi- non-Spanish-
origin workers than for Spanish-
origin workers

Where Lived at Age 16 Higher incomes for workers from a
farm,' the country, or a small city;'
lower incomes for workers from a
medium city, large city, suburb, or
this city

Eclycation Income level has a positive corre-
' lation with number of years of
schooling completed

Job Training Higher incomes for workers with job
training than for those-without job
training

Veteran Status Higher incomes for veterans than
for non-veterans

Personal Variables--Current

Age Highest income for prime-age workers
(25 to54 years); next highest for,
older workers-(55 to 64 years); low:-

est incomes for younger workers (16
to 24 years)

Marital Status Highest incomes for married workers
with wife present; next highest for
married workers with spouse absent,
and for workers who are divorced or
widowed; lowest incomes for workers
who hqye never married.

Hkghest incomes for household heads,
with other relations in household; -

next highest for hebds, without
relations in household; next highest
for non-relative of head, without
relations in household; lowest
ihcomes for workers classified
"other relative Of_head." (Sample -

sizes of non-relatives of head with
own relations in household are too
small for reliable estimates.)

(continued)

*del

Relation to Head of Household
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Table I. (Continued)

Independent Variables

4 .

Hypothesized lielationshIps

, with Income Level

Family Size

I.
AP

Hompehold Size

Years at Present.Address

Labor Force Variables 4

Job-Seeking Method.

Health Problem

Age Problem

Lack Skill, Experience or
Education

Occupation

Higher incomes for workers.in 'fami-

lies of moderate size (2 to 6 per-
sons); lower incomes for unrelated
workers (ifte., not living with any
relatives) and workers in large
families (7 persons or more). .

Highest incomes'for workers in'house-,
, holds with two persons; next hhohest

for workers in households with three
persons or more; lowest incomes for
workers who live alone

Income level has a positive correla-
tion with number of.years lived at
present address

Higher incomes for workers whcr ditd

-not look for work in past 12 months,
orif did look who asked friends or
relatives, registered with union,

' checked with private employment
agency; lower incomes for workers who
applied directly to employer, checked
with State Eipploymént Service,
checked wip community,otganizations,
or checkedlfiewspapers

. Higher incomes for workers answering
uno u

Higher.ipcomes'for workers answering
unO".

Higher Ancomes_ fOr, workers answering
unou

Highest.incomes for professionals and
managers;znext hjghest for craftsmen
and foremen,^sales workers, and-cler-
ical workers; next highest.for opera-
tives; lowest incomes for servipe
workers, non-farm laborers, and arl
farm workers*(Sample sizes ot,private
household workers are too small folr.
reliable estimates. Sample sizes of-

all farm workers also are too small
for reliable estimates of income with

,' the possible exception of San
Antonio's sacle.)

(continued)
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Table l. (Continued)

IM,Wependent Variables'
Hypothesized -kelationships

with Income Level

Industry

Class of Worker

Higher rmcomes for.workerv in.public
administration; con5truction; trans-
portation, communication, and utili-
ties; manufacturing durables; manu-
facturing non-durables. Lower
income§ fOr workers in finance,
insurance, and real estate; whose-
sale and retail trade; business and
,repair services; personal services;
'professional services; entertainment,
and recreation; agriculture, fores-
try and fisheries (With theipossible
exception of San Antonio's sample,
the sample sizes for the last two
industrial categories listed--agri-
cu.lture, etcentertAinment, etc.
--are too small to provide reliable
income estimates. The sample sizes
for workers in mining are too small
in all four areas.)

...aghest_Incomes for government
employees, next highest for employ-
ees of private companies or individ-
ualsrltwest intomes for self-
employed workers. (The.category

"without pay in family business".has
too few cases inseach of our 'samples

to provide 'a reliable estimate.)
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*adjUsted deviatiOn is an estimate of what the mean would be if the,group of

workers jn the category were distributed over all Categories of the othel:pre-
e

dictors exactly as the-total group.of workers is distributed. (see Andrews,

et 'al., 1967:31-38, 100-106.for further expfanation of the MCA-adjustment
"

procedure.) The adjus:ed or net deviations from the mean, attributable to

race alone, now become plus $419 for white workei-s, minus $202 forsblack

workers, and minus $439 for workers of o-ther races.
4

.The effects shown by the adjusted deviations are IOkumed to be additive.

examp)e, thenean income for blacks with seven' years or less of schooling

would be $4,705 ($5,38 minuS $202 minus $531); thelllean for white workers

with 12 years of schooling! would be $6,134 ($5,438 Plus $419 pluS $277). For

some of the variables shown in the det iled MCA tables.throughout this study,

the number of cases does not sum to'the totaf sample size becalise we have not

presented the few cases that fall into-the "no answer" or "other" categories.
oft

However, thes.1 cases are included in the MCA computer analyses.

In thd next section we present the'MCA results and indicate how well the

patterns of relationship in the porrty areas fit the patterns that we hypo-
.

thesized;

MCA Filindings

A

Race. The detailed MCA reiults for the antecedent personal variables

(race, ethnicity, where llved at age 16; education, job training, and veteran

status) are shown in a separate table for*each poverty atpa (Tables 2, 3, 4,

and 5).

In the St. Louis, Chicago I, and Chicago II poverty areas white workerS"

'incomes average higher than black workers incomes,.as wqs hypothesized. In.

the San Antonio area the reverse is found, but it should be noted that the.

I
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Table 2.
1

Relationship Between Annual Income and Socioeconomic Characteristics
of Male Workers, 16 to 64 Years Old, Not Jn School or Armed Forces in
Last 12 Months, St, Louts Poverty Area (1,999 Workers)

Characteristic

Grand Meah = $5,4j8
Deviation
from

.Grand

Mewl
(Dollars)

-Adjusted'
Deviation
from.Grand
Me4n

(Dolfars)

Race
White, 493 419

,Negro -202
Other 758 -439

Ethnicity
Spanish origin =924
Non-Spanish orlgin4 18 12

Where Lived at Age 16
This`city -213 -Z8
Suburb .-1p8 -864
Large city 44 -205
Medium city
-Small city

132

404
. 260

232
'Country' 52 -444
Farm 107. 87
No answer 7125 : -212

Education
s I, -530 -5317 years or less

8 years

9 to 11 years r
63

-455

- -241

-54
12 years 335 277
13 years Amore 1,207 797

*Job Training
a

Yes 169 '

r

123
No

Veteran Status

.
-67

582

, n40

114

.

. ,

Veteran /

Non-Veterah -489 . -56

83

114

.Number
of

Cases,

435
893 -

5 .

663

200
63

52 ,

250

157
8

253,

296

383
904

155 .

.

377

956

-609

724 4
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Table 3. Rela$ionship.Betwe6n Ahnual Income and Socioeconomic Characteristics
.

of MSle Workers, 16 to 64 Years 014, Not in School or Armed Forces in
.

Last 12 Months, San'Antonio Poverty Area (1,988 War-kers)

1-Characteristic. Mean . Mean Cases

Grand from Grand 6 of

(Dbllars) (bollars)

r^^
te.

Grand Mean = S4.819
Deviat4on . Adjusted
from Deviation .1 Number

Race

White -52 83 1.,747
Negro

34.9 -628 ,238
Other 2,855 1,465 3

Ethnicity
Spanish origin' -188 -168 1,549
Non-Spanish origin 664 574 439

Where Lived al qe 16
This city -126 14 1,377
Suburb . 457 45 17
Large city
Medium city

. 21

162

-204

-100
.§0

TO5
Small city / 181 -50 .. 416
Country -163 -370 17
Farm 460 368 98
'No, a nsweT 5 .3 78

Education
7 years or less -518 366 7)6
8.years 195 151 191
9 to 11 years -/35' -37 465\
12 years 485 388 464
13 years or more 1,059 391 204

, ,

Job Training 410,

' Yes -651 163 639
No -309 -77 1,349

Veteran Status ,
Veteran - 1,016 : 'T82 814
Non-Veteran -705 ' -126 1%174

115

,
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Table 4.

It

Relationship Between Annual Income and Socioeconomic Characteristics
of Male Workers, 36 o 64 Years Old, Not in School or Armed Forces in

Last 12 Months, Chicho (Area I). 'Poverty Area (1,665 Workers)

Characteristic

Deviation
from
Grand.

-Mean
(Dollans)

Adjusted
Devialion,
from Grand
Mean

'(Doilars)

4

Number
of

Cases

. Race

White
Negro
Other

Ethnicity
Spanish origin
Non-Spanish origin

Where Lived at Age 16
This city .

Suburb
Large city,

Medium city
SMall city'
Country
Farm
No answer

Education

112 .

560

-496

160

117

895

-75 .

457
-23

-905,
-201

-403

7 years or less
8 year"

9 to 11 years
12 years

13 years or more

-555

-59
-405

278

1,219'

Job Training
Yes 500
No -1148

Veteran Status
Veteran 470
Non-Veteran -212

I.

85

N

101 '1- 971

-213 625

499 .69

4412 406

133

547

487 30

-81
. 197

541 4 09

.67 476

-870
-198 149

-261 114

257
160

-146
211

519'

201'

-59

-83
38

3.1.3

t 293
1462

367 t.

229
.

380

1 ,285

518
1,147

11 6



Table 5.

1

Relationship Between Annual Income and Socioec000mic Chg-acteistics
,Of Male Workers; 16 to 64 Years Old; Not in School or Armed Forces 16
Last 12 Months, Chicago (Area II) Poverty-Area (1,445 Workers)

CharacteristiC

Crand Mean = g.,81

Number
'of

Cases

Deviatiqn
from

.

trend
Mean

(Dollars)

Adjusted
Deviation .
from Grand
Mean

(Dollars)

, Race

1,003
-154

-827

9 6

-5

274

I?,

151

-148

-19A

-478
-406

-55

7'567

-90

-438
562

635

-

s,

697

-106
-627

311
-16'

1924
701

*343

-25

-216

-675

-230
7113,

-462'
-224

-171

'402

583 .

f'

212

1,200

33

71

1,374

574

15

96.

11.7

294

33
187

) 29

209

209

442

381

202

Whi.te

Negro of

pther'

Ethnicity
Spanith onfain
Non-Spanish origin

Where Lived.at An 16

This city
Suburb

Lai* Oty
Medium City
Sma1,1 city

Country
Farm
No ahswer

Education
7 years or less
8 years
9 to 11 years
12 years

13 yeai-s or more

Yes

No.

..r

leteran Status
Veteran
Non-Veteran

64

-18
4.

.

477

. -337

1/7
86

.4

-25 318

7 -1,127

28 59t
-20 847
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white category includes primarily workers of Spanish origin. When the effects

Of the other predlictors in the analysiS (including nethnicityli,the variable
.

dealing wj,th Spanish origin) are controlled, all four areds,follow the hypothe-
: . .

sized pattern.

Skin color, however, is not a 'primary reTg for the.income digerences
.

amoag the workers within paCh poveriy area. Inttwo of tSe areassit cannot be

a major variable because most of the workers in each area are Of the same race.

In the Chicago,II ghetto there is a sizable difference.in-average income
..t4

between black and white workers (whites average $1,157 more per year than

blacks), but only fifteen percent of the workers are white. IN the San Antonio

barrio sonly;twelve percent af the workers are black. There are'sizable pro-
,-

4,

portions of black and white wOrkers in both the St. Louis and Chicago I areas,

but the average income differences by color are rak very large in either area.

Ethnictty. In St. Louis, San Antonio, and Chicago I Spanish-origin

workers are morp,likely to receive less income than non-Spanish-origin.workers,

but i Chicago II the,pattern is regersed.- Moreover, these relationships hold

even when the eqects of the other variables are controlled. In the St. Louis

and Chicago II samples the proportions of Spanish-origin workers are quite

small (abOut one percent and fiye percent respect6ely). Therefore, ethnicity

cannot account for much of tiltlei income variation among tv workers within these

two areas. In the San Antonio area the majority of workers areof Spanish

origin, but there is also a sizable minority (22 percent) of non-Spanish-origin

workers. In the Chicago I area, non-Spanish-Agin workers are in the majority,

but the propoetionsof Spanisii-origip workers is also relatively large (24 per-

cent).

In the 'San Antonio area the average annual income level for Spanish-

origin workers is $852.lower than the level'for non-Spanish:Origin Ivorkers.
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In the Chicago I area the average for Spanish-origin-workers drops $656 below

the,le'vel for nOn-Spanish-oriOn workers.

Where Liyed at.Age 16. Our hypothesis that.the'poverty-area workers who

migrated from rural kreas or,small cities would have higher incomes,.is par-
,

tially supported by the findings for St. Louis and San Antonio, but not )6p-
,

n

-ported at all by tice findings for the Chicago poverty aeas.
. ...

. . .

In St. Louis, the average.inNme levels for workers from small citieS,

open .country areas, aod farms are above the grand mean, but so are the average
, 1--

levels for wqrkers from medium and large cities. HOwever, the averags income 4

levels for pov.erty area Obrkers who are native St. Louis resideots or frbm

suburbs near aLge city fall below the sample.mean.

.

. , .

In Sn Antoni(, the incomes for workers from farms a nd small cities aver-

c, v.

' age abov the grand mean,' while the incoMes .or the few in our sample who came

frot,open country areas (17 cases) average below the grand mean. MigrantS

from the larger cities and the syburbs als8 earn higher incomes, but the many'

workers who grew up in San Antonio more frequently receive lower incwts.
4 ,

In the Chicago poverty areas the.pattern is almost 4e reverse of what

. we find in.the other two areas. Workers who'grew up in Chicago ha've higher

1

incomes than the,Imigrant from rural areas, small cities, and sonie of the

larger cities. Also having higher average income levels tre workers from the

suburbs. Moreover, Chicago I workers from medium-sized cities have higher

incomes,an'd Chicago II workers from large cities achieve higher incomes.

After controlling for the effects of the 'other variables, we see some

changes in the patterns of relationship. Nevertheless, the St. Louis area

findings still indicate partial sspport for ourshypothesis, while the two

Chicago area findin§s continue ti show the reverse of our hypothesis. For-
,

the San Antonio area, the data no longer support the hypothesized pattern -N

1
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except for workers th the farM-origin category, where the average income

remains at the highest level.,

Education. In all four poverty areas the general patiern 'is for incom

level to be positively correlied with educat:tonal level, which is the rela-,

tionship that we hypothesized. Our data, howyer, do show one exception to

the hypothesized pattern, In each area, workers.with 8 years of schooling earn

more than workers with 9 to 11 years of schooliny. This situation may result
4

from age and experience, modifying the influence of educational level. Many of

' those with 8 years of schooling may be older workers who entered the labor

force during a time when a grade sehool education met the qualifications set

by many employers. In contraA, a large proportiOn of those with 9 to le-years

of schooling may be younger workers who find that they have failed.to meet the

minimum educational standards currently required Of npw entrants seeking

better-paying jobs.

Some evidence that this may be the tase is shown in the adjusted devia-

tions frbm the grand mean in Tables 2, 3, 4, and 5. After holding all of the

other independent variables cqnstant, incildg'17g age, we find that in each area,

except_San Antonio, the aVerage income for workers with 8. years of schooling

drops below the inCoMe level for workers With 9 tb 1,1 years of schooling.

These figures for the St. Louis and blica6o I workers show a regular progres-

sion in income level with each increase in educational level. A similar

pattern also occurs in the ChiCago II area, exlept that workers with 13 or

more years of schooling receive,slightly less income them workers with 12 years

of sehooling.

Further examinatiomof the unadjusted figures reveals that there are

sizable differences in aveiage income levels between workers in the various

educational categories. For example, the average income for workers in the

r. 4
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St. Louis poverty area, with less than 8 year's of s:chooling,,is $5307below the

grandmean, While the average income for workers in the Same area with more a

than 12 years of schooling is41,207 above the grand mean.

Job 'Training. The MCA findings in Tables Z, 4 and 5 support,pur hypo-

thesis that average incomes would be higher for workers who had received some

type of jobvtraiving than for those who had not received any training. This

pattern also holds-tor each area, except Chicago II, after controlling for the

effects of the other variables.
Pt

The average annual income level or workers with training exceeds the
qt

average level for those without training by $236 in the St. Louis-area, $960

in the San Antonio ea $648 in Chicagoi, and $u2 in Chicago 112 These

income differences are considerably smaild than the differtnceswe found

between the highest and lowest educational groiiiis.

Veteran Aatus. Average incomes are higher'for veterans than for non-

veterans in all four poverty areas. However, while,the hypothesized pattern'

is found in all of the areas, the extent of the income diffelence between

veterans and non-veterans varies considerably. WorkeA, in the San Antonio

area who are veterans average $1,721 more,per year than do those who are not .

4

veterans; in the St. Louis area the average income gap between veterans and'

non- veterans is-$1,071. On the other hand, in Chicago II the average income

difference betweenaveterans and-non-veterans is $814 and in Chicago I it is

only $682. However, after controlling forl'the effects of the other variables,

the income difference between veterans and non-veterans is quite small in

each area.

Age. The detailed MCA 'indings for age and three other current personal

characteristics (marital status, relation to heed, and family size) are

9Q
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presented in Tables 6, 7, 8,'and 9. Our hypoxhesis that incomes would be

highest for prime-age workers (25-54 years), next highesE for older workers
mOr

(55-64 years), and lowest for younger workers (16-24-years) is completely

supported by the findings in St. Louis and partially supported by ttie findinw
4

for the other areas. In the San Antonio and Chicago areas workers 16 to 19 .

years old average lowest in income, followed by workers 2() to 24 years old,

and then by workers "60 to 64 years old. But we also find in these three areas

thatwoi1ers 55 to 59 years old average higher in income than, workers in one

or more of the categocles within the 25 to 54 year'range. Thus, in the St.

Louis and two Chicago poverty areas, the peak-income years eXtend five

years lohger..than we hypothesized. In all of the areas the sizes of the'dev}a-
..

tions below the grand mean are quite large for the younger workers.

After adjusting for the effects of the other variables, the deviations

froth the grand'. mean in 'each area.are reduced, but are still sizable. Moreover,

in each areethe relationship between age and income continues to be quite

similar to the pattern before adjustment.

Marital 'Status. Our predictions that married workers with wife present

would have the higfiest average income, workers whomever married would have

the lowest average tncome, and workers in all other marital-status categories

would have intermediate incomes was completely accurate for the St. Louis,

San Antonio, and Chicago II sam.pleS and partially accurate for: the Chicago I

sample. lp the Chicago I area the deviation from the predieted pattern is

that the average income for married workers with spouse absent is as low as

the average income for workers who have never married.

After controlling for the otherrriables in the study, the hypothesized

pattern still occurs in the St. Louis and San Antonio samples and partially

holds in the two Chicago samPles.

122
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Table 6. Relationship Between Annual Income and Socioeconomic Characteristics

of Male Workers, 16 to 64 Years Old, Not in School or Armed Forces in
Last 12 Months, St, Louis Poverty Area (1,333 Workers)

6

Characteristic

Grand Mean = $5.438

?

Number
.of

Cases

Deviation

from
Grand

Mean

(Dollars)

Adjusted
Deviation '

from Grand

Mean

(Dollars)

-3,2ot -t,439 87;16 to 19 years
20 to 24 years -1,327 -886 132

25 to 34 years 364 124 284'.

35 to 44 years 486. 357 297

45 to 54 years 739 313 276

55 to.59,years -16 150 132

-60 to 64 years , 32 -48 125 T,

Marital Status.
Married, spouse present 515 258 857

Married, spouse absent 7437 -456 127

Divorced or widowed -28o -301 4, 107

Never married -1,472 -54o 242

Relation to Head
Head with other relations

in household
505 18 901

Head without relations
in household

-216 443 i64

Non-relative of head4 with
own relations in household

-2,053 :824 ---1 2

Non-relative of head, without
relations in household

287 1,103 . 42

Other relative of head -i,910 -597 224

Family Size

-305 2061 person

2,persons 43o 417 282
3 persons -253 -255 231

4 persons 82 -i1 176

5 persons -115 -36 103
6 persons -120 -17o 122

7 persons or more -128 144 213

123
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Table 7. Relationship Between Annual Income and Socioeconomic Characteristics
of Male Workers, 16 to 64 Years Old, Not in School or Armed Forces in
Last 12 Months; San Antonio Poverty Area (1,988 Workers)

Characteristic

Grand Mean = $4,819
Deviation Adjusted

from. . Deviation -

Grand from grand
Mean Mean
(Dollars) (Dollars)

Number
of

Cases

,

16 to 19 years
20 to 24 years
25 to 34 years
35 to 44 years A.

45 to 54 years
55 to 59 years
60 to 64.years

,,,.

Marital Status
'Married, smuse present
Married, spouse absent
Divorced or widowe&
Never married -

f

Relation to Head
Head with other relations

in household
Head without relati.ons

in household
Non-relative of head, with

own relations in household
Non-relative of head, without

relations in hooehold
Other relative of head

Family Size

1 person

2 persons
, 3 persons
4 persons
5 persons
6 persons ,

7 persons or more

-2,931

-1,207
b 5

731

797
439

_.

-1,325
-650

21

427

342

A 183

146

244

405

415

458

177

-178 -159 143

436 140 1 1,424

-554 -104 99

203 134 104

-1,628 -561 361

.,

486 69 . 1,436

-64 832
.

123

3,681, 3,879 f

-944 -264 44

-1,697 -505 384

:-272 % -529 168

161 . -221 309

369 246 321

109 20 299
-83 24 289'

342 - .270 200

-496 29 402



Table 8. Relationship Between Annual Income and Socioeconomic Characteristics

Y of Male Workers, 16 to 64 Years Old, Not in School or Armed Forces in'

Las,t 12 Months, ChiClgo (Area P.Poverty'Area (1,665 Workers)

' Grand Mean = $5,979
Dgviation
from
Grand

Characteristic Mean

(Dollars)

Age..
16 to 19 yeai's

Wto 24 years .

-2,918,
-1,155

25 to 34 years' ". 313

35 to 44 years 300

45 to 54 years 401

55 to 59 years '803

60 to 64 years . -66

110

Marital 5tatus
Married, spouse present 623

Married, spouse absent -1,005

Divorced or widowed -51

Never married -1055

0
Relation.to Read
Head with other rehitions I 57Z

in household
Head without relations -164

in household
Nog-relative of head, with, 378

own relations in household
Non-relative of head, without -1,950

relations in household
Other relative of head -1,539

Family Size

1 person '... -675

2 persons 167

3 person,s ...../ 208

.4 person*--- 494

5 persons 315

b persons 227

7 perSons or more -230

.

'Adjusted
Deviadon

'from Grand
Mean

(Dollars)

.

.
.

-1,596
-748

181

226

256

34k

,

Number
of
Cases

C-----7
.,

77
229

450

346
365

.128

144. 70

271 978 .

-650 167

-302 107

-301 413

-373 1,048

1,914 . 277.

715 7

.918 108

-1,082 225

-1,361 386

59 .
289

529 266

521 ,242

472 ' 176

476 . 114

541 192

125
ø.

94.



Table 9. RetWonship Between Annual Income' and locioeconoMit Characteristics

ofliale Workers, 16 lo 64 Years Old, Not in School or Armed Forces in ,

Last 12 Months, Chicago (Area II) Poverty ATda (1,445 Workers)

Grand Mean = $5,981

'.

Characteristic

Deviation
from
Grand

Mean

(Dollars)

..".1/40...

16 to 19 year's -3,120 4-
20 to 24 yeArs -982

25 to 34 years 51

35 to 44 years 277

45 to 54 years 547
1.

55 to 59 years 461

60 to 64 years -587

Marital Status \.,,.

Married, spouse present 413

Married, spouseabsent .-24.2

Divorced or widowed -3

NeVer married -1,105

Relatron-to Head .

Head with other relations 420

in household
Head without relations -221

in household
Non-relative of head, with -4-,367-

own relations in household

Adjusted
Deviation Number'

from Geánd of

Mean Cases

(Dollars)

-1,556 49

-662 153

-155 313
.306 298-

.
377

U9 141

-492, 114

50 882

48 182
,

208 111

-307 270

-115 920

1,308 230

1,993.

Non-relative of head, without -1,204 -53 86

relations-in household
Other relative of head -1,218 -970 205

f.221.11/..ILM
1 person
2 persons
3 persons
4 persons
5 persons
6 persons .

-7 persons or'more

26

387
116

394

13

-159

-575
332

161.

-119

436
-16

42

316

298

241
174

150

99
.168

126
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Relation to Head. It was hypothesized that household heads would earn

more than non-heads. More specifically, it was predicted that incomes.would

range from highest to lowest according to the following ranking: 1) household

heads with other relations in the household; 2) heads without reYations in the

same household; 3) non-relative of the heid without own relations living in

the.same hbusehold; and 4) bther relative'of the household head. Workers

classified as "non-relative of head with own relations in the household" were

not included in the4rCpothesis because the sample sizes.for this voup were

too small to be considered reliable estimates.

The findings completely follow the hypothesized ranking in the San Antonio

and.Chicago II poverty areas and partially follow this ranking in the St. Louis

1 and Chicago I areas. ,In the St. Louis sample the hypothesized pattern holds

for the highest and lowest income groups, but the rankings for the two inter-"

mediate groups are reversed. In the Chicago I sample the rankings for the two

higher-income household types Are as predicted while the rankings for the two

1ower7.income household types are reversed.
4.

After controlling for the other variables,* the analysis, the'pattern of

relationship between.household status and income in the.St. Louis saMple shows

very
I

little support for oUr hypothesis, but the patterns in the other three
.

samples show partial support.

Family Size. We hypothesized that workers living with families of moder-
,

ate size would have the higher incomes while workers not living with.any rela-

tives and those living wtth large famiTies (seven persons or more) woul4 have.

the lower incomes. This pattern does hold in three of the areas, but
.

only partially supported in the St. Louis area, where it is the workers in

threirperson.families who have the lowest incomes instead of the workers not

4
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living with any relatives. After adjusting for the other variable effects

only partial sypport for our hypothesis is found in all four areas.

While the expected pattern generally appears in the unadjusted.figures,

the income differences among the ;gamily categories are not very large in most of

the areas.- It is interesting to find, however, 'that after adjustment in each

area the average income letiel for workers not living with any family Members

drops further below the grand mean than it was before adjustment. Furthermore, Crs''

before adjustment these workers form the lowest income,group in only. the two

Chicago-areas, while after adjustment they are the lowest income group in all

four of the areas. We also find in the adjusted figures tiat the average income

level of workers in large families rises from below to above the grand mean.

, These data4suggest, therefore, that family ize does have a modest inde-
,

pendent effect on worker jncome, though in the case of large families it is the

reverse of what we expected.
4r

Household Size. The findings for household size and years at present

address (the last current personal variable) plus the data for four labor

forok variables (job-seeking method, health problem, age problem, and lack

skill experience or education) are presented in Tables 10, 11, 12, and 13.
,

Because some households include persons who are not family member , we included

('
household size in addition to family size in, our set of'predictors. However,

we were able to examilie only three categories of households cone'person, twO

persons, and three persons or more)ecause these were the only groupings pro-

vided in the CES.data. With these categories we were able to separate those

workers who were living alone from those who were not living with any rela-

tives but still were living with other people.'

We hypothesized that incomes would average highest for workers in two-

person households, next highest for workers in three-person households, and

'
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Table 10. Relationship Between Annual income and Socioeconomic Characteristics
of Male Workers, 16 to 64 Years Old,, Not in School or Armed Forces in
Last 12 M9nth's.,, St. Louis Poverty. Area (11333 Workers)

7; .Grand Mean =

-Characteristic.

Deviation
from
Grand
Mean

.(Dollars)

Household Size

-451 person
2 persons 320
3 persons or more -168 .

Years at Present Address

-4251 year or less
2 to 5 years 126
6 to 10 years 246
11 to 20 years 165

.21 years or more 498

Job-Scking Method
St9te employment service
Directly to empioyer.

Asked friends or relatives
Newspapers
Union

Private employment agency.
Community organizations
All other methods
Did not look in past 12 months
No answer

Health Problem
Nes
No

Age Problem
'Yes

No

Lack Skillt Experience or Education
Yes

No

- 1,403

-1,576

-2,383
-905

- 1,887

- 1,850

1,478

484

-955.

-668'
52

-1,889
80

-753
194

$51438
Adjusted
Deviation

from Grand
Meap

(Dollars)

Number
of
Cases

83

-238

65

-160
171

-1

2'

8

-90

-1,509
-699

-2,465
-1,245

-522

-631

-1,075

A 331
-784

-817
64,"

-890
38

-352
91

153

306

865

419
387

250

225
72

25

83

59

8

11

9

9

19

989

121

97
1,236

54
1,279

273
1,060

98
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Table 11. Relationship Between Annual Income and Socioeconomic Characteristics
of Male Workers, 16 to 64 Years Old, Not in S,thool or Armed Forces in
Last 12 Months, San Antonio Poverty Area (1,988 Workers)

Characteristic

Grand Mean
Deviation

Grand
from

Mean

(Dollars)

= $43819
Adyusted
Deviation
from Grand
'Mean

(Dollars)

Number
of
Cases

Household Size
1 person -28 -312 121
2*persons 128 186 328
3 perions or more -19 .-14 1,533 .

-755
145

283

273

-289

63

44

190

516

448

330

1 year or less
2 to 5 years
6 to 10 years
11 to 20 years
21 years or more 444 85 244

Job-Seeking Method
State employment service- -2,192 -1,272
Directly to employer -1,616 ,741 197
Asked friends or relatives -10522 -426 140.
Newspapers -i,906 -1,269 30
Union 77 -248 9
Private employment agency 652 432 6
Community organizatiops -2,810 *1,870 12
Aii oLher tvyic

-1631i *1,033 32
Did not look in past 12 months
No answer

-1)519

,165
4).1

-196 38

Health PrOblem
Yey -990 -743 218
No

p
117 .91 1,770

Age Problem
Yes -240 '4 91
No 44 12 L,897

Lack Skill Ex erience or Education
Yes -495 -48 546
No 188 ' 18 1,442

99
.130
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Table 12. 'Ielationship Between Annual Income and Socioeconomic Characteristics
of Male Workers, 16 to 64 Years Old, Not in Schooror Armed Forcgs in
Last 12 Months, Chieago (Area l),Poverty Area,(1,665 Workers)

Characteristic

Grand Mean = $5,979
DeViation Adjusted
from Deviation Number

Grand froth Grand of

Mean Mean Cases

(Dollars) (Dollars)

,

Household Size -
1 person
2 persons
3 persons or more

.4

-643

183

131

-390
254

33

.

295

324

1,041 .

Years at Present Address

-755 -314 6401 year-or less
2 tp, 5 ,years 242 ' -10 .509
6'io 10 years 302 261 261.

11 to 20 years 832 408 181'
21 year,s or more 1,762 868 74'

...

.

Job-Seeking Method
. .

.

State employment servicev, -1,105 -522 7

. Directly to employer 4 -1,709 -996 146

Asked friends.or relatives . -1,896 -1,042 90_
Newspapers % 68g 419 16

Union' 1,196 1,135 , 4

'Private employAnt agency.. ,92 297 13

Community organizations =3,166 -1,738 17

Al) ,other. methods ..,.: -2,317 ,--1,694 20

Did not look in oast 12 months
No answer

527

'975

289

-502

1 91R

134

Hea"Ith Problem

-1,075 135YesV
No .0 134. 95 1,530

Age Problem

-373 81Yes

, NO .52 19 1,584

Lack Skil), Experience or Education
Yes -746 -37 341
No 192, 19 . 1,324
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Tbble 13. Relationship Between Annual Income and'Socioeconomic Characteristics
of Male Workers, 16 to 64 Years Old, Not in School.or ArMed Forces.in

Last 12 Months; Chicago'(Area.II) Pdverty Area.(1,445 Workers)

Characteristic 9

Grand Mean =
Deviation
from
Grand

Mean .

(Dollars)

$5,981
Adjusted '
Deviation

from Grand

/lean

(Dollars)

Number
of

Cases

Household Size
1 person 4 548 -1,067 209

2 persons -69 -203 323

, 3 persons or More - 147 317 .
908

Years at Present Addi.ess
1

-491' -65 408.1 year or less
2 to 5 years -25 -11. 465

6 to 10 years 4.
. 247 8 .267

11 to 20 years 314 8 224

21 years or more, '932 339 81'

Job-Seeking Method
State employment service -1,771 -1,468 11

Directly to employer -1,708 -1,183 75

Asked friends or relatives -2,054 -1,331 55
Newspapers -1,483 -1,281 12

Union 1,454 234 12

Private employment agency -1,751 15 4

Community organizatirT.: -1,948 -1,944 3

All ^tha. methods -603 147 4

bid not look in past 12 months , 387 269 1,144

yo answer -1,310 -883
,

121

Health Problep
Yes -653 -366 111

No 54 30 1,334.

Age Problem
Yes n1,000 -169 36

No 26 4 . 1,409

Lack Skill, Experience or Edudation
Yes -493 )61. 273

No 41 5 '-38 1,172

101 132
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lowest for workers living alone. The findings for San Antonio arid Chicago I

support our hypothesis, and the findings for St. Louis and dicago II .partially

support our hypothesis. In St. Louis the incomes for workers in the largest

nousehold category rank even lower than the incomes for workers who live alone.

In contrast, the.average intomes for Chicagd II workers in the argest household

categoryare the highest in the sample.

After controlling for the other variables, the hypothesized patterrs still

appear in San Antonio and Chicago I. .The Chicago II.pattern concinueS to be

the same after adjustment, 4ile the St. Louis patter becomes completely oppo-

site to the hypothesized pattern: the 1,gest household category ranks highest,

the one-person category rics next highest, arid the two-person household ranks

lowast.

In each ares the income differences between the three categories are not

very large before adjustment. After adjustment, the income differences do not

change very much except in the Chicago II area*, where they do-become much

greater, particularly for the one-person category in which the income level

drop; from 1548 to $1,067 below the grand mean. 1The income level for workers

in two-person households drops from -$69 to -$204. while-the level for workers
%

in the largest households increases from $147 to $317 above'the grand mean.

Years at Present Address. We hypothesized that workers who had not

changed their place of residence for Many years would be more likely to have

higber incomes than workers who had shifted their residential location more

recently. In other worg, we.proposed that permanence' was more likely either

to raise incgme levels or to result from higher -income levels. Specifically,

we predicted that income level would have a positive association with the

rlumber of years a poverty Area worker had lived at his present address.
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Our findings completely follow this pattern in the two Chicago areas and

part-4111y follow it in the other two areas, where the deviations from the pr6-

dicted pattern of relationship are minor. In the St. Loufg, San Antonio, and

Chicago I samples, only workers with one year or-less at their present address

average below the grand mean. In Chicago II this group also has the lowest

average incomes, but workers in the "2 to 5 years" category also average slightly

below the grand mean. The strength of this relationship appears to be greatest

in the San Antonio and Chicago I samples. In the latter group, workers who have

spent 21 yors or more at their present address average $2,617 more per year

.than workers vho have resided one year or less at their resent address.

Of course, this measure probably is correlated to tome extent with differ-

ences in workers' ages and some of the otter current personal variables in tt'is

study. After controlling for the effects of,all of the other variables in this

study, we find that the patterns of relationship between years at present

address and income remafn essentially the same as the patterns before adjust-

ment, but the income differences between workers in the various categories are
V

sharply reduced. The widest income gap between the iongest-term and shortest-

term residents ii still in Chicago I, but the amount decreases from $2,517 to

$982. In the St. Louis sample the income difference drops from $923 before

adjustment to only $168 after adjustment.

Job-Seeking Method. Given the gmall number of cases in some of the cate-

gories of job-seeking method (State Employment Service, newspapers, union,

private employment agency, and community organizations) we did,not propose a

detailed income ranking of the job-seeking methods in our hypbthesis. Instead,

we simply divided the various methods into two groups: higher-income versus

lower-income. Specifically, we predicted that incomes would average higher

for workers who did not look for lother job in the past 12 months, or if they
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did look, incomes would be higher for those who asked friends" br relatives,

registered with a union, or checked with a private employment agency to get

their present or most recent job. Lower incomes were predicted'for workers

who either applied directly to an employer, checked with the State Employment

Service, cheOed with community organizations, or checked with the newspapers.

Only in the San Antonio area do the categories divide as predicted. How-

ever, in the other threejmierty areas there is partial support for the hypo-

thesis. The "number of cases" columns in Tables 10, 11, 12, 'and 13 revel

that in every area a sizahle majority of the workers in oue.'sample had not

looked for another job during the previous year. And perhaps not unexpectedly,

the avenag,R,income for these workers was above the grand mean in each area.

Inspection Of those findings that did not .completely follow our hypothe-

sized pattern reveals the following deviations from ourjpredictions. In St.

Louis the workers who u'ed the State Employment Service were in the higher

incOme group Pile thos who used a private employment agency were in the

lower-income group. In Chicago I workers who asked friends or relatives ranked

in the lower half of the income categories, while those who used newspapers
_

ranked in the upper half of the income categories. In Chicago II workers who

went directly to the employer or used newspapers ranked in the upper half,

while those who asked friends or relatives or who used a private employment

agency ranked in the lower half of the income groups. Thus the only job-seeking

methods that ranked as predicted in all four areasyiere checking with a union

and checking with community organizations.

After controllihg for the effects of the other variables in the study,

we find that San Antonio continues to follow the hypothesized pattern. The

other three areas continue to partially support the hypothesized pattern, with

St. Louis and Chicago II showing some changes in their patterns of deviation.
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The only 4pb-seeking method that ranks as predicted in all four areas is using

a private employment agency. However, each of the Gther methods except asked

friends or relatives ranks as predicted in three out of the four poverty areas.

6

Health Problem. Our findings for this variable Show that in each area

those who said that they have a health problem affecting their eaployment situa-

tion do have a lower average income level than those who said that they did not

have this type of problem. The difference between the average annual income for

those who responded "yes" and those who responded "no" to this question ranges

from $707 in Chicago II to $1,657 in Chicago I. After controlling for the

effects of the other variables in the study the predicted pattern still holds

in each area and the deviations from the grand mean continue to be sizable.

The proportion of workers affected by this problem in each of our samples
aIa

is probably high in comparison with the non-poverty-area workers in the St.

Louis,-San Antonio, and Chicago metropolitan areas. However, the proportions

are too low to be able to account for a major proportion of the total income

variation among poverty-area workers.

Age Problem. Workers in the younger and older age categories who said

that their age is a handicap either in holding a job, finding a better job,

in looking, or in wanting a job are an even smaller group than those with a

health problem. (Some workers, however, may be in both groups.) But this
a

category does sort out a segment of the labor force whose incomes average

lower than the rest of the labor force. The difference in average income

between those who said that they have an age problem and those who said that

they do not have a problem ranges from $972 in San Antonio to $1,969 in St.

Louis.

After holding constant the other variables in the studY, the hypothe-

sized patterd continues to show, but the income differences decline considerably.
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Undoubtedly, this variable is highly intercorrelate4 with the variable in our

study that measures the different age cdiegories. Also, with the small propor-

tion of workers who indicated that age is a problem,this variable does not

have the abili.ty to explain much of the total variation in worker income in

each poverty area, before or after Controlling for the other variables.

Lack Skill, Experience, or Education. According to the findings in Tables

ln, 11, 12, and 13, this attitudinal variable also follows the expected pattern.

'Workers who said that the reason they either are not holding a job, not finding

a better job, not looking, or not wanting a job is because they lack skill,,

experience, or education'do have a lower average income than the rest of the

workers in their poverty area.
(

The number of workers who answered "yes" to the question about this prob-

lem is larger than the corresponding numbers for the age proillorand health

problem questio-ns. However, the average income differences betdeen those who

anslweredWandthosewhoanswered"Ware notlas-large for this variable

as the income differences'betWeen the "yes" a'nd "no" groups in the age problem

and health probleM variables. Moreover, the differences become quite stall,

particularly in San Antonio and Chicago I, after controlling f r the effects

of the othc* variables in the study. In Chicago II the adjusted lgures show

the reierse of the hypothesized pattern, but the average income difference

-only $199.

Occu ation. Tables 14, 15, 16, and 17 provide the detailed MCA statistics

for the last three rabor force variabtes (occuPdtiob, ind,.:3try, and class of

worker) in our analysis. Our hypothesis about the impact of occupation on

incpme level combines the findings for eleven occupational categories.intO

tfour groups.* Specifically, it wzs hypothesized that the highe:A incomes would
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go to workers in the "professional and technical" and "managerial and adminis-

trative" categories; next highest for workers in the "sales" and "clerical"

and "craftsmen'and,foremen", categories; next highest for worliers in the "oper-

atives, exceptItransportation", and "transport equipment operlives" categories,

' and lowest incomes'for workers Olassified as "laborers, except farm", "service,

except pOvate household", "private.household workers", or "all farm workers".

However, beekise of the very small sample sizes for the private household

workers and al) farm workers., we have not included the MCA findings for these

two categories in our evaluation of this hypother's.: The income ran;.ing that

we have hypothesized for the four occupational groups follows the order of the

occupationa categories in Tables 14, 15, 16, and 17, with the highest income

occupations starting.on the top two lines.

The unadjusted figures for the St. Louis and San Antonio poverty areas

show that occupation is related to income as we predicted. In the two Chicago

poverty areas there i! partial support for the hypothesized pattern. In both

,areas the incomes of clerical workers are in only the third highest group,

while the incomes of transport equipment operatives are large enough to be

:in the second highest group. Also, in Chicago II, professional and technical

workers are in only the secoad highest income grou0, while craftsmen and fore-

men are in the highest income.group.

After adjustment for the effects of the other variables, St. Louis is the

only area where the hypothesized.pattern holds completely. In Sap Antonio,

transport equipment operatives drop from the third highest income group to the

lowest group.- Although five occupational categories change rank in each Of

the Chicago areas, the retults for each area still partially follow the hypo;

thesized pattern.
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Table 14. Relationship Between Annual Income and Socioeconomic Characteristics
of Male Workers, 16- to 64 Years Old, Not in School or Armed Forces in
Last 12 Months, St. Louis Poverty Area (1,333 Workers)

Characteristic

Grand-Mean = $5,438
Deviation 'Adjusted

-froM Deviation Number.'

Grand from Grand ' of

Mean Mean Cases

(Dollars) (Dollars)

Occupation
Professionarand 'tecfinical .

Managerial and administrative
Sales

Clerical
Craftsmen and foremen
Operatiyes,''except transpor-

tation
'Transpont equikment operatives
Laborer* except farm
Service,_ except private house-

hold

1,022 1,301

1,625 1,223

9
A -27

761 395 '

645 380

-210 -316

-114 -334

-389 -337
-987 -351.

Private household workers 1,992 3,448
All farm workers 2,371

71

k4'

24

124

224

315

131

162

233

2

3

Industry

,615Agriculture, forestry and -2 -948 8

fisheries

Mining -1,238 -2,717 .1

Construction 226, 234 79

Ducable goods manufacturing 322 .413 369

Nondurable goods manufacturing 112 110 184

Transportation, communication 570 385 148

ahd utilities .

Wholesale and retail trade -703 -458 . 200

Finance, insurance and real -559 76 34

estate
Business and repair services -671 -526 56,

Personal services .. -437 .
-375 , 35

Entertainment and recreation -1,341 -1,420 8

Professional services -812 -996 127,

Public administration 1,459 519 80

Class of' Worker

Private -70 19 . 1,090

Government 680 185 178

Self-effiployed. -491 412 w 6o '
Without pay in family business -5,438 44,48.4 1
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Table 15. Relationship Between Annual lncome and Socioeconomic Characteristics
of Male Wgrkers, 16 to 64 Years Old, Not in School or Armed Forces in
Last 12 Months, San Antonio Poverty Area (1988 Workers)

Characteristic

Grand Mean = $4,819

- Number
of
Cases

Deviation
from
Grand

Mean .

(Dollars)

Adjusted
Deviation
from Grand .

Mean

(Dollars)

Odcupation
Professional and technical 1,428 1,150-- 120

Managerial and administrative 1,460 1,069 122

Sales -269 348, 51

1,167 253 190

C/Iftsmen and foremen 466 188 500

Operatives, exceRt tranSpor-

tation

-215 272

Trangport equipment operatives -339 576, 190

Laborers, except farm -1,295 -501 247'

Service, except private house-
hold

-931 -469 274

Privatethousehold workers *-71,698 '-537 1

All farm workers -1,361 -373 21'

Industry
Agriculture, forestry and

fisheries
-0,233 -33 29

Mining 1,354 -11-903 4

Construction- -734 -335,, 239
Durable goods manufaCTuring -338 -128 149

Nondurable goods manufacturing -220 70 149
Transportation, communication

and utilities
312 410 121'

Wholesale ,and retail.trade -617 -417 444
Finance, insurance and real
estate

-78 .1285 48

Business and repair services -314 -484 117

Personal services -1,366 -968 100,

Entertainment and recreation -165 494 20

Professional servicAs -329 -4i9 )63
Public administration 1,965 1,181 397

4

Class of Worker
Rrivate -596 3 1;292

Government 1,270 -62 963

Self-employed 611- 213 122

Without pay in family business -3,111 407 3'

:109

k.
1'
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Table 16. Relationship Between Annual income and Socioeconomic Characteristics
of Male Workers,-16 to 64 Years Old? Not in School or Armed Forces in
Last 12 Months,-thicago (Area I) PovertyArea (1,665 Workers)

- MGrandeap_f_15417.2______

Characteristic

Occupaiion

Professional and technical
Managerial and administrative
Sales

Clerical

Craftsmen and foremen
Operatives, except transpor-
tation

Transport equipment operatives
Laborersexcept farm
Servlce, excebt private hou
hold

Private household workers
All farm workerd

Deviation Adjusted ,

from Deviation Number ,

Grand from Grand of
Mean Mean Cases
(Dollars) (Dollars)

1,478

1,380

773

-5

1,019
-452

93
"859

.. -730

-4,891

-3,278

892 101

599 68
267 21

73-186 1-
679 285.

-209 514

-468 122
-490 169 i

-141 203 ,

-2?510
,

3

-2,292 6

Industry

-2,118

),021

- 177

Agriculture,_forestry and
fisheries

Mining

Construction
Dbrable good's manufacturing -12
Nondurable goods manufacturing -156
Transportation, communicatjon 7Z7

and utillties .

Wholeeale and retail trade -222

,

,Finance, insurance and real 681
estate ,

Business and repair services -61

Personal services -1,657
Enteriainment and recretion 1,236

Professional services -41

Public administration
,

914
,

110

Class of Worker
Private 7131
Government 711

.

Self-employed 2,416'
Without pay in family business -5,079

672 10
.

2,044 1,

-244 80
164 556

-107 -,,

227.
804 156

-352 249
499 48

-332 89
-1,165 54

778 7

-427 131

498
..

56

e

-76 1,489

377 128
1,474 , 46

-2,219 1
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Table 17. Relationship Between Annual ini,ome and Socioeconomic Characteristics
of Male Workers, 16 to 64 Years Old, Not in School or Armed Forces in

Last 12 Months, Chicago (Area II) Poverty Area 0,445 Workers)

1L

Characteristic

Grand Mean = $5.981 .

Number

of
Cases

Deviation
from
Gran*
Mean .

(Dollars)
...

Adjusted
Deviation
from Grand
Mean

(Dollars)

Occupation
..

.

236
t;041

732

45
1,036

-300

20
-612

-615

1,269
-.

652

722' ..

730
-328'

524,

-158

56

-537
,--127

2,048

4r,,_,

10.,,-

79

51

20'-

162'

227

311

.

153

187

.253

2

--

Professional aqd technical
. Managerial and adminiStrative
,Sales 7
Clerical
traftsmen'and'foremen
Operatives, except transpor-

tation
Transport equipment operatives
Laborers, except farm .

Service, except private house-
hold

Private household workers
Alt farm workers

Industry
Agricylture, foreitry and -1,59

fisheries
Mining 2981

Construction 813

*Durable goods manufacturing
114NOndurable goods manufacturing.,

:, Transportation, communication 231

and utilities
Wholesale and retail trade
Finance, insurance and real
'estate

Business and repair services

-394
-469

-754

Personal services 1,272

Entertainment and recreation -311

Professional services -312

Public administration 1,395

, Class of Worker
Private -190
Government 933
Self-eniployed 1,111
Without pay in family business -4,627

J ill

-2,075
.

3

-2,355 1

-634 112

398 299

21
.

221

179 , 175

-146 243

--860 42

-738 59
-1,149 s 57
-1,741 5 '

7645 115

572 105

i

-98 1,179
497 208
285 48

-3,509 2
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The large differences in both the adjusted and unadjusted deviations'

from the grand mean suggest that in all of the areas the relationship of occu-

pation to income is relatively strong. In San Antonio we find the widest range

of income levels among the occupational categories. For example, the average

income for professionals and managers is about $1,450 above the grand mean

while the average income for nonfarm laborers is $1,295 below the grand mean.

4

Industry. The findings for industry in which a worker currently is

employed, or if unemployed, the industry in which he.last worked, are broken

dQwn in Tables 14, 15,.16, and.17 according to 13 categories. However, given

the relatively small number of casesin iome of the categories and the problem

of sampling variability., we collapsed the 13 categories into two income groups

in our hypothesis (hig* income versus lowerincome). Furthermore, while

nationally it may be ksible to predict accurately how each industrial cate-

gory of workers will rank, it was thought to be unlikely that these predic-

tions would hold for local poverty areas, even 1? we were not using sample

data. Unigue conditions in each community could cause deviaticins from the
,

average. Moreover, limitlng the analysis to only poverty area workers might

alter the rankings.

Therefore we hypothesized that incotes would average higher for workers

in pub* administration; construction; transportation, communication, and

utilities; manufacturing durables; and manufacturing non-durables. Incomes'

would average.lower for workers in finance, insurance and real estate; whole-

sale and retail, trade; business and repair services; personal services; pro-

.
A:

fessional services; entertainment and recreation; and agriculture, forestry,

and fisheries. (Except possibly for San Antonio, the sample siies-for the

last two industrial categories--entertainment, etc. and agriculture, etc.--
I

are too small to provide reliable income estimates. Mining is not incfuded



in the hypothesit at.all because of small sample sizes in all four

. areas.).
,

The unadjusted deviations from the grand mean reveal that §t. Louis'

and Chicago II completely follow the hypothesized pattern while San Antonio

and Chicago I partially follow the pattern. In Chicago I there are two cate-

gories that do not rank as hypothesized: workers in nondurable goods manu-

facturing are in the lower income 'grouping, while workers in finance,

insurance, and real estate are in the higher income grouping. In San Antonio

there are five exceptions to the hypothesis. Workers in construction and in

durable goods manufacturing rant lower than predicted, while workers in

finance, insurance, and real estate; business and repair services, and enter-

/

tainment and recreation rank higher than predicted.

After controlling for the other variables in the study, we again firid

that St. Louis and Chicago II follow the hypothesized patterh while San

Antonio and Chicago I only partially support the hypothesis. However, this

time there are only three categories that deviate in the San Antonio area*

.(agriculture, forestry, and fisheries; construction; and entertainment and

recreation). Chicago I again has only two categories that deviate (construc-
o.

tion; and finance, insurance, and real estate).-

Inspection of the unadjusted deviations from the grand mean for the

fndividual industrial categories.(excluding those with a very small number

of cases) reveals that some of them rank the same or nearly the same in all,

of the areas. 4.1orkers in publicadminlstration average highest in incomd

in all four areas". In San Antonio the average is $1,965 ahove the grand

meanrand in St. 'ouis it is $1,459 above the mean. Chicago II with $1,395

above the grand mean is almost as high as St. Louis, while 'Chicago I is

only $914 above the mean.
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'Workers in transportation, communication, and utilities rank second in

income in each area except Chicago II, where they rank third. However, their

incomes average considerably lower than the incomes for workers in public

administratiOn. SPecifically, the aVerages above,the grand mean are $570 in

St. Louis, $312 in San Antonio, $727 in Chicago I, and $231 in Chicago II.

(Construction ranks second in Chicago II ivith an average of $813.),

At the otherend of the itncome scaie we find that workers in wholesale

and retail trade rank ninth in each area.except Chicago II; there they rank

seventh. The averages below the grand mean are -$703 in St. Louis, -$617 'in

San Antonio, -$222 in picago I, and -$394 in Chicago II.

Workers in personal services have the lowest averages in each of.the

,areas except St. Louis. In the other three areas the deviations'below'the

grand mean are 41,366.in San Antonio, -$1,657 in Chicago I, Slid -$1,272 in

Chicago II,. In contrast, the deviation below the grand mean tor personal

services in St: Louis is only -$437.

Class of Worker. Our hypothesis that the highescrincomes wouldbe

eived by government emplgyees, the next highest by employees of private

companies or individuals, and the lowest by self-employed workers is supported

by,the St. Louis area findingt, pariially supported by.the San Antonio find-

ings, and,not supported at all in the two Chicago area findings. In the*San

or.Antonio area, government'employees have the highest aVerage income foilowed

by self-employed workers. Workers for private companies or individuals rank

lowest. In both of the Chicago areas the self-employed workers rank highest,

followed by government workers and then by private workers.

After holding the other variables constant, we find that the St. Louis

area continues to follow the hypothesized pattern, the San Antonio and pingo.,

II areas show partial support, and Chicago I shows no support.



Summary of Patterns. Table 18 summarizes our presentation of the

detailed MCA income findings for the 19 socidecOnomic predictors. Specifi-

cally, Ais table provides the tally of the unadjusted and adjusted relatiOn-

ships between the predictors and income in each poverty area that follow, par-

tially follow, and do not foflow the patterns that were hypothesized at the

beginning of the study. .

Our score on the unadjusted relationshipsindicatesthat in each area

the hyPothesized patterns do occur for a majority of the predictors. For all

of the remaining variables in St. Louis and most of theremaining variables rI

the other areas, the relationships with income partially follow the hypothe-

\
sized Patterns. After adjustment,\the total number of ptedictors that relate

to'income as hypothesized stays thesame in St. Louis, decreases.slightly in

San Antonio and Chicago I, and decreases substantially in Chicago II. However,

all of the remaining predictors in San Antonio, and most of the remaining pre-

.° dictors in thelother areas show at least partial support for the hypothesled

patterns.

-

Examination of both the unadjusted and adjusted findings reveals that in
t

the few cases in which hypothesized patterns are not supported, the cases do

/pot occur in more than two areas for any one predictor. On the other hand,

there are some predictors that follow the hypothesized pattern in all four

areas (either before adjustment, after adjustment, or both before and after

adjustment).

MCA Summary Statistics. Of importance, of course, is not only the

pattern of a relationship, but also its strength. In reporting the patterns

exhibited by the MCA findings we did make some references to the strength of

these relationships. Th'is was done when we described.the amount by which the

income levels for the various categories of workers deviated from the grand

ly I
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Table 18. Summary of RelatTonships Between SoCioeconomic Variables and Annual
Income that Follow (F), Partially Follow (P), and do not Follow (9,
Patterns Hypothesized

Unadjusted Findinis "!tdiusted Findings

Si. SA ' Ch.I Ch%II SL SA Ch.I Ch.I1

Antecedent Personal
Variables

Race

Ethni-ci ty

Where Lived at Age 16
Education
Job Training
Veteran Status

Current Personal
Variables

F N F : F F F F F

F F F N F F F. N

P P N 14 P. P N N

P P P P . F ' P F P

F 4F F F F F F N

F ' F F F F F N F
i

Age F P P P P P P. P

Marital Status F F P F F F P P

Relation to Head P F P F N P P P

Family Size P F F F P P P P

Household Size P F F P N F F P4
Years at Present P P F F P 0 F

Address

Labor Force Variables

Job-Seekping Method P 'F. ' P P P F P P

'Health ProbleM F F F F .F F F . F ,

Age Problem , : F F F F F F F F

Lack S1cill,0Experi- F F F F "F F. F N

ence oe Education ,

Occupation F F P P F P P P

Industry . F P P F F P P F

Class of WOrkr' 0 F P N N F 'P N P
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mean, and the sample sizes in the categories. It was evident that some of the

socioeconomic variables were better able than others to sort out the higher

and lower income workees.

Now, however, we will provide a more precise and complete assessment of

the impact of each variable on income level, both before and after adjusting

for the other variables in the study. Tables 19, 20, 21, and 22 present MCA

summary statistics that measure the relative strength of each predictor, singly

and in competition with others. (They also include the AID summary statistics

which will be discussed after the MCA presentation.) The Eta-squared coeffi-

cients in the first column of each table indicate the propprtion Of income

variation in the total sample explainable by each predictor. These figures

are based on the deviations of the unadjusted means (weiOted for the number

of cases) from the grand mean, which were presented in the previous section.

The Beta-squgred statistics in the second column of each table are simi-

lar to the Eta-squared statistics, but are based On the deviations of the

adjusted means (weighted for the 'number of cases) from the grand mean rather

than the' deviations of the raw means. Thus,..the MCA Beta-sqUared coefficients
,

indicate the relative importance of each variable in explaining variation with

the remaining variables held constant. These Betas (before squaring) are

analogous to standardized regression coefficients.(beta weights). Therefore,,

7

ey are not measures of the percent of variation explained by each.vatigble

(1 With tile other variables held constant.

At the bottom of each table is a multiple correlation coefficient (MCA R), .

adjusted for degrees of freedom. This coefficient when squared (MCA R
2
) indi-

cates the proportion of varidtion in income level explained by all 19 predic-

tors together (after adjusting for degrees of freedom).

The MCA program does not comptite F testi for determining the statistical

'significance of the relatiOnihip between dach.predictor and the dependent
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Table 19. MCA and AID Summary Statistics for 19 Predictors of Annual
Income, Male Workers 16 to 64 Years 011:1,-Not in School or ,

Armed Forces, S Louis Poverty Area

Variable MCA Eta,
2

,MCA Yeta2 AID Beta
2

Race .015 .010 .000
Ethnicity .003 .001 .000
Where Lived at Age 16 .008 .004 .031
Education - .039 .020 .011
Job Training .001 ,001 .000

Veteran Status .035 .001 .000
Age

/
,.126 .033 .103

Marital Status .072 .015 .016
Relation to Head .098 .015 .013
Family Size .007 .008 .000

Household Size .004 .002 .000
Years at Present Address .011 .002 .000

Job-Seeking Method .087 .045 .057
Hdalth Problem , .004 .006 ..000

.

Age Problem :018 .004 ..000

Lack Skill, Exp., or Ed. .018 .004 .000

dccupation .063 k.034 .035

IndustrY .053 :033 .022

Class of-Worker .014 .006 .009

MCA R
2

= .296

MCA R (adj.) = .544

141D R
2

= .298
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Table 20. MCA and AID Summary Statistics for 19 Predictbrs of Annual
Income, Male Workers 16 to 64 Years Old, Not ip School or
Armed Forces, San Antonio Poverty Area

i-

Variable MCA Eta
2

MCA Beta
2

AID Beta
2

Race
Ethnirity
Where Lived at Age 16
Education\
Job,T7ining

Veterari,Status

Age
Marltat StAus
Relation-to Head
Family Size

Household Size
Years at Present.Address
Job-Seeking Method

,

Health Problem
Age,problem

Lack Skill, Exp., or Ed.
Occupation
industry
Class, of Worker

.005

.019

.005

.045

..031

.

.111

-..169

.098

.117

.015

.002

.?3?

.133

. 0

.006

.014

.128

.167 .

.113

.009

.014

.002

:017
.002

.004

.039

.011

.016

.008

.002

.005

.031

.011

.000

,

.000

.04Z

.068

,D01

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

.091

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

.062

.009

.000

.003-

.071

.149

000

,.

MCA R
2
= .448

MCA R (adj.) ,-, .670

AID R
2

= .381
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Table 21. MCA and AID'Summary Statistics for 19 Predittors of Annual
Income,-Male,Workers 16 to 64 Nears Old, Not in School or
Armed'Forces, Chicago (Area I) Poverty Area

Variable MCA Eta
2

MCA Beta
2

AID Beta
2

Race .006 .004 .000,

Ethnic,ity .011 %007 .000'

Where Lived at Age 16 .009 .007 .000

education .044 .010 .006

:lob Training .010 .002 :000
Co.

Veteran Status ?' .013 .000 .000

Age .
.094 .032 .008

Marital Status .080 .015 .011
al

Relation.to Head .103 .121 , .063

Family Size .023 .078 .000

HousehOd Size .013, .005 ' .000

Years at Present Address .062 .013 .011

Job7Seeking Method .121 .039 .111

Health PrOblem .027 .014 .006

Age Problem .007 .001 .000

Lack Skill, Ex0., or Ed. .019 .000 .000

Occupation .090 .031 .053

Industry .031 .024 .019

Class of Worker .011 .000

a
1168 n = .337

MCA'R (adj.) = .580

AID R
2
= .289
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TAble 22. MCA and AID Summary Statlitics for 19 Predictors of Annual
Income, Male Workers 16 to 64 Years Old, Not in School or
Armed Forces, Chicago (Area II) Poverty Area

Variable MCA Eta
2

MCA Beta
2

AID Beta
2

Race .021 .010 .000

Ethnicity .000 .001 1 .000

Where Lived at Foge 16 .008 . .006 .010

Education .033 .018 .012

Job Training .000 .000 .000

Veteran Status .018 .000 .000

Age .065 .025 .014

Marital Status .042 .003 .007

Relation to Head - .053 .048 .017

Family Slze .011 .014 .000

Household Size .007 .027 .000

Years at Present Address .016 .001 .000

Job-Seekim Method .075 .035 .072

Health Problem .004 .001 .odo

Age Problem .003 .000 .000

Lack Skill, Exp., or Ed. .006 .001 .000

Occupation .041 .037

Industry .040 .030 .010

Class of Worker .027 .007 .026

MCA R
2

= .201

MCA R (adj.) = .449

AID R
2
= ;203
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a.

a

,.friable. However,

from which one can c

the program output does include various sums of squares

alculate several F Tests; but there is some danger of mis-

interpreting these measures. For example, the data in the predictor categories

may not sufficiently meet the assumptions of an F test (e.g., normality And

, I

equal variances). Also, a relationship that is strong enough to be significant

from a statistical standpoint (i.e., the differences between predictor cate-

gory means are greater than that ascribable to.sampling fluctuations) can be

too weak to be important from a theoretical or policy perspective. Yet,

%

because the relationship.is statistically significant its importance may be

overrated.,

lc We did calculate some F ratios for a selection of predictors with Eta-

squared and Beta-squared coefficients of various sizes. One F test we used

is designed to answer the questioh, does this predictor all by itself explain

a significant portion of the variation of the dependent variable? (For the

formula, see Andrews, et al., 1967:99, 95-96.) Thus, it applies to the devia-

tions of the unadjusted means from the grand mean. The Second F test ire used

is,set up to answer the question: would this predictor explain a stgnificant

portion of the variation of the dependent variable if we could hold constant

the other predictors? (For the formula, see Andrews,'et al:, 1967:100, 9.5-96).

Therefore, thts F test is used to examine the strength of the adjusted devia-

tions from the grand mean.

The results from bur sample of F tests suggest that at least the varia-

bles with the largest Eta-squares and Beta-squares are statistically signifi- ,

. cant at the 5-percent level and in some cases also at the 1-percent level. By

largest we mean the eight largest Eta-squared and eight largest Beta-squared

coefficients shown/for each poverty area.
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There is some additional evidence about the true strength of each predic-

tor, both before and after adjustment, because our study pregents the Etas and

Betas (squared) separately for each of the four poverty areas. In the following

section we examine the-strength of these 3unmry statistics among the areas.

Given these considerations, we did not calculate F ratios for the regt of

the MCA income relationships or for the other MCA findings reported in,this

study for the total sample. ,We did calculate some,F ratios for the unemployment

findings (see p. 138).

Comparison of Summary Statistics. Examination of the Eta-squared coeffi-

cients in Tables 19, 20, 21, and 22 reveals that certain predictors con"gistently

show the larger figures. Moreover, most of the predictors with large Eta-

squares also have larger MCA Beta-squares. We ranked the preeictors according

to the sizes of their summary statistics in each area and then computed the

average (mean) rank in the four areas for each predictor. The final ranks of

the predictors ph the highest,average ranks of Eta-squared and Beta-squared

coefficients are as follows:

Eta
2

Mean3
Rank Beta

2
Mean

Rank

1. Age . -1.8 1. Method 2.5

2. Job-Seeking Method 2.0

.Job-Seeking
2. Industry 3.4

3. Relation to Head 3.0 3. Relation to Head 3.8

4.

5.

Occupation
Marital Status

4.5
5.3

Tied f
4. 'Age

-5. Occupation 3.9'

06. Industry . 5.6 6. Education 6.9

7. Education 7.5 7.1 Tamily Size 7.5

8. Class of Worker 8.6 8. Marital Status 8.5

We see that seven out of eight variables on the Eta-square list also

,ppear on the Beta-square list. The variables appearing only once are cliss

of worker, which ranks eighth on the Eta-squared list, and family size, which

ranks seventh on the,Beta-square list.

While there is not much difference between areas in the relative standing

of all of the predictors within each area, there is a sizable difference
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between areas in the absolute values of the Eta-squeed and Beta-squared

scores. These differenc4sfre reflected in the MCA R-squared statistics,
7

which show that the propor ion of variation explained by the socioeconomic

variables is highest in San Antonio (.448),'followed by Chicago I (.337),

St. Louis (.296), and finally Chicago II (.201). Thus; we find that the

explanatory power.of the independent variables"taken together is over twice

As high in San Antonio as in ChicagO II.

Probably a somewhat larger proportion of the variation.would have been

explained in each of the areas if more refined measures of our variables could

have been devised. Nevertheless, it is apparent that some,of the socioeconomic

characteristi'cs in our study are clearly associated. wip worker income levels.

However, there are factors not included in our study that also determine how

much money poverty aiea workers earn'in a year.

AID Analysis

The discussion in Chapter 3 pointed out that the MCA approach assumes

that the data are additive, but in the real world, our predictors may also

produce interaction effects. Consequently, the general effebts of a'predictor

as shown by the MCA program may not actually be the same or eyed present in

'all parts of the sample.

Therefore, to search for these interaction,patterns in the income data

we used the Automatic Interaction Detect* (AID) computer program; An eXample

of how thi(procedure operates can be seen in Figure 1, which.shows the AID

"tree" for the St. Louis findings. Box number 1 refers to the total sample

of workers and fheir mean income ($5,438). The incowes shown in the other

boxes of the AID "tree" are the 'mean income; for the subgroups of workers that

have been subdivided frcm the total sample. The numbers in.parentheses below

some of the boxes tell how many workers are in,each of the final groups.
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Each box shows the variable categories that define a particular subgroup

1

of workers sorted out from some larger grouping. Where there is more than one

nominal category defining a subgroup, the categories are ranked according to

their mean income score (starting with the highest category listed at the top

of the box). In the boxes with interval Vables, the categories have been

collapsed into the largest possible categories.

Where a predictor such as age has a natural order, that order can be

preserved in the AID division procedure, or the order, can be left unspecified.

In the latter case, the categories are reordered according to the level of the

subgroup means on the dependent variable. We have not specified the category

order of the variables in this study be4ause we.sought to determine their true

order. In other words, we did not believe that it was appropriate to,predete,-

mine or forcethe relationship in an exploratory analysis such as this when

this opiion of unspecified ordering was available. We knew that at least in

the case of our measure of age, it"was more likely that its relationship to

:income followed a curvilinear pattern rather than the natural order of the age

groups in "linear pattern:

Examination of the results in Figure 1 reveals,that the first AID split

is on the variable "age". This indicatet that sgliia,ing woKers into age

groups "16 to 24 years" and "25 to 64 years" reduces the income variance for

the total sample more than a split on any of the other 1,8 predictors in the

study. The specific propiirtion of variance explained by the age variable and

each of the other variables with one or more splits is shown in the third .

co1um.1 of figures in Table 19. The same predictor may be used again to further
14

divide a subgroup, but for the St. Louis sample, neither age nor any of the

other variables splits more than once in the formation of a final group.
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We have interpreted the AID tree patterns by using models of "cumulative

advantage," "cumulative disadvantage," and "alternative ad -ntage," The left

branch of the AID tree, which forms the lowest income group in the sample, is

an example of cumulative disadvantage. The pattern of splits indicates that

the possession of a series of chacacteristics or experiences leads to greater

disadvantage. Workers age 16 to 24 years (group 2) from a suburb, St. Louis

city, or a medium-size city (grow) 18), and who are divorced, widowed, or never

married (group 20) average only $2,096 in annual income. There are, however,,

alternative characteristics possessed by some workers 16 td 24 years old that

are associated with a more advantdgeous income level. If they are from the

open country, a farm, a small'city, or a large city other than-St. Louis (group

19) their incomes average $5,712, which is $274 above the grand mean. Or,tfor

those younger workers who had a less advantageous res'idential origin but are

married, their incomes average still twice as high ($4,193) as the incomes for

the lowest groml.

Workers age 25 to 64 years split into 18 subgroups. The left branch.of

subgroups suggests that type of industry where employed and residential origin

are determinants of cumulative disadvantage and alternative advantage,for many

workers who sought jobs during the previous year. Workers who used the State

Employment Service or did not look for work durinOhe year still exhibit a

wide range of incomes. The.branches for these workers show the interactions

for occupation, household status, class df worker, industry, and education'.

The highest-income workers ($7,284) lre in the white-collar occupations

(except sales) or craftsmen and foremen (group 7) and work for the government

or private employers (group 13). Workers in sales or the lower blue-colLr

jobs (group 6) split into a wide range of income classes. .Heads with other

relatives in the household (group 9) and with 12 or more years of school



(group 11) average $7,034. If these household heads had less than 12 years

of formal education (group 10) but work in one of the "right" industries (group

l5),thy still rank relatively high in income ($6,039), while their counter-

,

pa ts who are empioyed in the "wrong" industries average only $5,061 per year.

Heads without relatiOns in the household and non7houseicold heads (group 8)

also dlffer according to the Industry in which they work. Those employed in

theAhighd-paying.industries average $5,380 a ye*Ar while those employed in the

lower-paying industries average,only $3,909 in annual income.

Looking at the AID R-squared at the bottom of Table 19, we see that the

AID procedure explains the sathe amount of variance as the MCA analysis (30 per-

cent), but uses only nine of he 19 variables to do it. The AID Beta-square

tt.

coefficients indicate the proportion of the total variation actually explained

by each of the variables in the analysis. Thus, the AID coefficients sum to

AID R-squared. (We rounded the AID Beta-square coefficients to three digits

for presentation in our tables; consequently, in some cases their sum is

slightly different from the R-squared figure, rounded to three digits, shown

at the bottom of the table.)

The AID cOmputer program considers'19 variables with a total of 101

categories'Oncluding same more "no answer" and "other" categories not shown

in the tables) in deterMining what split's to make: Even if all the categories

were constrained to a particular.ordering for each split, after:the tWelve

splits in the St. Louis analysis had been decided upon, the program would

have selectedlfrom hundreds of possibilities. Since reordering o; categories

was allowed ip our AID calculations, the number of possibilities explodes.

Consequently, there is no point in considering statistical significance or

degrees of freedom with respect to the AID findings. The focus, instead, is

on increasing one's power to reduce predictive error.



When comparing the AID Beta-squared figures with the corresponding MCA

Beta-squared,and Eta-squared figures (see Tables 19, 20, 21, and 22) we dis-

cover that some variables that have little impact on the total sample are

important determinants of income differences among certain subgroups of' workers

within a poverty, area. In other words, a minor variable interacts with certain'

characteristics of one or more major variables and alters their influence.

The minor variables that appear in the AID trees for one or more' areas

are as follows:

St. Louis San Antonio Chicag6 I Chicaga II

Wherb Lived
at Age 16

Health Problem Health Problem
Years at Pre-

sent Address

Where Lived
at Age 16

In St. Louis and Chicago II all.of the major MCA variables appear in the

AID trees. All of the major variables except class of worker also appear in

the Chicago I AID splits. In San Antonio, however, relation to head, marital

status, education; and class of worker are not included in the AID splits.

Industry, occupation, age, and job-seeking method are the only major variables

in the San Antonio AID model and health problem is the.only minor variable.

Yet, with only five variables, the San Antonio AIlmodel explains a higher

Proportion of the total variation iv income (.381) than the' St. Louis (.298),

Chicago I (.28k or Chicago II (.203) models.
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Discussion of MCA and AID Findings

We Carried out thts analysis in order to learn more about the influence

that.developing employability, eliminating social discrimination, and chang-

ing economic institutions would have in the struggle against poverty. Speci-

.fically, we wanted to know: to what degree can low incomes be raised by

upgrading the education, skills, health, work attitudes, ability to migrate,

,

and job-seeklng methods of the poor? Also, to what extent are low incomes the

result of racial, ethnic, and age-group discrimination? Finally, how much are

income levels affected by differences in ghetto workers' occupational and

industrial attachments?

To search for answers to these questions we examined the correlates of

differences in poverty-area workers annual incomes. Our data included 19 mea-
,

sures of the workers' Socioeconomic characteristics, conditions, and experi-

ences. We recognize, however, that in some cases a variable that we selected

may not measure a concept very well or it might be an indicator of more than

one concept. For example, "age" could be a measure of differences in physical

stamina, or susceptibility to experiencing employer prejudice and discrimina-

tion, or. both. As part of the discussion that follows, we will specify which

concepts our variables represent.

Race and Ethnidity. Our measures of race and ethnicity are intended to

reflect income differences that have come about because of discriminatipn or

because of variations in subcultural life-styles and attitudes. The results

show that race is not one of our stronger predictors of poverty. Ethn!rity

also is a weak indicator in three of the areas, but in San Antonio it does

show some strereth (the MCA Beta-squared ranks seventh).

aj



:there is, however, atiother finding pertainingto these variables that

should be noted: As shown below, there is a positive association between the

percentage of workers in each sample who are white and the proportion of

variation explained by all of the socioeconomic predictors taken together

(MCA R-squared) in each poverty area. There is also a tendency for the per-

centage of workers in each sample who Are of Spanis 1 origin to have a posi-

tiie.assOciation with size of the MCA R-squared.

Percent
White

Percent
Black

Percent
Spanish MCA R

2

San Antorrio 87.9 12.0 77.9 t .443

Chicago I 58.3 P37.5 '24.4 .337

St. Louis 32.6 67.0 1.3 .296

Chicago I,I 14.7 83.0 4.9 .201

We recognize that the odds of being born in poverty are greater for blacks

and Chicanos than for.Anglos. However, our data suggest that,racial and

ethnic differences between workers who live in the same poverty area is not a

major reason for the income differences within each sample. The income advan-

tage of non-Spanish workers over Spanish workers does account for a little more

of the income variation in the San Antonio barrio, but the amount still is

not very large.

On the other hand, the chances of breaking out of poverty for workers

who are white or black, non Spanish or Spanish, appear to be greater in areas'

with larger white populations. In other words, we are suggesting that efforts

to improve personal skills and to put workers in higher-status jobs in

higher-wage industries are more,likely to raise the incomes of workers, irre-

gardless of race, who live in poverty areas having a majority of white resi-

dentso Thus eacial and ethnic.discrimination or cultural differences may
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have more imOact on a poverty area's institutions than on its individuals.

Therefore, within each area the success of programs lo eliminate poverty

by changing socioeconomic characteristics and conditions appears likely to

have similar results for workers who differ in race and ethnicity. it still,

however, may be necessary to tailor programs to fit the special.needs of

various racial and cultural groups. Also, one should keep in mind the possi-

bility that race and ethnicity may have more of an indirect than direct rela-

'tionship to income differences within poverty areas by affecting such factors

as educational level, job training, and health.

Veteran Status. This vartaldirgy measure differences between workers,

_ --,
particularly younger ones, in job training, work experience, and social

maturity. It also may reflect employer discrimination. -Veteran get extra

points on civil service exams and sometimes theiare given preference in other

hiring situations.

Our findings show sothe rather sizable income advantages for veterans

over non-veterans in St. Louis and San Antonio (perhaps because of the large

number of government jobs in the latter area). However, when_the other vari-

ables in our study are controlled, veteran status has little independent

effect_in any of the pOverty areas. Thus, veteran status would appear to have

indirect linkages to' income through education, job training, occupation, and

industry. Nevertheless, veteran status may be a good indicator for distin-

guishing those clients Who would and would not fail in various employment and

training programs.

Where Lived at Age 16. This variable is designed to differentiate in-

migrants.from those who were reared in the city where the poverty area is

located. Besidds measuring mobility it measures any differences in work
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attitudes and other cultural characteristics that may.be associated with vari-

ous types of residentlal location along the rural-urban continuum.

As in the research that preceded this study, our findings for this pre-

dictor are contradictori. In the two Chicago areas the workers of local

origin and from some of the larger cities and suburbs are more likely to earn

_more than migrants.from small), cities and rural areas. In St. Louis and San

Antonio the relationship of residential background to income tends to be

reversed. However, in each of the.poverty areas this variable accounts for

very little of the income differences among the workers.

From Zhe:AID analysis, however, we discover that residential origin is

one of the variables that has a sizable impact on certain subgroups within

the total sample. In Figure 1 we see that differences in resi.dential origin

separate the annual incomes of young workers (16 to 24 years old) in the

St. Louis area by almost $3poo. In-migrants from another large city,or rural

areas earn $5,712 while workers mainly from S. Louis earn only $2,826. Resi-

dential orfgin also interacts in a similar pattern with some of the workers

25 to 64 years old whose,incomes ere below the grand mean. We see in Figure 2

that .residential origin is an important predictor for a large number of .

prime-age workers in Chicago II whose incomes are in,the middle range forthat

area. Workers reared in Chicago or another city of at least medium size ard

likely to earn $1,000 more,than migrants primarily from rural areas.

These different effects from residential origin among the areas show the

need for: tailoring programs to local conditions. There may be important differ-

ences in the communities from which the various migration streams to poverty

areas originate. Also differences in poverty-area subcultures and community

institutions may account for how native workers compare with the in-migrants.
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,
Thus, some of the contradictory findings in the research literature may

reflect differences among areas of origin and also between areas of destina-

tion. The Chicago situations may result because the migrants to this city with

farm or rural backgrounds are indeed handicapped by the social setting in

which they grew up. At least, as Featherman (1971) and others have found,

workers with a rural upbringing are more likely to start oirt with family handi-

caps and inferior educational attainment. Additional rural effects on status

achievement independent of these other background variables is more debatable.

Differences between the Chicago patterns and those in St. Louis and San

Antonio may also be associated with the migrants' length of residence in these

areas and with attitudinal factors. Ritchey (1974) found that poverty decreases

among white rural-urban migrants as duration of central-city residence decreaSeS.

Long and Heitman (1975:1391) found that blacks moving from the South (primarily

from rural areas) to the North (mostly to cities) had lower,levels of education

and had taken lower-status jobs than northern-born blacks. However, after a

few years of residence in the North, southern-born blacks were able to earn

higher incomes than northern-born blacks, apparently due in part to higher

labor force participation rates. These results are interesting when considered

along with Kuvlesky and Ohiendorf's (1963) findings that young black males in

urban areas have higher occupational goal and expectation levels than young

black males in rural areas, and the rural-urban differences are greater for

the goals than for the expectations. Long and Heitman (1975:1407) suggest

that the southern-black migrants take jobs found unacceptable by northern

blacks, who prefer to accept welfare over low-status, low-paying jobs.

One informant with first-hand knowledge of the St. Louis area suggested

to us that young workers who were reared in the local poverty area receive
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considerable peer-group pressure to take only higher-status better-paying jobs.

In contrast, young migrants from other cities do not have close friends who

grew up in St. Louis, so they are not exposed to this pressure. Moreover, for

the workers from rural areas, most of the lower-status, lower-wage jobs look

better than anything available-back hcme.

Education and Job Training. Our operational definitions of education,

' job training, and lack of skill, experience, or eduCation are based on manifest

indicators of these concepts (e.g., -years of school completed),. These vari-

ables are intended to provide overt measures of job skills as human capital

elements in income determi,nation. When one analyzes the whole range of occu-

pations, from physician to janitor, the positive correlation of income with

.
education and skill is said to indicate the importance of training programs

fdr reducing poverty. However, as Bluestone, Murphy, and Stevenson (1973:20)
* .

suggest:

. . . while the education/income correlation may be high for physi-
cians measured against janitors, the human capital -implication for
those who do not aspire to a college degree may be misleading. For
much of the working class, it may be more important to be in a high-
wage industry at any level of skill than to be adequately skilled
but trapped in an industry that offers only low wages. For many of
the working poor, the problem may be in the industries in whio they
work, not in the skills they individually possess.

,

Therefore our study e..:amines the relation ofleducation and job training to .

income fur workers primarily in the lower half of the social spectrum.

Of course, in addition to job skills, the education and job-training

variables may alsu reflect differences in the workers' attitudes toward employ-

ment. For example, a persoa who completed high school may not be more quali-

fied to perform the work on an automobile assembly line than a person who

quit school in the tenth grade. However, the employer may select the high

1 67
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school graduate for the job on the assumption that he will be more reliable

and responsible than the 'drop-out.

Our findings do show that years of school completed has a positive asso-

,

.ciation with income level. However, some evidence suggests that for older

workers their experience and tenure compensate for the fewer years of school-

ing that many haie relative to younger workers. Even though education is one

of the stronger variables in our findings, most of the variation in poverty-

area workers'income levels still cannot be explained by differences in formal

/)
schooling. Actually, edUcational differences among the total population also

do not account for a preat deal of the income variation in this country (Jenks,

et al. 1972). This is not too surprising when one thinks aliout it. Two

graduates from a leading university who have about the same scores on stan-

dardized tests and who both come from upper-middle-class families will not

automatically end up with similar incomes at the age of 50. One may be making

a great deal of money as a successful lawyer while the other is not making

very much money as a school teacher. .The latter may not be poor, but there

will be a tremendous gap between the income levels of those graduates. The

average income for college graduates is higher than the average income for

people who drop out of high school, but there is also a wide dispersion around

each mean. Education alone'nnot make people equal.

Our results shoW that the impact of job training on poverty workers'

income levels is not as great as the impact from educational attainment. Workers

with training do show some significant income gains in San Antonio and Chicago I,

while the increases in St. Lob-is and Chicago II are negligible.

Our findings would probably show wider income differences between workers

with and without job training if our measure of job training did not include

workers in the CES category "any other training program," which includes.the
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Neighborhood Youth Corpt (NYC). The small amount of basic education and on-

the-job training provided by the NYC program is not likely to improve the

employability and income level of the participants. Moreover, at the time

the CES data were collected, the NYC program had been in operation for only

about six years. Therefore, most of the workers who had participated in

this program were still relatively young at the time of the survey, and this
y

alone would,have a depressing effect on the average income level of thote

with job training.
4

Job Corps, another program included in the "any ott.er training" category,

was established in 1964 and therefore was only six to seven years old at the

time ol the CES. Consequently, since ihis program, like the NYC program, was

aimed at workers 16 to'21 years old,it too may have contriputed a dispropor-

tionate number of young people to the "with job training" group in our sample.,

Furthermore, while Job Corps does provide much more job training and

basfc education than does NYC, Job Corps enrollees often have serious social

and/or physical handicaps to overcome. Consequently, their gains in earnings

are not likely to be as large, especially in the short run, as those made by

enrollees LI many other kinds of job-training programs.

Lack of skill, experience, or education measures the worker's own per- :*

ception about whether lack of one or more of these characteristics is an

employment problem for him. Our data show that our variable does not differ-

entiate the lower- and higher-income workers very well, especially after

adjusting for the effects of the other variables. Thus, our variables educe-.

tion and-age are probably better indicators of the characteristics named in

this variable.

We were surprised that more workers in each sample id not say that lack

of skill, experience, or education was an epployment barrier. The percentages
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saying yes to this problem were 20 percent in St. Louis, 27 percent in San

Antonio, 20 percent in'Chicago I, and 19 percent in Chicago II. If these

figures are relatively low we can speculate about the reasons.why. One possi-

bility is that some of the poverty:area workers do not realize that they have

training or experience weaknesses that could be keeping their incomes so low.

Another possibility is that some workers do not want to admit to,interviewers

that they do have human capital deficiencies and that they are causing employ-

ment and income problems. Or, some workers mai not have answered yes to this

question because they feel that the reasons for their employment problems stem

primarily from the economic and political system rather than from personal

inadequacies.
4

Age, Age Problem, and Health Problem. All three of these variables can

be consillered measures of health levels, since age differences show some corre-

lation with physi _stamina and illness. The two age measures also reflect

differences in expe.rience and stage of the family life cycle. Interpretation

of the age data in regard to the latter concept will be discussed in the next

section.

The association of workers' ages with their income levels is not much

different in the ghetto or barrio from what it is in the rest of the society.

It is one of the strongest predictors of income level in each of the areas

that we studied. The correlation of age with income follows the (,pected

curvilinear pattern, with the lowest incomes in the youngest years and the

next lowest in the oldest working years. We find that the high income levels

of the middle years are maintained in' most of the areas until workers reach

their sixties. The fact that incomes do not show a major decline any sooner

may have something to do with the fact that even during the peak earning

years poverty7area incomes are not very high above the average.
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The number of workers who said ihat employers think that they are too old

or too young is quite small, but their income levels do drop sharply below

the average. Thus, wnile this.variable explains very little of the total

income variation in each area, it Ooes sort out at least some workers who

clearly need,help in overcoming their age barriers,_and whO may already have

some useful insights about their problem and the motivation to try to over-

come it.

Our more direct measure of health indicates that about 8 percent of the

workers in St. Louis and the two Chicago4areas and about 11 percent in San

Antonio believe that they have:a physical problem affecting their employment

situation. Heqth differences do not account for a large proportion of the

total income variation in each area. Nevertheless, those workers who say that

health hinders their employment do expeience a rather siiable loss in income.

Moreover, the MCA Beta-squared figures suggest that the influence of health -1-§

independent of many of the other socioeconomic determinants in our study.

Thus, health sorts out a group of workers for whom the causal link to lower

income appears to be fairly clear.

Yet, the AID analysis indicates that the 'health variable affects some

groups of workers,more than others. Figure 3.shows that in San Antonio health

is an important factor for workers ages 25 to 64 in middle-status, non-

governmental jobs who did not look for work, or if they did, they used more

effective job-seeking methods (private employment agency or union). The

average income for workers without a health problem (Group 13) is $536 above

the grand mean, while the average income for workers with a health problem

(Group 12) is $907 below the grand mean.
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Figure 4 shows that in Chicago I health has a strong influence on the

income levels of woekers 25 to 59 years old who are in the higher household-

status categories and who sought' work using the less successful job-seeking

methods. The average income level for those without a health problem (Group

21) is only $270 below the grand mean, while the income level for workers
,.

with a health problem (Group 20) drops to $1,789 below the grand mean.
r

Thus, in both the San Antonio and Chicago I poverty areas we see that

variation in health is not an important determinant of income differences

among young workers 16 to 24 years old. Moreover, as the data suggest, health

is less likel to affect the income levels of workers who are either in the

higher-wage industries or in the higher-status occupations.

/

Family Structure. A number of our variables measure characteristics per-

i

taining to the worker's family situation. These variables include marital

status, relation to head of household (household status), family size, house-

hold size, and years at present address. Our age variable also iS associated

with stage in the family life-cycle.

Family structure is considered relevant from a human capital perspective

because the responsibility of supporting a family would appear to provide an

incentive for achieving a higher income level. Aiso, family life would appear

to be supportive of stable social patterns. Thus the family variables may be

indicators of differen.es in work attitudes and life-styles that affect

employment success.

Our findings show that most of the family variables have a relatively

strong'.and systematic relationship to poverty-area workers' income levels.

Workers in the higher-income groups tend to exhibit the following family

characteristics. The higher-income worker is more likely to be a household

1.73
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head, in the middle working years (ages 25 to 59), who is married and living

with his wife and a maximum of four children or other'family members. Also,

he has resided at the same address for at least six years.

In contrast, the lower-ihcome worker is more likely to be either rela-

tively'young (18 to 24 years) or old (60 to 64 years). He is living aione

because he has never married or else is separated, divorced, or widowed. If

he does live with others he is not head ofthe household. Also, his residential

location has changed with'in the past year.

In sum, the typology suggested by our findings shows the sharpest contrast

in incomesbetween prime-age workers in the child-rearing stage of the family

life-cycle with strong locational ties, versus the young or old single workers

with weak residential commitments. The rationale for family life producing

higher incomes would be that these workers have a healthy home life (sufficient

rest, good diet, psychological support) and are motivated to get to work

regularly and on time, not quit their job despite some disadvantages or

problems, and maintain a cooperative relationship with their boss and co-

workers.

, Yet, according io Liebow's (1967) research, for some workers getting

married, raising children, and having good 'kirk habits does not produce a

higher income. They may work full-time and full-year, but they still remain

in poverty and therefore cannot continue to support a growing family. As a

result, these workers eventually are forced to desert their families in order

to maintain their self-respect. Thus as Goodwin (1972:18) found, it is

repeated experiences of failure, not "deviant goals or deviant psychology,"

that exp)ains the differences in life-style, family stability, and work

orientation between the poor and nonpoor.
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The question raised by Liebow and Goodwin's findings is whether our

results indicate that family structure is a determinant or consequence of

the variations in poverty-area workers' incomes. We see, ai least, that

there is indeed an association between these two variables. If family pat-

terns influence income levels there is support for the view that government

programs providing income supports should be designed to keep male workers

It with their families when employment and financial problems arise. Otherwise,

.separation may precipitate further cycles of unemployment and money problems.

Moreover, innovative strategies are needed to provide stronger family ties

for workers who are too young for marriage and for older workers who are single

or wldowed.

If family patterns result from income differences, it indicates the

social importance of a full-employment economy with higher minimum wages and

income grants for those who cannot work. The emphasis should be on providing

workers with opportunities for .success and preventing repeated failures so

that families are not broken up and children do not grow up with little hope

for success.

Job-Seeking Method. Personal skills influence the level of income one

receives. These personal skills may include not only the attributes for ler-

forming certain jobs, but also the ability.to find out about these jobs end

get hired. Our variable job-seeking method attempts to measure the effective-

'Iness of various techniques for finding work.

In addition to the income levels associated with various job-seeking

methods, this variable also measures the average income level of those who did

not seek work during the past year. The findings reveal that the average

incomes for the workers who did not look are above the grand mean, before and
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after adjustment, in all four areas-. These higher income figures can be

interpreted to result from the fact that most of these workers did not lose

wages by being out of work during the year. (In each area some workers in

this category"probably were out of work part of the year, but did not look

for a job during this period.)

These data, however, may also reveal another situation. Many of the

workers in these poverty areas.are employed in low-paying, boring, dead-end,

§econdary jobs. As a result, their motivation to stick with this type of

employment is likely to be weak, and often they may quit their current job

in order to have time to search for a better one and to have some respite

from the hard work, danger, or boredom of their present job. A sufficient

number of openings in these secondary jobs may be available so that if the

worker decides to give up his quest for a primary job he can always go back to

leis desirable employment. Moreover, he may believe that, given his low pay

in a secondary job, he is not losing very much income while unemployed.

Our findings do not indicate how many workers left their previoUs job

voluntarily and how many involuntarily. Nevertheless, our results do indicate

that the difference in income between those who did not look for Aork and for

many of those who did look is sizable. Thus, this income difference at least

indicates the possibility that the workers who were willing and able to stay

with the same job enJed up with more income by the end of the year than the

workers who searched for a better-paying job. However, pecause these figures

are averages, they may hide the fact that those who voluntarily quit their last

job in order to get a better one ended up with higher incomes than those who

were fired or on layoff and had to look for another job. Or those who succeeded

in getting better-paying jobs may have ended up with a loW annual income for

the first year because of the length of tin that they were unemployed. The
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job-seeking workers generally do not have much income saved to,draw upon

while they are out of work, so even a short-term loss of wages in a situation

where unemployment insurance would not be available could be a major hardship.

On the other hand, some of these workers' expenses, such as rent, may not be

as high as they are for non-poverty area workers.

Some professionals dealing with the employment problems'of low-income

male workers have told us that it is difficult to keep manx of these people

on a low-paying job, especially if recently they have had skill training,

because immediately they want something considerably better. Tho professionals
. .

believe that if these workers stay with the job, even though it is to some

degree a secondary job, they not only accumulate more income than if they pit

to job-hunt, but also they are more likely to eventually get a better job Ani

get it iiith less or rh.) temporary unemployment between jobs. In other.wSr4S;

by working steadily, at a low-paying job, the employee may gain a number"of

benefits that help him to get a better position. These benefits could include

a good reference from his present employer, contacts and tips aboutbetter

jobs, (including better jobs at his 'present place of employment), learning

some job skills (perhaps not from his own work, but from the'dwol-k of (Aber

employees he associates with), developing good work habits (e.g., pulctuality,

getting along with other employees), and accumulating savings that could be

used to travel to some other community for interviews or to cover moving

expenses if he finally does quit to take another job.

Turning to the various job-seeking methods ,used by the workers in our

samples who did look for employment during the previous year, we find some

differences between areas in the patterneOf,relationship to income levels.

Some of the.differences may result from sampling error caused by the small
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number of cases in some of the categories. We do find, though,4that workers

* ,

using unions consistently rank in the upper income group among all four

.areas, while workers checking community organizations fall in the lower income

group for each area. Undoubtedly, the workers fn these groups rank as they

do at least partly because of differences in their occupational skills.

Economic Institutions. So far we have discussed the extent to which

human resource elements and social-racial discrimination determine poverty-area

workers' income levels., Now we turn to the data we chose to measure the

effects of occupational and industrial strixture on income leveis. Our data

dcscribe the workers' attachments to the economic structure in terms of general

occupational, industrial, and class of worker categories. We recognize that

occupation may also be.a measure of workers' skills, but as part of our analy-

sis we tried to control for education and training when considering the income

,effects of various occupational opportunities.

The results show that occupational attachment is one of the more impor-

tant factors for determining the annuol income received by workers who reside

in poverty areas. Also, the impact of occupation on a worker's income level

!s relatively strong, independent of not only his education, experience, and

job training, but also of his race, ethnicity, residential origin, health,

and fa_ily structure. Occupation also has an ildpact that is independent of

the worker's industrial ati;achment.

AlthOugh the incomes for the various occupational groups tend to follow

the national rankings, there are differences to be noted in some of the areas.

For example, in Chicago II, workers in professional and technical jobs rank

fourth in income behind manauers, craftsmen and foremen, aad sales workers.

A151, in bott, Chicago areas, clerical workers' incomes rank sixth, while trans-

portation equipment 1p2rators' incomes rank fifth. Moreover, he adjusted



findings in Chicago I and II suggest that for workers with equal human capital,

service jobs (except private household) pay better than clerical jobs.

Of course, 6ne problem with cross-sectional comparisons is that we do

not see the uccupations of those workers who moved out of the ghetto or barrio

after breaking through the poverty barrier. 'Nevertheless, our data for the

Chicago areas suggest that higher-level blue-collar jobs may offer more oppor-

tunities for higher incomes to disadvantaged workers than lower-level white-

collar jobs. Unfortunately, in all four areas, the higher-level blue-collar

occupations and all of the white-collar occupations generally do not pay off

as well for poverty-area residents as they do for non-poverty area residents.

Some young ghetto workers with high aspirations and goals may need to recognize

that a white-collar job is not the only pathway out of poverty. Here again,

the variations in our findings among the areas indicate the need to give atten-

tion to the unique conditions in each local area. One can see the necesSity

for the flexibility that t.: CETA program and other Department of Labor programs

for special groups are suppose to give to local officials dealing with employ-

ment problems. Also, young workers might have more realistic aspirations,,goals,

and job-seeking methods, now that Federal programs are underway to promote more

effective vocational and career exploration activities in the early years of

high school, or even grade school, before the,students graduate or drop-out.

A problem in the ghetto environment is the lack of contact students have with

employers throughout the metropolis and in other communities. An informant

from the St. Louis area suggested that such things as employer visits to ihe

school and student field trips to factories and businesses could be helpful.

Also, summer intern programs could be used to give students first-hand experi-

ence in various work roles and settings and perWaps improve their opportunities

in high-wage occupations.
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The type of occupation to which a poverty-area worker is attached is not'

the only economic influence on annual income. Our data show that the type of

industry in which he works also has a *relatively strong impact on his wages.

There are sizable income differentials between the 13 general industrial cate-

gories in our variable and after statistical controls on the other variables

the income differentials still are relatively large.

Nationally, industries differ in their ability to pay adequate wages.

Industries in the core economy are characterized by high productivity, high

.profits, intensive utilization of capital, high incidence of monopolistic

elements, and a high degree of unionization. As a result, workers in these

industries generally receive not only relatively high wages, but also better

than average working conditions and fringe benefits-(Bluestone, et al., 1973:

28-29). Working for the government also greatly reduces the probability of

receiving low wages. Indeed, public administration is a high-wage industry

(Bluestone,et al., 1973:101). The wages in government are set institutionally

rather than from "product" market,comOetition. Apparently the restriction of

Lax revenues limits the number of workers hired !bore than it limits the wage

rates of tnose employed.

Industries in the peripheral sector of the economy lack almost all of

the advantages normally found in core firms. They a4,noted for their small

firm size, labor intensity, low profits, low productivity, intensive product

market competition, lack of unionization, and low wages (Bluestone,et al.,

1973:29-30).

According to national statistics, the "low-wage 'industries" include

agriculture, retail trade, personal service, entertainment, and recreation.

The "high-wage industries" include mining, construction, durable manufacturing,

transportation, communication, utilities, and public administration,
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Nondurable manufacturing, business and repair services, finance, insurance,

real estate, and professional services are difficult to classify because each

industry is very heterogeneous, with a large variance in wage rates. As a

result, they average out ,between high and low wage rates. Our data show that

industrial attachment generally has the same effect on male workers residing

in poverty areas that it does oa the rest of the male labor force. Moreover,,

these effects are independent of workers' occupational attachment, their race

or ethnicity, and their human capital characteristics. 'San Antonio has a

few major exceptions to the general pattern: workers in construction and

durable goods manufacturing average lower than expected, while those in finance;

insurance, and real estate rank higher than expected.

The unadjusted data show that government jobs.are by far the highest

income category in all four poverty areas. Even after adjustment, public

administration ranks first in St. Louis and San Antonio, second in Chicago II

and third in Chicago I. With the large proportion of minority group workers

in these areas, relatively le-s discrimination by government .organizations

compared with private industries may contribute to the high incomes of workers

in public Administration.

The class of worker variable in our study has a more inclusive "govern-

ment" category than the' category "public administration" in our industry

variable. Our findings on class of worker again show employees in government

jobs earning more than employees in private jobs. However, in the two Chicago

areas the self-employed workers have the highest incomes and in San Antonio

they rank second to government. We do not know from our data what types.of

jobs ar e. represented by the self-employed workers in our samples. We wonder

how many of them are associated with what Ferman (1969) calls the "irregular

economy.4



Bluestone, Murphy, and Stevenson (1973:30-31) include the irregular

economy along with the central or core economy and the peripheral economy in

their tripartate schema for describing labor market fragmentation. The "indus-

tries" in the irregular economy are concentrated mainly in the ghetto or barrio

and are only loosely connected with the organized network of the regular

esconomy. They report that:

. the irregular economy provides the ghetto with a pattern of
economic life that is largely nonconventional in its learning and
opportunity structures. The ghetto is a market place for a wide
range of occupational skills that do not fit neatly into the occu-
pational skill categories and criteria operative within the con-
ventional labor market. The nonunion or nonlicensed craftsman,
the home 4p1iance repairman, the "mr. Fixit," the street or door-
to-door hustler, all fall within the irregular ghetto economy. In

addition,lillegal.activities--dope peddling, prostitution, gamb-
ling, etcHare part of this economic sector. (Bluestone, et al.
1973:30)

The authors believe that many ghetto residents choose to work in this

sector of the economy rather than in the peripheral economy, their only alter-

native. They choose the former over the latter because it offers a higher

inLome, better working conditions, and a sense of independence. The percentages

of workers classified in our samples as self-employed are small (4.5 percent in

St. Louis, 6.1 'percent in San Antonio, 2.8 percent in Chicago I and 3.3 percent

in Chicago II) though the absolute sizes are large enough to provide reliable

estimate's. Probably a number of people in the irregular economy are also cate-

gorized as private workerS in our study and have incomes well below the grand

mean. (In St. Louis the self-employed workers fall farther below the grand

mean than do private wurkers.)

Overall, our findings on economic structure supOort the view that differ-

ences in tne characteristics of ind stries and of occupations can explain sub-

stantial differences in the income levels of poverty-area workers of similar
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background and skill. In other words, two workers, both with generally the

same complement of human capital but employed in different occupations and

industries may earn considerably different wages. Furthermore, workers of

different quality may earn approximately the same wages and a more qualified

individual may earn less because of differences in their industrial and ot,cu-

pational attachments. It is assumed that these differences result because of

institutional barriers to labor mobility.

On die other hand, our data on the eest of the predictors in the study

indicate that differences in labor characteristics and quality can also account

for a significant degree of income inequality. For example, a prime-age,

maeried worker in good health, with a college education and job-training is

likely to earn considerably more than a worker in the same general occupation

a'nd industry who is young, single, in poor health, a high school drop-out and

lacks job-training.

Along with our discussion about general socioeconomic processes affecting

income levels in all of the areas, we have alsO given some attention to condi-
:

tions that differ between areas. In some areas we find that certain socioecono-

mic variables do not relate to income according to the pattern that was

expected. Also, in some ateas some of the weaker determinants for the entire

sample of workers still have a major influence on certain subgroups witirtn the

sample. Indeed, our AID analysis suggests that in all of the areas many of

the stronger predictors do not have uniform effects throughout the sample.

Their impact is alterediv their interaction with other socioeconomic charac-

teristics. Tables 23, 24, 25, and 26 show the 'characteristics that define the ,

various income groups in each area according to the AID findings. These

worker groups are shown in rank order 6:ccording to average income level,

starting with the highest group.
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Table 23 Annual Income of Male Workers 16-64 Years Old, Not in School or Armed
Forces in Last 12 Months, St. Louis Poverty Area, Final AID Groups in
Rank Order by their Averages

Grioup
Number

Mean
Income

Standard
Deviation

Number
of Cases

13 $7,284 $2,416 287

11 7,034 2,541 92

15 6,039 2,387 236

19 5,712 2,437 41

23 5,380 2,568 92

Characteristics of Workers

Age: 25-64. Job-Seeking Method: did not look; state
eTT-Foyment agency. Occupation: professional & tech-
nical; managerial & admin.; craftsmen & foremen; cleri-
cal. Class of Worker: government;.private.

Age: 25-64. \Job-Seeking Method: did not look; state
en-Foyment ag ncy. Occupation: sales; operatives
(except trans.); laborers (except farm); trans.equipment
operatives; serv ce workers. Relation to Head: head
with other relatlions in household. Education: 12 or
more years of school .

Age: 25-64. Job-Seeking Method: did not look; state
eTrFoyment agency. Occupation: sales; operatives
(except trans.); laborers (except farm); trans.equipment
operatives; service workers. Relation to Head: head
with other relations in household. Education: less
than 12 years of school. Industry: construction; public
administration; finance, insurance, & real estate;
trans., comm., & utilities; mfg. durable goods; mfg.
n9n-durable goods.

Age: 16-24. Where Lived at Age 16: country; farm;
s*Tticillcity; large city.

Age: 25-64. job-Seeking Method: did not look; state
en-711) oyment agency. Occupation: sales; operatives
(except trans.); 1abore7(except farm); trans. equip-
ment operatives; z.ervice workers. Relation to Head:
head without relations in household;71737:-TelTilTW3
head without relations in household; other relative of
head. Industry: business & repair services; construc-
tion; mfg. durable goods; mfg. non-durable goods;
trans., comm., & utilities; public administration; per=
sonal services.
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Taple 23. (Continued)

Group
Number

Mean
Income

Standard
Deviation

Number
of Cases

12 $5,271 $2,946 27

14 5,061 2,425 99

17 5,028 2,641 126

-

25 4,747 2,761 36

21 4,193 2,734 62

22 3,909 1,903 48

Characteristics of Workers
,

Age: 25-64. Job-Seeking Method: did not look; stcte
TrnPloyment agency. -2ccuelior22 professional & tech-
nical; managerial & admin., craftsmen & foremen; cleri-
cal. Class of Worker: self-employed.

Age: 25-64. Job-Seeking Method: did not look; state
e71113 oyment agTrIccu tion: sales; operatives
(except trans.); laborers except arm); trans. equip-
ment operatives; service workers. Relation to Head:
head with other relations in household. Education:
less than 12 years of school. Industry: wholesale 8,

retail trade; personal services; professional; entertain-
ment & recreation; business & repair services; agri.,
forestry, & fhheries.

Age: 25-64. Job-Seeking Method: no answer; union;
aFe-r; ask friends & relatives; community organization;
directly to employer; newspapers; private employment
agency. Industry: public administration; trans.,comm.,
& utilities; construction; mfg. durable goods.

Age: 25-64. Job.-Seeking Method: no answer; union;
'Oiler; ask friergilc7iTcTilVeiTccmmunity organization;
directly to employer; newspapers; private employment
agency. Industry: professional; mfg. non-durable
goods; peric;;;Mrvices; finance, insurance, & real
estate; no answer; wholesale & retail trade; entertain-
ment & recreation; business & repair services; agri.,
forestry, & fisheries. Where Lived at Age 16: large
city; farm; small city.

_

Age: 16-24. Where Lived at Age 16: suburbs; this
city; medium city; no answer. Marital Status: mar-
ried (spouse present); married (spouse absent).

Az: 25-64. Job-Seeking Method: did not look; state
employment agency. Occupation: sales; operatives
(except trans.); laborers (except farm); trans, equip-
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Table 23. (Continued)

Group Mean Standard Number
Number Income Deviation of Cases Characteristics of Workers

24 $3,077 $2,186 71

20 2,096 1,730 116
,

Total $5,438 $2,865 1,333

ment operatives; service workers. Relation to Head:
head without relations in household; non-,relative or
head without relations in household; other relative of
head. Industry: professional; entertainment & recre-
ation; finance, insurance, & real estate; wholesale &
retail trade.

Age: 25-64. Job-Seeking Method: no answer; union;
agr; ask friends & relatives; community organization;
directly to employer; newspapers; private employment
agency. Industry: professional; mfg. non-durable
goods; persoiTa-s;.rvices; finance, insurance, & real
estate; no answer; wholesale & retail trade; entertain-
ment & recreation; business & repair services; agri.,
forestry, & fisheries. Where Lived at Age 16: country;
medium ciiy; no answer; suburbs; this city.

Age: 16-24. Where Lived at Age 16: suburbs; this
city; medium city; no answer. Marital Status:
divorced or widowed; never married.
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Table 24. Annual Income of Male Workers 16-64 Years 0Id, Not in School or Armed
Forces in Lost 12 Months, San Antonio Poverty Area, Final AID Groups in
Rank Order by their Averages

Group
Number

Mean
Income

Standard
Deviation

Number
of Cases

17 $9,014 $1,949 43

21 7,218 1810 205

11 6,343 2,828 145

20 6,023 1,711 116

13 5,354 2,086 506

Characteristics of Workers

Industry: public administration. Job-Seeking Method:
7:R2 r-Tpliook; other. Occupation: professional &tech-
nical; managerial & admin.

Industry:, public administration. Job-Seeking Method:
did not look; other. Occupation: clerical; craftsmen'
& foremen.

Industry: trans., comm., & utilities; finance, su-
mince, & real estate; entertainment & recreati n; mfg.
non-du able goods; business & repair services; profes-
sio ; mfg. durable goods; wholesale & retail trade;
c struction; agri., forestry, & fisheries; no answer;
personal services. Age: 25-64. Job-Seeking Method:
private employment agency; did nCit-r;
Occupation: managerial & admin.; professional &
technical; all farm workers.

Industry: public administration. Job-Seeking Method:
did not look; other. Occupation: service workers;
trans. equipment operatives; operatives (except transb);
laborers (except farm).

industry: trans., comm., & utilities; finance, insur-
i;Fice-,71 real estate; entertainment & recreation; mfg.
non-ducable goods; business & repair services; profes-
sional; mfg. durable goods; wholesale & retail trade;
construction; agri., forestry, & fisheries; no answer;
personal services. Age: 25-64. Job7Seeking Method:
private employment agency; did ngTook; union. -

Occupation: clerical; craftsmen & foremen; operatives
(except trans.); sales; trans. equipment operatives.
Health Problem: no.
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Table 24. (Continued)

Group
Number

Mean
Income

Standard Number
Deviation of Cases'

19 $4,285 $2,596 121

8 4,089 1,844 255

12 3,911 2,062. 59

14 3,845 2,532 33,

23 3,453 1,694 222

Characteristics of Workers

Industry: trans., comm., & utilities; finance, insur-
rance, & real estate; entertainment rg, recreation; mfg.
non-durable goods; business & repair services; profes-
sional; mfg. durable goods; wholesale & retail trade;
construction; agri., forestry, & fisheries; no answer;
personal services. Age: 25-64. Job-Seeking Method:
no answer; ask friends & relative; other; directly to
employer; newspapers; state employment agency; com-
munity organization. Occupation: sales; managerial
& admin.; professional & technical; craftsmen & fore-
men; clerical.

Industry: trans., comm., & utiRties; finance, insu,
rance, & real estate; entertainment & recreation; mfg.
non-durable goods; business & repair services; profes-
sional; mfg. durable goods; wholesale & retail trade;
construction; agri., forestry, & fisheries; no answer;
personal services. Age: 25-64. Job-Seeking Method:
private employment agency; did not look; union.
Occupation: service workers; laborers (except farm).

Industry: trans., comm., & utilities; finance, insu-
rari-c7,1, real estate; entertainment & recreation; mfg.
non-durable goods; business & repair services; profes-
sional; mfg. durable good; wholesale & retail trade;
construction; agri., foreitry, & fisheries; no answer;
personal services. Age: 25-64. Job-Seeking ethod:
private employment agency; did not look; unn.
Occupation: clerical; craftsmen & foremen; operatives
(except trans.); sales; trans. equipment operatives.
Health Problem: yes.

Industry: public administration. Job-Seeking Method:
directly to employer; no answer; newspapers; ask friends
& relatives; oommunity organization; state employment
agency.

Indushy: trans., comm., & utilities; finance, insu-
RTFice78, real estate; entertainment & recreation; mfg.
non-durable goods; business & repair services; profes-
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Table 24. (continueii)

Group Mean Standard Number
Number Income Deviation of Cases Characteristics of Workers

18 2,967 1,646 147

/

22 1,928 1,410 136

Total $4,818 $2,541 1,988

sional; mfg. durable goods; wholesale & retail trade;
construction; agri., forestry, & fisheries; no answer;
personal services. Age: 20-24.

indListry: trans., comm., & utilities; finance, insu-
rance, & real estate; entertainmeni & recreation; mfg.
non-durable goods; business & repair services; profes-
sional; mfg. durable goods; wholesale & retail trade;
construction; agri., forestry, & fisheries; no answer;
personal services. Age: 25-64. Job-Seeking Method:
no answer; ask frienTirclatives; other; directly to
employer; newspapers; state employment agency; com-
munity organization. Occu tion: all farm workers;
service workers; operatiVei (except trans.); trans. equip-
ment operatives; laborers (except farm).

Industry: trans., comm., & utilities; finance, insu-
rance, & real estate; entertainment & recreation; mfg.
non-durable goods; business & repair services; profes-
sional; mfg. durable goods; wholesale & retail tradef
construction; agri., forestry, & fisheries; no answer;
personal services. Age: 16-19.
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Table 25. Annual Income of Male Workers 16-64 Years Old, Not in School or Armed
Forces in Last 12 Months, Chicago (Area I) Poverty Area, Final AID Groups
in Rank Order by their Averages

*i

Group Mean Standard Number
Number Income Deviation Of Cases Charapteristics of Workers

13 S8,665 $2,073 75

17 7,838 2,615 199

15 7,287 2,159 130

4

16 6,456 2,572 118

Job-Seeking Method: union; newspapers; did not look;
private employment agency. Occupation: professional
& technical; craftsmen & foremen; managerial & admin.;
sales. Industry: finance, insurance, & real estate;
business-&-rair services; -entertainment & recreation;
trans., comm., & utilities.

Job-Seeking Method: union; newspapers; did not.look;
private employment agency. Occupation: professional
& technical; craftsmen & foremen; managerial & admin.;
sales. Industry: mfg. non-durable goods; professional;
mfg.. duralle-gOods; construction; wholesale & retail
trade; public administration; personal services. Marital
Status: married (spouse present).

Job-Seeking Method: union; newspapers; did not look;
private employment agency. OccupatiOn: clerical;
trans. equipment operatives; operatives (except trans.);
service workers; laborers (except farm); all farm workers.
Relation to Head: head with other relations in house-
hold; hepd without relations in household. Years at
PresantAddress: 2 or more years. EducatiorTTITOT

YearTOri-chool.

Job-Seeking Method: union; newspapers; did not look;
private employment agency. Occupation: professional
& technical; craftsmen & foremen; managerial & admin.;
sales. Industry: mfg. non-durable goods; professional;
mfg. duTZEITT3ods; construction; wholesale & retail
trade; public administration; personal services. Marital

\ Status: never married; divorced or widowed; rnarr-Te7J
\\ (si(sTse'absent).
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Table 25. (Ccmtinued)

Group
Number

Mean
Income

Standard Number
Deviation of Cases

14 $6,369 $2,134 356

21 5,709 2,605 176

8 5,648 2,:300 220

23 5,184 2,300 113

Characteristics of Workets

Job-Seeking Method: ,union; newspapers; did not look;
private employment agency. Occupation:, clerical;
trans. equipment operatives; operatives (except trans.);
service workers; laborers '(except farm); an farm worker..
Relation to Head: head with other relations in house-
hold; head without relations in household. Years at
Present Address: 2 or more years. EducationTess
12 years of school.

Job-Seeking Method: .no answer; state employment
agency; directly to employer; ask friends & relatives;
other; community organization. Relation to Head:
non-relative of head with owa relations in household;
head with other relations in household; head without
relations in household. Age: 25-59. Health Ploblem:
no.

Job-Seekin9 Method: union; newspapers; did not look;
private employment agency. Occupation: clerical;
trans. equipment operatives; oie-r13.11.7e1(;xcept trans.);
service workets; laborers (except farm); an farm workers.
NRelation to Heads head with other relations in house-
hold; head without relations in household. Years at
Present Address: 1 year or less. ;

Job-Seeking Method: union; newspapers; did not look;
private employment agency. Occupation: clerical;
trans. equipment operatives; operativesTairept trans.);
service workers; laborers (except/farm); all farm workers.
Relation to Head: other relative of head; non-relative
Thad without relations in houiehold; non-relative of
head with own relations in household. Industry: public
administration; construction; trans., comm., Cutilitks;
mfg. durable goods; finance, insurance, & real estate;
agri., forestry, & fisheries; wRolesale & cetail trade;
business & repair services.
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Table 25. (Continued)

. Group ,Mean
Number 'Income'

Standard Number
Deviation 'of Cases

20 .$4,190 $2,472 41

18 3,983 2,364 67

22 3,091 2,068. 40

,

10

as

2,870 2,011 130

Totc:il $5,979 $2,745 1 ,665

1r

0

Charadteristics of Workers
t

Job-Seetang Method: no ansWer; state emplOyment
agency;:directly to employer; ask friends & relatives;
other; coinmunity orgcmization. Relation to Head:

6t non-relative of head with own relations in household;
head.wjth other relations in household; head without
relationsIn household. Age: 25-59. Health Problem:
yes.

Job-Seeking'Method: no answer; state employment
, agency; directlj, to employer; ask friends & relatives;i

other; community organization. Relation to Heaa: -
no/I.:relative of head with own reIaflonsjh household; -

head with other relaKons in household; h'ead without
relations in household. Age: 16-24; 60-64. .

Job-Seeking MethOd: union; newspapers; did not look;
private erpployment agency. Occupation: clerical;
trans. equipment operatives; Operatives (exCept trans.);
service workersilaborers (except farm); all farm workers.
?elation to Head: other relative of head; non-relative
bf head without 'relations in household; non-relative of.

-head with.own celatIO"iss in household. industry: mfg.
non-dutable gocdri personal service4 pc-Ofeal.

Job-Seeking Method: no answer; state employment
agency; directly to employer; ask friends & relatives;
other; community organizaticin. Relation to Hecia: .

other relative of head; non-relative of, head wifhouf g;
relations in household.

k

19,3
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Table 26. Annual Income of' Male Wor4rs 16-64 Years bld, Not in School or Armed Forces
in Last 12. Months, ChiCago (Area' II) Poverty Area, Final AID,Groups in Rank
Order by thefir,Averages

.*.

Group Mean Standard Number
Number Income 'Deviation ,Of Cases Charocteriktics of Wo.rkers

21 $8,1 15 $2,453' 166 Job-Seeking Method: union; did not look. Occupation:
sales; craftsmen &.foremen; managerial & admir-77
Education: 9 years, or more of school. Marital' Status.:

0
divorced or' widowed; inarrierr(spolise present);.marriesi

? " (spouse absent).

7 7,816 2,765 174 1 Job-Seeking Method: unioh; did noi look. OccuPatiori:
clericOl; trans. equipment operatives; profeisional
technical; operatives (except trans.); service wOrkers;
laborers (except, torm),, Clais of Worker:. self-.
employed; government..

13 6,711 2,750 251. Job-Seeking Method: union; did not' look. Occupation:
.clerical; trans. equipment operatives;' professional 48,1-
technical; operatives (except trans.); servke workers;
laborers (except.form). Class ofWorker: private;
without pay. .Age: 25-59. Industry:. entertainment
& recreatioh; mTg7durable goods; husiness & repair
services; mfg. non-du .4,1t, e goods; construction; whole-

- sale & retail tratde; trans., cornm., & utilities; profes--
sionall Where Lived at Age 16: 'large city; this-city;
medium city t

20. 6,148 2;794 25 Job-Seeking Method: union; didlook.. Occu tion: '
.

sales; craftsmen & foremen; managerial & a niin..

-I ducation: 9 years or more of school. Marital Statu5t
never married..

. .
16 6,101 2,812 64 'Job-Seeldng Method: unionislid not look. Occupation: ,

. sales; craftsmen & fforemery managerial & admin.
.. 4. Education: Less than 9 years of school. .

12 5,706 2,595 277 Jobs-Seeking Method: union; did not look. Occu. tion:
clerical; trans, equipmentoperatives; pftfessiona

.. :technical; operatives (except Irons.); service workers; '
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Table 26. (Continued)

- s'N,
Gtou'p' Mean Standard,/, Number.

Number Income Deviation- ,oll Cases Characteristics of Workers-
, v

laborerv(except fain)., Class of Worker: private; with-
- 'out pay. Age: 25-59. Indust?ry: entertainment & re-

creation; r76": durable goo ; usiness & repairservices;
mfg. non-durable goods; cOnitl-ucti?n; whblesale & re-

. tail trade; trans., CQFTIFTI . , & utilities; professional.
1,Where Lived at Age 16: no answer; small city; farm;t

country; suburbs. .

r f .
.

19 $5,610 $2,980 ..- '117 Job-Seeing Method: other; no answer; newspapers;

AU directly to employer; private employmensagency; state
temOoyment agency; community organizatio'n;:ask

., friends & relatives. Relation to I-load:. head with otherA

head in house- e

, 'hOld. Occupat?on: professicinal,& technical; trans. ','
..

,, equipment operatives; iabdre,is (except.farm); sales;
I .

,. r.
. operatives'(except trans.).* . .

a 4,820 2,695 .. 149
.

Job-Seeking Method: unron; did not looks. Occupation:
. clerical; trans. vequipment operatives; professional &

,

.1 technical; Operatives (except tra'ns.)Nryice workers; . "4*

';-.
, laborers (except form): Class of WorkeR:. private; vAth-

.
.

*4 out pay: Age: 16-24; 60-64.%

.
10 4,515' 2,427 50 Job7Sedking Method :. union; did not' look. Occu tion:

clericalLtrans. equipment operatives; professiona
technical; operatives (ekcept trans'.); service workers;

4
ldborers (except farm). Class of Worker: private; 'with-
out Pay%.. Age: 25-59. Industry: personal services;
finance, insurance,' & reiiresite; no answer; agri.,
forestry; & fisheries.

A

18 4,050 2,559' Jol5-Seeking Method: other; 'no answer; newspapers;
directTy to employel-; private.e`mployment agency.; state
employment agency;, community- organization; ask friends
& relatives. Relation to Head: head with other rela-,

tions in hous'ehold; head without relatiorp in household.
Occupation: craftsmen & foremen; managerial & admin.;
service workers; clerical.
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Table 26. (Continueit)

Group Mean Standard Number 4-1
Numbeet Income Deviation of Cases 'Naracteristics of Workers

14

Total

$3,146 . $2,379 94

410.

$5, 980 $2., 974. 1 ,445

f
Job-Seeking Method: other; no answer; newspapers;

irect y to emp oyer; Private employment ageacy; state
employment agency; commUnity organization; ask friends
& r6latives. Relapon tO Head: non-relative.of head
without relations in household; other relative cif head.

,..

*

41

.

1

64*

12`
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ComparOt of our MCA findings 'for each 'city,uggests that the racfal,

and ethnic balance of the local poverty area 'and perhaps the structUral char-
,

acteristicis of the larger community influence the degree.to which both human

resources and economic.institutions affect ghetto workers'-income levels.

In some communities upplding skills and improving labor mobiiity may raike

\
incomes higher than it will-in other communities. - %

Unfortunaely, in all of the'poverty:areassthere.is a limit ta the

ecortmic oppOrtunities available to *the re.sidents. LOW-yage, jobs still exist.
4

If we increase the human capital of all disadvantaged workers there still wili

be..poverty--twe workers in the society.iiillte left with-the low-wage jobs.

We may find4 however, that they will be less likely to_take the loW-wage jobs

because of their'tmining'for hi'gher-level employment, and this could bri.ng

about some structural changes in the econiky..

I

e

4.

.

4
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Chapter 5
A

4 4

EMPLOYMAT

Some people are poor because they.are unable lo work a sufficiftit

number of hours each year.'" The waOes received while workg may be adequate,.

,but long peuiods without work may prevent,building up al,saiisfaciory.income.

a

We recbgnize, however, that other people suffer from poverty because of a

deficiency in both wages and employmentievel. Still other workeri are poor

because of low wages alone. They are employed full-time'and full-year, but

their wages are not high enough to meetotheir basic needs.
.) . .

In this,chapter we view emploYment level As an indirect measure of

poverty,. We assume that most poverty-area'workers with above average hours

of employment are better off financially than if their average.hours of

6, /

employment were below Ae grand mean. .fnis may appear to be an obvious

assumption, but recall, from our discussion in Chapter 2, tha-,t some studies'

(e.g., Cohen, et al., 1970:141) show a 6urv:i.linear association between,

increases inincome and employment level. Employment may level off and then

decrease as a worker's income inb asd because of h.is desire to substitute

leisure activities for market work after his wades ,get higher. On the other

hand, other studies (e.9., Hill, 196921-25) find employment acttyity higher

for workers wilvse wage rates are Ngher.

Working a.40 our week for 50 weeks sums to 2000 Ours. Many professionals,

managers, and bUsin ssmeNywho receive high incomes work more thaft 2000 hours

a year. Yet, employment above.thiss level might also reflect "Moonlighting"

or,overtime by workers whosd hourly Wages are quite low. Therefore,'-our,

s
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assuMption about a positive linear correlation Uetween employment and

income levels may not be completely correct. Nevertheless, fOr poverty-area

woWdA we believe that the general pattern,holds, even though the carrelltibn

.%

is poi perfeCt.

In the following sections we are concerned about which socioeconomic

characteristics are barriers to employment and which.characteristtcs lead to

,fitgher employment'levels for male poverty-area*workers 16 io 64 yeak old.

.

'Tbese_workers_were_employeALat least_on.e_iteek during the previous_year. Also,

we tried to exclude workers in the Armed Foii.ces or in chool from our sample. '

For the MCA analysis we formulated a set of hypotheses specifying the

,

expcted pattern ofrelatibnship of each independent variable With annu
4 *A

hours of employment. These hypothesized patterns,,showd'in'Table 27, are

.similar to the.patterns that we predicted for the,incoMe variable (shown in,

:Table 1).. There are sOme differences to be noted in the hypotheses for

occupafion and industry. The predicted relationship of occupation with income

has been simplified so that all of tfie occupational categories are combined

into only two group instead of four. However, he detailed MCA findings

are presented for 11 general occupational categories. In the relationship

predicted.for industry with employment we made some changes that seemed

appropriate according to national unemployment figures. Wages in the
;

construction industry generally are high, but so is the unemployment rate.

Therefore We moved construction to the low employment rate grouping.. In
- .

contrist, wages and safiries in finance, insurance, real:estate, and'
1

professional services do not always rank, verY high,-but their unemployment

. rate nationally also is relatively:low.' Therefore we moved diese catesjories

t(4 the high employment-rate grouping,
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Table 27. Hypotiiesized RelationShipis of SocioeconotMic Variables with Annual

Hours Employed. ,

Independent Variables
Hypdthesized Relationships.

with Employment Rates

1 i

Personal Variables--Anteedent
. .

lRace .
.. Higher rates for wh)te wOrkers than

.
for black,workers - ,

EthniCity Higher rates for non-Spanigh-origin
workers than for Spanish-origin
workers

.

Where Lived at Age it' Higher rates forworkers from a
farm, the country, or a small, city;
lower rates for workers from a
medium city., large city, suburb, or

this city

Education Employment rate has-a positive
correlation with number'of years Of. '
schooling completed

Higher rates for workers with job
thining than:, for those without job
training

HIgher rates for veterans than for

/non-veter..ins

Job Training

eteran Status

Rersonal Viriables--Current

Age

Marital Status

Highest rate for prime-age worars
(25 to'54 years); n'ext highest for
older workers (55 to 64 years);,low-
est rates for younger wO'rkers (16
to 24 yearS) %

Highest rates for married workers
with wife present; next highest fOr
married workers with.spouse absent,
and for workers who are divorced or
widowed; lowelt rates for worker& ,

-who have never married.

Relation to Head of HOusehold Highest rates for household hebds,
with other relations in.household;
next highest for heads, without
relations in household; next, highest
for non-relative of head, without
relations in household; lowest
rates'for workers classified "other
relative of head." (Sample sizes

of non-relatives of head with own
relations in household a're too small

. for reliable.estimates.)
(continued)
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Table 27. (Continueil)

Independent Variables
Hypothesized Relationships .

wifh.Employment hates
. 4

Family S i ze

:

Household Size

4 f

Years at Present Address

Labor Force Variables

Job-Seeking Method
t

Higher rates fortwOrkers in families .

of' moderate size (1 to 6,persons);

lower ratesldr unrelated workel-s
(i,e., not living with any relatives)
and workers, in large families (7 per-
sons or more).

Highest rates for workers in house-.
holdsmith tdo per:sons; next highest
for workers in households wi.th three
persons or more; lowest rates for
workers who live alone

Employment rate has a positive corre-
lation wrth numberof /eats lived 'at
present address

. .).- .

. .

, Higher rates'for workers who did not
.

. look for work in past 12 months, or
4 0 if did look who asked friends or

AO relatives, registered with union,
checked with.private employment
agencyriower.rates for workers who
applied directly to emOloyer,
checked. with State Employment Ser-
vice, checked wi,th community organ-

)

. izatiops or checked'newspapers-
.

. ..

, Realth Problem Higher rgtes for workers answering
no" .

.

. .
, .

Higher rates for workets answering
upo u

.. .

. - 1

Age Problem

.

Lack tkilr, Exper4nce ori
Education .

Occupation

Higher rates for workers aAswering
"rio"

Wghli rates for professional and
technical.workers; managers and
administrators; sales and clerical
workers; and craftsmen and foremen.
Lower rates for operatives, non-farm
labores, and service workers.
(Private household workers and all
farm workers not included in the
hypothesis because of small Sample
sizes.)

(continued)
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Table 27. (Continued)

'thdependent Variables
Hypothesized Relationships
with Employment Rates

inddstry

j

Class of i4orker

Hightr rates for workers in eublic
Adminiitration, transportation, com- (

mubication, and1utilities; manufac-
turing durables; manufacturing non-

*'-durables;,f,jhance, insnrance, and

re5l.estate; profeisional services.
,Lower rates for workers in wholesale
and retail trade; business and '

repair services; personal servicesi
construction. (with the.possible
exception of San Antonio, the sample
sizes of workers in agriculture,
forestry, and fisheries and enter-
tainment and recreation are too
small to provide reliable estimates.
The sample sizes' for workers in
mining are too small An all 'four

areas. Thus, these categories are

\- not inclAided in the hypothesis.)

Highest rates for government employ-
ees, next _highest for employees of

private companies or individuals;
lowest rates for,self-employed
woekers. (The category "without
pay in family business" has too few

cases in each of our samples to pro-

vide a reliable estimate.)

If
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We will not describe and discuss our findings on employment as

extensively as we did for our findings on income differences among poverty-

area workers. It is not necessary, since many of the results are similar to

those we found in the income data. Instead, we will give primary attention

-
to thdse findings and ideas that supplement the information already presented.

'MCA Findings.

MCA Summary StatistiCs. The MCA Eta-spared and Beta-squared coefficients

for the four poverty areas are presented in Tables 28, 29, 30 ahd 31. These

statistics.measure the relative strength of each predictor, both before and

after Sdjuiting foe the other variables in the study. We ranked the

predictors according to the sizes oftheir summary statistics in each area and

then computed the a9erage4(mean) rank in the fpur areas for each predictor.fr

, The final ranks of the predictors are as follows:

Final

Rank' Eia2

Mean

Rank

Final

Rank Beta
2 .

Mean

Rank

.1. job-Seeking Method 1.0 1. Job-Seeking Method 1.0

2. Age 2. Health Problem 3,5

3. Relation to Head 3.3 3. Age 4.4 '.

4. Marital Status 4.8 4. Relation to Head .4.9

5. Health Problem 5.3 ...52 Industry . . 5.0

6. Industry 5.9 6. Marital Status 5.3 .

1. Years at Present Address 7.5 7. Family Size 7.1

8. Otcupatiop 8.0\ 8. Occupation . 7.5

9. Class of Worker'

10. Age Problem

10 6

11.4

- 9
Tied{

10.

Class of Worker

,Edpcation

10.5

10.5

11. Education 11.6 11. Household Size . t 11.0

12. Family Size . 12.3 12. Wherelived at Age 16 11.4

13. Where Lived atAge 16 13.6 13: Years at Present Address 12.4

14. Household Size 13.9 14. Age PtOblem 14.6,

15. Veteran StatuA 14.1 15. Lack., Skill, Exp., or Ed. 15.8

16. Job Training 14.5 16. Race, , 16.0

17., 'Lack, Skill, Exp., or Ed. 14.9 17. Vetet\an Status . 16.1

18. Race 16.8 18. Job Training .16.6

19. Ethhicity 18.1 19. Ethnicity 16.9
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Table 28. . MCA and AID Summary, Statisti-cs for 19 Predictors'Of Annual

Hours Employed, Male Worker16 to 64 Years Old, Nbt in

School or Armed Forces, St. Louis Poverty Area

Variable

-.

MCA Eta
2

MCA Beta
2

AID Beta
2

.

/

RaCe .000 . .000 .000

Ethnicity *.000 .000 .000

Where Lived at Age 16 .006 .002 .000

(...
Education .006 .005 .000

Job Training .001 . .000 .000

,

Veteran Status
Age

.010_

..077

.000.

.020

.000

.020
p .'

Marital Status ;049 .051 .000

Relation to Head .655 .009
,

.026

Family Size .006 " ''.005 .000

Household Size .011 ..007 .000

Years at resent Address .020, .007 .006

Job-Seeking Method .270 .238 .261 /

Health Problem .009 .011 .006

Age Problem .010 .001 .000

Lack Skillk Exp., or Ed. .004 .001 .060

Occupation * .013 . .009 .009

Industry .022 .012 .018

Class of Worker .011 .oq5 .000

4

i

1

MCA R
2

= .342

w MCA R (adj.) = .585

AID R
2
= .346

I
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Table 29. MCA and AID Summary Statistics for 19 Predictors of Annual

Hours Employed, Male Workers 16 to 64 Years Old, Not in
SChool or Armed Forces, San Antonio Poverty Area

\

Variable MCA Eta
2

MCA Beta
2

AID Beta
2

/

Race .000 .000 .000

Ethnicity .000 .002 .000

Where Lived at.Age 16 .004 .003 .000

',. Education .005 .002 .000

Job Training .001 .000 .000

Veteran Status .011 .002 .000

Age .099 .034 .062

Marital Status .051 .006 .000

Relation to Head .o64 .011 .008

Family Size .007 .017 .007

Household Size .U00 .005 .000

Years at Present Address ------ .001
-.Ili

.001 .000

Job-Seeking Method ---______ .133 .208

Health Problem .073 .050 .052

Age Problem .022 . 05, .000

Lack Skill, Exp., or Ed. A04 .000 - .008

Occupation '
.036 .011 .000

Industry .058 .010 .040

Class of Worker .033 .007 .000

2
,MCA R = .345

MCA R (adj.) = .587

AID R
2
= .386

2!,s5
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Table 30. MCA and AID Summary Statistics for 19 Predictbrs of Annual

Hours Empldyed, Male Workers 16 to 64 Years Old, Not in

School or Armed Forces, Chicago (Area I) Poverty Area

b
Variable MCA Eta

2
MCA Beta

2

,

1 4eD Beta
2

:

Race .002 .002 .000

Ethnicity .001 .000 .'000

Where Lived at Age 16 .007 -.004 .000 '-

. Education .014 - .004 .000

Job Training
,

.002 .000 .000'

Veteran Status .000 , .001 -.000

Age Nop. .053 .012 .011

Marital Status .061 .005 .000

Relation to Head - .090 .15.2. .047

Family Size .025 1 .090 .000

Household Sizer*, .021 .010 .000

Years at Present Addres .032 .003 :000

Job-Seeking Method .285 .185 .273'

Health Problem .075 .035 .040

. Age problem .012 .000 .000

Lack Skill, .Exp., or Ed.< .010 .001 .000

Occupation .029 .004 .009

Industry .029 .018 .00

Class, of Worker .006 . .001
-

.000

..

-,

tt.-.---7.-----.47

*4

.i

, 2
MUM R = .377

MCA R (adj..) = .614

'i
AID R

2
= .409

\

1
.

1.,

,

,
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Table'31. MCA and AID Symmary Statistics for 19 Predictors of Annual
Hours Employed, Male Workers 16 to 61.1, Years 014,,Not in
School or Armed Forcei, 'Chicago (Area II) Poverty Area

Po

Varable MCA Eta
2

MCA Beta
2

AID Beta
2

AP
J:

Race .006 .001. .000
?4Ethnrcity .002 .000 .000
Where Lived at Age 16 .007 .004 .000
Educati.on.

. .012 .006' .012

'Job Training .012 .002 .000

Veteran Status .003 .000 .000

Age .064 .011 .000

Marital Status .029 .022 .017

Relation to Head ..031 .011 .000

Family Size .006
f
0011 .029

Household Size .001 .000 .000

Years at Present Address ,013 N. .002 .000'

Job-Seeking Aethod .292
'.

, .230 .295

Health Problem A
.016

4
.021 ,011

Age Problem .006 .002 .000

Lack Skill, Exp., or Ed. .004 .001 4. . .000

Occupatibn .010 .006 .000

Industry .023 .012 .039

Class of Worker . .010 .006 .000
a

MCA

"

ACA R (adj.), .589 .

,AID R
2
= .403

e"7

210.1
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It can be seen that generally predictors with larger Eta-tquares also

nal;e,Jarger Beta-squares, but there are some exceptcons: Years at present

address ranks.7th in the Eta-squared column, but it dropS to 13th in the

Beta-squared'column. In contrast, family size rankS 12tH..in the Eta-

squared column, but it reaches 7th in the Beta-squared column.

The /anking of the summary statistics for each predictor is fairly

consistent amonf the four areas, but,this is not always true. Some predictors
fr -

have one coefficient.that ranks quite differently from the other three

coefficients. However, there are only two instances where the codfficient

.

rankings for a predictor are more completely dispersed (the Eta=squares for

veteran status and the Beta-squares for family size). t

The predictors that rank high in the Eta-square and Beta-squared columns

are generally the same ones that have a strong association with in,come, but

there arelome important exceptionSt- Healtrprobleffris a much stronger
.

predictor of employment level.than of income level. In conirast, education

has considerably less impa'ct on hours of employmeht than on annual income.

' Excluding job-seeking method, the socioeconomic variables as a group do

not show.;.as strong a relationship with employment leveras they do with income

level. That is, the Eta-squaied statistics for,employment are not as large

as the Eta-squared statistics for income when comparmg predictors of the

same rank. This also generally occurs after adjustment,.though a few of the

largest Beta-scOared coefficients in the employment data, in addition to

job-seekin method, at:e larger thau(the Beta-squared coefficients of identical

rank in the income data.

Tabies 32-47 provide all of the detailed MCA employment findings. We

see that there is some variation in the average annual hours of employment in
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Table 3,2. 'Relationship Between Annual Hours Employed and Socioeconontrc tharac-
terisb4cs of Male Workerg,'16'to 64 Yegrs Old; Not in Schodi o.r Armdd

. For,ces in Last-12 Months, St. Louis Poverty Area.(1,333, Workers)

Charactedstic

Grand Mean =1,/65 Hours

Number
of

:Ca&eg

Deviation
from

Grand
Mean
(Hours)

Adjusted
Deviation
from.Grand

Mean
(Hours)

Race
White 8' . 435
Negro 893

, Other 132

Ethnieity.

Spanish origin -64 40 2 17 '

Non-Spanisi origin 1 0 j16

Where Lived at Age 16

,
-25 '3

-24

663
20

This city
\Suburb
Large city /7-7 -74

Medium city. 43 45 52

Small city 21 9 250

Country -33 39

Farm 9 157

No answer --24 -15 89

Education
7 years or less -19 -13 253
8 years -18 -41 236
'5 to 11, years -37 2 383
12 years 51 46 3o4
13 years or more 51 155

Job Training
' Yes 377 "

No 11 -2
k

956

Veteran Status
Veteran 52 609
Non-Veteran -44 . 1 724

4
1

201j

1 78
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. Table 33. Relationship Between AnnUal Hours Employed and Socioeconomic,Charac-
teristics of Male Workers, 16 to 64 Years Old, Not in School or Armed

.at 'Forces.Ip Last 12 Months, San Antonio poverty Area (1,988 Workers)

Chiracteristic

Race .

..

White
Negro
Other..

r,
Ethnicity

1 Spanish origin ,

li Non-Spanish origin

' _Where Lived at'A e 16
' This city

Suburb
.

Large-city

Medium city
Small city
Country '%

Farm
No answer

Education

7 ytars or less
,

8 years
, 9 to 11 years

12 years

13 years or more

Job Training
Yes

No

Veteran Status.
Veteran
Non-Veteran

Grand Mean = 1,830 Hours
Deviation '.-Adjusted.

from Deviation , Number%

.Grand frpm-Grand of

Mean ' Mean Cases

Diours) (Hours)

,

..1

7

210

0

1

°
0

-4

126

-
9

-32

1,747
238

3

1,549
4'39

.'7

4

'1-12 41 1,17

172 149
0

17

.-23 80

8 .

.-39

-10 105

'11 -t1 416

26 . -53 17

78 68 98
-9 8 78 .

1 '
4\

-32
1

-24 71,6

. -3 715 191

0 17. 405

18 28 4,64
'69 . 1 204

a 'V

la
4

-2 639

-8 . 1 . 1,349

it 57 -22 814

-40 15 1,174 4

(Air
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'Table 34. Relationship Between Annual HoUrs Employed and Socioeconomic Charac:
ter4tics of.Male Workers, 16 to,6/4 Years Old, Not in School or-Atmed

. ..,

Forces in Last 12 Months, Chi.cago (Area 1) Poverty Area (1,665
Workers) -.

.

Characteristic, ,

Grand Mean = 1,797 (liours

Number
4 of

Cases

Deviation
from

grand
Mean

(HOUrs)

.

)1

Adjusted
, Deviation

_

.

, from Grand

Mean

(Aours)

Race
White 11 -12 971
Negro -26 10 625
Other 75 80 69

Ethnicity
Spanish origin 27 -1 406

Non-Spanish origin -9 0 1;259

Where Lived ai Age 16
This city .,26 -18 .547
Suburb . 63 . 44 30
Large city .-44 -25 .197

IMedium city 12 25 109

'SMall city ' 60 34 476
Country -54 -88 43

Farm, -21 -19 149

No'antwet' -32 L , 10 114

Education
7 years or less -38 44 313
&years 49 20 293

9.to 11 years -65 -22 462

12,years 35 34 367

13 years or more 68 24 229.
I

Job Training
=36 -18 380r Yes

No 11 5 1,285

Veteran Status
Veteran 16 -17 518
Non-Veteran -7 8 1,147

211
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Table 35. Relationship, Between Annual Fakirs Employed and SociOecOnomic Charac-

. teristics of Male Workers, 16 to 64 Years-Old, Not in School or Armed
Forces in Last 12 Months, Chicago (Area II) Poverty Area (1,445
Workers) .

t

* V

Characteristic

.

.Grand Mean =, 1,823 Hours.

Deviation
from
Grand

Mean
(Hours) ,

Adjusted
Deviation-

from Grand

Mean

(Whirs) _i_..--

_, --

Rade .

q

--gi-itte.

,

_--69" 20

Negro ------ -16
,

. Other 119 68

ethnicity
0

89 32
. /,

. Spanish origin

Non-Spanish origin -5 -2

Where Lived at Age 16
This city -20 -8

Suburb 86 48
Large city -90 -61

Medium city -4 31

Small city 47 22

'Country 4 91, 32

Farm -9 -32

No answer 0 31 49

Education

-15 -107 years or less
8 years. 22 -17

' 9 to 11 yeari' -71 , =37 e

12 years 50 . 53
13 years or more 50' 9

,

Job Training
Yes -93 -43
No 26 12

Veteran Status
Veteran 30 -8

Non-Veteran -21 5.

Nsx 181

Number
of

Cases

V.

. .4..

212

1,200
" 33

71

1,374

tt .

574

15 .

96

117

294

, 33
187

129,

,,.209

209-
442 '

381

202

318
1,127

598

847

212
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Table 36, Relationship Between Annual Hours Employed and Socioeconomic Charac-
teristics of 'Male Workers, 16 to t4 Years Old, Not in School or ArMed
F:orces, in Last 12 Months, St. Louis Poverty Area (1,333 Workers)

,

.

Cilaratteris.ttc

, Grand Mean = J,765 Hours

Numker
of

Cases

Deviation
fromC

G1-and

Mean
(Hours)

Adjusted:,

Deviation
from Grand
Mean
(hours)

-474 a230, 8716 to 19 years
201to 24 fear§ -84 42 132

25 to 34.years 23 34. 284

35.to 44 years 4o 36 297'

45..to 54 years 104 25 276

55 to 59 years 9 729 132

60 to 64 years 32 125

Marital_Status (

-76.Married, spouse present 2- 857

Aerried, spouse absent -141 ' .-126 127

Divorted or widowed -37 -141 107

,Never married- -193 -161 , 242

Relation to Head
0

...

65

-1

-405,

-115
..

-237

-24

49

-9
14

31

-81

-13

.

-24
.

119 .

41

16

.8.,

,

51

-28

-51
14

24

.[io

16

,

.

.

901

164

2

.

42

224

206

282

231

176

103

122

213

Head with other relations
in household

N Head without relations
in household

,

Non-relative of head, with
own relations in household

Non-relative of head, without
relations in household

Other relative of head

Vamily Size
1 peesoh
2 persons
rpersons
4 persons

5 persons
6 persons

7 persons or more

182
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Table 37. Relationship Between,AnnUal Hours Employed and Socivconomic Charac-
t teristics of Male Workers,'16 to,64 Years Old, 'Not Ph School or ArMed

Foree in Last 12 Months, San Antonio.Poverty Area (1,988 Workers)

Characteristic

,

: Grand Mean = 1,830 Hours

Deviation Adjusted

-from ,i1Deviation.

1 Grand from.Grand

--Mean flean

(Hours ) (Hodrs).'

4

,

"\

Number
of

Cases

Age. .

16 to 19 years
20 to 24 years -84

25 to 34 yers 75

35 to 44.years 80

45 to 54 years 56

55 to 59 years 28

60"to'64 years -57 .

Marital Status
..-

Married, spouse present'
Married, spouse absent
Divorced or widowed
Never married

Relatron to Head
,Head with other,relations 63

58

111

24

192

in household
Head without relations -2

.

in household
Non-relative of head, ith
own relations in household

Neii-relative of head, without

relations.in househaid
OtherTelative of hePd

Family Size

1 person
'2 personi

3 persons
4 persons
5 persons

.

6 perions
7 persons or more

-254

r19.

32

27

, -8

-78

146.

244

405

415
458

,177

143

21 1,424

-79 , 99

-29 104

-52 . 361

-3 1,4S6

160 123

210 460. 1

-118 6 44

-216 -43 384

-48 157 168

-49 -309

56 69 321

23 13 299
15 32 , 289

13 12
10

200
`.

402'

1.83 .214

te.



T:able 38. Rela tionship Between Annual Hours Employed and SocioeconOmft Charac-
teristics of Male Workers, 16 to 64 Years Old, Not in'School or Arm4
Forces in Last 12 Months, Chicago (Area )) Poverty*Area (1,665
Workers) ,

Characteristic

Grand Mean
Deviation

from
Grand
Mean
(Hours)

.

1,797 Hours

Adjusted
Deviation

from Grand
Mean
(Holirs),

Number

fases

Ale
16 to 19 years
20'to 24 years
25 to 34 years

AL 35 to 44 years
V 45 to 54 years

55'fo'59 years
60 to 64 years

-108
48

30'
61

75
-85

-214

-3o

23

- 10

37

14

-83

77
229

4s5o

346
365

'128

70
. .

Marital Status
Married, spouse present too 25. 978
Married; spouse absent -136 -84 ; 167
Divorced or widoWed 107 4
-Never married -158 -12 II1 3 -

Relation to Head
Head wrth other relations

.
in household

99 .! -72 1,048

.Head withopt relations
in household *-

-51 379 277

Non-i-elative of head, with 1.26 .,,' 7

.own relativns in household
Non-relative of head, without ,

relatians ip household
-339 185 108.

Other relative.of head '-234 -221 225

Family Size

-133 -260 3861 person
- 2 persons 125 289

3 persons 53 99 2§6
4 persons 5,. 61 242
5 persons 66 67 176
6 persons -7 8 114
7 persons or more -20 55 192

'184



Table 39. Relationship Between Annual Hours Employed and Socioeconomic Charac-

teristics of Male Workers, 16 to'64 Years Old, Not in School or Armed

Forces in Last 12 Months, Chicago (Area 11) Poverty Area (1,445

Workers)

Characteristic.

Gr'and Mean

Deviation
;

from

Grand

Mean
(Hours)

1,823 Hours
Adjusted
'Deviation
froth Grand

Mean'

(Hours)

?LIS
16 to 19 years
20 to 24 years
25 to.34 years
35 to 44 years
45 to 54 years

55 teP59 years
66 to 64 years

Marital Status
Married; spouse presant
Matried, spouse absent
Divorced or widowed
Never married

cts

Relation to Head
Head with other relations

in household
Head loithout eelations

in household
Non-relative of head, with
,own relations in householti

Non-relative of head, without
relations in household

Other relative of head '

Family Size

1 person
2 persons
3 persons
4 persons
5 persons
6 persons
7yersons_or more

Number
of',
Cases. p

-542,

-136

:206

-70

49

1S3

12 26 313

22 11 298

68 23 37Y
73 29 141

8 -32 114k

4

58 53 q 882

-34 46 182

-53
- -109 111

-145 270

-27 920
I.

-13 9! 230

217 -41 4

-67 94 . 86

-184 -20 205.

-28

70

-1

7

-58

-27

124

50

710
27

'26'

4

316
298

240

174

150.

99
168

185 216.
F
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Table 4Q.' ,Relationship Betweeh Annua.4 Hours Employed and SocioecogOmic Charac-

teristics of Male Worker, 16 to 64 Years Old, Not in School or Armed
Forces in Last 12 Months, St. Louis Poverty Area (1,333 Workers) 6

Grand Mean = .1,765 Hours

Characteristic

Deviation
from
Grand.

Mean

(Hours)

Adjusted
Deviation

from Grand
Mean
(Hours)

9 Number
of

Cases

N
-8 -37 .

,

153
58

-14

41

-3
....

3Q6-

865

"-94 -35 419
13 , -3 '' 387
32 -21 23D

77 2
225

68 49 72

,.
;4

-531 . -434 25.

-448 -436
..

83,

-478 -437 . 59
-b03 -462 8

-234 -259
-659 -672 9
-245 -135 - 9

-565

146

-54
.137.

19.

989 -

--340 -317 . 121

.

-160 -183 . 37
13 14 1,236

-235 -67 - 54

10 3 1,279,
.....

A

-57 32 273
15 dt -8 1,060

Household Size
.1 person Z?

2 persons ,
3 persons or more

A
.

Years at Present Address
1 year or less
2 ,to 5 years

.

6 t6 10 years .

11,to 20' years 97
21 years or more

Job-Seeking-Method
State employment service

`Directly tO,employer .

Asked friends or relatives
Newspapers

Union
Private employment agency
Community organizations
All other methods ,

Did not look in past 12 months
No answer

,

Health-Problem .

,
Yes

No to
. -

ige Problem
Yes

ft 4

I No

lack Skill, Experjence or Education
Yes

No

2 "

186
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k:Table 41. Relationship Betwein Annual Hours Employed and Socioecpnomit Charac=.

teristics of Male Workers, 16 to,64.Years Old, Not in ,School Or Armed.

Forces in Last 12 Months, San.Antonio Poverty Area (1,988.Workers)

4

Characteristic

. .

'Grand Mean = 1,830 Hours
Deviation' Adjusted
from Deviation Numbv
Grand .fi:om Grand of.

Mean Mean . Cases

(Hours) (Hours) '.

Household Size
1 person
2 per-Ops
3 'per?ons or more

Years. at Psresent Address

8

-12
2

s

65'

57
-17

.

121

328

1,53,3

1 year or less -55 -1 516

2 to 5 years ' 12 -22 448

6 to.10 years 54 20 330

11- to.20 years -13 -2 45a

21, yearS.or more 46 ., 20
..

k .
240'

Job-Seekin 'Method
State .employment service -505 -36o 32

Directly to oployer -344 . -275 197

Asked friends or relatives -318 -218 140

Newspapers, ' -335 -300 , 30

Union' . -200 -252 9

Private employment agency . 137 '1149 6

Community organizations *758 -661 12

All other methods , -481 -4oa , 32

Did not look in past 12 months 114 87 1,492

No answer -165 -56 38

'Health Problem
Yes -337 -279 218

No 42 34 '1,770

Age Problem
Yes -302 -140 91

No 14 7 1,897

0
Lack Skillt Experience or :4ucation

Yes -43 8 546

No 16 -3 1,442

187 218



Table 42. Relationship Between Annual Hours.Employed and Socioeconomic Charac-
teristics of Male Workers, 16 to 64 Years Old, Not in Selool or Armed
Forces in Last 12 Months, Chicagd (Area I) Poverty Area (1,665
Workers)

Characteristic

Grand Meen = 1,797 Hours

Number
of

Cases

Deviation

from
Grand

Mean
(Hours)

Adjusted
Deviation

from Grand
Mean
(Hours)

Household Size

-146 -97 2951 person

2 persons 43 -21 324,

3 persons or more, 30 35 1,041

Years at Present Address .

1 year or less -105 -24 640

2 to 5 years 64 6 50,p

6 to 10 years 16 2 261

11 to 20 years 103 38 181

21 years or More 158 68 74

Job-Seekin9 Mhthod
State employment service -591 -508 7

Directly to employer -433 -379 146

Asked friends or relatives -377 -302 90 l'
Newspapers -48 -38 16

Uni,on -228 -234 A
Private employment agency -246 -146 13

Community organizations -830 ,.577 17
All other methods -589 -327 20

Did not look in pasC12 months 152 123

......,/

1,218
No answer -401 -333 ,134

Health Problem
Yes -448 -307 135
No 40 27 1,530

Age Problem
Yes -243 -28 81
No ., 12 1 1,584
# ,

Lack Skill, Experience or Educ6tion
,Yes -96 24
No 25 -6 1,324

'210
188



Table 43. Relationship Between Annual Hours Employed and Socioeconomic Charac-
teristics Of Male Workers, 16 to 64 Years Old, Not in SChoolor Armed

Forces in Last 12 Months, Chicago (Area J1) Poverty Area (1,445

Workers)

Characteristic

Grand Mean =
DeviatiOn
from
Gran'd

Mean -

(Hours)

1,823 Hours

Adjusted
Deviation
fromwGrand
Mean
(Hours)

Number
of
Cases

Household--Size

'1 person
2 persons
3 persons or more

Years at Present Address

1 year or less
2 to 5 Nears
6 to 10,years
11 to 20 years
21 years r more

Job-Seeking Method a;

State employment service
Directly to employerf
Asked friends or re atives

Newspapers
Union '

Private employment agency r3

Community organizations
All other methods
Did not look in past 12 months

.No answer

Health Problem
Yes

No

Aga Problem
Yes

No

Lack Skill Experience or Education -

Yes

No

*-18' 8 20g

-11 6 323

8 -4 908

-57 408

-26 -24 465-

60 28 267

46 4 224

1t0 41 81
4

-449 -341 11

-553 -468 75.

-414 -327 59'

-530 -553 12,

-547 -561 12

137 -361 4,

-930 -918 3

-773 -715 . 4

126. 110 1,144

-452 -412 121

-307 -237 Ill

26 .20 .1,334

-228 -116 36

,6 3 1,409

-57 32 273
13 -8 1,1p

189
220
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Table 44 kelationship Between Anr-ai. Hours Employed ahd Socioeconomic Charac-
teristics of Male Workers,,16 to 64 Years Old, Not in School or Armed

Forces in. Last 12 *Months, St, LouisPoverty Area (1,333 Workers)

Characteristic

e .

Grand Mean = 1,765 Hours

Deviation Adjwsted
from DevilWon . Number

Grand from Grand of
.

Mean Mean Cases

(Hours) (Hours)'

Occupation 0
Professional and technical
,Mdnagerial and adminisIrative
Sales
Clerical

Craftsmen and foremen
. Operatives, except transpor-

tation .
.

T-ansport equipment'operatives
Laborers, except farm
Service, except private house-

. hold
Private household workers
All farm workers

111

Industry

Agriculture, fores't+y and
--fisheries

Mining ,

tonstruction
Dyable goods manufacturing
Nondurable goods manufacturing
Transportation, communication

and utilities -

Wholesale ind retail trade -
Fhance, insorance and'real-
estate

Business and repair 'services

Personal services
Entertainment and recreation
Professional services
Public administration

Cla3s of.Worker
Private
tovernment
Self-employed 1

Without pay in family business

19

144

52

75'

71

44

' 89 -18 24

84 15 124

-4 16 224

21 - 14 315

4 fi -50 131

-103 -51 162

-42 -17 233 .

-82 124 2

128 699 3

r105 -260 8

275 228 -1

-192. -111 79

13 -4 369

83 68 184

r4 -26 148

-12 21 200

-110 -22 34

-99' -76 56

-13 -46 35

-12 152 8

'2 36 127

121 1 80

-7 6 1,090

97 1 1 78

28 -124 60

-439 1376 1

J21
1.90
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Table 45. Wationship Betwegn Annual Ours EmplOyed and SoEloeconomic Charac-

teristics of Male Workers; 16 to 64 Years Old, Nat in Schaal or Armed

Forces in Last lf Months, San Antonio Pover-ty Area (1,988 Workers)

Characteristic

Grand Mean = 1 8 0 Hours

Deviation Adjusted

from Dwiiation Number'

Grand from, Grand of

Mean Mean Cases

(Hours) (Hours).

Occupation
Professronal anct technical - 57 19 . 120

Managerial and admInistrative 115 84' 122

Sales 54 82 51

Clerical 87 ' -4 1914

Craftsmen and foremen 1. , 32
.

is 24. 500

4
Operatives, except transpor-

tation
e

-16 4 1 272

Transport equipment 14mgraUves 21 -24 190'

Laborers, except farm -145 -60 247

Service, exceet private house- -41 -13 274

hold
Pri.vate household workers 210 614 1

All farm workers -430 -268, 21

Industry

Sc
Agriculture, forestry and

fisheries
-370 32 29

Mining -230 -281 .
4

-Construction _7146 -72 239.

Durable goods manufacturing 41 -43 '149

Nondurable goods manufacturing 16 2-5 - 149

Transportation, communication
and utirities

88 41 121

)
Wholesale and retail trade -35 -5 444

I

/

1

Finance, insurance and real

estate

49 ' 20

.

48

Business and repair services 28 Lip
,

117

Personal services -104 -20 100

Entertainment and recreation -37 73 20

Professional services 28 17 163,

Public administration 146 30 397

"Class of Worker
-47 -)0

,

1,292Private
Government 122' 39 563

Self-employed -42 -99 122

Without pay in family business -274 , 335 . 3

191 222
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Table 46. Relationship getween Annual Hours.Employed and Socioeconomic Charac-
teristics of Male.Workers, 16 to 64 Years Old, Not in School or* Afted
Forces in Last 12 Months, Chicago (Area 1) Poverty Area'(1 ,665
Workers)

Characteristic ,

Grand Mean .. 1;737 Hours
Deviation Adjusted , / , 0
from- Deviation Number \

Grand from Grand of \
,

Mean Meao Cases
(Hourg) (Hours)

Occupation

Professional and tashnical 65. ,

Managerial and.adllni.s.trative 1,09, , .

Sales 100
Clerical 18

traftsmen and foremen 75
Operaties, except transpor- '. 7

tat-ion, '

Transport equipment operativeS 50
Leborers, except fai-m -153
Service, except private house- -101

hold ,
.

7 101 .

55
-4 ,

t

68.

. 8 ''

,21

173 -

52. 285

-17 514

-20 122

-53 169

0 go3',
s .

Private household workers -345 -166
All farm workers -551 . -24 6

4.--
.

Industry .,

. Agriculture, forestry and -390 -73 10
,

fisheries 4 i

' Mining , 242 564 1
.

k
-...

Conslruction. . -160 , -158 80

Durable goods manufacturing 53 A, 44 556

' Nondurable goods manufacturing 23 -11 227

- ,rransportation, .commnication 54. 48* 156

and utilities .

Wholesale and retail trade 17 : -8 249

Findnce, insurance and real 21 44 .48

estate -

Business and" repair services -149 -122
Personal services -205 -100 5,4

Entertainment and recreation -202
,

-193 *7

-'Professional services -42 4 131 ,

Public administration 7 26 56

C1ss of WOrker
Private -3 0 1,489
Government

, 19 , 3 128
Self-employed 100 -2 46
,Without pay in famtly business -998 624 1

223
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Table 47. Relietionship Between Annual Hours Employed and SOcioeconomic CharaC-
teristics of Male Workers, 16 to 64 Years Old, Not in School or Armed
Forces in Last 12 MonthS, Chicago (Area II) Poverty Area (1,445.
Workers)

.1

..

..

.

Characteristic

Grand Mean = 1,823 Hours"

Number
of
Cases

.

Deviation

?from
Grand

Mean
(Hours)

Adjusted
Deviation

,from Grand

Mean
(Hours)

Occupation
Professional and technic'al 620 -39 79
Managerial and admInistrative
Sales . ' .

91

-37

60,

-32
51

20
Clerical 38 -21 162

Craftsmen and foremen 24 31 227
Operatives, except transpor-

tation
-5 -2 311

Transport equipment operatives 43 43 153

Laborers, except farm ,-99 -41 187

,Service, except private house-
hold

-3
p

. -9 253

PrIvate household workers 509 2
4

All'farmmorkers .

.217
OE".

Industry

Agricultuee,, forestry and 217 118
*3

fisheries
1

,

Mining '217 -72 1

Construction -166 -125 112
Durable goods manufacturing -17 11 299+
Nodurable goods manufacturing 51 17 221

Transportation, communication 24 14 s 175
'and utilities

Wholesale and retal) trade -34 -10. 243
Finance, insurance and real
estate('

66

.

51 42

and repair services -2 . 32
.

59'.,Business

Personal services -43 -75 57
Entertainment and ricreatfon -255 -315 5

Peofessional services
public adminrstration
. ,

24

I140

8..

81

115,

105

Class of Worker
Private -13 3 1,179
Government 99 11 208
Self-employed -162 48
Without pay in family business 217 33 2

'193

2°1
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each poverty area. The grand mean for San Antonio is highest (1,830 hours),

followed by Chicagd II *1,821 hours), Chicago I (1,797 hours) and St. Couis

(1,765,hours). The standard deviations are 438 hours (San.Antonio), 462 hours

(Chicago II), 486'hours (Chicago I), and 485 hours (St. Louis). Table 48
\

summarizes how well the unadjusted and adjusted relationships between the

predictors and employment follow the patterns that were hypothesized.

" Discussion of MCA Findings

The date show evidence that racial and ethnic differences between

workers residing in the,same poverty area are not major determinants of the

employment variatiops found within e.ach sample. Chicago II is the only area

where the unadjusted deviations from the grand mean show some size. White

workers average 75 hours per year Inore than black workers and Spanish-origin

workers ailerage 94 hours more per year than non Spanish-origin workers (most

of whom are black). After ad'ustment, however, the differences drop to 25

hours and 34 hours respectveI The independent effect of these variables

is negligible in all of the areas. Thus, the findings suggest that white,
A

non-Spanish workers who live in urban poverty areas dio not have an employment

advantage over their black or Spanish neighbors as do non-minority workers in

the restlof the metropeiis.

The relationship of residential origin (where lived at age T6) with

employment performance is more consistent among the areas than the relationship'

with income achievement. Thts predictor follows or partially follows the

hypothesized pattern in all four areas before adjustment and in three areas

4

aiter adjustment, but the differences between moseof the categories are not

very large. Nevertheless, there is some evidence that woAcers from the local

.,

1
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Tabla_48. Summary of Relationships Between SocioeconomicaVariables and Annual
Hours Employed that Follow (F), Partially Follow (P), and do Aot
Follow (N), Patterns Hypothesized

Unadjusted Pindings Adju'sted FindiRgs

SL SA Ch.I Ch.ji SL SA Ch.I Ch:II

Antecedent Peronal
Variables

Race F N F F N F N F

Ethnicity F N N 'N N N N N .

Where Wed at,Age 16 0 F P P P P N'
, 1

.Educaxion P F P P P P P P

Job Training N F N N F. N N N.

Veteran Status F F F F N N N N

41.
,

Current Personal
Variables

o

.Age P F P P P F P P

Marital Status F F F F F P P P

Relation to Head F F P F P P P N

Family Size P F F P N P P .... N

Household Size P N F P F N - P N

Years at Present P P P P P N P

Address
.

Labor Force Variable§F

job-Seeking Method
Health Problem
Age Problem
Lack Skill, Experi-

ence or Education
Occupation
Industry

Class of Worker

P F P P . P F: P P

F F F F F. F F . F

F F F F F F F F

F F F F N N N I+

, .

P F P P P .P P P

P P P P . P P P P

. F P. - N F P F F F

f4.

195
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city or other large cities work fewer hours than migrants from smaller cities

or rural areas. Thereshould be further investNation of the hypothesis that

rural migrants to poverty areas are willing to take jobs found` unacceptable

by urban-reared workers, who prefer to accept welfare over low-status, low-

wage jobs.

As hypothesized, veterans show higher emplorent.levels than non-veterans,

and in St. Louis and San Antonio the differences are moderately strong. After

adjustment the differences ir all of the areas disappear or the patterns

i.eversed. As in the income findings, this measure is strongly inter-

. '

correlated rkith some other predictors in the study.

Educational level tends to have a positive association with employment

level, but, as noted earlier, the relationship is considerably weaker than the

k
relationship of education with income level. In three areas we find that

high school drop-outs have the lowest employment levels of any educational

,7 .

group and in two areas high-school drop-outs continue to show low employment

in t he adjusted figures. Thus',golten the high school drop-out suffers frmn'

A poor performance in the labor market is much as the grade schobl drop-out.

s4,0

Perhaps failure to complete a school program, whether grade school or high

school, is,associated with failure to work a sufficient number of hours. Are

people who drop out of school more likely to drop out of work?
1.

Lack of skill, educatton, or experience foilows the hypothesized pattern
-,

but apparently it is not a very, good measure of these problems. The

.

employment differences between workers who ansWered yes and those who answered

.

no are not,verylarge and after adjustment the differences are modest to

trifling.

,

2,2 7
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In three of tt;e four poverty areas the results for job-training are .

opposite to the predicted pattern. The findings show workers with job

training employed fewer hours than those without job training. However,. he

differences,in employment rates are quite small in all areas except Chicago II,
0

and after adjustment they appear to be insignificant in all areas. Neverthe-
,

less, one wonders if the reversal of the hypothesized pattern is not simply

,

sampling error. Perhaps it reflects employment time lost during training .

for some ofhe workers, or perhaps it'occurs because some Wokers haying

1

employment problems are more likely to take job-training.programs.

jbe summary stat4stics reveal that age is one of the strongest

predictors of employment level, though its relationship to income is even

stronger. Age generally relates to employment level according to the patterni

hypothesized. Yound'employees 16 to 19 years work the fewest hours and

prime-age employees wdrk the most hours per year. However, in the older ages

the employment levels do not taper off as soon as wA predicted. Workers

55 to 59 years oldin wo areas (Chicago I and Chicago.II) and 60,to 64 years

old in another area (St. Louis) ore employed as many hours as workers in some

of the middle-year age groups. .Even after controlling qn the other variables

in the analysis we still see the high employment levels extending through age .

59 in the two Chicago areas.

The relatively few wdrkers whO said that employers think tha't they are

4

.
toosld or too young to be hired show large deficits, in their hours of

employment. These poverty-area'workers ceriainly need help in raising their

employment leve3s to parity, but they do not constitute.a' major portion of

the workers spffering from employment deficiencies in each sample.

197 228
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di.

The number who said that health hinders their employment success is

e

somewhat larger than the number who said yes to the age-problem question.

Workers in poor health generally experience sizable losses in employment hours.

The most serious set-back is in Chicago.I, where workers with- a Aealth problem

average 488 fewer hours per year than workers without a health ptoblem. This

is one of the strongest determinants of employmentrdifferences among poverty-
,

anea workers and the MCA analysis indicates that the effect is fairly

independent of the other f9rces measured in our study.

There is the possibility, however, that for some of these workers

health problems art a result rather than a cause of inadequate employment and

income. The psychological and physiological hardships imposed on workers

who lose jobs and incoMe certainly can lead to poor health. Then causation

may reverse: workers in poor health may be Linable to successfully search for

and hold on to satisfactory jobs.
/-

Our variables pertaining to family and locational ties include.marital

status, relation to head, famil-y size, househo1g size, and years at present

address. Our measure of age may also reflect to some extent the stages in the

family life-cycle. The findings reveal that in most casesjhese variables

follow or partially follow tir patterns of relationship that were predicted.

/Met adjustment is when most of the exceptions to the hypathesized patterns

occur. Some of these variables measure quite similar concepts (marital

status and relation to head; family size and household size). Therefore, the

intercorrelations between these 'variables may cause some of the patterns to

be altered after adjustment..

Household status (relation to head) and marital status are among the

strongest predictors of,e*loyment level in the study. Years at present

223
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address has a relatively strong relationship to hours of employment, but
s

it becomes weaker after controlling the other varidbles. In contrast, faMily

size is relatively weak before adjustment, but after adjustment shows a

relatively strong independent impact on employment level. Household size

is not a very consistent or strong'predictor. Family size emerges as a

better measure of the influence of number of people in the home.

Earlier in this report we discussed how employment might be an intervening

variable between famifly structure and income level. The findings in this

chapter provide some direct evidence that differences in family life-style are

associated with differences in hours of employment. Our employment data

suggeSt that poverty-area workers with weak or excessive family responsi-,

bilities or unstable family and locational ties are mord likely to work fewer

hours per year. The causal direction of the relationship, however, is still

unanswered. We hypothesized that weak family ties cause low employment and

poverty, but as we indicated-in Chapter 4, some writers believe the reverse

to be true. Chjlman (1975:57-58) on the basis of her own and otligr'S researCh,

argues that povertY is a leading cause of family instability:

Lack of income is related to high rates of unemployment and under-

employment, adverse conditions in deteriorated neighborhoods,

poor,health, lack of community resources: all of these factors tend

to undermine the stability of family life.

These poverty conditions contribute to.such attitudes and behaviors
as fatalism, alienation, distrust between family members, separate male
and female worlds, little communication between mates and between
parents and children, and punitiw and authoritative meth ds of child
rearing. . . . Attitudes and behaviors of these kinds g owing out of

long-term, severe poverty, tend tp further the problems of poor
families,adversely affecting family relationships and evelopmental

outcomes for both parents and children--especially the latter.

Chilman (1975:58) does, however, qualify her position by suggesting that

poverty as a leading cause of family breakdown is most likely to apply to
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those families that have been suffering from extreme poverty for a long
A

period of time, often for several generations. She believes that there are
4

many different levels of poverty, and that some groups of families become

poor partly beicause of changes in family structure and size.-

According to the authors of a five-year study of over 5,000 lower-income

families (Morgan, et al., 1974) changes in family size and structlire are leading

causes of poverty.

Even when family'changes cause poverty not alrof themhave to do with

the male's work behavior_and differences ill his hours of emPloyment. For

example), a family in which both liusband and wife work may fall below the

poverty line when the wife dies. Alother family may be forced into poverty

because of an increase in the number of children. In a third family, divorce

may force the parents and children into poverty because of the expense of

supporting seprate households. The primary cause of the divorce may be other

than economic.

In all af these cases the male workers may have a positive attitude and

good work habits. In fact, he may work even longer and harder because of his

family problems. Yet he is in poverty because his 'income still is insufficient

to cover basic expenses.

Job-seeking method is the strongest :variable in every area, both before

and after adjustment. Of course, the employment variation betken workers in

the "did not look" category and all of those in the job-seeking 6ategories

is a major reason fonthis predictor's strength. It is interesting to find

that approximately eight out of ten Ooverty-area workers did not look for

work in the previous year. There are also sizable differen,ces in the

employment levels of workers who used the different job-seeking methods, though

in'some of the categories there Are small samples.
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The levels of employment success by workers who used the various job-
, ,

seeking methods shows some tendency to fit our crude predictions, but in only

one area (San Antonio) was our hypothesis completely sUpported. Workers who

asked friends or relatives for job leads have higher employment levels in

only two of the four areas. Workers who registered with a union rank highr

in three of the areas and so do workers who used a privateemployment agency.

Workers who went directly to the employer to get a job consistently fall in

the lower employment group, but never rank lowest. In two areas, using

newspapers is associated with higher employment levels than we predicted, and

in the other two areas the workers using this method rank highest in the lower

employment grouping. In three.out of four areas.the workers who used the

State Employment Service or community organiiations have quite low levels of

employment. After adjustment the general patterns of relationship do not

change very much. We have controlled on education, job training, occupation

and industry. However, our operational definitions of these variables use

broad categories. Consequently, some of the association of employment level

with job-seeking methods may still reflect differences in the occupational

attachment and skills of the worker, rather than the effectiveness of the

technique.

Our meaSures of economic structureoccupation, industry, and class of

worker--show some support for the hypotheses that we proposed, but their

impact on employment level is less than their impact on income. The

occupational data reveal that attachment to white-collar or craftsmen 4nd

foremen positions generally is associated with higher employment levels,

while attachment to any.of the other blue-Collar jobs is associated with

fewer hours of employment. Laborers and service workers usually rank lowest
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and pperatives tend to rank second lowest. ,Managers dnd administrators

always rank highest, but wokers in other higher-employment categories do not

show a consistent ranking in all four'areas. For exatre, professional and

clerical workers rank third in San Antonio, but seventh in ChicagO II. After

adjustment, the general patterns stay essentially the same. Thus, for

occupational groups in poverty, areas, hours of employment cannot be predicted

as acCurately as their income levels-.

Industrial attachment generally follows the crude hypotheses we formulated.

Public administration workers .have the hilliest employment levels in three of ,

I.

. s.

the four areas, while construction workers have the lowest employment levels

in diree of theifour areas. 'The other industrial categories fluctuate in

rankirig,'but generally fall into the higher or lower employment group as

predicted, both before and after adjustment.
,

Class of worker is an inconsistent predictor befO re adjustment, but in

three of the four areas government workers have the lighest employment levels.

,After adjustment the employmenedifferences are as hypothesized in three

areas: government workers highest, private workers next highest, and self=

employed workers lowest, and partially as hypothi.l.sized'in,St. Lo i . HoWever,

the emiiioymen't differences in.Chicago I:are insignificant.

in ium, the findings for our three measures of economic structure suggest

that the occupation and, industry 0 whlich a worker becomes attached has some

I

influente on the number of hours he will work during a year. This influence

generally is greater than theAmPact bf.some human capital, racial, and
.

cultural l?ackground factors, as measured by ourantecedent'personal variables.

Of equal Or even stronger impact than economic structure are-the social-
r

;

biological forces of age ancillealth. .However, soMe of the correlation of
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health with employment leve3 may reflect the impact of the latter on the

former. Family structure also has a relatively strong association with hours

of employment, but 'for some workers family life may be affecte(by employment

level rather than vice-versa. It is no surprise to find,, of course, that'

;

workers who did,not seek jobs during,the year have high levels of employment,

but we also find that different methods of job-seeking are associated with

differences /n level of employment.'

AID Findings

To look for important patterns of relationship in our data that might not

lie uncovere0 by the MCA program, we carried out a second analysis using the

AutomatiL.Interaction Detector (AID) computer program. TtleilltID sumMary

statistics for the-four poverty areas are presented in Tables 28, 29, 30 and

31. The AID Beta-squared statistics presented in these tables metsure the

proportion of the totaa employment variation explained by each of the

variables in the study. Thus, the AID coefficients sum to AID R-squared

(shown on the bottom of each table):

When comparing the AID Beta-squared figuees with the corresponding MCA

Beta-squared and Eta-squared figures in the same tables we find that most of

the strong predictors according to the MCA prngram also are strong according

to the AID program, One exception is marital status, which appears only.in

the AID model for.Chicago II. Marital status may not appear in the AID models

for the other areas because of its intercorrelation with relation to head.

In other words, the effects are not sufficiently independent for both variables

to appear in the same AID.model. We find that in the one area where marital

status appears, relation to head is not included (nor is age included):
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Occupation appears in only-two areas. Perhaps this is because of competition
'

0. from the industry.predictor to explain, the same variation.

The employment subgroups generated by the AID,splits for each area are

shown in Figures 5, 6, 7, and 8. Years at present address appears in the AID

model for the one city (St. Louis, Figure 5) where it has a relatively strong

'relationship, both before and after adjustment, in the MCA findings. Family

size appea'il'in the AID models, but its patterm.of relationship to employment

are not meaningful. According to the MCA, tducation is a relatively weak

predictor in three of the areas, but is Somewhat stronger,in Chicago If. The

AID findings also show education having, some strength in that area (Figure 8)

for certain subgroups. 'Specifically, education affects the employment level

of workers who sought jobs and are married, divorced, or widowed.

Lack skill,'experience, or education is a weak predictor in all of the

areas according to the MCA results, but it has some extra tnfluence on certain

workers in the San Antonio sample according to the AID analysis (Figure 6).

This measure affects the employment level ,of household heads or non-relatives

of'heads with own relations in households:ages 20-54*, in good health,

curi-dntly or last employed in'higher=paying industries, and who sought work

during the previous year. Those who said that they do not lack skill,

experience, or education averaged 1,916 hours; those who said that they do

lack one or more of these characteristics averaged only 1,605 hours.

Tables 49, 50, 51 and 52 show the socioeconomic characteristics that

define the various employment groups in each area according to the AID ,

findings. These groups are ranked according to their average hours of

employment, starting with the highest average.
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Table 49.

.

Annual Hours Employed of Male Workers 16-64 Years Old, Not in School or
Armed Forces in Last 12 Mohths, St. Louii Poverty Area, Final AID Groups
in Rank Order by their Averages

,

../

Group . Mean Hrs. Standard
Number Employed Deviation

Number
of Caies

9 1,941 297 870
.

17 1,887 310 49

11 1,755 352 26

,

6 1,547 519 45
.

16 1,541 632 25

13 1,458 535 17.i

Characteristics of Workers.

Job-Seeking Method: did not look. Age: 20-64.
Health Problem: no.

Job-Seeking Method: idiCfnot look. Age,: 20-64.
Health Problem: yes. Years at Preser7Tddress:
.27-07Mouwir-s-. ,

Job-Seeking Method: union; community organizatiOn;
no answer; newspapers; directly fo employer; ask
friends & relatives; state employment agency; other;
private employment agency. Relation tol-lead:- head
with other relations in household; head withoUt rela-
tions in household; non-relative of head with own
relations in household. Occupation: sales; all farm
workers; clerical; professional g, technical.

. Job-Seeking Method: did not look. Age: 16-19.
.

Job-Seeking Method: did not took. Age: 20-64.
Health Problem: yes. Years at Presea-Aadress:
1 year or less.

Job-Seeking Method: union; community organiza-
tion; no answer; newspapers; directly to employer;
ask friends & relatives; state employment'agency;
other; private employment agency. Relation to
Head: head with other relations in household; head
v-iilut relations in household; non-relative of head
with own relations in household. Occupation:
laborers (except farm); service workers; operatives
(except *trans); craftsmen & foremen; trans. equip-
ment operatives; managerial & admin. Industry:

-
professional; mfg. non-durable goods; trans., comm.,
& utilities; wholesale & retail trade; mfg. durable
goods; public administration. 1

21 1A "
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Table 49. (Continued)

Group Mean Hrs. Standard Number,/
Number Employed Deviationof-Caies Characteristics-of Workers

15 1,287 622 44 Job-Seeking Method: union; community orgcmiza-
non; no answer; newspapers; directly to employer;
ask friends &,relatives; state employment agency;
other; private employment agency. Relation to
Heath non-relative of head withourre1qtionsir

.-17s-Piold; other relative of head. Ihdustry:
forestry, & fisheries; entertainment 177e7----eation;
trans:, comm., & utilities; mfg. non-durablegoods;
mfg. durable goods; no answer.

12 1,201 538 49 Job-Seeking Method: union; community organiza-
tion; no answer; newspapers; directly to employer;
ask friends & relatives; state employment agency;
other; private employment agency. Relation to
Heath head with other relations in household; head
Wigiut relations in household; non-relative of head
with own relations in household: Occupation: labo-
rers (except farm); serviae workers; operatives (ex.
cept trans.); craftsmen & foremen;..trans. equipment
operatives; managerial & admin. -Industry: personal
services; construction; agri., forestry, & fisheries;
finance, insurance, & real estate; business & repair
services. .

14 927 620 50 Job-Seeking Metilod: union; community organiza-
tion; no'answer; newspapers; directly to emploier;
ask friends & relatiies; state employment agency;
other; private employMent agency. Relation to
Head: non-relative of head relations
'Eorriaold; other relative of head. Industry: whole-
sale & retail trade; personal servicei";T3Vis-sional;
finance, insurance, & real estate; public adminis-
tration; business & repCiir services; construction.

Total 1 765 485 1,343

24 5
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Table 50. Annual Hours Employed of Male Workers 16-64 Years Old, Not in School or
Armed Forces in Last 12 Months, San AntonioPoverty Area, Final AID Groups
in Rank Order by their Average;

Group
Number

Mean Hrs. Standard
Employed Deviation

Number
of Cases

11 ,1,989 217 1,302

\ , .

27 1916
\,

240 87

15 1;854 428 54

23 1,745 464 JO

21 1,660 523' 51

Characteristics of Workers

Job-Seeking Method: private employment agency;
did not look. Health Problem: no. Age: 20-64.

Job-Seeking Method: no answer; union; ask friends
& relatives; newspapers; directly to employer; other;
state employment cigency; community organization.
Age: 20-54. Health Problem: no. Relation to
TreTrd: head with other relations in household; head
'7/111-at relations in househeild; non-relative of head
without relations in household. Industry: entertain-
ment & recreation; no answer; persorrEa services; pub-
lic administration; trans., comm., & utilities; mfg.
non-durable goods; mfg. durable goods; wholesale
& retail trad' e. business & repair services. Lack of
Skill, Experience; or Education: no.

Job-Seeking Method:14ivate employment agency;
did not look. Heafth Problem: yes. Industry: mfg.
durable goods; pOblic administration; trans., comm.,
& utilities; business & repair services.

Job-Seeking Method: no answer; union; ask friends
& relatives; newspapers; directly to employeriother;
state empioyment agency; community orgapization:
Age: 20-54. Health Problem: no. Rekition to
Fleda : other reliiti; of head. IndustFITOTTe'ss
I7eTair services; no answer; finance, insurance, &
real estate; professional; public adminisrration; con-
stniction.

Job7Seeking Method: private employment agency;
did notalook. Health Problem: yes. Industry: pro-
fessiOnal; wholiTs7 e7 is-t.FriTTrade; pers7Trfla services;
mfg. non-durable goods; construclion; agri., forestry,
& fisheries; finance, insurance,. & real estate. Age:
16-19; 25-34; 45-59.
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.Table 50. (Continued)

Group Mean Hrs. Standard Number
Number Employed Deviation of Cases .Characteristim of Workers

Job-Seeking Method: private employment agency;10 1,638, 430 55

1,605 486 47

a

:

25 1,546 577 33

18 1,523 , 478 12

22 1,352 592 60

did notlgrok. Health Problem: no. Age: 16-19.

Job-Seeking Method: no answer; union; ask friends
& relatives; newspapers; directly to employer; other;
state employment agency; community organization.
Age: 20-54. Health Problem: no. Relation to

head err.h.---1Crtions,in household; head
;;;TG--ut ielations in household; non-relative of head
without relations in household. Industry: entertain-
ment & recreation; no answer; persona services;
public administratioh; trans., comm., & utilities;
mfg. non-durablegoods; mfg. durable goods; wliole-
sale & retail trade; business'A repair services. Lack
of 5k511, -Experience, or Education: yes.

Job-Seeking Method: no answer; union; ask friends
TTelTiiives; newspapers; dir%tly to employer; other;
state employment agency; community organization.
Age: 20-54. Health Problem: yes. Industry: enter-
tc-irr-inent & recreation; no answer; pubITCTITnInistra-
tion; I:orofessional; business- & reptlir seMces; mfg.
non-durable goods; wholesale & retail trade.

Job-Seeking Method: tic) answe ni ask friends
& relatives; newspapers; directly to employer; other;
state.employment agency; community organization.
Age: 20-54. Health Probl3m: no. Relation to
Flea head with other relations in hoL7e1-7217ead
WITE-Olt relations in household; non-relative of head
without celations in household. Industry: Profes-

agri., forestry, & fisheries-rconstruction;
finance, insurance, & real estate.

Job-Seeking Methoth no answer; union; ask friends
& relatives; newspapers; directly to employer; other;
state employment agency; community organization.
Age: 20-54

Ym
Health Pr thlem: no. Relaticeto

2
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. Table 50. (Continued)

Group Mean Hrs. _Standard Number
Number Employed Deviation of Cases Characteristics of Workers

,./..

Head: other relative of head. Industry: agri.,
k forestry, & fisherjes; trans., comm., & utilities;

wholesale & ret611 trade; mfg. non-durable goods;
personal seryices; mfg. durable goods.

Job-Seeking Method: no answer; union; ask friends
& relatives; newspapers; directly to employer; other;
state employment agency; community organization.
Age: 16-19; 55-64. Family Size: two, four to six
rarTifly members.

Job-Seeking Method: private employment agency;
did not look. Health Problem: yes. Industry: pro-
fessional; wholesale & retail trade; per7OFT1c services;
mfg. non-durable goods; construction; agri.,forestry,
& fisheres; finance, insurance, & real estate. Age:
20-24; 35-44; 60-64.

17 1,340 595 58

20 1,295 680 36

\ 16 1,043 593 65

24 1,021 552 28

-
.

Total 1,830 438 1,988

Job-Seeking Method: no answer; union; ask friends
& relatives; neWspapers; directly to employer; other;
state employment' agency; community organization.
Age: 16-19; 55-64. Family Size: one, three,'.
seven or more family members.

Job-Seeking Method: no answer; union; ask friends
& relatives;,newsaapqrs; directly to emplOyer; other;
state employment agency; community organization.
Age: 20-54. Health Problem: yes. Industry: con-
ii;ZiCtion; agri., forestry, & fiiheries; personarservi-
ces; Irons., comm., & utilities; mfg. durabie goods.
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Table 51.

-
v

Annual Houls Employed I.frf tsale Workers 16-64 Years Old, Not in School or
Armed Forces i'n Lost 12 Months, Chicago (Area 1) Poverty Area, Final AID
Groups in iank Or"der bi their Averages . ..

I
Group Mean Hrs. Standard Number
Number Employed Deviation of Cases Characteristics of Workers

11 1,994 201 971

19 1,858 383 42

,

10 1,832 433 193

.

13 1,680 480 152

...

17 1,520 564 61

Job-Seeking Method: did not look; newspapers.
Health Problem: no. Relation to Head: head with
other relations in household; head withoyt relations
in househoPd.

Job-Seeking Method: did not look; newspapers'.
Health Problem: yes. Industry: public adminis-
tration; professional; finance, insurance, & real
estate; trans., comM., & utilities; mfg. durable

,goods. .

Job-Seeking Method: did not look; newspapers.
1-licTIIEWn:no. Relation to Headv non-
re ative oTle7rd with own relations inTrousehold;
other relative of head; non-relative of head with-
oui relations in household.

Job-Seekin Method: union; private employment
agency; ask friends & relatives; no answer; directly
to employer; other; state employment agency; com-
munity organization. , Relation to Head: non-
relative of head with own relations in Imusehold;
head with other relations in household; head with-
out relations in household. Health Problem: no.
Industry: finance, insurance, & real estate; whole-
sale & retail trade; trans., comm., & utilities;
mfg. durable goods.

Job-Seeking Method: union; private employmeht '
agency; ask friends & relatives; no answer; directly

,
to employer; other; state Imployment agency; com-
munity organization. Relation io Head: non-
relative of head with own telations inThousehold;
head with other relations in household; head with-
out relations in household. Health Problem: no.

1

,
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Table 51. (Continued)

Group Mean Hrs. Standard- Number
Number Employed Deviation af Cases Characteristics of Workers

15 1,311 645 54

18 1,252 654 28

AN'

8 1,134 695 50
4

i
A

,

a
16 1,117 408 35

Industry: :mfg non-durabie goods; professional;
public administration; personal services; business &
repair servkes; agri., forestry, & fisheries; construc-- d

tion. Occupations managerial & admin.; clerical;.
trans. equipment operatives; oPeratives (except
trans.); professional & technical; service workers.

Job-Seeking Method: union; private employment
agency; ask filen& & relatives; no answerr"directly
to employer; other; state employment agency; com-
munity organization. Relation to Head: other rela-
tive of head; non-relative of head without relations
in household. Age: 20-24; 35-44.

Job-Seeking Method: did not look; newspapers.
Health Problem: yes. Industry: mfg. non-durable
FoEi 1-67;5--"less t repaif services; construction; per-
sonal services; wholesale & retail trade; entertain-
ment & recreation.

Job-SeelOng Method:" union; private emoloyment
Cigency; ask friends & relatives; no answc.r; directly
to employer; other; state employment agency; com-
munity organization. Relation to Head: non-
relative of head with own relations in household;
head with other relations in household;%head with-
out relations in household. Health Problem:. yes.

Job-Seeking Method: union; private employment
agency; ask friehds & relatives; no answer; directly
to employer; other; state employment agency; com-

, munity organization. Relation to Head: non-
relative of head with own relations in househdld;
head with other relations in household; head with-
out relations in household. Health Problem: no.
Industry: mfg. non-durable goods;,professional;
public administration; personal services; business &
repair services; agri., forestry, & fisheries; con-
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fable 51. (Continued)
7

Group Mean Hri. Standard
Number Em lo ed Deviation

Number
of Cases Characteristics of Workers

14 951

.

583 79

struction. Occupation: all farm workers; laborers
(except farm); craftsmen & foremen.

Job-Seeking Aethod: union; private employment
agency; ask friends & relatives; no answer; dirtctly
to employer; other; state employment agency; com-
munity organization. Relation to Head: other
relative of head; non-relative of head without rela-
tions in household. Age: 16-19; 25-34; 45-64.

Total 1,797 486 1,665
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Table 52. Annual Hours Employed of Male Workers 16-64 Years Old, Not in School or
Amid Forces in last 12 Months, Chicago (Area H) Poverty Area, Final AID
Groups in Rank Order by their Averages

Group Mean Hrs. Standard Number
Number Employed DeviatiOn of Cases Characterisilics of Workers

Job-Seeking Method: did pot look; private employ-
ment agency. Health Problem: no.

Job-Seeking Method: did not look; private employ-
.

ment agency. Health Problem: yes. Industry:
public administir7g57177iance, insurance, & real
estate; wholesale & retail trade; personal-services;
mfgodurable goods.

21

1,963

1,916

267

383

1,074

37

11 1,665 483 61

17 1,609 568 36

19 1,606 5.4-0 25

Job7Seeking Method: ask friends relatives; state
employment agency; no answer; newspapers;
directly to employer; other; community organization.
Marital Statue: married (spouse prwent); divorced

.or widowed; married (spouse absent). Industry: no
answer; public administration; business-Iref-7er ser-
vices; professional; trans., comm., & utilitie,s; mfg.
non-durable goodsf mfg. durable goods. Education:
8 or 12 years of school,

Marital Status: married (spouse present); divorced
,or widowed; married (spouse absent). Industry: no*
answer; public administration; business ri:efar r
serviced; professional; trans., comm., & utilities;
mfg: non-durable goods; mfg. durable goods.
Education: less than 8, 9 to 11, or more than 12
years of school. Job-Seeking Method: ask friends
& relatives; no answer.

Job-Seekinq Method: ask friends & relatives; state
enWnent agency; no answer; newspapers; union;
directly to employer; other; -ommuniry orgqnization.
Marital Status: never married: Industry: personal
services; professional; public administration; whole-

, sale & retail trade; construction; mfg. non-durable
goods; no,answer. Family Size: one or three family
members.
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Table 52. (Continued)

Group
Number

Mean Hrs. Standard
Employed Deviation

Number
of Cases

20 1,568 594 37

15 1,536.

,

476 29

.

?

23 1,20- 542 26

16 1,252 612 38

Characteristics of Workers

Job-SeeNg Method: did not look; private emplOy-
ment agency. Health Problem; yes. Industry;
business & repair services; mfg. non-duTibWoods;
trans., comm., & utilities; professional; construc-
tion.

Job-Seeking Method: ask frienck & relatives; state
employment agency; no answer; newspapers; union)4,
directly to employer; other; community organization.
Marital Status; married (spouse present); divorced
or wi4red; married (spous.e absent). Industry:
wholesale & retail trade; construction;ce, in-
pm-once, & real estate; peisonal service's., Family
Sire; three, six or more family members.

Job-ISeeking Method; ask friends & relatives; state
empfoyment agency; no ahswer; newspapers; union;
directly to employer; other; community organization.
Marital Status; married (spouse present); divorced
or widowed; married (spouse absent), Industry;
wholesale & retail trade; construction; frinci-7-1ce,
insurance, & real estate; personal services. Family
Size; one, two, four.or five family members,
rdication; less than 8 or more than 11 years of
school.

Marital Status; married (spouse present); divorced
or widowed; married (spouse absent). Industry.: no
answer; public administration; business & repair ser-
vices; professional; trans., comm., & utilities; mfg.
non-durable goods; mfg. durable goods. Education:
less than 8, 9 to 11 or more, than 12 years of school.
Job-Seeking Method: directly to employer; state
employment agency; other; newspapers; community
organization; union.
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Table 52! (Continued)

Group Moan Hrs. Standard
Number Employed Deviation

Number
of Cases

18 1,002 675 27

22 880 604 29

12 765 535 26

Total 1,823 462 1,445

Characteristics of Workers

Job-Seeking Method: ask friends & relatives; state
employment agency; no answer; newspaperi; union;
dkectly to employer; other; community organization.
Marital Status: never married. Industry:- personal--
services; pro essional; public administration; ,..siiole-
sale & retail trade; construction; mfg. non-durable
goods; no answer. Family %ze: two, four or more
family members.

Job-Seeking Method: ask friends & relativ'es; stats
employment agency; no answer; newspapers; union;
directly to employer; other; community organization.
Marital Status: married (spouse present); divorted
or widowed; married (spouse absent). Industry:
wholesale & retail trade; construction; ur 11:-.7rice,

insurance, & real estate; personal services. Family
Size: one, two, four or five family members.
Wcation: 8 to 11 years of school.

Job-Seeking Method: ask friends & relatives; state
employment agency; no answer; newspapers; union;
directly to employer; other; community organiiation.
'Marital Status: Inever married. Indust : business

& repair servkes; mfg. duroble g ; trans.,comm.,
& utilities.

.
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Our MCA and AID.findings have shown that some of the 19 socioeconomic

. \
characteristics are associated with variations in employment ln poverty areas,

lerl

Co parison of the MCA resUlts for employment'with the MCA results for income
.

indicatesthat generally the socioeconomic variables Aave a greater influence
, .

on the workers' annual incomes than on the number of hours that they work in a

year (although fhe health problem variable is an important exception to this
4 . 0

generalization). Improving hum.an resources and changing eConomic institutions

is likely to- increase the employment levels of ghetto workers who are working

only part-ttime and/or part-year. For these workers more employment should
. , A

bring them'more income. However, many poverty-area workers already are

employed at least 40 hours a week and 48 weeks in
-

a year. Consequently,
cc ' 1.-

raising their employment levels further is not a feasible strategy for
,

helping them struggle against poverty. Nevertheless we find that upgrading
,

education and skills, family ties, and job-seeking methods; plus

changing workers' occupational and industrial attachments, also'affect income

14vels directly. Without working additional ,hours per year, poverty-area

workers should be able ,to increase their income's through personal. upgrading

.and a shift to high-wage occupations and i!pustries.
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Chapter 6,

UNEMPLOYMENT

In the last chapter we reported on the socioeconomic characteristics that

are associated wit' differences in hours of,employment. In an effort to learn

more about the forces that affect employment we now consider the unemployment

levels of poverty:area workers. Are the forces that lengthen employment levels

the same ones that shorten unemployment levels? Not necessarily, because

unemployment 'and employment rates are not simply two sides of the same coin.

A person can work part-time and/or part-year without ever being unemployed

(i.e., without a job and searching for work or on layoff from a job). A

worker's employment level may be low because part of the year he was unemployed,

or because he was underemployed, or becai.e he dropped out of the labor force.

Thus, unemployment is only one of at least three types of non-participation

in eiployment actiyities.

Because seeking work is not as drastic a departure from employment 'as

dropping out of the labor force, unemployment can be viewed ai a positive

actiyity. It does reflect the decision and ability of the worker to put

forth some effort to findi,employment, and, as a result, he is more likely to

become employed than is the labor force drop-out. However, in this chapter

we examine unemployment as a measure of the extent to which workers fail to

achieve employment. Also, fom this perspective we do not view the person

seeking part-time work as any less unemployed than the person seeking full-

time work. For the purposes of this analysis a week of unemployment is given

the same weight whether it applies to a part-time or a full-time worker.
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Some of the methodological techniques used in analyzing the unemployment

levels ofthe poverty area workers are different from those that were used in

studying the other dependent variables. To search for interadtion patterns we

used the THAID computer program instead of the AID program. As explained in

ghapter 3, we decided that the THAID program would be more appropriate to use

with the unemployment samples because of their small size (ringing from 192

cases in Chicago II to 293 cases" in San Antonio). We did not include the

poverty-area workers without any unemployment in this analysis because the

large numbers in this category would have made the dependent variable too

"unbalanced." That is to say, with the dependent variable heavily weighted

with workers who did not experience unemployment, our'statistical-techniques

would not have been able to measure effectively the impact of the socio-

economic characteristics on variations in unemployment.

For both the MCA and THAID analyses the unemployment measure was set up

in a dichotomous form, with workers unemployed 400 hours or less in one

category and workers unemployed more than 400 hours in the other category.

Therefore, our MCA program used a two point scale procedure in which

equals "400 hours or less" and "1" equals "more than 400 hours." Thus, one

is using a "proportion" scale in the sense that a grand mean of 61.8 (as shown

for St. Louis in Table 57) indicates that 61.8 percent of the sample was

: unemployed over 400 hours during the previous year. The deviations from the
,

grand mean are expressed in percentage points. For example, the unadjusted

deviati,on of -9.0 shown in Table 57 for white workers indicates that the

average for this group (52.8 percent) is nine percentage points lower than the

grand-mean percentage.

2 "
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Because of the smaller samples the predictors wit'h many categories

sometimes include too few cases in some Ofthe categories to provide

reasonably stable estimates ortheir means. Consequently, the MCA findings

for these categories should be considered as suggestive only. However,

including categories with very small numbers does no damage to the estimates

in the other categories. The MCA.program'manual does state that.

...there should be substantially more cases than there are degrees of
freedom in the predictive model. (The degrees of freedom is equal to
the sum of the number of categories for each of the predictors minus
the total number of predictors) (Andrews, et al., 1967:19-20)

As indicatediin Chapter 3, use of the THAID computer program required a

limit of ten categories per variable. Therefore we combined some categories

Within the occupation variable and within the industry variable in'order to

meet this restriction. These smaller sets of categories were also used in the

MCA for unemployment. -In addition, job-seeking method also has one lest

category in the MCA and THAID calculgions because "did not 1ook" is not

applicable to the poverty-area workers who were unemployed during the previous

year.' Also', there are some categories in some areas that have no cases (e.g.,

'all farm workers). As a result, the categories total to 90 in St. Louis, 91 in

San Antonio, 92 in Chicago I, and 87 in Chicago II. (Some no answer"

categories included in these totals are not shown in the tables.) Thus, after

subtracting the total number of predictors (19) the degrees of freedom in the

predictive model comes to 71 in St. Louis, 72 in San Antonio, 73 in Chicago I,

and 68 in Chicago II. Subtracting the degrees of freedom from the total sample

leaves a surplus of 162 cases in St. Louis, 221 cases in San Antonio, 199 cases

in Chicago I, and 105 in,Chicago

We believe that there are a sufficient 'number of cases to provide

meaningful results in the unadjusted MCA findings, but we are not sure that we
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1

1

can be confident,about the outcome in the adjusted figUres. Therefore, we

will describe and interpret only the unadjusted data, althoUgh we have

included the adjusted figlires in the MCA tables for inspectlon.

In our discussion of the unemployment findings we will refer sometimes

to higher and.lower rates or levels of unemployment. The reader 'should keep

in mind, however, that our dependent variahle measures tfte percentage of

workers in the over 400 hours of employment category; it does not measure

Oecific hours of unemployment. -

We hypothesized that the patterns of relationship between each independent

variable and unemployment would be the 1reie;se of the patterns that we

pf-edicted for employment. (See Table 27.) For example, we predicted that

white workers woUld have higher employment levels than black morker. There-

fore, we also predicted that white workers would.have lower unemployment

levels (i.e., a smaller percentage in the "more than 400 hours" categoryl

than black workers.

MCA and THAID Summary Statistics

The MCA Eta-squared and Beta-squared coefficients for the 'four poverty-

areas are ,presented in Tables 53, 54, 55, and-56. We ranked the predictors

according to the sizes of their Eta-squared statistics in each area and then

computed the average (Mean) rank in the four areas for each predictor. The

final ranks of,the p'redictors are as follows:

Finat
Rank Eta

2
Mean Final

Rank Rank

Mean

Eta
2

Rink

1. Industry 3.8 5. Occupation 6.3

2. Job-Seeking Method 3.8 6. Years at Present Address 6.9

3. Age 5.5 7. Family Size 8.5

4. Where Livedcat Age 16 5.6 8. Educatton 8.9

2



Final

Rank s- fta2-

Mean

Rank

Final

Rank

-

2Eta

Mean
Rank

9. Class of Worker 9.1 15. Household Size 14.3

10. Marital Status 9.4 16. Health Problem 14.4

11.. 8ge Problem 9.6 17. Veteran Status 15.3

12. Relation to Head 9.8 18. Ethnicity 16.5

13. Race 10.4 19. Lack Skill, Exp., or Ed. 17.9

14. Job-Trainin9 14.0

. We calculated some F %los for a selection of the Eta-squared coefficients

Of varioms sizes. Unfortunately none of these coefficients.appears to be

large enough to be significant at the .05 level, though some of the larger ones

.come fairly close. Probably if our unemployment samples were as large as the

samples for\he income and employment analyses the larger coefficients.would be

statistically significant. Many of the Eta-squared figures are as large or

larger than the figures for variables of comparable rank in the_employment

figures. We do, however, have the opportunity to see if the.sizeS of the

coefficients show some consistency among all four areas, so this provides some

clues about the extent to which the findings reflect more than sampling

fluctuations'.

We see in the rankin9s that most of the relativelY strong variables (the

eight highest) are those that also had strong relationships with employment

level. However, there are some major differences. Where lived at age.160

family size, and education rank'considerably higher in the unemployment than

in the employment data. In turn, marital status, health problem, and relation

to,head rank lower in the unemployment than in the employment statistics.

Not all Of the predictors that have a high mean rank are high in every area.

Industry ranks lower (below the top 8 variables) in-San Antonio, where lived

at agc 1C ranks lower in Chicago I, years-at present address is lower in

St. Louis.and Chicago II, family size is lower in St. Louit, and education'is

lower in St. Lcluis and Chicago II.
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Table 53. MCA and THAID Summary 5tatistics for 19 Predictors of Per
Cent Unemployed Over 400 Hours, Male Workers 16 to 64 Years
Old, Not in School or Armed Forces, SA. Louis Poverty Area

Variable MCA Eta
2

MCA Beta
2

THAID umlta

Race :GT5 .002 .11C,

Ethnicity .001 .001 .000
Where,Lived at'Age 16

N
.034 .045

.
.140

Education .006 . .021 .056
Job Training .006 .0114 .074

Veterin Status ,007 .004 .083
Age .031 ,,.128 .1140

Marital Status- .047 .038 .205

Relation to Head- 045 .052 - .187

:Family Size , .003 .041 .050

Household Size ..,- .012 ' .083 .051

Years.at 'Present Address
,

.013 .022 --

Job-Seeking Method , .052 .057 .222

Health^Problem . .001 .000 .000

Age Problem .023 .027. .000

: Lack Skill, Exp , Ed. .000 .000 .019
Occupation ., .026 .033 .107

Industry .066 .073 .201

Class of Worker .022 .007 .000

MCA R
2

= .048

MCA R (adj.) = .220
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Table 54. MCA and THAID Summary Statistics for 19 Predictors of Per

Cent Unemployed Over 400 Hours, Male Workers 16 to 64 Years
Old, Not in School or Armed Forces, San Antonio'Poverty Area

Variable MCA Eta
2

MCA Beta
2

THAID Delta

Race .003 .005 .037

Ethnicity .006 .011 .062

Where Lived at Age 16 .030 .036 .084

Education .020 .016 .101

Job Training .003 .010 .050

Veteran Status .001 . .01f .024

,Age .039 .049 , .162

Marital Status .010 .059 .085

Relation to Head .023 .135 .143

Family Size .012 .012 .090

Household Size .006 .029 .041

Years at Present Address .050 .031 --

Job-Seeking Method .023 .026 . .095

Health Problem .008 .004 .069

Age Problem .019 .022 .079

Lack Skill, Exp., or Ed. .0.00 .000 .006

Occupation .027 .033 .146

Industry ,

.011 .015 .098

Class of Worker .007 .009 .029

MCA R
2

= .032

MCA R (adj.) = .179
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Table 55.

,

MCA and THAID Summary Statistics for 19 Predtctors of Per
Cent Unemployed Over 400 Hours, Male Workers lt to 64 Years
Old, Not in School or Armed Forces, Chicago (Area I) Poverty
Area

Variable MCA Eta
2

MCA Beta
2 ,

THAID Delta

Race .015 .008 .122
Ethnkity .005 .008 .055
Where Lived at Age 16 .008 .019

.

.076

Education . .026 .079 .110

Job Training .000 .001 , .009

Veteran Status .001 .001 .020

Age
g

Marital Status
.022

.008

.021

.075

.134

.059-- .-

Relation to Head .009 .079 .067

Family Size .020 .029 .105

Household Size
Years at Present Address

.004

.041

.025

.028

.060
.... I

Job-Seeking Method . .026 .039 .092

Health Problem .010 .009 .072

Age Problem .010
,

.000 .061

Lack Skill, Exp., or Ed. .000 .005 .001

Occupation ' .011 .039 .075

Industry .030 .075 .125

Class of Worker .012 .032 .001

/

,

MCA R
2
= .000 ,

MCA. R (adj.) = .000 s

2.;3
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Table 5 MCA and THAID Suiroary Statistics for 19 Predictors oft Oer

Cent Unemployed Over 400 Hours, Male Wollicers 16 to 64 Years

Ola, Not in School or Armed Forces, Chicago (Area II)

Poverty Area

11111m=10,11.

Variable MCA Eta
2

MCA Beta
2

THAID Delta

Race .016 .067 .000

Ethnicity .000 .046 .000

Where Liyed at'Age 16 .057 .052 .217

Education .011 .056 .100

Job Training .018 .00t .131

Veteran Status .006 .017 .
.075

Age ' ' i .015 .013 .075

-Marltail Status .012 .129 $083

Relation to Head .002, .014 .036

,Family Size .033 :084 .136

Household Size .003 .038 .011

Years at'Present Address .003 .014 --

Job-Seeking Method .032 .054 .136

Health Problem .002 .000 .000

Age Pcoblem .010 ..032 .000

Lack Skill, Exp., or Ed. .,003 .008 .050

Occupation ' .028- .079 .069

industry .053 .111 .200

Class of Worker .018 .044 ,000

MCA R
2

= .025

(-4 MCA R (adj.) = .157
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Tables 53, 54, 55 and 56 also present the THAID-Delta statistics,for

each area. The THAID-Delta statistics shown in the summary tables indicate

the explanatory power (the possible range is from .000 to 1.000) for each of

the 18 predictors (years at present address was not included) for the total

sample and without any controls on the other variables. Therefore, these

Delta figures measure the extent to which each predictor is able to divide

the workers ;into the high and low'unemployment categories on the first split

in the THAID tree. (Later in this chapter we will present the THAID inter-
.

action models.)

We ranked the predictors according to the sizes of their Delta statistics

in each,area and then computed the averige (mean) rank in the four areas for

each predictor. The final ranks of the predictors are as fpflows:

Final

Rank Delta
Mean Final

Rank Rank Delta
Mean

Rank

1Ib

1. Industry
2. Age

3. Job-Seeking Method
4. Where Lived at Age 16
5. Education
6. Occupation
7. Family Size
8. Relation to Head
9. Marital Status

3.0 AO.
4.1 11.

4.3 12.

5.6 13..

6.3 14.

Tied 156

7.3 17.

7.5 18.

Race
Job-Training
Veteran Status
Household Size
Health Problm
Age Problem
Ethnicity
Lack Skill, Exp., or Ed.
Class of Worker

9.8
11.0
12.3

12.8
13.1

13.6

14.4

15.3

17:0

Comparison of the THAID-DeTta results for the total sample with the

MCA Eta-squared results reveals that the variable rankings are quite similar

for the stronger variables. The only major differences in the THAID rankings

are the absence of years at present address (which was accidentl* left out of

the THAID'analysis),.from the top ranks and the inclusion of relation to head,

which ranks eighth. In the MCA findings relatiOn to head ranks twelfth. Mot

all of the stronger predictors rank eighth or higher in tile THAID figures for

every area, but none shows a major drop in ranking where this occurs.

2C5
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MCA Detailed Findings

Tables 57-72 provide 'all of the detailed MCA findings on unemployment. We

see that tliere is considerable variation between areas in the average percent of

workers unemployed over 400 hours. The grand mean for Chicago II is highest

(62.5 percent),.followed by St. Louis (61.8 percent), San Antonio (50.9 percent),

and then Chicago 14(47.8 percent).

Table 73 summarizes how well the unadjusted relationships between the

socioeconomic predictor& and unemployment follow the hypothesized patterns.

The data on racial oifferences show that in three of the four areas bjack

workers ore overrepresented in the high unemployment category. Chicago II shows

white workers with a higher unemployment level; however, their sample size is

relatively small. In each area except San Antonio we find that the white work-

ers are underrepresented in the unemployment sample in comparison with their pro-

portions in the larger sample that was used for the income and employment

analyses.

The findings on ethnicity show that in every area workers of Spanish origin

are underrepresentea in the high unemployment category (in St. Louis and in

Chicago II the Spanish-origin sample is quite small). This is an unexpected

finding. A difficulty 'in interpreting the unemployment'findings is that a short-

er period of unemployment could mean either that the worker has spent more time

employed or more time not in the labor force, or both. Thus, when we unexpect-

edly find that Spanish-origin workers have a lower unemployment level, our firtt

reaction is to suggest that this means they drop out of the labor force more than

non-Spanish-origin workers. However, when we look back at the employment
4
find-

ings for the total sample we see that only in St. Louis do Spanish-grigin workers

have lower employment levels. In San Antonio the levels are the same for both

,groups and in the two Chicago areas Spanish-origin workers have higher employment
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Table 57. Relationship Between,Per Cent Unemployed Over 400 Hours and Socio-
economic Characteristics of Male Workers, 16 to 64 Years Old, Not in
School or Armed Forces in Last 12 Months, St, Louis Poverty Area
(233 Workers)

Characteristic

Grand Mean =61.8%

Number
of
Cases

Deviation
from
Grand

Mean

(Per Cent)

Adjusted
Deviation
from Grand
Mean'

(Per Cent)

Race

White -9.0 -3.1 72

Negro 4.o 1.4 161

Other IMP *lb .6 40 OMAN.

Ethnic!ty

Spanish origin -11.8 -10.7 4

Non-Spanish origin 0.2 0.2 229

Where Li4ed at Age 16
This city 5.1 4:9 121

Suburb -28.5 7.1 3

Large city -1.8 12.7 10

Medium city -11.8 -11.2 10

Small city -5.8 -10.5 50

Country -61.8 -68.0 2

Farm 8.8 12.0 17

No answer -6.8 -8.9 20

Education

7 years or less -o.4 .-6.6 44
8 years 1.6 -0.2 41

9 to 11 years 3.1 2.3 77
12 years 9.5 / 48
13 years or more -9.6 -14.6 23

Job Training
Yes -5.0 -7.7 81

No 2.7 , 4.1 152

Veteran Status
Veteran -4.7 -3.5 98
Non-Veteran 34 2.6 135
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Table 58. Relationship Between Per Cent Unemployed Oyer 400 Hours and Socio-
economic Characteristics of Male Workers, 16 to 64 Years Old, Not in
School or Armed Forces in Last 12 Months, San Antonio Poverty Area
(293 Workers)

Characteristic

Grand Mean =50.9%

Number
of

Cases

Deviation

from .

Grand
Mean

(Per Cent)

Adjusted
Deviation

from Grand
Mean

(Per Cent)

Race

White -1.0 . 1.3 259
Negro 8.0 -10.1 34
Other

Ethnicity
Spanish origin -1.9 -2.5 239
Non-Spanish origin 8.4 11.1 54

Where Lived at Age 16
This city -1.9 -1.4 190

Suburb -50.9 -52.5 2

Large city 15.8 10.0 15

Medium city 31.0 37.2 11

Small city -0.9 -4.5 58
Country -- --

Farm -17.5 -12.1 6

No answer 3.7 12.7 11

N\
Education

7 years or less , -1.3 -2.5 121

8 years -10.9 -6.5 30

9 to II years . 10.8 11.4 60

12 years -3.0 -3.1 71

13 years or more 9.1 6.3 10

Job Training
Yes 3.6 7.0 101
No -1.9 -3.7 192

Veteran Status
Veteran -2.0 -8.6 90
Non-Veteran 0.9 3.8 203
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Table 59. Relationship Between Per Cent Unemployed Over 400 Hours and Socio-
economic Characteristics of Male Workers, 16 to 64 Years Old, Not in
School or Armed Forces in Last 12 Months, Cilicago (Area I) Poverty
Area (272 Workers)

Characteristic

Grand Mean =47.8%

Number
of

Cases

Deviation
from
.Grand

Mean

(Per Cent)

Adjusted
Deviation
from Grand
Mean

(Per Cent)

Race

White -5.9 -2.6 136
Negro 6.5 4.o 127
Other -3.3 -16.9 9

Ethnicity,

-6.7 -8.9 56Spanish origiin
,Non-Spanish rigin 1.7 2.3 216

Where Lived A e 16
This ,oity 3.2 6.5 102

.Suburb / 2.2 4.3 2
' Large city -3.1 0.5 38.

Medium ciity -8.9 -16.6 18
Small 'city 55
Country 12.2 9.6 10
Farm 2.2 -7.8 28
No answer -0.7 19

Education

387 years or less
8 years 9.0 20.6 44
9 to 11 years 3.1 3.0 112
12 years -3.6 -11.1 52
13 years or more -19.8 -32.3 25

Job Training
Yes 0.9 3.0 74
No -0.3 -1.1 198

Veteran Status
Veteran -1.8 -2.8 74
Non-Veteran 0.7 1.0 198

2f;.)
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Table 60. Relationship Between Per Cent Unemployed Oyer 400 Hours and Socio-
economic Characteristics of Male Workers, 16.to 64 Years Old, Not in

School or Armed Forces in Last 12 Months, Chicago (Area II) Poverty
Area (192 Workers).

Characteristic

Grand Mean =62.5%

Number

of
Cases

Deviation
from
Grand
Mean
(Per Cent)

Adjusted
Deviation
from Grand
Mean

(Per Cent)

Race

White 12.5 24.4 20
Negro -1.1 -2.1 171

Other -62.5 -131.8 1

Ethni.city

Spanish origin -5.4 53.3 7

Non-Spanish origin 0.2 -2.0 185

Where Lived at Age 16
This city 8.6 4.5 83

Suburb -62.5 -71.2 1

Large city 4.2 11.1 18

Medium city 8.9 13.6 21

Small city -14.0 -11.1 33

Country -29.2 -26.0 3

Farm -6.9 -15.2 18

No answer -15.8 -4.6 15

Education ,

7 years or less . -3.4 9.4 22
8 years 7.9 10(.2 27
9 to 11 years 2.9 /72.7 81

12 years -6.5 /-15.3 50
13 years or more -4.2 -12.6 12

Job Training
Yes 9.6 2.3 61

No -4.5 -1.1 131

Veteran Status
Veteran .5.2 8.7 65
Non-Veteran -2.7 -4.5 127

r
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levels. Going back to the income data, however, we find that

. Spanish-origin workers \earned less than non-Spanish-origin

workers in each area except Chicago II. Thus, the data suggest

that only in Chicago II do Spanish-origin workers work more and

earn a little more than non-Spanish-origin workers. In Chicago I

they work mo're, but earn less, in San Antonio they work the

same and earn less, and in St.A.ouis they work less and earn

considerably less than non-Spanish-origin workers. So we see a

variety of relatipnships between unemployment, employment, and

income levels forbanish-origin and non-Spanish-origin workers.

Given the smaller sample sizes for the unemployment data

and the rather large number of categories for our variable

measuring Where the poverty-area workers lived at age 16, we

find that some of the categories have too few cases to consider

the analysis. Workers who lived in the local area at age 16

are by far the largest in number in each poverty area. In

contrast, in each of the areas there,are not enough workers

from the suburbs who were unemployed during the previous year

to make up a meaningful sample in that category. This'is

also the situation for workers from the country (who did not

live on a farm), with the possible exception of Chicago I.

We hypothesized that the percentage of workers unemployed

over 400 hours is lower for those from either a farm or a small

city and higher for those fran either a medium-sized city, a
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large city, or the city in which the poverty-area is located.

Chicago II is the only area that completely follows the

hypothesized pattern. St. Louis only partially follows the'

expected pattern as the farm category is above average in*

the percentage with lengthy uriemployment and the medium-city

and large-city categories are below the average. The San

Antonio area also deviates some from the hypothesized

pattern as the percentage of workers-raised in San Antonio

.who were unemployed over 400 hours is slightly below the

average. However, the figures in all of the other four

categories examined support our hypothesis.

The Chicago I area findings differ too much to be

classified as partially supporting our hypothesis. Only two

categories produce; what we predicted: workers from Chicago I

("this city") have an above-average chance of experiencing

lengthy unemploynient while workers.from small cities have a

below-average chance of being unemployed for a long period.

It should be noted, however, that these two categories contain

the largest numbers of workers.

In three of the areas education tends to follow the

expected pattern in which unemployment decreases as education

increases. However, in three areas we also find unemployment

relatively low for workers in the lowest educational category
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(7 years or less). In the total sample workers in this

group have lower employment and income levels, so it would

appear that these workers spend more time out of the labor

force.

Workers with job training show higher unemployment

levels in three areas and a lower level in St. Louis.

However, only in Chicago II is the difference very large.

In the total sample, workers in this area with job

training do work less, but their income level still is

slightly above average. Of course, in these comparisons

we do not actually know if the workers with higher unemploy-

ment are the ones in the total sample who worked less and

earned more.

Veterans are underrepresented in the high unemployment

catego*ry except in Chicago II, but'the differences between

veterans and non-veterans are not very large in any area.

The age findings tend to follow the expected pattern,

but in some areas older workers have higher unemployment

levels than younger workers. Workers 20 to 44 years old show

the lowest proportions in the high unemployment categories

in each area except Chicago II.
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The relationship of marital status with unemployment level varies to some

extent among the areas, but in every area married workers 'with spouse present

show a lower unemployment level than do single workers. It is the relative

levels in the other categories that fluctuate between areas.

Household status also shows some pattern differences between areas, but.

.heads with other relations in household always show a lower percentage in the

high employment category'than do workers classified as heads Kithout relations

in household or as other'relative of head.

The findings for family size do not show a very clear or.consistent pattern

among the areas. In St. Louis there is a tendency for,workers from larger fam-

ilies to be underrepresented in the high unemployment category while in Chicago I

the reverse is found. In San Antonio and Chicago II there is no systematic
1

relationship between family size ard unemployment. Household size also does mit

show a consistent pattern among the areas.
l

We preOcted that unemployment level would have a negative association with

years at present addres, but in three of ttie areas the pattern is not'found at

all, and in'Chicago I it is only partially found: The total patterns differ

among the areas, but in all of the areas we find that workers whe-have lived at

their present residehc4 one year or less are underrepresented in the high

unemployment category.

Job-seeking method partially supports our hypothesis in three.areas and

completely supports it in the San Antonio area. We have to be careful.about

making generalizations about these findings because.of the Small number of,cases

in some of the categories. The most common job-seeking methpd in each area is

going directlm to the employer and the next.most popular method is asking friends

or relatives. Each of the other methods is much less likely to be used by
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Table 61. Relationship Between Pekent Unemployed Over 400 Hours and Socio-
.., economic Characteristics of ',;ale,Workers, 16 to 64 Years401d, Not in

School or!trmed Forces in,Last 12 Months, Si. Louis Poverty Area

'(233 Workers)

-.

. Grand Mean = 61,8%

Deviation Adjusted

from - Deviation Number

Grand from Grand of

Characteristic ,
Mean Mean Cases

I (Per Cent) (Per Cent)

Age
' 16 to 19 years
20 to 24 years
25 to 34 years
35 to 44 years
45 to 54 yea.'s

. ,

55 to 59 years

%. 60 to 64 years

10.2

-9.4

-4.2
1.2

-4.7

21.5
.9.6

-39.6
-13.7

0.7

12.7

11.7

22,4
16.0

25

42

59
54

28

18

7

Marital Status
Married, spouse present -8.2 -7.8 138

Aarried,*spouse absent 11.3 14.4 26

Divorced pr widowed 24.9 7.2 15

Never married 8.6 11.0 54

Relation to Head

. flead with other relations

in household

-6.9 -7.1 144

Head without relations
in household

-0.3 0.3 26

Non-relative of head, with
own relations in household

-11.8 -4.3 2

Non-relative of head, without
relations in household

13.2 -5.9 8

Other relative of head '17.4 20.1 53

Family Size
2.9 17.8 341 person

2 persons 1.4 11.1 38

3 persons -0.1 -4.7 47

4 persons 3.8 -8.1 32

5 persons -3.0 -10.1 17

6 persons -1.8 -3.0 25

7 persons or more' -4.3 -7.5 40



Table 62. Relationship Between Per Cent Unemployed Over 400 Hours and Socio-

economic Characteristics of Male Workers, 16 to 64 Years Old, Not in

School or Armed Forces ill Last 12 Months, San Antonio Poverty Area

(293 Workers)

Characteristic

Grand Mean =50.9%
Deviation Adjusted

from Deviation Number

Grand from Grand of

Mean Mean Cases

(Per Cent) (Per Cent)

t'.2.2.

.

16 to 19 years 7.5 , -6.9 60

20 to 24 years -5.7 -12.4 62

25 to 34 years -9.0 -0.1 55

35 to 44 years -8.0 -0.4 42

45 to 54 years 7.5 14.3 48

55 to 59 years 2.1 11.8 17

60 to 64 years 38.0 35.2 9

Marital Status
Married, spouse present -2.7 9.6 162

Married, spouse absent -0.9 2.2 22

Divorced or widowed -8.7 -29.2 19

Never married 6.9 -11.6 90

Relation to Head
-g.8 -16.0 151'Head with other relations

in household
Head without relations

in household

-3.5 -7.9 19

Non-relative of head, with
own relations in household

.0*

Non-relative of head, without
relations in household

-17.5 -9.0 6

Other relative of head 9.0 22.4 117

Family Size
-6.9 -13.8 25

1 person
2 persons 6.6 -3.0 40

3 persons -3.0 -0.9 46

4 persons 3.0 5.6 39

5 persons -7.6 0.2 37

6 persons 10.7 9.5 26

7 persons or more -0.9 0.4 80
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Table 63. Relationship Between Per Cent Unemployed Over 400 Hours and Socio-
economic Characteristics of Male Workers, 16 to 64 Years Old, Not in
School or Armed Forces.in Last 12 Months, Chicago (Area 1) Poverty
Area (272 Workers)

Characteristic

Grand Mean =47.8%
Deviation Adjusted
from Deviation NuMber-
Grand from_Grand of
Mean Mean Cases

(Per Cent) (Per Cent)

14.7

-6.4

-5.1

-3.6

7.0

10.5

2.2

11.2

-5.3
-6.2
-2.2

4.4

20.0

6.7

.32

58

68

52

42

12

8

16 to 19 years
20 to 24 years
25 to 34 years
35 to 44 years
45 to 54 years
55 to 59 years
60 to 64 yeaYs

Marital Status
Married, spouse present -2.8 -13.9 1'20

Married, spouse absent 5.5 i4.1 30
Divorced or widowed 14.7 19.7 16

Never married. .-0.6 6.0 106

Relation to Head
Head with other relations

in household
-0,9 9.4 130

Head without relations
in household

. 3.1 10.6 53

Non-relative of head, with
own relations in household

Ow Om

Non-relative of head, without
relations in household

12.1 -19.5 28

Other relative of head 4:7 720.4 61,

Family Size
1 person 72.1 .-4.8 81

2 persons -11.0 -15.0 38
3 persons -0.2 2.3 42
4 persons -3.3 11.1 36
5 persons 2.2 -0.4 22
6 persons 12.2 12.0 15

7 persons or more 12.7 7.8 38
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Table 64. Relationship Between Per Cent Unemployed Over 400 Hours and Socio-

economic Characteristics of Male Workers, 16 to 64 Years Old, Not in

School or Armed Forces in Last 12 Months, Chicago (Area II) Poverty.

Area (192 Workers)

Characteristic

Grand Mean'= 62.5%

Number
of
Cases

Deviation

from.
'Isrand

Mean
(Per C nt)

Adjusted
Deviation
from Grand
Mean

(Per Cent)

.821 1 .

16 to 19 years 1.5 -3.5 25

20 to 24 years 2,2 3.5 34

25 to 34 years -1.7 0.6 .
51

35 to 44 years 1.6 2.7 39

45 to 54 years -4.2 4.6 24

55 to 59 years 23.2 -19.7 7

60 to 64 years -12.5 -11.4 12

Marital Status
Married, spouse present -1.3 -9.9 94

Married, spouse absent 0.8 -110.5 30

Divorced or widowed -12.5 -14.7 16

Never married 67 28.5 52'

Relation to Head
Head with other relations

in household

-1.0 3.3 104

Head without relations'
in household

2 7 5.5 23

Non-relative of head, with
own relations in household

.... 101, OM

Non-relative of head, without
relatidns in household .

-3.7 0.0 17

Other relative of* head 2.1 :9.7 48

Family Size
0.0 3.4 40

1 person
2 persons 4.2 5.0 36

3 persons -10.1 -13.2 21

4 persons 7.5 12.4 20

5 persons -16.7 -27.4 24

6 persons 15.3 25.2 18

7 persons or more 1.1 -2.5 33

..

,
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Table 65. Relationship Between Per Cent Unemployed Oyer 400 Hours and Socio-

economic Characteristics of Male Workers, 16 to 64 Years Old, Not in
School or Armed Forces in Last 12 Mmths, St. Louis Poverty Area
(233 Workers)

Characteristic

'Household Size

Grand Mean = 61.8
Deviation Adjiii-EFT--

from Deviation Number
'Grand from Grand of
Mean .Mean Cases
(Per Cent) --(Per Cent)

1 person
2 persons
3 persons or more

at Present Address

-7.6
4.1

-0.6

-37.2
-8.0
7.0

24

41

165

.Years

1 year or less 0.3 1.2 103
' 2 to 5 years -2.6 -0.7 71

6 to 10 years 9.2 8.6 31
11 to 20 yedrs -9.6 -18.8 23
21 years or nore 18,2 18.2 5

Job-Seeking Method
State employment service 22.4 25.6 19
Directly to employer 10.4 6.1 54
Asked friends or relatives -9.0 -10.5 . 36
Newspapers -11.8 5.4 6
Union 9.6 17.0 7
Private employment agency 4.9 1.4 9'
Community. organizations -11.8 -39.8 4
All other methods 10.9 9.4 11
Did not look in past 12 months -- -- --
No answer -8.9 -6.3 87

Health Problem
Yes -4.7 -3.6 14
No 0.3 0.2 219

Age Problem'
Yes 26.4 28.5 17
No -2.1 -2.2 216

Lack Skill, Experienceior Education
Yes 1.4 -0.1 76
No -0.7 0.0 157

2
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Table 66. RelAtionship Between Per Cent Unemployed Oyer 400 Hours and Socio-
econo6ic Characteristics of Male Workers, 16 to 64 Years Old, Not in

School or Armed Forces in Last 12 Months, San Antonio Poverty Area
(293 Workers)

Characteristic

Grand Mean = 5o.9%
Deviation Adjusted

from, Deviation Number

Grand from Grand of

Mean Mean Cases

(Per Cent) (Per Cent)

Household Size
1 person
2 persons r

6.3

4.7 .

33.2

7.8

14

45

3 persons or more -1.1 -3.4 233

Years at Present Address
-8.2

-7.6
-5.8
-6.6

122

67
1 year or less,

2 to 5 years
6 to 40 years 11.6' 14.4 32

11 to 20 years 12.6 5.9 52

21 years or more 24.1 19.1 20

Job-Seeking Method
State employment service 15.8 10.4 21

Dirtztly to employer 1.3 4.4 117

Asked friends or relatives -3.2 -o.8 84

Newspapers 2.1
1 17

Union -22.3 -18.o 7

Private employment agency -50.9 -54.6 1

Community organizations 9.1 6.9 10

All. other methods 4.1 -7.8 20

. Did not look in past 12 months --

No answer -13.4 -21.2 16

Health Problem
Yes 9.9 .7.3

51

No

rroblem

-21.1 -1.5 242 c.

Yes 22.2 23.8 26

No

lack Skill,. Experience or Education

-2.2 -2:3 267

Yes 0.4 -0.2 123

No -0.3 . 0.2 170
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Table 67. Relationship Between Per Cent Unemployed Over 400 Hours and Socio-

economic Charactertstics of Male Workers, 16 to 64 Years Old, Not in
School or Armed Forces in Last 12 Months, Chicago (Area I) Poverty
Area (272 Workers)

'Characteristic

Grand Mean en47.8%

Number.

of
Cases

Deviation

from
Grand

Mean

(Per Cent)

AdjUFEFT--
Deviation

.

from Grand
Mean

(Per Cent)

Household Size
1 person -2.3 .-14.0 66
2 persons -5.9 6.7 43
3 persons or more 2.5 3.9 161

Years at Present Address
1 year or less -5.2 -2.0 148
2 to,5 years 4.6 1.2 63
6 to 10 years 18.9 14.1 42
11 to 20 years -12.5 715.2 17
21 years or more -47.8 -56.2 2

Job-Seeking Method
State employment service 2.2 -2.0 6
Directly to employer, -1.1 0.1 92
Asked friends or relatives -2.5 -6.8 53_
Newspapers ' -36.7 -39.5 9
Union ' 18.9 39.3 3
Private employment agency -7.8 -5.7 5
Community organizations 2.2 14.0 12

All other methods -2.3 0.9 11

'Did not look in past 12 months -- --
No answer 6.5 5.5 81

'Health Problem
Yes 12.2 11.3 40
No -2.1 -;.9 232

Age Problem
Yes 14.3 1.8 29
No . -1.7 -0.2 243

Lack Skill, Experience or Education
Yes -0.1 5.0 88
No 0.0 -2.4 184.

2 J
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Table 68. Relationship Between Per Cent Unemployed Over 400 Hours and Socio-

economic Characteris'tics of Male Workers, 16 to 64 Years Old, Not in

School or Armed Forces in Last 12 Months, Chtcago (Area 11) Poverty

Area (192 Workers)

Characteristic

Grand Mean ,= 62.5%

Number
of'

Cases

Deviation
from

Grand

Mean

(Per Cen,t)

Adjusted
Deviation
from Grand

Mean

(Per Cent)

Household Size
1 person 0.0 -17.8 24

2 persons 0.3 -1.2 43

3 persons or more -0.4 3.1 124

Years at Present Address
1 year or less -1.7 5.8 74

2 to 5 years 0.7 -3.3 68

6 to 10 years 1.8 -2.1 28

11 to 20 years 4.2 -11.1 18

21 years ot more -12.5 12.4 4

Job-Seeking Method
State employment service 12.5 11.3 8

Directly to employer 1.7 -4.8 53

Asked friends or relatives -3.7 -13.7 34

Newspapers. 17.5 13.1 10

Union, 25.0 36.7 8

Private employment agency. 37.5 27.2 1

Community organizations 4.2 23.5 3

All other nethods -12.5 21.5 2

Did not look in past 12'months -- -- --

No answer -6.3 0.9 73

Health Problem
Yes 5.9 0.2 19

No -0.7 0.0 173

Age Problem
Yes 19.3 35.2 11

No -1.2 -2.1 181

Lack Skill., Experience or Education
Yes 3.6 6.3 62

No -1.7 -3.0 130

2 v
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Table 69. Relationship Between Per Cent Unemployed Over 400 Hours and Socio-

economic Characteristics of Kale Workers, 16 to 64 Years Old, Not in
School or Armed Forces in Last 12 Months, St. Louis Poverty Area
(233 Workers)

Characteristic
Grand Mean = 61.8%
Deviation Adjusted
from Deviation Number
Grand from Grand of
Mean Mean Cases
(Per Cent) (Per Cent)

Occupation

Professional and technical -21.8 -13.1 10
Managerial and administrative 38.2 33.9 4
Sales -- --
Clerical 4.9 7.5 12
Craftsmen and foremen -3.7 -9.5 43
All operatives -2.3 5.0 84
Service and private household
workers

3.1 6.2 37

Laborers, except farm 6.5 -6.5 41
All farm workers -11.8 -32.7 2

Industry

Agriculture, forestry, fisheries,
and mining

4.9 17.8 3

Durable and nondurable goods
manufacturing

-3.5 -1.2 115

Construction 16.5 22.7 23
Finance, insurance, real estate,
and professional services

-11.8 -23.7 12

Personal services, entertainment,
and recreation

38.2 35.4 6

Transpoetation, communication,
and utilities

-19.7 -11.2 19

Wholesale and retail trade 10.6 3.7 29
Publk: administration 13.2 -5.0 4
Business and repair services 10.9 5.5 11

Class of Worker
Private -1.5 -1.3 Z09
Government 9.6 14.0 14
Self-employed 27.1 5.7 9
Without pay in family business 00 AM ON% Mb OMB

)
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Table 70. Relationship Between Per Cent Unemployed Over 400 Hours and Socio-
economic Characteristics of Male Workers, 16 to 64 Years Old, Not in

School or Armed Forces in Last 12 Months, San Antonio Poverty Area

(293 Workers)

Characteristic
Grand Mean r4 50.9%

Deviation Adjusted

from Deviation Number
Grand from Grand of

Mean Mean Cases

(Per Cent) (Per Cent)

Occupation
Professional and technical 15.8 6.0 12

Managerial and administrative 15.8 33.7 6

Sales -25.9 -28.5 4

Clerical -17.5 -18.2 9

Craftsmen and foremen -5.9 0.0 80

All operatives 6.3 3.4 63
Service and private household
workers

-6.9 -12.2 50

Laborers, except farm 5.8 6.5 60
All farm workers

.
4.7 1.1 9

Industry.
.

Agriculture, forestry, fisheries,
and mining

3.7 -8.0 11

Durable and nondurable goods

manufacturing

4.5 4.5 47

Construction -4.9 -5.0 74

Finance, insurance, real estate,
and professional services

4.0 5.5 31

Personal services, entertainment,
and recreation

-8.7 -7.0 19

Transportation, communication,
and utilitiec

-5.4

/

-10.3 ll

Wholesale and retail trade 4.4 4.3 67

Public administration 44.7 -11.2 13.

Business and repair Services -3.8 7.6 17

Class of Worker
Private -0.6 -0.5 245

Government 0.8 2.7 31

Self-employed 10.7 10.0 13

Without pay in family business -50.9 -68..9 1

2,94
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Table 71. Relationship Between Per Cent Unemployed Over 400 Hours and Socio-
economic Characteristics of Male Workers, 16 to 64 Years Old, Not in
School or Armed Forces in Last 12 Months, Chicago (Area 1) Poverty
Area (272 Workers)

Characteristic Grand Mean =
Deviation Adjusted
from Deviation Number
Grand from Grand of
Mean Mean Cases
(Per Cent) (Per Cent)

Occupation

Professional tnd technical -11.4 5.7 11
Managerial and administrative -14.5 -23.8 3
Sales -- __

Clerical 2.2 2.5 32
Craftsmen and foremen 3.3 -3.9 45
All operatives -2.2 5.1 101
Service and private household
workers

5.0 -10.1 36,

Laborers, except farm -2.8 -7.3 4o
All farm workers 27.2 60.7 LI

Industry

Agriculture, forestry, fisheries,
and mining

12.2 -26.4 5

Durable and nondurable goods
manufacturing

-3.7 -8.7 127

Construction 20.6 24.7 19
Finance, insurance, real estate,
and professional services

-10.3 11.6 24

Personal services, entertainment,
and recreation

9.3 18.7

/
14

Transportation, communication,
and utilities

-4.9 -9.2 21

Wholesale and retail trade -0,9 -4.5 32
Public administration 15.8 32.8 11
Business and repair services 2.2 8.4 18

Class of Worker
Private 0.0 1.3 247
Government -2.3 -20.1 22
Self-employed -47.8 -26.1
Without pay in family business 52.2 , 101.7' 1
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Table 72. Relationship Between Pei' Cent Unemployed Over 400 Hours and Socio-
economic Characteristics of Male Workers, 16 to 64 Years Old, Not in
School ?Dr Armed Forces in Last 12 Months, Chicago (Area 11) Poverty

Area (192 Workers)

Characteristic
Grand Mean = 62.5%

Deviation Adjusted
from Deviatton Number

Grand from Grand of

Mean Mean Cases

(Far Cent) (Per Cent)

Occupation
Professional and technical 37.5-
Managerial and administrative 4.2

Sales 37.5

Clerical 0.7

Craftsmen and foremen 0.5

All operatives 0.2

Service and private household -9.2

workers
Laborers, except farm -1.0

All farm workers

Industry
Agriculture, forestry, fisheries,

and mining

- _

Durable and nondurable goods -9.1

manufacturing
Construction 2.9

Finance, Insurance, real estate, -15.8

and professional services
Personal services, entertainment, 4.2.

and recreation
Transportation, communication, 4.2

and utilities
Wholesale and retail trade 19.9

Public administration 4.2

Business and repair services 1.1

Class of Worker
Private 0.9

Government -2.5

Self-employed -62.5

Without pay in family business --

44.i 3

20.2 3

54.5 4

-12.6 19

2.3 27

6.6 67

-18.2 30

-3.4
__

39
__

-10.0 73

-0.2 26

-18.8 15

33.5 9

-9.1 18

26.4 34

-16.7 6

7.5 11

0.2 175

10.2 15

-95.9 2
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poverty-area workers. In all of the areas workers who asked friends or relatives

are underrepresented in the high unemployment categpry, while those who went di-

rectly to the employer show average to above-average representation in the high

category. Workers who used the State Employment Service were m6re likely to

have experienced longer unemployment periods.

Health problems follow the hypothesized,pattern in three of the four areas.

Only in St. Louis are workers with a health problem underrepresented in the-high

unemployment category. St. Louis has the smallest sample of workers with a

health problem (14. cases).
)

Age problem follows the hypothesized pattern in all four areas. Moreover,

workers who indicate that age is an employment problemHshow a high probability

of being ih the high unemployment category. However, not many of the workers in

the unemployment sample said that age is a problem.

Lack of skill, experience, or education was listed as a problem by a sizable

number of workers, but in every area their unemployment level differs only

slightly from the levels for the other workers in the sample.

Occupation is difficult to evaluate because the unemployment sample sizes

for workers in the white-collar jobs are quite small. According to the findings

our hypothesis that white-collar workers and craftsmen and foremen would be under-

represented in the high unemployment category is only partially Supported in

three 114 the areas And not supported at all in Chicago II.

The industry results also are difficult to interpret because of the small

number of workers in some of,the categories_ The findings, however, suggest

partial support for our hypothe'sis in ea0 area. The main deviation from our

hypothesis occurs with public administration, which shows a higher unemployment

level in three of the areai. However, in each area the sample is quite small.
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Table 73. Summary of Relationships Between Socioeconomic Variables and Percent
Unemployed Over 400 Hours that Follow (F), Partially 'Follow (P), and

Do Not Follow,(N) Patterns Hypothesized

\ ,

Unadjusted Findings

SL SA Ch.I Ch.II

Antecedent Personal Variables

Race F F F N

Ethnicity N N N N

Where Lived at Age 16 P P N F

Education- P N P P

Job Training F N N N,
-'.

Veteran Status F F F

Current Personal Variables

Age P P P V

Marital Status P P P P

Relation to Head F P . P F ,

Family Size P N P h

Houpehold Size N P P N

Years at Present Address N N P N

Lalior Force Variables

Job-Seeking Method \ P F P P

Health Problem N F F F
K

Age Problem F F F F

Lack Skill, Experience, or Education F N N F

Occupation P P P N ,

Industry P . P P P

Class of Worker P P P P 0

i
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Class of worker also shows partial supportiQ each area. However,'the .

sample of self-employed workers is quite small in each area and the sample of
. , it

government workers is not much largee. . .

. . .
J:

o'k.
Iri sum, the MO findings indicate that somie of gle .socioeconomici variables

,

-. .

,

,are less smccessful in predicting length of unemployMent than in pi.edicting,

length of employment. gevertheiesS', therg is some evidence that racial discrim-
.

,
1 ,>

.,

ination, residential origin, education, fqmily responsibilities and relation-
o. / f ,

.ships, age, health; job-eeking methods, and occupational and industrial
4. ,..---_,

:attachment do contribute to the\length df time a worker is unemployed.

The MCA R-squate)ip-each area is uite small or zero after adjusting:1OP

degrees of free0om. However, the aCtual proportioh of variance,explained by the

,c)

'.'39 predictors prior to thaking any allowance for the degeees of freedom' is .340

in.St.,Louis, .271 in San Antonio, .256. in'Zioago I, and .372-in ChiCago II.

'THAID- Findings

%

'Figures 9,.10, 11,and 12 show the petterns of relationship uricovered by

the THAID analysis of the unemployment data.
,-Like

AID, THALD generates se'quen-
-,

tial binary splits on the 'given categoricarkeslictors. It"selects the predic-
3 s

tors that when split into two-groups wilNiaximize the difference in the distri-

bution' of th'if dependent variible between these two groups. However, instead' of
t -

providing the, mean number of hours:of unemployment, as would have been pieArformat

f."
if we had used.the AID program,,this

.

procedure presents the'modal'hours dfunem-
.

, - 1
4 c s

ployment with each 'subgroup. Thus, with the deAndent variable set up in the
.

dichotomous form,,the THAID,t,ree shown in.Figure 9'indicates which category of

unemployment ("mOre than 40Q,hour,or "40Q hours or 1es04 is the modal

category in the subgroup, and the number and percentage of workers in that

category. It,also shows the Delta (D) statistic for each tplit.
.3
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- . Figure 9.

4

P.1
6

i VI. .
I

t.
A .

Modal Hours Unwnployid ( THAID Model, belta Cliterion ) by Groups of Male Wa rs, 16 to 64 Years Old, Not in School or Armed Forces.

Unelnployed In the Lost 12 MON, St. LouisPoverty Area ( 233 Workers ) .
- .

,
. .

IMarried sppuse rosent

60.8% (48)
400 hrs or lea

9 to 11 years,or more than
12 years of school

71.9% (23)
400 hrs. or lea
(32)

290

= 18.9

-See ing Met :

Ask frfends 8, relatives
Niwspopers

Community organization
No answer .

52.6% (70)
More than 400 hrs.

9= 31.9.

9

to years or years

of schoor'

53.2% (25)
400 hrs. or less

5

Married spouse absent)
Divorced- or Widatred'
Never:married

72.2% (39)
More than 400 hrs.

D.= 48.2

try:,
Mfg, durable 8, non-

durable goods
Finance, in 6suran, real

este., & professfonal
No grower

53.6% (1i)
More than.400 Ns.

(25$

0

I.

Delta (D) = 22:2%

Industry:
Agri., forestry, fhheries, & mining
Construction '
Personal services, entirtainment, &

recreation
. Trans., comm., 8, ujilifies

Wholesale & retell frode
Public administratiop
Business 8. ropair services

92.3% (24)
Mor. than 400 Ns.

Overall Theta:

Iteration 1 61.8%
'Iteration 2 r 69.1
Iteration 3 - 69.1

Job-Sr--; ir...4)Method?
State employment *gooey
Directly to employer
Union
Private imployment agency
Other

74.0% (74)
Mom thon 400 hrs.

D. 27.3
6

Age 25 to 44
55.to 51

84.3% (43)
More than 400 hrs.

12

D.

Clecupatioh:

Managerial & acknin.
1 All operativei

SIIIViCA 8, household
workers

92.0% (23)
More than 409 hrs.

(26 (25)

28.5

. 7

Age 46 to, 24 .

45 to 54
60 to 64

63.3% (ll)
Mare than 400 hrs.

134

,Clericel
Craftsmen & foreman
lobomrs (except form)

All form worken

76.9% (20)
More than 400 hrs.

(26)
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ccupat on:
Sales
Clerical
Service & househeld

wOrkers
laborers (except form

Figure 10.

4

5-

0 I

, Modal' Hours Unemployed ( TRAID Model, Delta Crit#ion )by Onuses of Mole Workers, 16 ta 64,'Yeerl Old, Not in School or Annedydrces

' Unemployed in the Lost 12 Months, Son Antonio Poverty Arets( 2,3 Wofims )

111

Head wit t re ations
in household

Other relative cf head

57 ,6% (38)
More than 400 hrs.

59.3% (16)
400 hrs. or less

0=28.2

2

9. to

t .56.6% (90)/
400 hrs. or less

D 24.0

.00z

5
Head wit ot er re allots

in household
Non-Wave of head with-

out relotions in household

66,7% (62)
4130 hrs or lees

9' 10

ccupotioe:

Professional & technical
Monegerial & odmin.
CraPunen & fbremen
All crerotives
All fonn woriclus

6C .2% (27)-
More thon 400 hrs.

of;

22

Ns.
0=35.5

kr

MU Workoirss

50.9% (149)
More than 400 14

Ditto (0) = 16.2%

6
industry:

Agri., forestry, fisheries,& mining
Construction
Aroma services, ntertainment,

I. recreation
Trans., COTT & Lin i ties
Public odministration

5Z.2%
Mare than 400 hrs.,

11 Cf 12- ,/
0 to yea , to -Ma-risd (spcuse prejent),

years or more rho!.
12 years of .school

.8% (34)
400 hrs, or lees

P!!nit
Stateemployment agency
Directly to employer
Newspapers

61.1% (22) .

More than 400 hrs.
36

D*37.4

61.9% (24)
More theh 400 hrs.
(42)

1

Age 1 to 19
45 to 64

59.7% (63)
More then 400 hrs,

13

Married (spouts iberi74
Diyprced or Widowed
Never minded

64.0% (16.) .

400 hrs. or less

I

= 15.5
7

Iddustry:
Mfg. durable & no:I-durable

Poe
, Finance, ,Ireurance, real

estate, & professional
Wispiest& & retail tree
Business & repair services
No arswer

67.2% (45)
More then 403 hrs.

S.

D = 21.3
14 . . 15

-See ing Mot : Job-goeking Method:
Directly to employer State emplo)mr nt agency

Community orgenixetion Ask friends & r datives

No answer Newspapers

r Other

56.%% (i7)
More than 400 hrs.

(o)

75.7% (28)
More than 400 hrs.

(36

.23 Overall Theta:

- ing Met :

Ask friends & relatives iteration 1 58.0%

Other Iteration 2 = 61:4

ni N o onoter Iteration 3 =
Iteration 4

65.5
68.3

"s.

76,9% (20)
400 hrs. sr lad
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Figure 11 Modal tiaurs Unemployed{ THAID Model, Delta Criterion ) by Groyps of Male Workers, 16 to 64 'Oars Old, Not in Scilooror Armed Forces

Unemployed in the Last 12 Months, Chicago ( Area ) Poverty Area (272 Workers )

4
8 or ass years of sc

54.9% (28)
More than 400 hrs.

Da 25.9

Job-s.. ing Met .

Ask frienck & relatives
Newspapers
No answer.

57.7% (15)
400 hrs. or less
(26),
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.1 e ing t

State employment agency
Directly to employer
Union
Private employment agency
Community orgonizotion

' Other

1

All Workers;

52.2% (142)
400 hrs. or less

.

Delta (D) a 13.4%
2

ge to

,57.3% (102)
I 400 I, or lees

Da 14.3

640% (17)
Mote than 40cr hrs.

9 or more years ot school

62.1% (59)
400 hrs. or las

D 20.5
10
In s ry:
Agri., forestry, fisheries,

& mining
finahie, Insurance, real

:state, & Professional
Personal services, enter-

tainment & recreation
Thant., comm., & utlilti
lug (nese & repair seryices

77.5% (31r
400 hrs, or less
(40)

22
wo, our, seven or more

family members

64.7% (22)
'400 hrs. or less

134)

11

Industry:
Mfg. durable & non-durable

goode
Construction
What:sale & rehat.' !rads
Public adminhtrotion
No answer

55.2% (48)
400 hrs. or lest

0 15.1 -

6
Industry:

Mfg. durable & non-
durable goods

Finance, insuranceveol
estate, & professional

Wholesale & retail trade`

3
Age 16 to 19 -

45 to 64

57,4% (54)
More than 400 hrs.

Da 29.4

531% (34)
400 hrs. ode.'

. 0

7 -
Indy:fry:

Agri., forestry, fishe.ries,
& mining

,ConstructIon
Personal services, enter-

tainment,krecreetion
,Trons. ;err., & utilines
Publicesininistration
Ilusinees & repeir services

80.0% (24)
More then 400 hrs.

.

D 29.2
,

12
Three or more persons

In household

59.5% (22)
More than 400 hrs.

(37)

23
no, t req, vs or s x
famlly Member{

30.9% (27)
More than 400 hrs.

(33)

,13
One or two persons

in hoosehold

70.4% (19) 1.

400 hrs. or lees
0)

Overall Theta:

Iteration 1 57.4%
Iteration 2 60,7,
Iteration 3 w 64,7
Iteration 4 65,1

.
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Figure R. Modal Hours Unemployed ( MAID Model, Delta Criterion ) by Grou'ps of Male Workers, 16 to 64 Years Old, Not in School or ArmecArces"
-

Unemployed in i Last 12.Months, Chicago ( Area II ) Poverty Area ( i 92 Workers )

8 to years

)' 80.3° (57)
More than 400 hrs.

D -= 29.4

8 ,/ . / 9 10

-Incrtry. liZitr17-4, /
Constructibn . ' Mfg. aqroble & non-durable goods
Trans., comm., & 'utilities ; Finance, insurance, real estate, &
Wholesble & retail trade I professional

Personal services, entertainment,
, & recreation

v., Public ockninifiration
Business & repair services

. 90.6% (29) , 71.8% (28)
More than 400 hrs. Moro thin 400 hrs.
(32)

,

2

Where Lived at Age 16: I
This city
Large city
Medium city I

70.5°6 (66)
More than 400 hrs.

D=27:4 .

2" 6"

(39)

1

All Workers:

62.8% (120)
Marvthan 400 hrs.

Delta (D)= 21.7%

. 5

"1 Orto 7 years, or 12 or
Imore years of school

56.9% (29)
.1 More than 400 hrs.

,
D= 33.7

11

ne our or we wo, t ree, six, seven
family mombers or more family members

73.1% (19)
More than 400 hrs.

60.0% (15)
400 hrs. or less

3
I-16-re Lived at Age 16:

Suburbs

Small City
Country
Fann
No answer

51.4% (36) .

400 hr s. or less

6
D t1= 2.9 ""-...,

7i One, t roe or five Two, Four, six, titten
family members or more family

members
.114

67.7% (21) .4
400 hrs. or less
(31)

Overall Theta;

Iteration 1 = 63.5°e
Iteratton 2 = 68.2
Iteration 1.'70.8

61.5% (24)
More than 400 hrs.
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lpe serfuence as the AID program does for the groups in the AID tree: In the AID tree

r,

The THAID,program dbes not number the groups in the THAID tree in the 5ame

1

tha groups are numbered by the order in whjch the subdividing occurred. Bdcause'

the AID splitting procedure is ordehd iccording to the size of the reduction in

predictive error, the sequence of numbers shown in,an AID tree'does not follow a

.

constant pattern. However, rather than'nuMbering the groups es they are deiel-

oped,.the THAR) program "numbers them systematically as though a symmetric'tree

were to -be developed in-every case, and each row were to be prbduced by splits

stariing'with the left-most group" (Morgan and Messenger, 1973: 39). ,

Each row of yroups, starting with the second row, is called an "iteration:"

For example, in Figure 9, graps 2 and 3 are the first iteration, and groups 4,

5, 6, and 7 are the second iteratiok In the first iteration'we see how job-
.

seeking Method sorted the St.,Louis poverty area.workers. Group 3 has a higher

proportion (74.percent) with more than4400 hours- of unemployment than does group

2,(52.6 aerceqp. Unlike'the AID program, the THAID p.rogram does not rank the

. variable caitegories within each group according to their dependent variable aver-

ages.

The Overall-Theta statistics shown at the bottom of Figure 9 indicate the

Rower.of,,modal prediction for each.iteration. The Theta for iterati9n 1 is the
e

same as it was before the first split (61.8 perdent) because both groups 2 and 3

have the same mode as group 1 (more.than 400 hour's).* In iteration 2, however,

giTup 4 bls.a different modal prediction than the other.groups in the iteration.

COnsequently, the overall Theta stdtistic increases to 69.1 from the predictive

power geined'in this serof splits. With the third iterat'con, however, no in-

n

crease occurs in the Theta figure because none of the new subdivisions predicts

a mode that is different from the.Mode in the preceding jroup. Thus the Overall-

1!

,

.
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Theta statistics say that modal predictions based on the THAID tree,patterns

should be correct 69.1 percent of the time. On the other hand, if one does not .

base his modal predictiops on the grouppfferences shown in the THAID'groupings;

but siMply predicts that every worker in'the S.t. Louis poverty area will.be unem-

Ployed more than 400.hours, he is likely to be correct 61.8 perCent of the time,

the mode for the sample as a whole.
1

'The THAID models do not add much to what we learned from the MCA results.

In the Chica'so I and.Chicago II models (Figpres 11 and 12) the splits on family

size appear to reflect random fluctuations. .HoweveY., in Chicago I we see house-
,

hold Oze interacting with industry and age. Household size is a weak variable

ia the sample as' a whole, according to "the MCA, but here we see that young and

old workers in'industr'ies with lower unemOloyment levels are much less likely to

be unemployed over 400 hours if they live in one- or two-person households than

if they live in.larger households.

Table's 34, 75; 76, and 77 present the rankings of the final THAID groups,

starting with the group with the largest percentage in the lower unemployment,

category. Also presented are the combinations' of characteristics that define

each final group.
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Table 74. Proportions Unemployed 400 Hours or Less and More than 400 Hours, Male. Workers
16-64 Years Old, Not in School cr Armed Forces, Unemployed in the Last 12 Months,,
St. Louis Poverty Area, Final THAID Groups (Delta Criterion)

Per Cent Unemployed
Group
Number

400 Hours
or Less

More Than
'400 Hours

Number
of Cases .

8 71.9% 28.1% 32"

9 53.2 46.8 47 .

.10 46.4 53.6 - 28

36.7 63..3 49

13 23.1 76.9 26

.12 8.0 92.0 25

Characteristics of Workers

Job-Seeking Method: ask friends & relatives; news-
papers; .community organization; no answer. Maritol
Status: married (spouse present).. Education:-7-16

or :nore, than 1.2 years of school.

Job-Seeking' Method: ask friends & relatives; news-
papers;'community otganization; no answer. Marital
Status: mar,rjed.(spou,se'present).. Education:, 0 to 8
years,. or-12 years of school.

Job-Seekirig Method: ask friends 8.'relatives; news-,
papers; tomrnunity organization; no anrker.'- Marital
Status: married (spouse absent); divorced or widowed;
never married. Indupry: mfg. durable & non-durable
goods; finance, insurance, real estate, & professional;
no answer.

Job-Seeking Methdl:
directly to emproyer;
agency; other. Age:

Job-Seeking Method:
: directly to employer;
agency; other. Age:
clerical; craftsmen &
all farm workers.

stdte employment agency;-
union; prigate employment
16-24; 45-54; 60-64.

\
state employment'agency;

union; private employment
25-44; 55-59. Occupation:

foremen; laborers (except farm);

rlob-Seeking Method,: state employment agrcy;
.directly to employer; union; private employment.7.

-... 'agency; other. Age: 25-44; 55-59. Occupation:
managerial & acir7117.; all operativess; servi-ce &
household workers.
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Table 74. (Continued)

. i

Group
Number

Per Cent Unemployed
400 Hours \ More Than Number
ol:' Less 400 Hours of Cases

,

Characteristics of Workers

11 7.7% 92.3 2'6

Total 38.2% 61.8% 233\

Job-Seeking Method: ask friends & relatives; news-
papers; community organization; no answer. Matpal
Status: married (spouse absent); divorced or widovd;
never married. Industry: agri., forestry, fisheries,
& mining; construction; personal services, entertain-
ment, & recnation; trans., comm., & utilities;
wholesale & retail trade; public administration; busi-
ness & repair services.
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Table 75. Proportions Unemployed 400 Hours on Less and More than 400 Hours, Male Wo;:kers,
16-64 Years Old, Not in School or Armed Forces, Unemployed in the Last 12 Months,
San Antonio Poverty Area, Final THAID Groups (Delta Criterion)

N.

Per Cent Unemployed
Group
Number

400 Hours
or Less

More Than
400 Hours

Number
of Cases

10 90.3% 9.7% 31

23 76.9 23.1 26
.

13 64.0 36.0 25, .

59.3 40.7 . 27

14 43.3 56.7 30

..
22 38.9 61.1 36

Characteristics of Workers

Age: 20-44. Relation to Head: head with.Other
Waians in household; non-relative of head without
relations in household. Edueation: 8 or 12 years of
school.

Age: 20-44. Relation to Head: head with other
L 7071-tions in household; non-relative of head without

relations in household. Education: 0 to 7 years, 9
to 11 years, or more than 12 years of s'ahool. ..Job-
Seeking Method: ask friends & relatives; otherT;T .

answer.

Age: 16-19; 45-64.. Industry: agri., forestry,
& mining; cOlisTR7fron; personal services,

entertainment, & recreation; trans., comm., &
utilities; public administration. Marital Status:
married.(spouse absent); divorced or widowed; never
married,

Age: 20-44. Relation to Head: head without
Waions in household; other relative of head.
Occupation: sales; clerical; service & household
workers; laborers (except farm).

Age: 16-19; 45-64. Industry: mfg. durable & nan-
T,Tallhoods; finance, insurance, real estate, &
professional; wholesale & retail trade; business &
repair services; no answer. Job-Seeking Method:
directly to employer; community organization; no
answer.

Age: 20-44. Relation to Head: head with other
Telcitions in household; non-relative of heaa without

.. relations in household. Education: 0 to 7 years,

3 i.) 2
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Tablp 75. (Cwitinued)
_

i
//

a*

s

Per Cent Unemployed '
Group . _400 Hours -More Than Number
,Ntrnber or Less 400 Hours of Cases Characteristics of Workers

9 to 11 years, or more than 12 years of school. Job-
P Seeking Method: state employment agency; direCTIT

.12 38:1%

-.

9
..

30.8

15 24.3

, to employer; newspapers."

61,9% 42

.

.,.

69.2 39

75.7 37

- )i
"Age: 16-19; 45-64. Industry.: agri., forestry,
riigiries, & mining; construction; personal services,
entertainment, & recreation; trans., comm., &
utilities; public administration. Marital Status:
married (spouse present).

Age: 20-44. Relation to Head: head without
=ions in household; other relaiive of head.
Occupation: professional & technical; managerial
.& admin.;*craftsmen & foremen; all ope"ratives;

all fgrm workers.

'Am: 16.19; 45-64. Industry.: mfg. durable &

. non-zdurable goods; finance, insurance, real estate,
& professional; ,wholesale &retail trade; business &
repair services; no answer. Job-Seeking Method:
state employment agency; ast friends & relatFreiT

. newspdpers; other.

.

<

.,

l

,

0,
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"Ta6le 16. Proportions Unemployed 400 Hours or Less and More Than 400 Hours, Male Workers
16-64 Years Old, Not in School or Armed Forces, UneMployed in the Last 12 Months,
Chicago (Area I) Poverty Area, Final THAID-Groups (Pelta Criterion)

Per Cent Unemployed
Group
Number

400 Hours
. or Less

10 77.5c4/

13 70.4

22 .64.7

8 5717

23 49.1

12 40.5

9 32.0

More Than
400 Hours

Number
of Cases

.22.5% 40

29.6 27

35.3 34 ,

42.a .26

50.9 53

.59.5 37

68.0 25

3

Characteristits of Workdrs

Age: 20-44. Education: 9'or more years of school.
lriarrstry: agri., w-'1,--stry, fisheries, & mining; fin- .

ance, tnsurance, real estate, &oprofessional; per-
sonal servicesr entertainment, & recreation; trans.,
comm., & utilities; business & repair services.

Age: 16-19; 45-64. Industry: mfg. durable & non-,
Vale goods; finance7W5Rince, real estate &
professional; wholesale & retail trade. Household
Size: one or two persons in household.

---Age-:-20-44: -Education: 9 or more years of school.
ITIrstry: mfg. durable &non-durable goods; con-
struction; wholesale & retail trade; public adminis-
tration; no answer. Family Size: two, four, seven
or more family members.

Age:' 20-44; Education: 8 or less years of school.
Job-Seeking Method:, ask friends & relatives; news-
papers; no answer.

Age: 20-44. Education: 9 tir more years of school.
Rirstry: mfg. durable & non-durable goods; con-
struction; wholesale & retail trade; public adminis-
tration; no answei. Family Size: one, three, five
or six family members.

Age: 16-19; 45-54. Industry: mfg. durable & non-
Male goods; finance"RiT, ace, real estate, &

*professional; wholesale & retail trade. Household
Size: three or more persons in household:

Age: 20-44. Education: 8 or less years of school.
Jog:Seeking Method: state employment agency;
afrectly to employer; union; private employment
agency; communiry organization; other.
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Tabl e 76 . (Conti nued

ti

Per Cent Unemployed
Group 400 Hours More Than Number_

Number or Less 400 Hours of Cases CharaCteristics pr Workers

7 20.0% 80.0% 30 Age: ,16-19; 45-64. lndustai agri., forestry,
& mining; constrOction; personal servIces,.

'entertainment; & recreatIon; trans.) comm., &
utilities; public ainistration; business & repair'

, services. c
f

Total 52.2% 47.8% 272

41),

e

.&
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Table 77. Proportio'ns Unemplo);ed-400 Hours C:r Less and More than 4Q0 Houts, Male WOrkers
16-64 Years Old, Not in School or Armed Forces, Unemployed in the Last 12 Months,
Chicago (Area II) Poverty Area, Final THAID *Groups (Delta Criterion)

,

Per Cent Unemployed
Group
Number

-R0 Hours- More Than
`or Less . 400 Hours-

Number
of Cases

6 67.7% 32.3% 31

4\

11 60.0 40.0._ 25

, ,

7 38.5 61:5 39

.

.

9 28.2 71.8 , 39

,

-, 10 . 26.9 73.1; ) 26

.

8 9,4 90.6
7-1

32

Total 37.5% 62,5% 192

8

Characteristics of Workers

Where Lived at Age 16: suburbs; small city.; country;
farm; no answstrnmi:y Size: one, three or five
family mernbqrs.

Where Lived at Age 16: this city; large c: . me-
dium citylk Education: 0 to 7 yeari, or 12 br more

rsyea of scho-or --Thinny Size: two, three, six,
seven or more famiTyM17767177. -. ,
Where Lived at Age 16: suburbs; small city; country;
Tai-ciTTIO answer. FaMily Size: two, four, six, seven
or more family meniFers.

Where Lived at Age 16: this city; large city; me-
siium elty. Education: 8 to 11 years or school.
Industry: 'mfg. durable & non-durable goods; fin-
ance, insurance, real estate', & profestiona1; per-
sonal seyvices, entdrtainment, & recreation; public
administration; business & reipair services.- -

,-

Where Lived at Age 16: this city; large 'city; me.- .
dium city. Edircation: 0 to 7 rims, or 12 or more
years of scho-tiiTami y Size: one, four or five. ,family memgers.

Where Lived at Age 116: this city; large city; me-
Mr7C171:7 tg-Taition: 8 to 11 years of school.
Industry: cgiii17.0171; trans., comm., & utilities;
wholesale &retail trade.1.010, *
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Chapter 7 '

*

LABOR FORCE PARTICIPATION

Labor force participation (LFP) was selected as a dependent variable that

would measure the decisiori and ability of poverty-area workers to spend more

versus less time in the labor force, given their prior decision tp participate'

in the labor force and their success in completing at.least one week of employ-

ment during the year. Therefore, use'of this variable is predicated on.the

dSsumption that a high level of LFP is necesnary for breaking the bonds of

poverty.

However, the CFP measure is.constructed by combining two components: the

number of hours that a worker ;vas employed and unemployed during the:year. One

can understand how a high level of employment might eliminate a worker's poverty.

On the other hand, the role of unemployment in reducing poverty is not as clear.

As we havesaid before in this report, unemployment can be viewed as a positive

effort to reduce poverty because the worker is seeking a job rather than giving

up and staying out of the labor force. Yet, a long period of unemployment obvi-

ously can create or continue impoverishment because the worker is not earning

income from a job.

In our separate analyseS of income, employment, and of unemployment we

found some evidence that the socioeconomic characteristics that produce high

income and employment levels are also those that lead to low unemployment levels.

It appears that in our Samples employment and unemployment have an opposite

relationship with poverty, and that they should not be combined into one Utasure.

s

In other words, apparegtly 1.111 is not a very useful measure for the type of

2'69
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sample and frame of reference that we have in this study. Indeed, analysis of

the LFP data supports our contention, for we find that the general.effect of

adding hours of dhemployment to hours of employment ts to produce a weaker ver-

sion of the employment results that we reported in Chapter 5.,

Therefore, while all of the LFP findings have 'been included in4his chapter,
_

we'are not going to describe and discuss_them, for they reveal no additional'in-. p_
formation of importance. The MCA and AID.summary'statistics are presented in

Tables 78, 79, 80, and al. The detailed MCA findings are shown in Tables 82 to

97.' The AID models are shownoin Figures 13, 14, 15, and 16. /Tables 98, 99, 100,

and 101 present the final AID groups in rank order according to mean hours in the

labor force.

N.* 270
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'Tabfe 78. MCA and AID SumMary Statistici for 19 Predictors of Annual
Hours in the Labor Fqyce, Male'Workert f6 to 64 Years Old-,
.Not in School or Armed torces, St. I:Clads Poverty Area

,.

-

"

-Vatrable MCA Eta
2

MCA Beta2 AID Beta
2

Race
Ethpicity
Where Eived at Age 16.
Education '

Job Training

Veteran StAtus
Age

.

Marital Status
-Relat:On to Head

Family Size

Household Size
Years at Present Address
Job-Seeking Method
Health ProbLem
Age Problem

Lack Skill, Exp., or E, .

Occupation
Industry
Class of Worker

''.:

.000

.001

.006

.005f

.000

.

.007

.064

.037

.034

.907

.006

.005

,032
.018

.001

.003

.013

.023

.010

1"."."

...

.000

.000

.005

.007

.000

.000

-.045
.034

..
.023

.007

.013

.002

.024

.022

.000-

, .009

..012

.021

.005

.000

1, .000

..000

.007 .

, .000

.000

' .057

.009

.000

Am
.

..000

.017

.014

.024
. .000

.000

.000

.043

.000
.

.1"

3149

num a'
= .130

MCA R (adj.) = .360

2
AID R = .177

272
v.\
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Table 79. MCA and AID Summary Statistics for 19-Predictors of Annual
Hours'in the LabOr Force, Male Workers It to 64 Years 01.d,
Not in.School or Armed Forces, San Antonio Poverty Area

Variable

ht

. MCA Eta MCA/Beta
2

Race \---.. .001 .001

Ethnicity . .000. .002

Where Lived at,Age 16 .002 ..002

Education
4

.002-, .002

Job.Training .003 .000

Veteran Status .008 .002 I

Age i .065 4044

,Marital Status .029 .011

Relation to Head'' .
,

.026 .008

Family Size .007 .025

. Household Size .001 li .012

Years at Present Address .006 .003

s Job-..Seeking Method , .033 .009

Health Problem .086 .082

Age Problem .010 .002

Lack Skill, Exp., or Ed. .00p

,

.001

Occupation .022 .007

Industry .03Q .008

Class of Worker .021 .008

AID Beta
2

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000 '

.063

.014

.000

.doo

.000

.poo
.._

.010

.087

.000

.000

.034

.019

.000

I.

,

MCA R
2

mcA R (adj.) = .428

AID R
2
= .227

Ai)

'273
3f
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Table 80. MCA and AID tummary Statisacs for 0 Predictors of Apnual
Hours in the Labor Force, Male Workers 16 to 64 Ydars Old,,

, Not in School or Armed Forces, Chicago (Area I Poverty Area

Variable MCA Eta
2

Rdce
.

Ethnicity
.

.

.

Where Lived qt Age 16
,..

Education 4

,

Job Training

Veteran Status
_

Age
Marital Status
Relation to Head
Family Size

,Household Size
*Ygars-at Present Address
Job-Seeking Method
Health Problem
Age Problem

1

Lack Sktp, Exp., or Ed..
5

Occupatipn,

Industry
Class. of Worker

.002

.000

.004

.013

.000

.000

.029

.055

.096

.033

:026

.024

.099

.07?

.004

.002

.028

.031

.002
:

MFA Beta
2

AID Beta
2

...

.004 .000

.000 .000

.003 .009

.006 .007

.000 * .000

.001 .000
.. .011- .000

,

.005 .000

. J 78 .061

.099 .009

1021 .022

.003 .000

.039, .087

.045 .035

.001 ) .000
.

.o 6

!.4000
.041

.020 .02

.001

7

A

MCA,11
2
=.228

MCA R (adj.) =

AID R
2

= .299

1

274
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Table 81. MCA and AID Summary.Statistics for r9 eredtctors oflpnual

Hour in the Labor Force, Male Workers 16 to 64 Yeays Old,

Not School or Armed Forces, Chicago (Area II) Toverfy Area

Variable MCA Eta
2

MCA Beta AID Beta
2 /

4

Race
Ethnicity
Where Lived at Age 16

- Education
Training

,'.'Veteran Sfatus

Age
Marital Status ,-.

Relation to Head

Family Size
.

Nousehold'Size
Years at Present Address
Job-Seeking Method
Health Problem
Age Problem

iLack Ski'll, Exp., or Ed.

Occupation
Industry
Class of Worker

=

.003

.001

.005

.010

.003
,

.001

.026

.014

.016

.003

.001-

.0

6r
.046

.000

,

.001

.009

.021

.016

4

...

.001

.000

.005

.006

.001

:000

.012

.013

.013

.004

%..

...po1

' .14102,

.06

.640

'.000

.

406
.009

:013

.014

4
.

..

..000

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

.013

.000:

.004.

.016

.000

.000

.045-

.040

:000

,

.000

.007

.022

.000

r

,

MCA R
2

= .134

MCA R (adj.) = .365

AID R
2

= .154

1
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Table 82'. Relationship Between Annual HoUrs the Labor Force';''and Socioeco-%
.noMic'Characteristic§-0 Male Workers, 16 to 64 Years Old, Not in

" School or Armed Forces in Last 12 Months, St. Louis Poverty Area
(1,333 Workers) a

Characteristic
.

Grand Mean's= 1,875 Hours
Deviation Adjusted

.
from Deviation Number
Grand from Grand of
Mean Mean Cases
(Hours) (Hours)

Race N

White -3 -2
Negro 1 1

Other 23 22

Ethnicity

435

893

5

Spanish origin -105 -57 17
Non-Spanish or,igin" 1 1 1016

Where Lived at Ag 16

This city '-11 11 * 663
Suburb_ -187 -149 20
Large city -24 -63 63
Medium city 24 19 ,52
Small city. 25 12 . 250
Country 0 -63 39
Farm 34 -1 .157
No answer -5 -16 89'

.0.
Education

0
, 7 years or less -17 \-18 253

8 years -23 v-35 236
9 to 11 years -9 _ 13 183
12 years 37 32 304
13 years or more 17 -5 155

Job Training
Yes -9 -5 377
No 4 2 956

Veteran Status
Or.

s, Veteran 55 5 609
Non-Veteran -30 -4 724

Q t 9

41"°
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Table 83. Relationship Between Annual Hours in the Labor Force and Socroeco-
nomit Characteristics, of Male Workers, 16 to 64 Y.ears Old, Not in

'School or Armed Forces in Lat 12 Months, San Antonio Poverty Area

(1,588 Workers)
.

Characteristic

Grand Mean = l',513 Hours

Deviation Adjusted

from Deviation
Grand from Grand
Mean Mean.

(Hours) (Hours)

NUMber
of

Cases

Race

White
,Negro

7/-3
. 17

-3
23

1,747
238

Other 127 60 T3

Ethnicity
Spanish origin ,

Non-Spanish origin
1

-4

9

-31
,

1,549

439

Where Lived at Age 16
. 16

This city -6 -2
%

1,177

Suburb: 123 104 17

Large city 23 9 Bo

Medium city 5 -3 105

Small ciey .
5 -10 416

Country' , -56 -4o 17

Farm 28. 4o 98
,

No answer -19 6 78

Education
7 years or less' -17 -10 716

8 years -11 -15 151

9 to 11 years- 5 ,
13 495

12 years . 20 Al' 464

13 years or more 12 '-21 204

Job Training
Yes 30 10 635

NO -14 -5 1,349

Veteran Sfatus
Veteean 35 -17 814

Non-Veteran -24 12 1,174
,

277 31,1
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:fable 84. Relationship Between Annual Hours in the Labor Force and Socioeco-
nomic Characteristics of Male Workers, 16 to 64 Years Old, Not in
School or Armed Forces in Last 12 Months, Chicago (Area 1) Poverty
Area (1,665 Workers)

Characteristic

Grand Mean = 1,883 Hours

Number

of
Cases ,

Deviation
e from

Grand

Mean
(Hours)

Adjusted
Deviation
from Grand
Mean
(Hours)

Race

-9

7
64

4

-1

-19

22

65

-6
2

971
'625

69

406'

4,259

. White
Negro
Other

Ethnicity
Spanish origir,

Non-Spanish origin

Where Lived at A9e 16 1

This city 2 5 547
Suburb 6 -5 30
Large city, -43 -30 197
Medium city -1 19 109
Small city 30 18

itCountry -14 -69
Farm -22 _ -32 149
,No answer -25 2 114

Education
i

-57 ,

59

-43,...,1

48
313
293

7 years or less
8 years
9 to 11 years -18 -8 462
12 years 16 14 367
13 years or more 18 -6 229

Job Training
Yes -14 -12 380
No

4 4, 1,285
,

Veteran Status
Veteran 2 -19 518
Non-Veteran -1 1,147
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Table 85. Releionship Between Annual Hours in the Labor Force and Socioeco-
nomic Characteristics of Male Workers, 16 to 64 Years Old, Not in

School or Armed Forces in Last 12 'Months, Chicago (Area 11) Poverty

Area, (1,445 Workers)

Characteristic

Grpnd Mean = 1,913 Hours

Number
of'

Cases

Deviation
from
Grand

Mean-

(Hours)

Adjusted
Deviation
from Grand

Mean
(Hours)

Race 1.7

White 47 24 212

Negro -9 -4 1,200

Other 31 8 33

Ethnicity
43

-2

16

-1 1,374
Spanish origin

Non-Spanish,origin

Where Lived at Age 16
This otity "I. 0 7 j 574

Suburb 15 -59 15'

Large city -34 -35 96

Medium city 45 59 117

Small city 21 4 '294

Country 52 12 33

Farm -40 -39 187

No answer

Iducation

-22 -9

7 years or less
8 years
9 to 11 years
12 years

13 years or mOre,

-45

.32

-29

- 43

-5

-2V
10

-19

40

-22

209

209

442

38i

202

Job Training
Yes -33 -24 318

No 5 7 1,127

Veteran Status
Veteran 1 5 -8 59?

Non-Veteran - 1 0 6 847

a.
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Table 86: Relationship Bet*ween Annual Hours in the Labor Force and Socioeco-
nomib Characteristics of Male Workers', 16 to 64 Years Old, Not in
School or Armed Forcesqn Last 12 Months,,St. Louis Poverty Area
(1,333. Workers).

.

Characteristic

Grand Mean 1,875 Hours

Number
of
Cases

Deviation
from

Grand
Mean
(Hours)

Ad4usted
Deviation
from Grand
.Mean
(Hours)

./.\.2.9_

16 to 19 Years -343 -289 87
'20 to 24 years -14 -2 132
25 to 34 years

39 23 284,
35 to 44 years 42. 45 297
45 to 54 years

. 55 40 276
55 to 59 years -8 6 132
60 to 64 ye'ars " -,49 -56 125

Marital Status
Married, spouse present 92 52 857

, Married, spouse absent -67 -86 127
Divorced or widowed -42 -88 107
Never married -131 -100 242

0
Relatton tb Head

Head with other relations
in household

44 -32 901

Head without relations -29 141 1.64.

in household

Jon-relative of head, with
own relations irl household

185 270 2

Non-relative,of head, without
relations.in household

-96 39 42

Other relative of head
,

I.

-139 15
,

t 224

Family Size #

-43
24

-4

-32
206 ,

282

1 person.-

2 persons \
3 perspns 11 24 231
4 persons. 22 21 176
5 persons 35 39 103
6 perscns -67 -65 122
7 persons or more

1 22 213

317

280
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Table 87. Relationship Between Annual Hours in. the Labor Force and Socioeco-

yelomic Characteriptics of Male Workers, 16 to 64-.Years Old, Not in

School or Armed Forces in Last 12 Months, San Antonio Poverty Area

(1,988 Workers).

Characteristic

Grand Mean = 1,913 Hours

NuMber
of
Cases

Deviation

from
Grand
Mean
(Hours)

Adjusted
Deyiation
from Grand

Mean
(Hours)

'

A9.2.
,

16 to'19 years 268 -224 146

20 to 24 years -37 -36 244

25 to 34 years 57 39 405

35 to 44 years 46 . 28 415

45 to 54 years 37 44
.

458

55 to 59 years 31 7 177

60 to 64 years -79 -49 143

Ma'rital Status .

Married, spouse present .32 21 1,424

Married, spouse absent -60 .-61 , 99

Divorced or widowed 12 -16 104

Never married -114 -61 361

Relation to Head
Head with other relations

in household

32 -14 1,436,

Head without rela,tions

in household

-18 97 123

Non-relative of head, with

own relationsin household

127 379 V

Non-relative of head, without
relatrons in household

-135 -18 44,

Other relative of head -97 24 384

.

1 person -48 7144
,

168

2 persons -12 -38 309

3 persons 48 68 321

4 persons 9 5 09
5 persons -2 12 289

6 persons 23 31 200

7 persons or more -26 .8 402

318
281
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Table 88: Relationship Between Annual Hours in the Ubbor Force and Socioeco-
mimic Characteristics of Male Workers; 16 to 64 Years Old, Not in
School or Armed Forces in Last 12 Months, Chicago'(Area 1) Poverty
Area.(1,665. Workers)

.

Grand Mean = 11883'Hours
Deviation Adjusted

/ 'from Deviation Number
- Grand from Grand of

Characteristic Oean Mean
. Cases.

.

(Hours) ('ours)

AP.. -
16 to 19 yeae,
20 to 24 years .. ,
25 to 34 years
35 to 44 years

-45 to 54 years
55 to 59 years .

: 60 to 64' years ,

'Marital Status

Married, spouse,present
Narried, spouse absent'
Divorced or widowed
Never married

Relation to Head
Head with other relation5

in household

Head without relations
in household

Non-relative of head, with
own relations in household

Non- re1ative of head, without
relations in household

Other relative of head

Family Size
1 person
2. persons

3 persons
4 persons
5 persons
6 persons

7 persons or more

,

(..

-217

-68

34

15

43

32

-116

-113

t -35 *
i

'14

5

43

-12

783

i

77
229
450
346

365

128

70

75 ,
15 978

-124 -62 , , 167
-100 -54 , 1,07

-101 4 413

76 -53 1,04,8

-4o 335 277

4o 60
7.

:-338 59' 108

-143 -197 225

-125 -216 386
37 lo : 289
38 72 266'
55 60 '242
56 60 176-
-8 12 .114
26 77 192

6:4

3 1 9

282

,
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Table 89. Relationship between Annual Hours in the Labor Force -and Socioeco-

nomic Characteristics of Male Workers, 16 to 64 Years Old, Not in

School or Armed Forces in Last 12 Months, Chicago (Area 11) Poverty

Area (1,445 Workers)

Grand Mean = 1,913 HOurs

Deviation Adjusted

from Deviation Number

from Grand of

. Mean Cases

(Hours)
Characteristic

Grand

Mean
(Hours)

Alt
16 to 19 years -260

20 to 24'years -61

25 to 34 years 27

35 to 44 years 14

45 to 54 years 24

55 to 59 Years 30

60 to 64 years -31

Marital Status
Married, spouse present' 31

Married, spouse absent -15

Divorced or widowed -53

Never married :70

Relation to Head
Head with other Wations

in household

27

Head without relations
in household

Non-relative of head', with

own relations in household
Non-relative of head, without

relations in household
Other relative of head

Family Size,

-143 49

153

27 313

7 298

15 377

26 141

-33 114

30. 882

-29 182

-76 111

,-49 270

-17 920

-215 68 230

*

127 -57 4

76
89' 86

-96 -38 205

,

,

.

1 person -19 -19
. 316

2 persons 2
3 298

3 persons. 37 19 240.

4 persons a -14 . -26 174

5 persons -8 -5 150

6 persons -25 -18 99 ,-

7 persons or more 17 43 168

I

.

283

32

.......
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Table 90. Relationship Between Annual Hours in the Labor Force and Socioeco-
nomit Characteristics of Male Workers, 16 to 64 Years Old, Not in
School pr Armed Forces in Last 12 Months, St.-Louis Poverty Area
(1,333 ItIrl,$)

Characteridtic

Grand Mean = 1,875 Hours

from Deviation Number
Grand from Grand of
Mean - Mean Cases
(Hours) (Hours)

Household Size
1 person
2 rersons

3 persons or more

-57
18.

-2

-93

59
-3

153
306

865

Years at Present Address
.

1 year or less -40 -24 419
2 to 5 years 20 13 387
6 to 10 years 16, -7 230
11 to 20 years 27 25 225
21 years or more -6 12, 72

Job-Seeking Method
, State employment service 13 98 25

Directly to employer -83 -76 83
Asked friends.or relatives -175 -142 59
Newspapers -63 -87 8Union ,

, 2 -21 11
Private employment apenc -113 -128 9
Community organizaticns 137 -72 9All other methods -240 -218 19
Did not look in past 12 months 37 A 29 989No answer -100 -80 121

Health Problem
Yes -187 -204 97
No 15 1-6 1,236

Age Problem
Yes -68 13 54
No 3 1,279

Lack SkillL_Emerience or Education
Yes,
No

38
-10

69
-18

273

1,06000.1.4.

3 9

.284

...11111. M1111111111
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Table 91. Relationship Between Annual Hours in the Labor Force and Socioeco-

nomic Characteristics of Male Workers, 16 to,.64 Years Old, Not in,.

School or Armed Forces in Last 12 Months, San Antonio Poverty Area

(1,988 Workers)

Characteristic

Grand Mean = 1,913 Hours'

Nviation Adjuster-
from Deviation gumber

Grand from Grand . of

Mean Mean Cases

(Hours) (Hours)

Household Sfze
1 person 6 108 i21

2. persons -13'' 45 326

3 persons or more 3 -18 1.,533

Years at fikesent Address
--21 --k 5161 year or less

2 to 5 years 9 -14 , 448

6 to 10 years 39 27 330

11 to 20 years -29 -20 0, 450

21 years or more 28 28 244

Job-Seeking Method
State employment service -120 4 32

Directly to employer :100 -43 197

Asked friends or relatives -80 -7 ,140

Newspapers 1 42 30

'Union -7 -45 9

Private employment agency 101 78 6

Community organbtations -343 A
-278 - 12:

All other methods -174 -108 32-

Did not look in past 12 months 32 11 1,492

No answer -86 -29 38

Health Problem
N

-273 218

No
. ,

35 34 1,770

A9e Problem,
:158 -63 51-Yes

No 8 3 1,897

Lack Skill, Experience or Education.
Yes : -7 17 946

No -6' .1,44211

1111111004

285 -322
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Table 92. Relationship Between Annual Hours in the Labororce and Socioeco-
.

nomic Characteristics of Male Workers, 16 to 64 Years Old, Not in
School or Armed Forces in Last 12 MontilS, Chicago .(Area 1) 9overty
Area (1,665 Workers)

Oaracteristic

Grand Mean = 1,883 Hours
15-0171.1Crn Adjusted
from . .Devfation Number
Grand from Grand of,

Mean Mean Cases
(Hours) (Hours).

-
Household Size

.
1 person
2.persons
3 persons or more

Years at Present Address

- -129 A

27

25

".119

, 14

30

255
. 324

1,041

%.1 ear or,less -75 - -27 640
. / 2 to 5 years 44 9 505

6 to 1) years 33 21 261
11 to 20 years 60 22 , 181

21'years or more .
,

80 41 74

Job-Seeking Method
State employment .se61ce 2 65 7
Directly to.emp1oyer -191 -137

0
146

'Asked feignds or relatives -163 -112 90
Newspapers" --43 -56 16
Union .

Private employment agency
157

-177
151

-91

a

. Community organizations . -525 -249 17.'

'All other methods -354 -109 20
Did not look in past 12'months ', 67 43 1,218
No answer -156 -113 134

Health Problem
Yes -346 -271 135
No 31 24 1,530

Age Problem
Yes -113- 47 81
No 6 - '-2 1,534

Lack Skill Ex erience or Education
Yes -36 30 341
No

.
.

, 9 .-8 . 1,324

286
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:Table 93.

4.

.

Relationship BetWeen Annual HotIrs ip the tabor Force and SocioectIt-

nomic Characteristics of Male Workers, 16 to,64 Years Old, Not in

School.or Armed FOrces in Last 12 Months, Chicago (Area II) Poverty

Area (1,445 Workers)

Characteristic

t_Gt4piT_I tle_an_112X31.3_a_lurs

ev at on juste

from
Grand

Mean

(Hours)

Deviation .Number

from Grand" of

Mean Cases

(Hours)

Household Size .

1 person'

2 persons
3 persons or morb

-24

-5

. 7

-12

3

1 . .

..

209

323 .

908

,

Years at Present Addrss
.

-24 -9 408
1 year or less
2 to 5 years -14 -12 465

6 to 10 years 41 30 267

11 to 20 years 9 2 224

. 21 years or more 40 10
N

81

Job:-Seeking Method
4 r

State employment service. 50 82 11

Directly to employer -120, -71 75

Agked frienOs or miatives -93 -54 59

Newspapers , 104
.

67 12

Union -156 i -174 12

Private employment agency 167 318 4

Community organizations -566 -590 3
. .

All other methods -723 , -673 4

Did not look in past 12 months 36 27 1,144 '''

i Nqr answer -186 -157 121

Health Problem - .

Yes -262 -241 711

No 22 20 1,334

Age Problem
-13 9 36

Yes

No
-o 1,4og

Laa Skill, Experience or Education
Yes 25 57 273

No -6 -13 . 1,172

3 4ow

287
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Tabie 94. Relationship Between Annual Hours in the Labor Force and Socioeco-
nomic Charadteri,stics of Male Workers, 16 tg164 Years Old, Not in
School.or Armed Eorces in Last 12 Months, St. Louis Poverty Area
(1,533 Workers)

Characteristic

Grand Mean = 1,875 Hours

Number
...

of
.Cases

Deviation
Srom
Grand
Mean

(Hours)
r

Adjusted,
DeviatPon
from Grand.
Mean
(Hours)

Occupation
; Professiohal and technical -39 37 71

Managerial and administrative 116 105 44
Sales t -21 -63 24
Clerical -

35 16 124
Craftsmen and foremen 25 24 224
OperativeS, except transpor-

tation
33 2. 315

TranspOrt equipment operatives -27 -41 131
Laborers, except farm -45 -38 162
Service, except private house-

hold
.-59 -16 233

Private hotsèhold workers -192 -46 2
All farm workers 205

.
577 3

industt'y
r-

Agricuiture, foresiry and
fisheries

-85 -258 8

Mining 165 , 252 1

Const,ruction '-62 .c., -51 79
Durable goods manufacturing 29 22 369
Nondurable goods manufacturing 86 73 184
Transportation, communication

and utilities

-45
1 -54 148

Wholesale and retail trade -7 39 200
Finance, insurance and real
estate

-100 -69 34

Business and repair services -60 -28 56
Personal services -35 -23

35
Entertainment and recreation -61 .0,3

8
, Professional services -64 -50 127

Public administratjon 64 -35 80

'Class of Worker
Private -1 , -3 1,090
Government

11# 50 45 178
Self-employed -104 -82,. 60
Without pay in family busi.ness '-549 -359 1.IonIM,

288-\_
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Table 95. Relationship Between Annual Hours in the Labor Force aRd Socioeco-

nomic Characteristics of Male Workers, 16 to 64 Years Old, Not in

School or Armed Forces in Last 12 Months, San Antonio Poverty'Area

(1,988 Workers)

Characteristic
.

Grand Mean = 1,913 Hours

Number
of
Cases

Deviation
from
Grand

,/,Kean
(Hours)

Adjusted
Deviation
from Grand
Mean
(Hours)

Occupation ,

39 19 120
Professional and technical
Managerial and administrative 59 61 122

Sales 6 28 51

Clerical 31 -16 190

Craftsmen and foremen
,

30 16 500

Operatives, except transpor- 4

trPon
5

.

10
..

272

Trapport equipment.dperatives 7 -13 190

Laborers, except farm -95 -44 247

Service, except private house-

hold

-27 -16 274

Private household workers 127 238. o 1

All farm workers

fndustry

-231 -70 21'

Agriculture, forestry and

fisheries

-247 -74
%

29

Mining 137 103 4

Construction -80 -52 239

Durable goods manufacturing 8 -2 149

Nonduralt goods manufacturing 13 21 149

Transportation, communication
and utilities

49

.

24 121

Wholesale and reail trade -29 -8 444

Finance, insurance and real

estate

48 25 48

Business`and repair services 26 33 117

Personal services -109 -37 100

Entertainment and recreation -53 12 20

Professional services 28 30 163

Public administration 84 17 397

Class of Worker
PriVate -25 -11 1,292

Government 74 38 563

Self-employed -58 -72 122

Without pay in family business -263 51 .
3

289
326



Table 96. Relationship Between Annual Hours in the Labor Force and Socioeco-
mmic Characteristics of Male Workers, 16 to 64 Years Old, Not in
School or Armed Forces in Last 12 Months, Chicago (Area I) Poverty
Area (1,665 Workers)

s

Characedristic

Grand Mean
Deviation
from
Grand

Mean
(Hours)

= 1,883 Hours
Adjusted
Deviation

from Grand
Mean
(Hours)

Number
of
Cases*

Occupation
Professional and technical
Managerial and administrative
Sales

Clerical

Craftsmen and foremen
Operatives, except transpor-

tation
rTrapsport equipment operatives
Laborers, except farm
Service, except priVate 'mute-

hold
Private household workers
All farm workers

Industry

Agriculture, forestry and
fisheries

Mining
Construction
Durable goods manufacturing
Nondurable goods ir6nufacturing
Transportation, communication

and utilities
Wholesale and retail trade
Finance, insurance_and real

estate
Business and repair services
Personal services
Entertainment and recreation
Professional services
Public'administration

Class of Worker
Private
Government
Self-employed
Without pay in family business

29 39 101

36 41 68
15 -26 21

38. 173
-72 63 285

4. 514

45 -17 122

-128 -76 169

-8o 2 203

-43o -.271 3

-158 296 6

-171 -130 10

- 157 277 1

-117 -133 80

41 37 556
48 27 227
52 49 156

-3 -26 249
19 34 48

-126 -103 89

-183 -91 54
-134 -106 7

--77 -25 131

23 15 56

-2 1 1,489
21 -5 128

20 -18 46

-603 -322 1

3 0
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97 Relationship Between Annual Hours in the Labor Force and Socioeco-
nomic Characteristics of Male Workers, 16 tp 64 Years Old, Not in

School or Armed Forces in Last 12 Months, Chicago (Area II) Poverty

Area (1,445 Workers) .

Characteristic

Grand Mean = 1;913 Hours

Number

of
Cases

Deviation
from
Grand
Mean
(Hours)

-Adjusted
Deviation
from Grand
Mean
(Hours)

Otcupation
Professional and technical -75 -18 79

Managerial and administrative 38 68 51

Sales 135 143 20

Clerical 28 -17 162

Craftsmen, and foremen 7 21 227

Operatives, except transpor-

tation

12 9 311

Transport equipment operatives 27 26 153

Laborers, except farm -35 -22 187

Service, except private house-

hold

-26 -39 253

Private household workers 127 250 2

All farm workers

Industry,

WO MO =lb MO

Agriculture, forestry and
fisheries

127 F.57 3

Mining 127 -39 1

Construction -108 -82 112

Durable goods manufacturing 11 16 299

Nondurable goods manufacturing
Transportation, communication

and utilities

24

-5
9

-11

221

175

Wholesale and retail trade -12 -10 243

Finance, insurance and real

estate

63 75 42

Business and repair services 27 40 59

Personal services 14 24 57

Entertainment and recreation -345 -299 5

Professeonal services -39 -24 115

Public administration 92 53 1 05

Class of Worker
Private -1 2 1,179

Government 54 29 208

Self-emPloyed -196 -207 48

Without pay in family business 127 83 2

291 328
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Service sakes
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16
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Rpm* 16 Annual Hews in the tabor FOKII, hy GM/pi of Mak Workits, 16 to 64 Yews Old, Not In School or Armod Forces

In Ims/ 12 Months, Chicago Arse 11) Poverty Area ( 1,445 Workers )

1

lAll Workonti

1 P13 hrs.

trq
Ask frknds & relative:
Directly to employer
Union
No onswor
OvemunIty prgonhetion
Other
754 hrs. '

ngks
Private employment *vim
Newspopen

; Slots vmploymontogency
/ Did not look

11,950 hn.

5

Occupation:
Sento works::
Clorkel
Creftsmon & kremon
Prefossionel & tsehnioel

1 367 hn.

17

Occupation:
Man:perk! & admin.
Mire. oprwathos
Operefives (exoopt tram.)
Labarors (exeopt hum)

1,1176_hrs. .
(26

111

industry:
Mfg. durable goods
W. non-dumble pooch
imr*.,comm.,& :MIK*
Professional
Consfructton

1 612 hrs.

Inaustrys
Businms & repmir services
Public ocininistmtien
fittnce,fraumnce,& nal NMI
Wholesale &retell trade
Personal services

2 017 hrs.

12

fl lois
In hOusehold

Non-reletive of hoed
without &Rams I
household

Othsr roletko of hood
1,912 hrs.

trr
Enterkinnent & rocrsetion
Minas & melt soMcos
Conttnrction

1,723 hrs.
'33)

332

7
Norrvelotive of hood

with awn relations
In household

lielod with rektions In
household

1 VII In
(731)

13

Industry:
Milc adminktratten
Mfg. &table goads
Flrience,kouronoe,& reel Wok
Pommel NNW..
Mfg. nortnArrahlo goods
Treas. cormr., &
Pram:tone!
Wholesale & felon tmels
NO ammo

1,930.hrs.
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Tabk Q8. Annual Hours in the Labor Force of Male WOikers 76-64 Years Okl, Not in School
or Armed Forces in Last 12 Months, St. Louis Poverty Arear Final AID Groups in
Rank Order by their Averages

Group Mecin Hrs. in Standard
Number Labor Force Deviation

Number
of Cases

9 1,971 233 620

19 1,954, 246 767

13 1,909 981 150

21 1,896 364 45

17 1,836 376 58

15 7,782 440 35

t

ChOracteristics Of Workers

...=1,

Age: 2044. HealthoProblern: no. Job-Seeking
Whod: state emThiloTrnentagency; &not look;
ZO-rniiiiiTilty organization. Marital. Status: married
(spouse_ preient). ,

,#

Age: 20-64, Health Problem: no. Job-Seeking
Thod: `stateWterii-Tigwcy; dinot look;

community organization. Marital Status: never
married; married (spouse absent); divorced to vtfi.'
dowed. Family Sizi: one, three, five, seven Or. .
more family members, Education: 8 or more years
of school.

Age: 20-64. Health Problem: no. Job-Seekin
Firtthod: union; directi7Vitinployer; no answer;
newspapers; private employment agency; ask friends
& relatives; other. Industty: entertainment & re-
creation; public administration; agri., forestry &
fisheries; mfg. non-durable 600ds; mfg durable
goods; wholesale & yetail trade.

Age: 20-64. Health Problem: no. Job-Seeking
ViZod: state employment agency; dTaTITIO-ro ;
community organization. MarRal Status: never
married; married (spouse agitriffi-arv-Orced or wi-
dowed. Family Size: two, four or six family
members. Industry: professiOnaI; entertainment &
recreation;117a7, insurance, & real estate; no
answer; public administration; personal services;
mfg. non-dural;le goods; whoksale & retail trade.

Age: 20-64. Health Problem: yes. Years at
T5Firent Addressr 2 7-17nOrej,Wars.

,

Age: 16-79. Industty: tr9ns., comm., & utilities;
CF:, forestry,-rfligtries; mfg. non-durable goods;
construction; mfg. durable goods; enteftainment &
re creation:4k

1.

296 33



Table 98. (continued)

.Group Mean Hrs. in Standard
Number Labor Force Deviation

Number
of Cases

1.11111,MINANIl

18 1,727 553 31

T2 1,710 485 107

,

20 1,551 660 29

16 1,465 653 39

14 1,362 595 52

Total 1,84 381 I ,333
Ilma,r,.......m.I.mmimlome

Characteristics of Workers

Age: 20;64. Health Problem: no. Job-Seeking
Wiled: state-en-1113 -o7;ient agency; dirric7FlOaT
community organization. Marital Status: neifer
married; married (spouse agerictrdi707ed or wi-
dowed. Famil Size: one, three, five, seven or
more fami y mem ers. Education: less .thsan 8 years

of school.

Age:, 20-64., Health Problem: no. Jcb-Seeking
VeThod: union;77a171;aployer; no answer; -

newspapers; private employment agency; ask friends
& relatives; other. Indu_q_7_; -.1ausjness & repair set-
vices; finance, insur7mdeTA real estate; construe-
tion; personal services; transtreornm., & utnities;
professionalf no answer.

Age: 20-64. Health Probkm: no. Jeb-Seeking
Verhod: state 73iiiigayment agency; did r* ic--Tnxr
community organization. Marital Statui: never
married; married'.(spouse a .27R3TaITRIFEed of wi-
dowed. Fam.ty, Sime: two, four or Six family
members. Fusfrry: Mfg. durable goods; business
& repair Serct,i-7;lrans., domm.,,& utilities; come
struction. '

Age: 2044. Health Problem: yes. Years at
Present Actdrms71-Ficrrar T-Q.

Age: 1649. industry: wholesale & retail trade;
IS:Ince, iniuranceTrreal estate; professional;
business 84)repair services; personal services; public
administrdtion; no answer.

297
334



Table 0. Annual'Hours in the Labor Force of, Male Worker.; 16-64 Years Old, iVot in School
or Anned Forces in Last 12 Months, Sao Atifonio Poverty Area, Final AID Groups
in Rank Order by their Averages

LiONN. .1*
Group Mean Hrs. in Standard Number
Number Labor Force Deviation of Cases

11 2,006 170 1,073

$

t.5
1,992 1.76 '

17 1,952

19 1,931 264

13 1,900

1

6 3,892

1 Characteristics of Workers

Health Problem: no. Job-Seekin'g Method: private
emp oyment agency; did not look; community organi-
zation; newspapers. Age: 25-59.

.156 Health Problem: no. Job-Seeking Method: private
it7477)-Yrrient a-gency; did not looVrcon-7--Imily organi-
zation; newspapers. Age: 20-24; 60-64. industry:
entertainment & recreation; finlince, insurance, &
real estate; trans., comm., & utilities; public,admin-
istratiorn. personal services; mfg.. durable goods; busi-
ness & repair services; mfg. non-durable goods.

29 Health Problem: no. Age: 16-19. Marital Status:
marhed-rsToTie' preseniT:

55 Health Problem: no. Job-Seeking:Method: private
;131-5TOjnent agency; di-Tr-CFTC-0k; community organi-
zation; newspapers. Age: 2044; 60-64. Industry:
professional; construction; wholesale &`refail-in:
agri., forestry, &fisheries. Occupation: operatives
(except trans.); managerial & admin.; cnaftsmen &
foremen; clerical; trans. equipment operatives.

366 46 Health Problem: yes. Occupation: professional &
1;a7icar; sales; clericctl; craftsmen & foremen;
managerial & admin.; services workers; operatives
(except trans.); trans. equipment operatives.
Industry: entertainment & recreation; no answer;
FtItic administration; trans., comm., & utilities.

333 299/.% Health Problem: no. Age: 20-64. Job-Seeking
VeThod: no answer; union; ask friends & relatives;
317i7117to employer; other; state-employment agency.

298 Q
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. Table. 99. (tontinued)

,.

s

Group Mean Hrs. in Standard
Number Labor Force Deviation

Number
of Cases

18 1,671 625 47

2 1,640 509 134

.

i

16 1,583 446 111

....
8 1,276

,
690 38

1,1
Total 1,912 335 1,988.

.

Characleristics of Workers
1

Health Problem: no. Job-Seeking Method: private
emr-7roj,ment agency; di7;31-17017nmunity organi-
zation; neWspapers. Age: 20-24; 60-64. Industry:
professional; construciSilwholesale &'retair trcrdil
agri., forestry, & fisheries. Occupation: sales;
laborers (except farm); service,WONeis7professional
& technical; dll farm workers,. .

;.. %

, .

Health Problem: yes,. Occupation: professional &
Tec7riTccr7 scifis; clerica ; craTgr7;n1 8.. foremen;

. managerial & admin.., service workers; operatives
(except lrans.); trans. equipment operatives.
Ind:nfty: business & repair services; wholesale &
retei trade; professional; personal senlices; mfg.
now,clurable goods; construction; mfg. durable goods;
finance, insurance, &I-ea! estate.

Health Problem: no. Age: 16-19. Marital Status:
never married; marriedliFOuse abseni).

,

Health Problem: yes. Occupation: ell farm workers;
Taorers (except farm).

.,

4.----"----N,

,

10

.. I
336

299
,
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Table 100. Annual Hours in the Labor Force of Male Workers,16-64 Years Old, Nat in School
or Armed Forces in Last 12 Months, Chicago (Area 1) Poverty Area, Final MD
Groups in Rank Order by their Averages

A

Group Mean His'. in Standard Number
Number Labor Force Deviation of Cases Characteristics of Worker;

9

19

15

25

1,995 633 978

tO'

1,941 258 151
,

1,899 369 135

1,894 369 .30

1

job-Seeking Method: union; did not.look; state
employment agency; newspapers. Health Problem: ,

no. Relation to Head: head with other relations_
'in household; head without relations' in hou-ehold.

Job-Seeking Method: no answer; 'ask friends &
re olives; prwate employment agency; directly
to employer; otlier; commuRity organization.
Relation to Head: non-relative of head with own
relations in household; head with other relations
in household; head without relations in household,
lndustry: mfg. non-durable goods; trans., comm.,
& utilities; wholesale & retail trade;.mfg. durable
goods; finance, insurance, & real (ntate. Where
Lived at Age 16:. no-answer; farm; this cityrTninra
city.

Job-Seeking Method: union; did not look; state
Wrii3TOWn7'n-t agency; newspapers. Health Problem: 14'
no. Relation to Head: non-relative of head with
own relations in household; other relative of head;
non-relative of head without relations in houseyd.
Occupation: 'all farm workers; managerial & admin.;
crcifrsme7trforemen; professiOnal & technical;
operatives (except trani.)j clerical.

Job-Seeking Method: union; did not look; state,
enTlo)-7ment agency; newspapers. Health Problem:
no. Relation to Head: non-relatiVe"7-5e7dwill'
own reFttions ir'i'W).tTise old; other relative of head;
non-relative 4 head without relations in household.
Occupation: service workers; laborets (except form);
sTire-sii7dr7 equipment operatives. Family Size:
two, three, four or six family members.
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Table 100. (Continued)

J

Group Mean Hrs. in Stbndard Number
Number Labor rorce Deviation of Cases Characteristics of Workers

23 1,373 336

27 . 1,872 , 329

21 1,777 393

17 1,748 402

39 JobSeeking Method: union; did not look; state
ertip1ent agency; newspapers. Health Problem:
yes. Occupation: clerical; professional & tech-
nical; trans. equipment operatives; craftsmen &
foremen; operatrves (except trans.).

32 Job-Seeking Method: no answer; ask friends &
"ielcis; private employment-agency; directly to
emproyer; other; c'ommunity organization. ,Relatioo
to Head: non-relative of head with own ref-JR-Z-1Z
In-To-isehold; head with other relotions in house-
hold; head without relátions in household. -IndustrY: .

mfg. non-durable goods; trbns., comm., & utilities;
wholesale & retail trade; mfg. durable goods;
finan&3, insurance, & real estate. Where Lived-at
Age 16: country; suburbs; medium city; large city.
arca n: 8 to 11 years oc more than 12 years of:.

37 Job-Seeking Method: no answer; ask friends &
relatives; private employment agency; directly to
employer; other; community organizaijon. Relation
to Head: non-relative of head with Own rtslations
in ousehold; head with other relations tip household;
head without relations in household. Indust: pro-
fessional; personal services; construction; public ad-
ministration; agrt., forestry, &.fisheries; business &
repair services. Occupation: craftsmen & foremen;
trans equipment operatives; all farm workers; cleri-
cal; professional & technical.

33 Job-Seeking Method: no answer; ask friends &
relatives; private employment criency; directly to .

employer; other; community organization. Relation
to. Head: other relative of headinon-relati7eof
head without relations in household. Household

Size: two or more persons in household. Industry:
;TT non-durable goods; trans.'Cohirn., &TRTM-A;
business & repair services; no answer; professional.

4
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Table 100. (Continued)

Group Mean Hrs. in- Standard
Number Labor Force Deviation

Number
of Cases

26 1,542 566 , 28

4

24 - 1,518 815 30

4

, 16 1 ,480 574 63
0

.

20 .1,396 641 41

Characteristics, of Workers

Job-Seeking Method: no ansAer; ask friends &
re wives; private employment agency; dinictly to
employer; 'other; community organization. Relation
to Head: non-relative of head with own regirors
TiTTO17iihold; Aead`with other relations in household;
head without relations in household. Industry: mfg.
non-dorable goods; trans., comm., ruTriTiTeli;
wholesale & retail trade; mfg. durable gaods;
finance, insUrance, & real estate. Where Lived
at Age 16: country; suburbs; mediumcii;7;1aTie.
city. Education: lest than 8, or 12 yews of school.

Job-Seeking Method: union; did not look; 'state
emp oyment agency; newspapers. Health Problem:
no. Relation to Head: non-relativ73 Fiead with
own relations in household; other relati.te of head;
non-rehative of head without relations in household.
Occupation: service workers; laborers (except farm);
sa (1-1,541.7gis: equipment operatives. Family Size:
one, five, seven or more family merrEirs.

Job-Seeking Method: no answer; ask friends &
relatives; private employment agency; directly to
employer; other; community.organization. Relation
to Head: other relative of head; non-lelati;W-or
echir iithout relations in household. Household

Size: two or more persons in household. Industry:
71'5:durable goods; public administration; personal
services; coilstruction; finance, insumnce, & real
estate; entertainment & recreation; wiolesale &
retail trade.

Job-Seeking Method: no answer; ask friends &
relatives; private-employment agency; directly to
employer; other; community organization: Relation -

to Head: non-relative of head with cwn rekilic7rs1;
household; head with Other relations in household;
head without relations in household. Industry: pro-
fessional; personal services; construc'ion; public
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Table 100. Continued

Group Mean Hri. in Standard Number
Number Lagar Force Deviation of Cases Characteristics of Workers

22 1,308 667 33

12 1,113 566 35

Total 1,883 382 1,665

administration; agri., forestry, & fisheries; business
& repair services. Occupation: managerial &
admin.; service workers; 1aborers (except farm);
operatives (except trans.).

Job-Seeking Method:, union; did not look; state
;TOD oyment agencyr newspapers. Heath Problem:
yes. Occupation: laborers (except farm); service
workers; sales; managerial & admin.

Job-Seeking Method: no answer; ask friends &
relatives; private employment agency; directly to
employei-; other; community organization. Relation
to Head: other relative of head;'non-relati7e7r7-
ilead without relations in household. Household
Size: one person in household; no answer.



Table 101., Annual Hours in the Labor Force of Male Workers 16-64 Years Old, Not in School
or Armed Forces in Last 12 Months, .Chicago (Area 11) Pcwerty Area, Final AID
Groups in Rank Order by their Averages

Group
Number

Mean Hrs. in Standa ri Numberfft
Labor Force Devia :on of Cases

19 2.,017 148 25

1,989 210 731

13 1 930 314 333

11 1,898 318 121

15 1,837 414 65

Characteristics of Workers

Job-Seeking Method: private employment agency;
newspapers; state employment agency; did not' look.
Health Problem: yes. Industry: business & repair
services; public adminish-cWHu finance, insurance,
& real estate; wholesale & retail trade; personal
services.

Job-Seeking Method: private employment agency;
newspapers; state employment agency; did not look.
Health Problem: no. Relation to Head: non-rela-

,tive of head with own7eicitions in household; head
With relations in household.

Job-Seeking Method :. privatA employment agency;
newspapers; state employrrient agency; did not look..
Health Problem: no. Relation'to'Head: head with-
out relations in household; non-relative of'ilead
without relations in household; other relative of head.
Industry : public administration; mfg. durable goods;
WrifriC-e-; insurance, & real estate; personal services;
mfg. non-durable goods; trans., comm., & utilities;
professional; wholesale & retail trade; no answer.

Job-Seeking Method: ask friends & relatives;
directly to employer; union; no answer; community
organization; other. Health Problem: no. Age:
25-44; 55-59.

Job-Seeking Method; ask friends & relatives;
directly to employer; union; no answer; community
organization; other. Health Problem: no. Age:

, 16-2445-54; 60-64. Family Size: one, three--;
seven or more family members.
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Table 101. (Continued)

Group
Number

Mean Fits. in Standard
Labor Force Deviation

Number
of Cases

12 1,723 542 33

17 1;676 582 26

18 1,612 598 49

8 1,455 37

16 1,367 680 25

Total 1,913 350 1 ,445

Characteristics of Workers

Job-Seeking Method: private employment agency;
newspapers; state employment agency; did not look.
Heal.h Problem: no. Relation to Head: head with-
out relations in household; non-relative of head
without relations in household; other relative of head.
Industry: entertainment & recreation; busfness & re-
pair services; construction.

Job-Seeking Method: ask friends & relatives;
directly to employer; union; no answer; community
organization; other. Health Problem no. Age:
16-24; 45-54; 60-64. Family Size: two, four, five
or six family members. Occupation: managerial &
admin.; trans.,equipment operatives
(except trans.); laborers (except farm).

Job-Seiking Method: private employment agency;
newspapers; state employment agency; did not look.
Health Problem: yqs. Industry: mfg. durable goods;
mfg. non-durablegoods; trans., comm., & utilities;
profestional; construction.

Job-Seeking Method: ask friends & relatives;
directly to employer; .union; no answer; community
organization; other. Health Problem: yes.

Job-eeking Method: ask friends & relatives;
directly to enin) oyer; union; no answer; community
organization; other. Health Problem: no. Age:
16-24; 45-54; 60-64. Family Size: two, four,
five or six family members. Occupation: service
workers; clerical; craftsmen & foremen; professional
& technical.
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Chapter 8

SUMMARY AND POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

In thi5 study we sought new.knowledge about the relationship of inner-

city male workers' socioeconomic characteristics to their success in the

labor market. Specifically, we wanted' to learn more about the extent

' to which low incomes and employment levels in urban ghettos and barrios are

tbe result of discriminatilk against workers who are black, of Spanish origin,

or relative] young or old. Also, to what degree can low income and employ-
,

ment levels be raised by upgrading the education, job skills, health, apd

job-seektng methods of the Poor? Furthermore, are income and employment

levels influenced by poverty-area workers' residential origin, locational

ties, and their family relationships and responsibilities? Finally, -how much

are income and employment affected by differences in poverty-area workers'

occupational and industrial attachments? 41*

Because a summary of all of,the findings presented in Chapi-rs 4, 5, 6, .

and 7 would be both lengthy and redundant, We shall reiterate only our major

conclusions. Then we shall offer some specific policy recommendations that

follow-from our results,

Findings

It is the general finding ofIthis study that each of the major elements

that we trted to measurediscrimination, employability development, and

economic structure--plays a role in determining,how many hours per year a,

poverty-area worker will be employed and how much his anaual income will be.

Moreover, when the ghetto workers are,,seekinc employment, each ofthese

forces has,an effect on the length of time that they will be unemployed.



Our specific findings follow.

1. Workers who are black or of Spanish origin are more likely to

reside in an urban poverty area than are Anglo workers., Moreover, Anglo

workers who do live in urban poverty areas average higher in income than

' their black and Spanish-origin neighbors, and the time spent unemployed is

likely to be shorter for a white worker than for a black worker in the same

area.

Although our findings suggest that discrimination and variations In

subcultural life-styles and attitudes have some direct impact on poverty

levels of workers within each area, race and ethnicity generally are not

major reasons for the :income and employment differences within each sample.

There is, however, the possibility that race and ethnicity have more of an

indirect than direct relationship to income and employment success by

affecting such factors as educational level, job training, and heafth; but

these indirect'linkages were not analyzed in this study..

There is some indication that the chances of break-ing out of poverty

for workers who are whi.te or black, non-Spanish or Spanish, are greater in

the low-income areas with larger white Populations. in other words, we are

sugges'ting that programs that improve personal sicills and put workers in

higher-status.jObs in higher-wage industries will bring greater gains in

income to.wórkers, regardless of race, who live in poverty areas having a

majority of white residents.

Unexpectedly, we found that in every area Spanish-origin workers were

underrepresentl in the high unemployment category (in St. Louis' poverty

area and Ch'cago's south-side poverty area the Spanish-origin samples are

quite small):
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2. Avelge inCome and employment levels are higher for veteran's than

For non-veteralins in all four poverty areas.

The incoille advantages of veterans over non-veterans are quite 'sizable

in the St. Louis and San Antonio poverty areas. However, when the other

predictors in our study are controlled, veteran status has little indepen-

dent effect on income or employment in any of the poverty areas. Hence,

veteran status is associated with other predictors in our study. This

predictor would appear to have indirect linkages to income and employment

through such factors as educaiion, jobQtraining, occupation, and industry.

Nevertheless, veteran status may be one of the better indicators for

distinguishing those clients who would and would not fail in various

ehployment and training peOgrams. Veterans have received some kind of

training and job experience.during their time in the service. Some have

used the G.I. Bill to obtain education and job training after retuening to

civilian life. Also, veterans get extra points on civil service exams and

sometimes they are given preference in other hiring 'Situations.

31 There is some evidence that workers from the local city or other

large cities work fewer hours than migrants to the poverty area who come

from smaller cities or rural areas.

In three of the four poverty areas studied (San Antonio is the

exception), unemployment asts longer for workees from tné local city than

for workers from host of the other categories of communities. The relation-

ship of residential origin to income, however, indicates that in the two

, Chicago poverty areas the workers of local origin or from some of the

larger cities earn more than do migrants from small cities or rural a'reas,

while in the,St. Louis and San Antonio areas the yelationship to income

tends.to be reversed.
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1

The variations found in the employment levels and residential background

provide some support for the hypothesis that young migrants from small cities

or rural areas are willing to take jobs in the secondary industries whereas

these are unacceptable to young workers who'grew up in the,local community.

It may be that the latter workers receive considerable peer-group pressure

to,take on higher-status, better-paying jobs. In contrast, the young 4

migrants may not have many'close friends living in the Poverty area, so

they would not be exposed to their pressure. Moreover, for_workers from

rural areas, most of the lower-status, lower-wage jobs may look better, than

g available back home:

The differences in the income findings suggest that some poverty areas

'are less detrimental to native workers than are others--at least in

comparison with the areas of origin for migrants to each area. The local

region may have unique condiiions affecting migrants.and nonmigrants that

cannot be genegalizee to the national level.

4. Years .of school complefed generally has a positive association
5

with income. However, our eviiienee suggests that for older worker, with

only an eighth grade educa.iion, their experience and tenure counteract some

of the negative impactt fewer years of schooling have on income and employ-
.

ment levels. Moreover, at the time older workers graduatedfrom the ,

eighth grade educational requirements for employment were lower than they

are now.

Our results show that the iMpact of job training on poverty workers's

income levels is not as great as the impact from educational attainment.

However, our findings would probably show wider income differences between

workers with and without j training if oui. measure of job training did

not include workers in the Ne ghborbood Youth Corps.
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Workers' own response to the question of whether or not lack of skill,

experience, or educaYión 'is a barrier to either "holding a job, fineng a

better job, looking, or wanting a job" is not as good an indicator ks is
Nh

"years of school completed" of differences in income, employment, and

uoemployment levels. The proportion of workers who answered yes to this

question seems relatively low,for samples from poverti neighborhoods. If

so, the explanation might be that some poverty-area workers do,not believe.

that raising their educational level or improving their job skills or

gaining more experience would be sufficient for raising their employment

and income levels. Instead, they may believe that Other factors would still

be major barriers to their breaking out of pdverty, such as "fate" Or "bad

luck," unique personal problems, discrimination, or the political and

economic system in our society.

5. Age is one of the strongest predictors of,income, emplOyment, and

unemployment levels in each of the poverty areas studied, The correlation

of age with income,follows the expected curvilinear pattern, with the

lowest income and employment levels in the youngest years and the .next

lowest in the oldest working'years. .

The association of workers ages with theirincome, employment, and

unemployment levels is not much differeht in 'the ghetto or barrio from what

it is in the rest of our society. .The number of workers who said that they

are either not holding a job, not finding a better job,,or discouraged from

lcoking for or wanting a job because employers think ttiatthey are too young.

or too old is small, but their income end employment levels are far below

the poverty-area average.' This is a 'group of clients that clearly needs

programs to help them overcome their age barriers, and that may already have
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some useful insights about the problem that would help in determining the

appropriate approaches for solving it. Our results suggest that age-group

discrimination is a 'more serious problem for poverty-area workers than are

racial and ethnic discrimination.

6. Workers who.said that health problems hindeNtheir employment

success show sizable losses in hours of employment and income'level.

Moreover, in three Of the four poverty areas the period of unemployment for

worker seeking a job is likely to be longer than aVerage if he has a health
_

problem.

About 8 percent of the workers within the St. Louis poverty area and

in each of the two Chicago poverty areas and abaft 11 percent of the workers

in ihe San Antonio poverty area indicated that they have a disability or ln

illness causing employment difficulties for them. . Our findings reveal that

the extent to which poor health lowers these workers' employment and income

levels remains sizable even after taking into account the effects of all the
1

other determinants measured in the study% In most of the areas, the health

variable is one of the better predictors of differences in employment levels

among all workers. It is less successful, however, in accounting for the

differences in tncomececeived by these workers.

7. Poverty-area workers with excessive family responsibilit4es as well

as those with minimal family associations are more likely.to fall pelow the4

average employmeneand income levels in their areas while workers in stable

family situations are more likely to be above the average.

Family structure is considered relevant from a human capital perspective

because the responsibility of supporting a family would appear to provide an

jncentive for achieving full-time, full-year employment and a higher income:
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Also, family life may be associ!ated with more stable social patterns that in
A

turn contribute to employment success.

It can also be concluded, however, that differences in the family

patterns found in the ghetto or barrio are the result rather than the cause

of variations in the workers incomN If a low-ipcome worker who gets

married and starts raising children is not able to break out of poverty, he

may be unable to continue sdeporting his growing family. Consequently, he
,

may be forced to desert his family in order to maintain his self-respect and

to qualify his family for welfare payments.

8. The approximately eight out of ten poverty-area employed workers

who did not look for other work during the previous year earned considerably

more than those 'who dld seaech.for a new job. Hence, simply staying employed

full-tiMe, full-year the workerscan travel quite far along the road out of

'poverty, though it is not always far enough. However, there were also,

sizable differences in the income and employment levels of those who sought

work, according to the type of job-seeking method they used.
4

The most populat methods of job-seeking were going directly to the

employer or asking friends and relatives aboueopportunities. The data

indicate that asking friends and relatives was one of the most successful

methods for keeping the period of unemployment relatively short, and

checking with unions was associated with, relatiyely high incomes. Workers

with relatively long periods of unemployment went directly to the employer

or used the State Employment Service, and workers with some of the loWest

14 incomes were most likely to have checked with community organizations.

9. Differences in the occupation and industry to which a worker is

attached produce substantial differences in the income r-id,employment
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levels of poverty-area workers independent of their social backgeound,

education, and training.

Workers residing in poverty areas find that the most opportunities for

full-year employment at higher wages are in governmen.t jobs. Constrktion

workers generally have the lowest employment levels, but their income

levels remain high.

10. Many of the relationships of the socioeconomic variables to

income and employment are not uniform throughout each sample. The main

effects of each predictor are not always the same_or even present among all

grodps of workers in an area. Each area has some unique conditions that can

best be understood by local experts and leaders, as they have the best

opportunity to develop knowledge about how all of the relevant fortes

affecting poverty in the community interrelate to form an organic whole.

Recommendations

We offer the following specific recommendations for courses of actiOn

to be undertaken or further emphasized by the Department of Labor and other

government agencies tb help low-income workers obtain better jobs and break

out of poverty.

1. Upgrading Skills and Employability and Providing More Career

InforMation before Youth Complete Formal Schooling.

Between 1975 and 1980, the number of white teen-age males (16 to 19

years) is projected to increase only slightly, while,the number of nonwhite

teen-age males is projected to increase'almost 13 percent. But from 1980

to 1985, the number of white teen-age males is expected to decrease by about

. 11 percent, and the number of nonwhite-teen-age males should drop by approx-

imately 7 percent (U.S. Office of the President, 1977:258, Table E-8).
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toi Unfortunately, the employment opportunities for disadvantaged teen-agers

may not improve when these eventual declines in their numbers occur. The

/ traditional private employers of inner-city teen-agers--small retail stores,

Mom and Pop grocery stores, factories with a lavge proportion of entry-level

jobs requiring few skills--are diappearing from many urban centers.

Automation is eliminating many other jobs for the unskilled youth.
A

Further efforts are needed to help young people in the ghettos and

barrios to make the difficult transition from educational institutions to

placA of work.. Without special programs, communication abodt job opportun-
,

ities and career preparation is.generally worse in the low-income area than

in the rest of the metropolis. The Department sf Labor's School to Work

Transition Program (SWTP) is developing a number of pllot projects that

should be of particular benefit to the youth in urban poverty areas. For

eXample, the Vocational Exploration Program, which began'during the summer

of 1976, was a SWTP pilot project designed specifically fot low-income youth

4

during the summer months. The objectives of SWTP include "integration of

classroom instruction with work expehence; design and development of

curriculum materials that will better,Prepare students for ou'upational

requirements; and preparatjon of youth for new occupational fields. Other

aims are to develop career information and.knowledge of local training,

employment, education, and service opportunities and to provide better

counsel;ng, guidance, and placemeht'assistance using the employment-

relatedresources of the community" (U.S. Of'fice of the President, 1977:53).

If students can get career planning and exploration activities before

they graduate or crrop out of school, successful transition to work is more

likely. Indeed, they may be more strongly motivated to stay in school and

apply themselves until graduation. It is important, however, that these
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nrojects be designed imaginatively to'fit in with the unique local conditions

of each poverty ar!,a. The differences that we found between each area

suggest that general programs cannot be applied uniformly to these areas-
,

The lessons learned from the inadequacies of paSt programs can contribute

to designing an effective array of job infornetion and training strategies to

fit the needs of youth in various types of areas.

The pilot projects sponsored by the National Alliance of Businessmen

(NAB) and the AFL-CIO Human Resources Oevelopment Institute (HROI) designed

to give young'participants an opportunity to explore, at first hand, the

workings of private induitry are the types of programs that are needed by

many low-income youth (see U.S. Office of the President, 1977:53). However,

when disadvantaged young men participate in these kinds of programs special

care must be taken, to insure that they do not feel manipulated, that their

culture is being rejected, or that it is a useless exercise because the

better jobs will never be made available to them. If this situation

develops, the participants will probably reject or subvert the program (see

Wellman, 1977). Also, these programs require considerable cooperation

between the secondary schools, vocational schools, colleges, government

agencies, and industry if they are going to work.

It must be recogdjzed that young men 15 to 24 years old in the ghetto

as well as outside the ghetto are normally in a different stage of social

development than* prime-age or older workers. Even young men who do not go

to college generally do not go directly from high school graduation to

lifetime employment. The transition takes a considerable amount of time,

and during the transition, young workers will continue to seek jobs in the

secondary labor market. William Spiring (1956), for example, proposes that

work in secondary jobs may be a good thing for the young worker when self
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and,.world exploration take precedence over sizable economic retirns. Spring .

believeethat the key to the transition from secondary jobs to ,rimarrcareer

jobs is to gain work in "bridge" jobs that provide employment at decent pay,_

informal and close supervision, informal, personnel policies, a :hance to learn

a trade, and Tinkages (information, contacts) with the larger, nore`profitable

firms in the central economy.

2. Meeting the Employment Needs of Older Workers.

Like older workers in other areas older workers in poverty areas

experience problems of age discrimination, physical decline, and obsolete

Further attention needs to be given-to raising the employment and

income levels of the aged poor. The Senior Community Service enployment

Program (authorized by Title I) of the Older Americans Act of 1)74 as

amended) provides employment for .economically disadvantaged per;ons aged 55

years and older in part-time community service jobs.. "In addit'on to

subsidized job opportunities, the program provides participants with yearly

physical examinations, personal and job-related counseling, job training,

and in some cases, placement in unsubsidized jobs" (U.S. Office of the

President, 1977:53).

The local Employment Service offices provide for older worlo.rs such

standard activities as counseling, job development, referral to training or

to other agencies for social services, and job placement. These,services,

however, are provided on an intensified and individualized basis (U.S.

'Office of the President, 1976:124). The Employment Service also oas

conducted training sessions designed to increase staff awareness f the

employment problems of ,older workers and to review procedures for assisting

these workers in getting jobs. These activities include "techniguns for
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appraising the skills and abilities of older workers, ways of improving

their ability to sell their skills to potential employers, methods of

developing job openings for them, approaches t changing'employer attitude's

toward older workers, and uses of community resources to serve them" (U.S.

Office of the President, 1976:124-125).

These programs appear to be aimed in the right direction, but the

effectiveness of the specific means for carrying them out-needs to be given

cobsiderable attention so that greater success can be achieved. For example,

an expansion of job :information may be required to indicate more clearly the

openings that are particularly suited or not suited for older workers.

Also, more attention needs to be given to effective enforcement of anti--

discrimination legislation.

Another possibility is to have a more effective division of labor

between direct income transfers to the aged Km' and counseling-training-

placement 'peograms fOr this group. This would make ftipossible to concen-
,

trate the latter programs more exclusively on their more narrowly defined

functions. Moreover, the retraining and placement programs would then be

able to select the more promising individuals, which, in turn, would mean

that the training could be geared more clearly to ladder-job openings,

whether in the private sector or in public service (see Ulman, 1977:119).

Yet, many older workers who are.no longer suited for their former occupa-

tions'and not retrainable for new occupations that have openings may still

be better off, both,menially and physically, in subsidized job programs

like the Senior Community Service Employment.Program rather than simply

retired with an adequate income supplement. The role identity and sense

of purpoe, sOcial contacts, and phyiical examinations provided in these



programS ,may keep older workers happier and healthier. These programs may

also make useful contributions to the community.

3. Expansion'of Job Information.

Our finding that going directly to the employer is the most coMmon:job-

seeking method,used by low-income workers in our sample and also associated

with high unemployment levels among these workers'suggests that'the existing

labor market information system needs to be expanded. According to

Gambill's (1978) study of the Department of Labor's current labor market

information system, most job information is collected primarily for employ-
.

ability development, economic analysis', or program design. Gambill argues
4;r

that.more resourCes need to be directed toward providing information that

can assist.the State Employment Service in matching currently 'available,

workers with currently available jobs.

Other efforts also are required to improve the image of the gocal

rate Employment offices so that more poverty area workers will seek their

A.ervices. However, if the opinions of some Employment Service critics are

correct, to get more clients the Employment Service will, have to changefrom

frequently being viewed as "a passive accessory to discriminatory employment

practices" (Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights under Law and the National

Urban Coalition,, 1971:60) and a "placement service for the secondary labor

market" (Harrison, 1977:107).

4. Adapting the Labor Market to the Poverty-Area Worker.

As competing, profit-making operations, private companies want workers
\,

who can contribute to their success. NeVertheless, programs designed both

to adapt the disadvantaged worker to the organization and vice-versa have

emerged in some companies, and the Federal Government needs to use its

,power and resources to encourage and monitor these efforts. Organizations
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opening up to disadvantaged minority.workers
may need assistance in learning

about specific Procedures and situations that they must deal.with iwthe

integration process: recruitment'and selection, training, job placement,

job performance, peer group adjUstment, superior-subordinate relationships,

and,prnmotion decisionS (see Franklin and Sherwood, 14974);
a

In primary induStrg: more consideration needs to be given to the

possibilities--during a probationary period--of learning how temporarily

to accommodate to the unstable work characteristics of workers from the

secondary labor market. For example, an enterprise might be able to

reorganite some'Of itls operations to make efficient use of these unstable.

workers while they are going through a transition period of training to

'dev-elop habits of regularity and punctuality. The-Federal &vernment may
%

be needed to provide the investment necessary to effect these changes.

5. Workers' Residential Origin Should be Considered in Counseling and

Job-InformatiOn Programs.

Some of our findings suggest that young workers who grew up in the

local area need counseling and job information that is different'from that

received by young migrants from small cities or rural areas. Migrants-from

other large cities may need still different kinds of counseling and

information to ease the transition from school to work.

Each group has had some different kinds of environmental conditions

determining their values and behavior patterns. Moreover, the workers

native to the local poverty area are likely to still be influenced by a

number of peers in their neighborhood. These different socjal conditions

may require quite different strategies.on the part of,employment counselors,

and the.job information appropriate for each grOlip might var9. For exelple,

the locally-reared young worker may feel :that he should take only higher-
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status,, better:TaYing jobs, but none may be available for him, at least

given his present training and experience. Nevertheless, the counselor

might be able to show him information about "bridge" jobs. These jobs may

appear to be secondary jobs while in fact they could lead to primary career

employmen't. The counselor would need to communicate to the workeit that

this job was compatable with his values about status and pay lq contrast,

a young worer from A rural area might not have the resistance taking

this.type of job that the other worker has because,he has,not been socialized

to think of it as degrading work.

6. Public Service Employment and Income Maintenance..

,The evidence suggests that family life is supportive of stable

,employment patterns, so it would appear that government programs providing

incOme supports and-public service employment should bp designed for keeptng

male workers with their families when employment and financial problems

arise. Otherwise, separation may precipitate further oycles of unemployment

and money problms. Also, innovative strategies are needeil to provide

stronger family ties for workers who are too young for marriage and for

older workers who'are single, divorced, or widowed.

These programs, however, need to be considered experimental and

carefully ana1yze6, for the relationship between income and far 41y structure

is affected by other important variables. For,example, d recen k. study by

the Stanford Research Institute showed that family dissolution jumped

sharply when the government started guaranteeing a minimum income to poor

couples.. The study found, in effect, that by gdaranteeing many'low-income

women '%.,/ho were not earning or capable of earning their own liVing a

minimum incoMe even if they became separated from their mates, the
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'experiment allowed the women to leave their husbands ("Guaranteed income

'brings marital splits," 1978:3).

7. Programs for Workers with Health Problems.

Our findings show that poverty-area workers with health problems clearly

need special assistance. The data underscore the importance of the

Department of Labor coordinating its counseling, training, and job place-

ment programs with the health services arranged through the Department of

Health, Education, and Welfare.

An effort should be made to learn more about,the extent to which health

problems are a cause of low employment levels and the extent.to which they

are the result of unemployment *and loss of income. For some workers,

effective employment programs may be a more important determinant of good

health than is medical.care.

8. Increasing the Supply of Primary Career Jobs.

We support the position that employability development is necessary but

not sufficient for solving employment problems in the urban poverty areas.

The Federal Government must also help to find solutions to those segments

of the economic system that provide less than satisfactory jobs and incomes

for those with adequate ability and skills. As we reduce the ratio of

unstable jobs in the system, we need to provide special adjustments for

unstable workers to help them make the transition to stable employment.

In summary, we see no single, preponderant remedy for eliminating

poverty in our cities. The findings of this study lead us to recommend a

variety of manpower policies and programs--ranging in focus from individual

to societal levels, and involving both the private and public sectors--to

help solve the problems of poverty-area workers. We also believe that the

success of thee programs depends in part on the efforts of policymakers to
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create more effective collaborative processes between the numerous and

diverse institutions that share the responsibility for combating the

employment problems of *the poor.
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